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Abstract
Problem:
In order for the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation’s (CTUIR) Tribal Historic
Preservation Office (THPO) and Cultural Resources Protection Program (CRPP) to preserve, protect and
perpetuate cultural resources for current and future generations of the Weyíiletpu (Cayuse), Imatalamłáma
(Umatilla), and Walúulapam (Walla Walla) peoples, we need to be aware of the resources and the values
they contain. One set of resources that the CTUIR knows little about is the work undertaken by the Civilian
Conservation Corps-Indian Division (CCC-ID) at the Umatilla Agency including the types of projects, the
location of such projects, why the projects were selected, the tribal members involved, the effects of such
improvements on the tribal people residing on the Umatilla Indian Reservation, and what remains today of
such resources.
Procedure:
Through archival research, assessment of oral history data, and archaeological survey, I provide
locational data and context for any extant CCC-ID built environment and archaeological resources
remaining.
Findings:
The CCC-ID projects were centered in three areas: the July Celebration Grounds in Mission near the
Umatilla Agency, Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery, and the restored Johnson Lands.
Archaeological survey of the Johnson Lands identified both archaeological and built environment resources
still present on the landscape.
Conclusion:
The THPO and CRPP has a greater understanding of the location of the CCC-ID resources and the
importance of these places. Proposed projects in these locations will need to assess the potential direct,
indirect and cumulative impacts on the values that make these places significant to the tribal community.
Recommendations:
As Indian identity is rooted in traditional places across the landscape, efforts need to be made by current
tribal members to reconnect with these locations and teach future generations of their importance. To limit
further impacts to these locales, adjacent lands could be purchased. The CTUIR Department of Justice
should look into re-establishing legal access to the northern portion of the Johnson Creek Truck Trail.
Additional survey work should occur to better define those resources documented, such as the entire
boundary fenceline including gates, fence jacks and historic refuse left during construction. Additional
survey work should also be conducted along Blue Kettle Ridge to verify if the northern portion of the Cold
Springs Truck Trail is mapped in the correct location. Lastly, portions of the Johnson Lands not previously
surveyed should be surveyed.
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Chapter 1: Project Goals and Methodology
Project Background
In 1855, the Weyíiletpu (Cayuse), Imatalamłáma (Umatilla), and Walúulapam (Walla Walla) signed a
treaty in which the three tribes ceded approximately 6.4 million acres of land in northeastern Oregon and
southeastern Washington to the Unites States while reserving the right to fish, hunt, gather foods and
medicines, and pasture livestock on these lands. The Umatilla Indian Reservation was created as the new
home for these tribes and managed by the Office of Indian Affairs, to be renamed the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA) in 1947. The Umatilla Agency was established on the Umatilla Indian Reservation shortly
after the ratification of the treaty in 1859 and overseen by Indian Agents or Agency Superintendents under
the direction of the Office of Indian Affairs. In 1949, the Weyíiletpu, Imatalamłáma, and Walúulapam
voted to become a confederation, adopting a constitution and by-laws and thus becoming the Confederated
Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation (CTUIR). The Umatilla Agency is still present on the Umatilla
Indian Reservation and has a federal trust responsibility for individually allotted and tribal trust lands.
The CTUIR, through its Departments and Programs, manage the lands within the exterior boundaries
of the Umatilla Indian Reservation. The CTUIR’s Cultural Resources Protection Program’s (CRPP) goal
is to preserve, protect and perpetuate cultural resources for current and future generations of the Weyíiletpu,
Imatalamłáma, and Walúulapam. In order to carry out this goal, the resources need to be identified and
their significance assessed. The significance of sites on CTUIR tribal lands is evaluated according to the
CTUIR’s Tribal Register criteria which includes the four criteria of the National Register of Historic Places
as well as one additional criterion. Criterion E takes into account cultural resources that have an important
value to the Confederated Tribes people due to associations with cultural practices once carried out or still
carried out at the property, or due to traditional beliefs, events or oral accounts (CTUIR Historic
Preservation Code 4.03). The CTUIR’s Tribal Historic Preservation Office (THPO) requires compliance
with both the National Historic Preservation Act (54 U.S.C. 300101 et seq.) and the CTUIR’s Historic
Preservation Code.
Project Goals
This thesis concerns the management of cultural resources associated with President Franklin D.
Roosevelt’s Civilian Conservation Corps-Indian Division (CCC-ID) program at Umatilla Agency. The
CTUIR knows little about this New Deal program aimed at improving resources on Indian reservations
through conservation projects while bettering the lives of tribal members. There is a cursory understanding
that the Umatilla Agency administered the CCC-ID program; however it is unclear what types of projects
were conducted, why projects were selected, the location of such projects, which tribal members were
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involved, what remains today of the improvements conducted, and the effects of such improvements on the
tribal people residing on the Umatilla Indian Reservation.
The goal of this project is to identify projects undertaken by the CCC-ID administered by the Umatilla
Agency and determine whether or not archaeological and/or built environment resources may still be extant
on the landscape. I hope to answer whether or not archival, oral history and archaeological research can
identify CCC-ID improvements on the landscape and inform us about the CCC-ID work. I believe that
archival and oral history research may help provide context to better understand the projects and the values
that they may hold. For example, it may be determined that a resource is important because of the
workmanship that went into the construction; it may be valued as a location where tribal events occurred;
or improvements may have been connected to important people in the community. Such data could shed
light on the importance of such sites, allowing adequate future assessment of all criteria and ultimately aid
in management of any extant resources. This research may be able to indicate if the CCC-ID projects were
important to the community or individuals for reasons other than solely receiving a paycheck in critical
economic times. Furthermore, the research may or may not indicate whether the projects were important
to the overall community or had lasting impacts on individuals involved. Today’s tribal members may be
able to reconnect with their parents or grandparents through these places on the landscape.
Methods to Achieve Goals
A review of archival data, literature, periodicals, and oral histories will be conducted in order to provide
a broad understanding of the events that contributed to the historical and political climate surrounding the
creation and diminishment of the Umatilla Indian Reservation, the status of the tribes on the Umatilla Indian
Reservation at the time of implementation of President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s CCC-ID program, the
structure of the work plans of the CCC-ID at Umatilla Agency, and how the projects may or may not be or
have been significant to the tribes. The U.S. government’s relationship with the Weyíiletpu, Imatalamłáma,
and Walúulapam directly influenced tribal decisions regarding self-governance and land acquisition,
including the restoration of the Johnson Lands. The Johnson Lands were lands originally within the
southernmost part of the Umatilla Indian Reservation that were deemed surplus by the U.S. government
after the allotment process. These lands were formally restored under a 1940 Order of Restoration and
numerous CCC-ID projects were implemented here. Once the background research provides clues to where
CCC-ID projects were implemented, archaeological fieldwork will assess whether evidence of CCC-ID
projects is visible today. Archaeological survey will be employed to locate surface evidence of these
projects which then can be documented.
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Literature Reviewed
The National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) Pacific Alaska Region’s Federal Record
Center at Sandpoint, Washington curates federal agency records from Alaska, Washington, Oregon, Idaho
and the Pacific Ocean area. I contacted an archivist at NARA in September 2014 to inquire about the
records review process and set up an appointment. As the CCC-ID program was administered by the Indian
Service [later called the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)], two finding guides were provided that contained
BIA records. The first was the BIA Portland Area Office (PAO) finding guide which was compiled circa
1997 and revised in 2005. The other was the preliminary inventory of the BIA Umatilla Agency, Pendleton,
Oregon from 1862-1978 which was compiled in 2003 and updated in 2005. I reviewed both finding guides
for possible entries pertaining to the CCC-ID program, Indian Emergency Conservation Work, or general
BIA records from 1933-1943 so that the boxes could be pulled by NARA staff for my review for relevant
information.
Prior to my arrival at NARA, I submitted a written request to pull specific boxes. Once at NARA, I
acquired a researcher identification card and the process of reviewing records began. If information
appeared pertinent to the project, it was either scanned using a Canon 8800F flatbed scanner or
photographed using an Olympus Stylus Tough-6000 with 10 megapixel sensor or a Samsung Galaxy S4
smartphone with a 13 megapixel camera. These digital data were brought back to the CTUIR for postprocessing (e.g., combining individual images or files together so that data was ultimately saved as
individual .pdf files representing each relevant archival folder within individual record boxes).
Records cited in this report from NARA are referred to as from the Portland Area Office collection,
(denoted by PAO) or for the BIA Umatilla Agency records (denoted as UM); each source location is
followed by the box number and the folder within the box. All PAO and UM records are located within
Record Group 75 at NARA. I spent fourteen days at NARA (October 10-11, November 24-25, and
December 31, 2014; January 22-23 and April 6-11, 2015; and December 22, 2016). As a portion of the
CCC-ID projects were to be field verified, it was important to develop a list of projects with pertinent
information that would help to relocate them. Subsequently, the materials copied were reviewed and
summaries compiled by project so that fieldwork could begin.
An inquiry was made to the Umatilla Agency Superintendent Michael Jackson in Mission, Oregon
regarding records or photographs on file at that office. During a visit to the Agency on January 27, 2016,
Superintendent Jackson informed me that no files from that era remained at the Agency. Superintendent
Jackson indicated that all of the files were transferred to the NARA’s Pacific Alaska Region Federal Record
Center. The current records curation process has changed from housing documents at NARA to curation
at the American Indian Records Repository in Lenexa, Kansas, a new facility constructed as an outcome of
the Cobell lawsuit regarding the federal mismanagement of Individual Indian Money trust accounts.
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Inquiries were made regarding any photographs that might remain in the BIA’s possession as CTUIR oral
histories reference boxes of photographs at Umatilla Agency. The Superintendent had no knowledge of
such records. In addition to the Agency office building, the Superintendent and I looked in the old
commissary (now a storage facility) to double-check that historic records were not still being stored there.
No CCC-ID program files were located.
A review of Smithsonian Institution digital archives revealed that the periodical Indians at Work,
published by the Office of Indian Affairs, is housed in the History and Culture Collection, electronic call
number E98.15 139 (Smithsonian Institution 2017). This periodical was published either twice a month or
monthly between 1933 and 1945 and reported on the CCC-ID program. The editorial written by the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Collier for each volume provides insight into the political climate
regarding Indian Country. The Smithsonian’s collection includes 104 issues which were downloaded for
review.
Efforts were made to locate all other issues of Indians at Work not in the Smithsonian Institution’s
digital collection. Tamástslikt Cultural Institute located on the Umatilla Indian Reservation in Mission,
Oregon houses 123 issues. I reviewed thirty-eight issues not within the Smithsonian’s collection. All of the
remaining outstanding issues, except for the September 1940 issue which could not be easily acquired, were
either accessed through St. Cloud State University’s interlibrary loan program or from digital copies located
in Hathi Trust’s digital library (Hathi Trust 2017). All acquired issues were reviewed for information about
the CCC-ID program, the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 (also known as the Wheeler-Howard Act)
which was in the process of becoming law (see Chapter 2), and for information specific to Umatilla Agency.
Inquiries were made to the Reference Library Coordinator and the Photograph Archivist at Tamástslikt
Cultural Institute to determine what relevant documents and photographs they curate. I met with the
Reference Library Coordinator who outlined their collections and allowed me access. Newspaper articles
are catalogued by date and the folders from the 1930s and 1940s were reviewed. As noted above, 38 issues
of the periodical Indians at Work. Shelves of reference materials in the special collections were reviewed
for any materials from the 1933-1943 timeframe that might be relevant to the CCC-ID program. Tamástslikt
Cultural Institute also maintains folders on individual tribal members. I pulled and reviewed the folders of
those individuals who were known to be part of the CCC-ID program at Umatilla Agency. Folders with
relevant information were photocopied and the data scanned at the CRPP office. I met with the Photograph
Archivist who had located seven photographs in Tamástslikt Cultural Institute’s collection of the CCC-ID
improvements at the July Celebration Grounds in Mission. Tamástslikt Cultural Institute houses materials
donated from tribal families and several additional photographs of the July Celebration Grounds were on
loan from an individual tribal member and shown to me.
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In order to see if the local newspaper reported on any of the CCC-ID projects, microfilm of the East
Oregonian was reviewed at the Pendleton Public Library. Daily issues from February 1, 1938 to June 20,
1942 were examined. If relevant information was identified, the page from the periodical was saved
digitally in .pdf form and later reviewed more closely. I inquired with the reference librarian about using
images in this thesis and I was informed that images from the East Oregonian could be used so long as they
were cited. Copies of all downloaded images are stored at the CTUIR CRPP. Copies were also provided
to Tamástslikt Cultural Institute.
The CTUIR’s CRPP archive database was reviewed to look for references which may contain materials
relevant to the CCC-ID in the grey literature. References were pulled and assessed as to whether or not
they would aid in this project.
In an effort to provide context for understanding the reservation history of the Weyíiletpu,
Imatalamłáma, and Walúulapam, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs Reports, the CTUIR’s tribal history
book, Wiyáχayχt, As Days Go By, Wiyáakaa’awn: Our History, Our Land, and Our People, The Cayuse,
Umatilla and Walla Walla (Karson 2015), and other sources were reviewed.

In order to compile the

background information regarding the establishment of the CCC-ID, including the objectives and structure
of the program, bodies of work discussing the CCC-ID were reviewed and incorporated into this document.
At least 60 articles or documents were either obtained through interlibrary loan or downloaded
electronically and reviewed. Sypolt’s (2005) selective bibliography for the Civilian Conservation Corps
contains a section entitled Native Americans. These references were reviewed and those that might be
pertinent were acquired for review. The main work that discusses the CCC-ID remains Parman’s 1967
dissertation and his subsequent 1971 article. Pogue’s (2006) master’s thesis also significantly addresses
the CCC-ID program, but like most who have written about the CCC-ID since Parman, it largely refers
back to Parman’s original work. Some additional documents which shed light on the topic include Fechner
(1936; 1937a; 1937b), Gower (1972), Killilae (1981), and Muck (1933; ca 1943) and Rodriguez (1993).
A cursory review of the published materials on the archaeology of the CCC program revealed that the
limited published materials available focus on defining the camps of the traditional CCC. Archaeological
survey, most often coupled with historical documentary data, was conducted to identify surface features
and artifacts at traditional CCC camps. This includes the survey and mapping of Camps NP-1-C, NP-4-C
and NP-11-C in Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado (Butler 2006); Camp Havilah on the Sequoia
National Forest in California which defined 25 surface features (Howe 2009); Sand Gap CCC Camp
(3PP0184) and Fairview CCC Camp (3NW1160) Passport in Time survey project on the Big Piney Ranger
District in Arkansas which documented features adversely affected by soils and vegetation (Pfeiffer
2010:10); Dunnigan Lake CCC Camp F-16 in Minnesota which documented twenty-six clearly visible
surface features and artifact concentrations (Schoen 2004:36); Chaco Cultural National Historical Park
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historical resource study which used documentary, oral historical and archaeological data to identify one
traditional CCC camp and one CCC-ID camp, as well as various projects constructed by the enrollees in
the park (Swope et al. 2017:94); survey of CCC Camp Hart Mountain on the National Antelope Refuge in
Oregon which documented 15 features associated with the archaeological remains of the camp (Spuelda
2003:14); documentation of Nehalem Spike Camp in Oregon which located only one concrete foundation
but noted that subsurface resources may be present (Diters 2008); and survey of CCC Camp LA77728 on
Bandelier National Monument, New Mexico (Smith 2001). It is interesting to note that the work at
Bandelier National Monument reconstructed the camp layout based on the spatial distribution of the
artifacts and the documentary data. Smith (2001:37) concluded that “Archaeological surface survey is a
cost-effective means of assessing site function, especially for large sites and sites with little stratigraphic
depth.”
There are a few reports that document limited testing at CCC camps. Work at Camp Victor on the Big
Piney Ranger District of the Ozark-St. Francis National Forests in Arkansas consisted of the excavation of
23 shovel test probes (Pfeiffer 2016:10). Camp Victor may have been a spike camp as the results lacked
many structural components (Pfeiffer 2016:16). Survey, magnetometry, and testing were conducted at
Camp Zigzag on the Mt. Hood National Forest in Oregon (Tuck 2011). Twelve 1 x 1 meter units and two
50 x 50 centimeter units were excavated and the majority of the over 8,000 artifacts were
structural/architectural related materials (Tuck 2011; Libbon 2011:77-78). Wegars (2013) discussed
archaeological investigation undertaken at CCC Camp F-38 on Canyon Creek on the Clearwater National
Forest in Idaho, which was later a prison camp and then a Japanese internment camp. At the time of
publication the majority of the artifacts recovered were related to the internment era and not the CCC
(Wegars 2013:219). Albertson and Buchner (2017) report on a shovel test pit project at locations around
Jack’s Bay Landing in Arkansas. CCC Company 3776-BF was stationed at a floating camp at Jack’s Bay
and constructed Jack’s Bay Landing Road. Many of the test pits were along Jack’s Bay Landing Road, but
“No artifact could be securely attributed to the CCC occupation of Jack’s Bay Landing” (Albertson and
Buchner 2017:119).
In Oregon, survey and subsurface testing efforts occurred at Belknap CCC Camp on the McKenzie
Ranger District of the Willamette National Forest (Silvermoon 1984a and b). Auger holes and five 50 x 50
cm units were excavated documenting architectural features, communication-related artifacts, and intact
trash deposits containing food and personal items. Work at CCC Camp Rand on the Grants Pass Resource
Area of the Medford District of the Bureau of Land Management consisted of surveying and the excavation
of shallow test units and a test trench (depth 5 centimeters) to define structures and features; artifacts
recovered were primarily related to building architecture (Atwood et al. 2004:i-ii). Archaeological survey,
metal detector survey, and testing efforts were undertaken to define the Cold Springs CCC Spike Camp
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established by Camp Rand officials (Atwood et al. 2006). Ten 1 x 1 meter units and six 50 x 50 cm units
were excavated and 27 features were located. Artifacts recovered dated both before and after the CCC use
and could not be assigned to the CCC era (Atwood et al. 2006:38).
Archaeological monitoring was conducted during the installation of a utility line through Spring Mill
Pioneer Village in Indiana. CCC enrollees worked at this park and constructed numerous improvements
such as trails, shelters, picnic areas, stone walls, restrooms, concession stand, as well as restoring one of
the historic residences. Monitoring identified numerous intact nineteenth century artifact deposits but it is
unclear if CCC related artifacts were encountered (Pope et al. 2011).
Data recovery efforts occurred along the Salmon River on the Salmon-Challis National Forest in Idaho
at the Cove Creek dump site as a form of mitigation for adverse impacts to the site during campground
construction (Rossillon 1999:2). As this was not the location of a CCC camp, oral history data was gleaned
from men enrolled at the two nearby CCC camps to learn about refuse disposal techniques employed at the
camps. Additionally, 41 square meters and 4 backhoe trenches were excavated and over 44,000 artifacts
were recovered (Rossillon 1999). Archaeological and historical evidence revealed that the nearby CCC
camps were the primary contributors to the dump. Artifacts included 1930s comparative collection of CCC
related artifacts including items specifically marked for military use. Data recovery at Summit Meadows
Camp on the Zigzag Ranger District of Mt. Hood National Forest in Oregon was conducted due to a portion
of the site being impacted by trail construction (Haydon 2009). Twelve 50 x 50 cm units were excavated in
a refuse dump and artifacts recovered dated to the CCC era and from the mid-1940s to 1957, and were
likely related to the dismantling and cleaning up of the former camp and not from camp use (Haydon
2009:11, 54). Data recovery also uncovered a concrete structure foundation.
Other interesting works to note include Bruhy et al. (2014:iii) which compiled documentary research
to develop a database of the 185 CCC and CCC-ID camps in Minnesota and develop historic contexts for
both the traditional CCC and CCC-ID program. Throop (1979) sheds light on the extent of the traditional
CCC in Oregon and Washington as she compiled a preliminary inventory of CCC works on eighteen of the
nineteen National Forests in Region 6 at that time. Throop (1979:iv) concluded that there were over 1,000
sites and structures constructed. Data supplied in her appendices shows that there are 156 CCC sites on
National Forests in Oregon. That said, one CCC site may include numerous features such as a campground
with masonry stoves and walls, and an amphitheater with wooden benches. A compilation of oral histories
was produced as a collaborative project between the Gifford Pinchot National Forest and Portland State
University and included men from nine different companies stationed at six different CCC camps locations
within and adjacent to Gifford Pinchot National Forest (Sinclair and McClure 2003).
While there are a few published materials on the CCC-ID programs such as Durant (2006) which
discussed the Klamath Agency’s CCC-ID program including its various camps and Hampson (2008) which
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reported on Umatilla Agency CCC-ID work at Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery in Joseph, Oregon
using documentary data and oral historical informants, published materials were not readily available on
the archaeology of the CCC-ID. Grey literature discussing the archaeology of CCC-ID and the traditional
CCC may be able to be accessed at THPO or SHPO offices across the nation and at the Forest Service
Superintendent’s Offices; however this brief review shows that there are limited published materials
overall, especially covering the CCC-ID.
Oral History Data Reviewed
The CTUIR’s Oral History Program is housed in the CRPP. Oral histories may provide key information
about the CCC-ID projects undertaken and their significance. As I was gathering information at NARA
and from other sources, the CRPP took the opportunity to arrange interviews with tribal elders or
descendants of CCC-ID enrollees to discuss what they might remember about the CCC-ID and its projects.
Due to the extended time that had elapsed since the CCC-ID program, it was unclear if there would be
individuals who remembered details of such events. I worked closely with the Oral History Coordinator to
develop a list of questions to ask the informants. As the interview process is based on long-standing trust
relationships that the Oral History Program has built with the community I was not present during the
interviews. The Oral History Program conducted the interviews either at the Nixyáawii Governance Center,
at another tribal facility, or at the individual’s home. Interviews on the CCC-ID were often coupled with
other projects that the CRPP was working on at the time and therefore the length of the interviews varied
based on the amount of knowledge of the subject as well as the number of projects discussed. This CCCID oral history project provided a good opportunity to inquire about a German Prisoner of War camp located
at the former non-Indian Isqúulktpe (Squaw) Creek CCC camp on the reservation. Interviewees were
provided a stipend for their time and knowledge unless they were CTUIR employees conducting their
interview on work time. Nineteen interviews were conducted with twenty-one individuals, which included
one interview with a former CCC-ID enrollee at Umatilla Agency. All interviews were recorded digitally
using a Marantz Professional Solid State Recorder PMD660. Due to funding limitations, the interviews
were not transcribed. However, the Oral History Program did log each interview by topic and time stamp.
All interviews are curated in the CRPP Oral History files.
As per CTUIR CRPP requirements, I submitted a request to access oral history information on the
Request for Culturally Sensitive Information & Oral History Information Form to both the CRPP’s Program
Manager and the CRPP’s Cultural Anthropologist/Ethnographer on March 18, 2015. I was granted access
to search the existing oral history database for information pertaining to the CCC on August 27, 2015. A
condition of using that data was that I cite the appropriate Oral History Project number (OHP#) in my thesis
while keeping the names of the interviewee’s anonymous.
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In April 2016, the CRPP housed approximately 480 oral histories, many of which had not been
transcribed. I reviewed the database and began by sorting the interviews by project location. I pulled those
interviews which discussed the reservation and keyword searched the transcriptions for the following words
that may shed light on the CCC-ID projects: Johnson, Tower, McKay, Buckhorn, cold (for Cold Springs),
cemet (for cemetery), celeb (for celebration), and July. I did a keyword search for a few of the oral histories
gathered for projects not on tribal lands and realized that the informants often talked about many topics,
including the reservation. Therefore, I changed methodology and keyword searched all existing transcribed
oral histories. Additionally, if the project dealt with the reservation and appeared to have information about
the Johnson lands but was not transcribed, the interviews were listened to in order to glean any relevant
information. In total, 124 of the archived oral histories contained data relevant to this project (Appendix
A). These data were generally reviewed prior to conducting fieldwork to see if they would shed some light
on the location of the CCC-ID projects. Then these data were incorporated throughout the thesis, where
applicable. The oral history information that did not pertain to Chapters 2 through 5 is provided in Chapter
6 (Oral History Results).
During the research it was learned that the National Park Service had hired a consultant to gather
documentation on the Old Chief Joseph Cemetery and Gravesite (Hampson 1998). During the National
Park Service project, the contractor interviewed three individuals thought to have worked on or had
knowledge about the CCC-ID program at the cemetery, two of which were recorded. I contacted the
National Park Service and acquired the two recordings on cassette tapes.
Fieldwork
It was unclear entering into this project what records were going to be found regarding CCC-ID
program work and if located, where the CCC-ID projects themselves would be located. After reviewing
the records, the Umatilla Agency CCC-ID projects could generally be grouped into three areas: the July
Celebration Grounds near Umatilla Agency, the Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery near Joseph,
Oregon, and the Johnson Lands. The sample selected to ground truth was in the Johnson Lands as this is
the area that the CTUIR knows the least about and the projects cover the most terrain. Furthermore, the
Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery is still extant, was designated a National Historic Landmark on
May 5, 1989 (National Park Service 2017), and was subject to a Cultural Landscape Inventory by the
National Park Service in 2010. The National Park Service documented the features constructed by the
CCC-ID and made recommendations regarding the contributing and non-contributing features.
The July Celebration Grounds were located in the heart of the Mission Community and adjacent to the
BIA Campus (previously called the BIA Compound). The land where the Celebration Grounds once stood
is now home of the Nixyáawii tribal school, the tribal Fire Department, various tribal offices and tribal
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housing. Evidence may still remain on the landscape or buried subsurface but I would not expect to locate
many existing above-ground features.
The Johnson Lands encompass a large area. The NARA records were reviewed, a list of projects
conducted in the Johnson Lands compiled, and probable locations of the improvements and materials used
in construction were determined, even though some of the project data was extremely vague. Prior to
beginning the fieldwork, I reviewed historic maps including the General Land Office (GLO) cadastral plat
maps on file with the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Ogle (1914) Umatilla County maps, Metsker
(1932) Umatilla County maps, and historic aerial photographs in hopes of locating indications of springs,
fire lookout towers, roads or any other improvements that the CCC-ID may have constructed based on the
NARA records. I also discussed possible spring developments with the CTUIR’s Water Resources Program
to glean any knowledge they may have.
Portions of the Johnson Lands were then subjected to a pedestrian archaeological survey. It was
determined that it was not an effective use of time to survey all the miles of the boundary fence. Therefore
small segments of fence were selected and visited. Likewise, in areas where improvements were known to
have occurred such as a spring development, I traveled to that area and then systematically surveyed at a
20-meter or less transect interval. If resources were located, the transect interval decreased to less than five
meters in order to increase the likelihood of finding additional resources or better defining the resource.
The largest area surveyed was in an area where the Johnson Lands Picnic Grounds might be located.
Appropriate measurements of the features/artifacts were gathered, representative digital photographs were
taken, and resources were plotted on USGS topographic maps. Representative photographs of the survey
areas and a sampling of artifact photographs are included in Chapter 5. A hand-held Trimble GeoExplorer
XT was used to gather global positioning system (GPS) data in the field which was then post-processed to
obtain sub-meter accuracy. All GPS data are expressed in UTM Zone 11, NAD 83. Following the CTUIR’s
no collection policy, no artifacts were collected during the fieldwork and archaeological site forms were
compiled. CTUIR forms were utilized as the CTUIR is a THPO tribe as pursuant to Section 101(d)(2) of
the National Historic Preservation Act. Maps were compiled in ArcGIS 10.3.1 showing the sites identified.
Site specific information will not be included in the public version of this thesis. All site and isolated find
forms and maps of the resources located are curated at the CTUIR THPO and integrated into the THPO
archives.
Theoretical Orientation
This project uses documentary, oral historical, and archaeological survey data to construct context and
better understand the CCC-ID archaeological sites of the Weyíiletpu, Imatalamłáma, and Walúulapam. In
the past, archaeology occurred “apart from and outside of the people whose past it studies whether those
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people are the descendants of the actual people who created the archaeological sites… or whether those
people are a more generalized group of descendants” (Watkins 2005:432). These narratives constructed by
archaeologists and historians were rooted in Western values and often involved the exercise of power by
suppressing or omitting facts in their interpretation of history (Atalay 2006; Mann 2005). Western
philosophies have been used by archaeologists, “to view the practices and lifeways of others, many of whom
held a very different worldview that operated on a different set of ontological and epistemological
principles” (Atalay 2006:285). Stahl et al. (2004:85, 92) believe that evidence as we know it needs to be
critically evaluated and interrogated to understand how those histories, narratives, and archives shape how
dominant historical accounts have silenced native voices.
Today greater efforts are being made to decolonize archaeological methods as archaeologists and
ethnographers are becoming more reflexive and “attentive to the concerns of communities with whom we
work and to how our own backgrounds and preoccupations shape our visions of the past” (Stahl
2004:60). To counter this Western dominated lens, some researchers promote using multiple lines of
evidence. A multidisciplinary approach to cultural resource management including archaeology, history,
ethnography, historical geography, cartography, linguistics, and anthropology provides a greater
understanding and builds context for resources (Wade 2008:304). Another manner is to engage in
community based research projects in which partnerships are grounded in reciprocity that acknowledge
multiple knowledge systems (Atalay 2012:63). These partnerships enable researchers to better understand
community needs and values, including the types of data that should and should not be gathered, and share
the data and results with the community (Guindon 2013:339). Community based archaeology may enable
researchers to develop different types of research questions and data to be analyzed and expand their
interpretations of the cultural resource record (Ferguson 2009:169). The work is therefore relevant to the
community. Researchers need to be cognizant that archeological sites often hold cultural values for the
descendant communities and researchers therefore need to understand the specific values associated with
the resource as defined by the descendent communities (Lipe2009:46). “Many communities care deeply
about the sacred areas, cultural places, and archaeological sites that are near them or to which they have a
cultural connection” (Atalay 2012:5). Galloway’s (2006) work is an example as she examines placename
lists and derives information important to the native community including their relationship to the landscape
and resources (Wade 2008:304).
One could argue that one form of community based research is indigenous archaeology, which “seeks
to (1) make archaeology more representative of, responsible to, and relevant for Indigenous communities;
(2) redress real and perceived inequalities in the practice of archaeology; and (3) inform and broaden the
understanding and interpretation of the archaeological record through the incorporation of Aboriginal
worldviews, histories, and science” (Nicholas 2008:1660). Indigenous archaeology deconstructs Western
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archaeological approaches so that it becomes a collaborative approach, incorporating the various voices,
experiences, practices and traditional knowledge of indigenous populations and all types of descendent
communities and stakeholders (Atalay 2006:292). It is vital for indigenous communities to pass on
traditional cultural knowledge to younger generations through practices and oral traditions and Atalay
(2006:296-297) believes that this concept is central to indigenous archaeology.
In practice, indigenous archaeology
looks much like any other archaeology. People conduct rigorous scientific studies, utilize sophisticated
theories to explain the evidence, draft publications for the discipline's benefit, and seek outreach
opportunities. The main difference is that this is all done in a spirit of respect for the differing rights
and perspectives of archaeology's many stakeholders. There is an acknowledgement that Indigenous
people are bound by responsibilities to their ancestors and that a responsible archaeologist does not
ignore or belittle these...It looks like Indigenous and non-Indigenous people, Indigenous and nonIndigenous archaeologists according each other equal respect in our interests, rights, and
responsibilities [Colwell-Chanthaphonh et al. 2010:234-235].
For this project, I recognize that my professional training is based in Western values but I have been
greatly influenced by traditional values of the tribal community I work for. I used multiple forms of
evidence to extract as much data as possible to construct a more holistic understanding of the events that
occurred and the cultural resources which remain. I recognize that this project targets multiple audiences
and a diverse set of stakeholders, including the tribal community for which I work. I also understand that
that the knowledge produced by this project can, and hopefully will, be shared with current and future
generations. However, this project was not done at the request of the CTUIR, nor was it formally in
cooperation with the CTUIR. It was done with the approval, knowledge, and at times with the assistance
of the CTUIR. From my perspective, due to the lack of overt collaboration, this project is not strictly
speaking indigenous archaeology, although it incorporates the best practices in the field, including seeking
out and critically using the multiple lines of evidence included herein.
Results of this project will be presented to the CTUIR’s Cultural Resources Committee which is the
policy oversight committee to the CRPP. All data gleaned from NARA will be provided to the CRPP and
Tamástslikt Cultural Institute. A copy of this thesis is on file in the CRPP Archives.
This thesis will provide the background which influenced the decisions made by Weyíiletpu,
Imatalamłáma, and Walúulapam regarding the CCC-ID program. Chapter 2 will provide a brief postcontact history of the tribes which will outline the diminishment of their tribal lands and the reacquisition
of the Johnson Lands. Chapter 3 will discuss the structure of President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s CCC-ID
program. A glimpse into reservation life at the time of implementation of the CCC-ID will be addressed in
Chapter 4 as well as specific discussion on the CCC-ID program at Umatilla Agency, including the
individual projects undertaken. Chapter 5 covers the archaeological survey results of the project while
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Chapter 6 discusses the details of the oral history information that was not woven throughout the document.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the outcomes of the research and fieldwork and provides recommendations.
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Chapter 2: Status of Indian County
Since time immemorial the Imatalamłáma (Umatilla), Weyíiletpu (Cayuse), and Walúulapam
(Walla Walla) have called the Columbia Plateau home. Each tribe’s winter villages were situated along
major waterways and tributaries such as the Columbia, Snake, Umatilla, and Grande Ronde rivers and
McKay, Butter, and Birch creeks; however, their seasonal round lifestyle took them across the landscape
throughout southeastern Washington and Oregon and even to further locales such as Northern California,
the Great Salt Lake basin, and the Yellowstone area (Figure 1). Use of hunting and gathering locations
close to wintering grounds was dominated by the local band but often hunting, fishing and gathering
locations of the Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam were shared and utilized simultaneously as
people followed the foods as they were ready to harvest. Often during the seasonal round various tribes
met at particular resource gathering locations such as Celilo Falls along the Columbia River during the
salmon runs or in the camas fields of the Grande Ronde Valley, where hundreds or even thousands of people
would be harvesting resources, trading, gaming, socializing, and sharing information (Conner and Lang
2006:29).
Places across the landscape were named for a variety of reasons such as events that had occurred there,
resources located at the place, or reference to the importance of or values represented at each such place.
Examples on the Umatilla Indian Reservation include ˀIwéetem Tulikéecet which means lake on top; it
describes a flat lake up in the mountains and is associated with hunting and berry picking, and ˀIšqúulktpe,
or cut throat place, where an enemy warrior was killed by two women (Hunn et al. 2015:136). Place names
hold the connection of the people to the land. “Tribal members believe the places know their names, and
the connection between the people and the place is strengthened when those names are used” (Steinmetz
and Karson Engum 2010:13). The places, therefore, carry with them stories which teach lessons to the
youth as well as being a continual reminder for all to live a certain way. Locations are the “physical link
to the teaching of the wise use of natural resources” which are an integral part of the religion practiced by
members of the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation today (Steinmetz 2009:3).
Traditional places are also locales where tribal members can call on those who have gone before for help
and ancestors provide aid (Steinmetz 2011:4). As these place names are handed down to each generation
in oral histories they “provide a unique kind of map or mazeway across the cultural landscape. They take
on an important role in defining ‘place’ in a broader cultural system of knowledge and interethnic
territoriality” (Cash Cash 2006:10). These places interconnect the sense of place and self on this sacred
land. Named places are historic properties of religious and cultural significance to the CTUIR.
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Figure 1. Traditional use areas of the Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam. Areas of heavier use
are shown by darker color saturation. Map courtesy of the CTUIR.
The Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam lived and continue to live in a symbiotic relationship
with the plants and animals provided by the Creator under Indian law called Tamánwit, “the traditional
philosophy and law of the people—the foundation of the physical and spiritual way of life that would sustain
Plateau peoples for thousands of years” (Conner and Lang 2006:23). According to Tamánwit, the plants
and animals were told by the Creator that a new animal would be coming and they would need to help their
infant brothers and sisters learn how to live in this world; the plants and animals who offered themselves to
the new humans would in turn promise to take care of them and the land (Conner and Lang 2006:23). The
belief is that the Creator placed all on this earth guided by the “promise that was made when this land was
created for us as Indian people, the promise that this land would take care of us from the day we are born
until the day we die” (Minthorn 2006:224). Tamánwit drives how and when the seasonal round occurs and
how tribal members harvest and care for these gifts.
Life as the Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam had known it since its Creation began to
drastically change during the colonial period. Disease decimated Indian populations even before the first
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explorers set foot on the Columbia Plateau. Seeking to map a water route across the West and gather
scientific data about the region and its peoples, Meriwether Lewis and William Clark were the first
explorers to enter Imatalamłáma territory in 1805. Lewis and Clark were followed by other explorers, fur
trappers, missionaries, gold miners, and settlers who embraced a belief in Manifest Destiny in hopes of
creating better lives for themselves.
As the United States developed and expanded westward, so did the government’s approach to dealing
with Indians. “Into this balanced, almost untouched natural economy crashed the aggressive white culture,
with its constantly improving technological equipment for exploitation. The Indian had to go” (Woehlke
1936:7). Indian issues were to be addressed by the Department of War which was created by Congress in
1789. The Office of Indian Affairs, which in 1947 became what we know today as the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, was formed in 1824. In 1849 the Office of Indian Affairs moved out from under the Department
of War to the Department of the Interior, changing jurisdiction from the military branch to the civil branch
of government. With this move, the Secretary of the Interior was “charged with the supervision of public
business relating to the Indians and that the Commissioner of Indian Affairs under his direction and
agreeable to such regulations as the President of the United States may prescribe, shall have the
management of all Indian affairs and all matters arising out of Indian relations” (Flickinger 1939a:225).
In the early nineteenth century, lands west of the Rocky Mountains were being explored by the United
States, France, and Great Britain, each vying to claim a portion of this vast land. Oregon Country consisted
of the current day states of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and parts of Montana and Wyoming. The arrival
of fur traders and emigrants expanded the non-tribal population of Oregon Territory from approximately
400 in 1841 to approximately 13,000 ten years later (Ekland 1969:111). This was primarily due to the
numerous individuals traveling the Oregon Trail beginning in the 1840s, over the Blue Mountains, through
the Weyíiletpu, Walúulapam, and Imatalamłáma homeland (later to be the Umatilla Indian Reservation)
and along the Umatilla and Columbia rivers on their way to the Willamette Valley. One tribal elder recounts
the heavily used wagon tracks on the ridges through the reservation and items disposed of by the emigrants
along the way. Traveling “up Johnson Ridge between Big Johnson and Little Johnson I saw furniture,
sewing machines, dishes, all kind of living [para]phernalia. Silver, pretty china, forks knives, spoons. Dad
said emigrants that had lightened their loads and wagons” (OHP473).
An estimated 300,000 to one-half million emigrants traveled the Oregon Trail by wagon to eventually
settle the present day states of Oregon, Washington, and Idaho between 1841 and 1884 [BLM n.d.a]. This
massive influx of emigrants led to tensions and even violence between newcomers and indigenous peoples.
For example, some emigrants, seeking reprieve before traveling down the Columbia River, would travel to
Whitman Mission at Waiilatpu (established in 1836) near present day Walla Walla, Washington where
Presbyterians Marcus and Narcissa Whitman provided needed supplies. The mission attempted to convert
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the Weyíiletpu to Christianity and teach them to be farmers. However, when as many as half of the
Weyíiletpu population died from disease, the Weyíiletpu killed doctor Marcus Whitman and eleven others.
This prompted Congress to establish Oregon as a Territory with a territorial government on August 14,
1848 (Lyman 1918:88).

Subsequently, on March 2, 1849, the first Territorial Governor became the ex-

officio Superintendent of Indian Affairs and appointed sub-agents, as Congress had not provided for agents
(Coan 1921:49).
Shortly thereafter, the June 5, 1850 Act of Congress created the position of Superintendent of Indian
Affairs in Oregon Territory which allowed for the negotiation of treaties with Oregon Indians as well as
reorganizing Indian services in Oregon. Anson Dart assumed this position (Coan 1921:54). This was just
two days after five Weyíiletpu, referred to as the Cayuse 5, were hanged in Oregon City for the death of the
Whitmans. In 1850 Dart appointed Indian Agents to regions in Oregon Territory, where regions often
included more than one tribe. The Donation Land Claim Act of September 27, 1850 (9 Stat. 496) was soon
passed. It granted 160 or 640 acres, depending on marital status, to U.S. citizens who arrived in Oregon
Territory before December 1, 1853 with the requirement that one had to live on the land and cultivate it for
four years. The Act also established the Office of Survey General which would provide land surveys
between the summit of the Cascades and the Pacific Ocean. Lands were granted without regard to Indians’
claims to this land (Coan 1922:12). The Donation Land Claim Act was amended to extend the expiration
date to December 1, 1855 by the Act of February 14, 1853 (10 Stat. 158) and the Act of July 17, 1854 (10
Stat. 305) extended the Act to all of Oregon and Washington Territories. Washington Territory had been
established in March 1853 with Isaac Stevens as the Washington Territorial Governor. These legislative
acts provided further impetus for settlers to migrate west into Weyíiletpu, Imatalamłáma, or Walúulapam
territory.
The influx of settlers continued. In order for the government to begin discussions regarding land use
and negotiating treaties with Oregon tribes, Superintendent Dart convened a council with the Weyíiletpu in
the Walla Walla Valley on June 20, 1851. This council resulted in the establishment of Utilla Agency on
the Umatilla River near the present town of Echo, Oregon (Coan 1921:58). Utilla was approximately 30
miles downstream on the Umatilla River from today’s Umatilla Agency and E. Wampole was installed as
the first Indian Agent. In 1851, Dart (1851) estimated the population of the Weyíiletpu was 126 but just
three years later in 1854 the Weyíiletpu population was estimated at 600 (Thompson 1854). Although Dart
was able to establish an Indian Agency, he was unsuccessful in executing treaties with the Weyíiletpu,
Imatalamłáma, or Walúulapam tribes, which ultimately led to his resignation and Joel Palmer’s
appointment as Superintendent of Indian Affairs of Oregon Territory on March 17, 1853 (Coan 1922).
Settlers continued to pour into Oregon Territory and hostilities increased. Some believed that members of
the Weyíiletpu and Niimíipu (Nez Perce) used their traditional feasts in the spring of 1853 to discuss going
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to war with the Americans (Coan 1922:10). When the Yakima War erupted in 1855, Utilla was burned. It
would be five years before another Agency was constructed.
Palmer immediately began making recommendations for a reservation policy (Ekland 1969:114). He
believed that “since the settlers had occupied the valley lands, the only means of saving the Indians was for
the government to provide reservations and assistance for them, in order that they might become a settled
people” (Coan 1922:1). Similar issues were occurring in Washington Territory and Territorial Governor
Isaac Stevens recommended in December 1853 to include Washington tribes with Oregon tribes in treaty
negotiations (Coan 1922:12).

On February 9, 1854, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs went before

Congress, strongly recommending that treaties be entered into with Indians in Oregon and Washington and
$68,000 be appropriated for the cost of negotiating such treaties and the first installment of the annuities
(Coan 1922:6). The Commissioner noted that emigrants were actively settling on Indian lands as advocated
by the U.S. government through the Donation Land Claim Act and that reservations were needed before
serious violence erupted. Among other problems, such violence could hinder railroad projects (Coan
1922:6).
Also in July 1854 the Indian Agent for Eastern Oregon, R.R. Thompson, strongly advocated that the
creation of reservations with Indian title was the only way to resolve the current situation (Coan 1922:7).
Otherwise, hostilities would continue. The Indian Wars had cost the United States between 50 to 150
million dollars annually with loss of life at twenty-five whites to every Indian “exterminated” (Chief
1945:23). A reservation system would need to be established, not because it was best for the tribal
members, but rather, as General James H. Carton remarked in 1863, “You can feed them cheaper than you
can fight them” (Chief 1945:23).
In spring 1855, Stevens and Palmer convened Plateau tribes at a Treaty Council at Camp Stevens in the
Walla Walla Valley in the Weyíiletpu homeland to negotiate two treaties. Various tribes were present
including but not limited to the chiefs, headmen, and delegates of the Nimíipu, Weyíiletpu, Walúulapam,
Imatalamłáma, Mámachatpam (Yakama), and Pelúucpu (Palus). The Treaty Council commenced on May
29, 1855 and Stevens and Palmer spent the first three days informing the Council why the treaties were
necessary and discussing the advantages of the reservation system on specific lands proposed for such
reservations (Coan 1922:19). Tribal leaders then had an opportunity to speak their concerns and ask
questions. Originally, Palmer and Stevens planned on creating only two reservations, one within Nimíipu
Country and the other in Mámachatpam Country. This caused much heartbreak for the Imatalamłáma,
Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam who did not want to move from their homeland. Steachus of the Weyíiletpu
stated, “If your mothers were here in this country who gave you birth, and suckled you, and while you were
suckling some person came and took away your mother and left you alone and sold your mother, how would
you feel then? This is our mother this country, as if we drew our living from her” (Stevens and Palmer
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1855). Ultimately, Stevens and Palmer agreed to three reservations. On June 9, 1855, three treaties were
signed, creating the Yakama Indian Reservation, the Nez Perce Indian Reservation and the Umatilla Indian
Reservation. Under the Treaty with the WallaWalla, Cayuse, etc., 1855 (12 Stat. 945; Ratified March 8,
1859, Proclaimed April 11, 1859), the Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam ceded approximately
6.4 million acres in northeastern Oregon and southeastern Washington to the Unites States (Figure 2).
As per the treaty, the tribes agreed to move to the reservation within one year after its ratification and
whites were not permitted to settle on the reservation without the permission of the Agent and
Superintendent. Settlers were allowed to begin occupying those lands just ceded to the United States (12
Stat. 945, Article 1). The Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam retained the exclusive right to take
fish in the streams running through and bordering the reservation. They retained the right to fish at all other
usual and accustomed fishing stations in common with United States citizens, including erecting suitable
buildings for curing the same. Additionally, the tribes retained the right to hunt, gather roots and berries,
and pasture their stock on unclaimed lands in common with U.S. citizens (12 Stat. 945, Article 1). The
U.S. government agreed to spend a total of fifty thousand dollars within the first two years after ratification
to help tribal members subsist after their removal to the reservation (12 Stat. 945, Article 3). These funds
were to be used to construct buildings on the reservation including a sawmill, a flour mill, a building suitable
for a hospital, two schoolhouses, a blacksmith shop, a building for a wagon and plough maker, a carpenter
and joiner’s shop, as well as a dwelling for each of these specialists. The funds were also to be used for
fencing, opening farms and purchasing livestock teams, farm implements, clothing, provisions, medicine
and tools, and to pay employees. Salaries for those employed (as listed above) as well as one physician and
two school teachers were to be provided for twenty years (12 Stat. 945, Article 4).
Because it took until March 8, 1859, almost four years, to ratify the treaty, many tribal members
continued to live in the same manner along the Columbia River and other tributaries as they did prior to the
signing of the treaty. As of 1857 Indian Agent Dennison for the Northeast District of Oregon Territory
stated that the Walúulapam were still occupying lands on both sides of the Columbia River, between the
Snake River and the Hudson Bay Fort Walla Walla (known as Fort Nez Perces when originally constructed
by the North West Company) at the mouth of the Walla Walla River (Dennison 1857). Prior to the
skirmishes with the government and settlers before the signing of the treaty, the Walúulapam were wealthy
with large bands of horses and cattle but now most of their livestock had been captured or scattered and
government assistance was needed (Dennison 1857). The Weyíiletpu were residing in the Walla Walla
Valley and traveling the country visiting other tribes. The Imatalamłáma were residing along the Umatilla
River; however, all three tribes were so intermarried and occupying adjacent and overlapping areas that
Dennison believed that all had common interests (Dennison 1857). Once the treaty was ratified, the
Weyíiletpu were escorted by the military to the reservation while the Imatalamłáma and Walúulapam were
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ordered to begin their relocation (Pond and Hester 2006:95). It was also in 1859 that Oregon was granted
statehood.
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Figure 2. Lands ceded by the Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam in the 1855 treaty. The surveyed
reservation is outlined in blue. Base map courtesy of Bing.
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After the signing of the treaty, Palmer tried to establish an agency and acquire assistance from the
military to help relocate the tribes, especially the Weyíiletpu, due to widespread hostilities in the
Walla Walla Valley (Palmer 1856). It would take until well after the treaty was proclaimed on April 11,
1859 for the Umatilla Agency to be established in 1860 four miles east of Pendleton. The reservation
outlined by Palmer contained an area of 800 square miles (512,000 acres) south of Wildhorse Creek along
the Umatilla River and included fertile land in both prairies and forests, with water from numerous springs
(Geary 1860). The emigrant road which began as the Oregon Trail and crossed the reservation was planned
to be diverted south as outlined in Article 5 of the treaty. Up to ten thousand dollars were provided to
relocate this wagon road from the Grande Ronde Valley to the base of the western side of the Blue
Mountains south of the reservation. As of 1864, however, thousands of people were still steadily crossing
the reservation from the west to access the gold mines of Eastern Oregon and Idaho as the route through
the reservation was the most direct over the Blue Mountains (Barnhart 1864).
On September 13, 1861 the Commissioner of Indian Affairs transferred oversight of the Umatilla
Agency from the Oregon to the Washington Superintendency but less than a year later on May 22, 1862,
Umatilla Agency was returned to the Oregon Superintendency. During the brief time under the Washington
Superintendency, the “Washington Superintendency secured actual possession of the Umatilla Agency on
December 1, 1861” (Masterson 1946:53). In 1861, the Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam were
again considered wealthy, primarily in the form of horses and cattle, with the Indian Agent estimating their
cumulative wealth at a value of $185,000 (Rector 1861) and a total population of 1,088 for both on- and
off-reservation members (Abbott 1861). It was helpful that the tribes were economically stable as the U.S.
government failed to provide funds to make the improvements set forth in the treaty (Abbott 1861). On
September 2, 1862 the Superintendent of Indian Affairs for Oregon wrote,
If we expect to maintain friendly relations with these Indians, the department must make some
reasonable show towards complying with the stipulations of their treaty. During the council they
complained very bitterly concerning neglect in particular. I gave assurances that these mills should be
completed at an early day…Without these mills in successful operation, it will be impossible as well
as useless to encourage them in agricultural pursuits…It is essentially necessary, therefore, that this
matter should receive prompt attention [Rector 1862].
In 1862 the Homestead Act was passed, which provided U.S. citizens and individuals who had filed to
become a citizen 160 acres of land so long as they constructed a home, cultivated the land, and resided on
the property for five years. In order to legitimize Indian claims to lands that they had improved, the
government extended the purview of the Homestead Act in 1875 to include tribal members so long as they
gave up all tribal ties; however, they could still receive tribal funds (Ekland 1969:105). Public land laws
including the Homestead Act resulted in almost 33 million acres of land in Oregon conveyed out of federal
ownership (BLM n.d.b).
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As Indian Agents were paid poorly and often corrupt, in 1869 Ulysses S. Grant’s administration allowed
religious denominations to have oversight on reservations (Ficken 2005:445).
How much of the annuities which the United States government issued to be paid by that agent to the
fifteen hundred ignorant Indian wards was stolen by the trusted agent, and how little the poor Indians
received, will never be known. At the Umatilla reservation, not one agent but more than half a dozen,
grew rich in persistent thefts from the ignorant and impoverished wards of the government, and which
robbery was continued until the Christian churches of the nation made reform of the Indian agencies
[Gaston 1912:82].
On the Umatilla Indian Reservation, the Roman Catholic Church was present at St. Ann’s Mission (later to
be renamed St. Andrew’s Mission) and the Presbyterian Church at Tutuilla Mission. St. Ann’s Mission
was established by Father Blanchette on November 27, 1847, two days after the tragedy at Waiilatpu. St.
Ann’s Mission was burned about one year later when the Weyíiletpu went to war with the U.S. government;
it was later rebuilt by Father Louis Conrady in 1875 in a new (its current) location and became a school in
1882 [East Oregonian (EO), ca 1955]. It was not until June 17, 1883 that the Tutuilla Mission was
established on the reservation by the Presbytery of Idaho with Niimíipu tribal member Reverend James
Hayes as minister (EO, ca 1955). Reverend Hayes was succeeded by Dr. James Maupin Cornelison who
served the Tutuilla Mission for 43 years (EO, ca 1955).
It did not take long after the establishment of the reservation for non-tribal members to begin voicing
desires to settle on the reservation as the Indians were not using it as they deemed appropriate. Several
hundred Indians continued living according to traditional subsistence practices along the upper portions of
the Columbia River and had never been to the newly established reservation (Barnhart 1868). Due to outside
pressures from the non-natives, there was talk from the U.S. government in 1867 about relocating the tribes
again, however Indian Agent Barnhart believed that the Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam were
attached to their homes and had no desire to leave despite the fact that numerous settlers openly discussed
taking the reservation by force; “Public meetings of citizens have been held to devise means to have the
tract opened to settlement, and petitions for the same object to Congress and to the State legislature have
been circulated and numerously signed. The Indians are hence very uneasy and very much alarmed”
(Huntington 1867). Even though this steady pressure for Indian lands continued the U.S. government did
not provide assistance to the Indian Agents who were being called daily regarding encroachment of settlers
on tribal lands (Boyle 1870). Rather, Congress discussed enacting a law authorizing the purchase of
Umatilla Indian Reservation lands (Boyle 1870). The next Indian Agent, W.H. Boyle who took office in
1870, strongly concurred with Barnhart that those residing on the Umatilla Indian Reservation were still
opposed to vacating their homes and farms to white settlers, even if another treaty could be secured. Tribal
members were both cultivating their lands as well as living a seasonal round lifestyle. That said, Boyle
could not see how he could maintain the Umatilla Indian Reservation free of whites without help from the
U.S. government.
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It would seem unchristianlike to take them from their homes where they have passed their childhood,
and the graves of their fathers, whom they love to talk of and repeat the stories of their many brave
deeds, yet, knowing as I do that they must go sooner or later, and the many disadvantages they will
have to labor under if they remain, I would advise them to go if a permanent reservation can be procured
for them [Boyle 1870].
As of 1870, 1,622 tribal members belonged to the tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation with 837
individuals residing on the reservation (201 Walúulapam, 334 Weyíiletpu and 302 Imatalamłáma) and the
remaining 785 individuals dispersed along the Columbia River (404 Walúulapam, 154 Imatalamłáma, 114
Willow Creek Indians, and 113 Columbia River Indians; Boyle 1870). The sawmill and flour mill were
functioning well but no efforts had been put into the upkeep of the agency buildings, which were originally
built as temporary structures until the mill could be established (Barnhart 1863). Now they were considered
unsafe to live in. The flour mill had been constructed in 1866 and the school was in full operation, as
families were compensated one sack of flour a month and blankets if children attended (Barnhart 1866).
By 1872 the blacksmith’s shop and school house had been constructed but tribal funds, not funds allocated
as part of the treaty, were used for their construction (Cornoyer 1872). A survey of the reservation was
completed in June 1871 by Z.F. Moody, Deputy United States Surveyor (Meacham 1871) and the 1872
Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs indicates that the reservation was indeed 512,000 acres as
agreed to in the treaty (Commissioner of Indian Affairs 1872).
When Major N.A. Cornoyer took over as Agent in May 1871 (serving until July 1880), he ordered the
non-tribal members to remove their livestock from tribal lands or else he would seek prosecution. Most
removed their stock with the exception of two cases, which required court intervention to achieve removal
(Cornoyer 1872). Pressure to open the reservation mounted and President appointed commissioners to
negotiate with Weyíiletpu, Imatalamłáma, and Walúulapam to discuss whether or not the tribal members
would agree to move to some other reservation or determine under what terms the tribal members would
be willing to relinquish the reservation (Meacham 1871; Clum 1871). The three commissioners appointed
to negotiate with the tribes included Superintendent of Indian Affairs in Oregon A.B. Meacham, Umatilla
Indian Agent Cornoyer, and the Honorable John S. White, while P.B. Pambrun and Donald McKay served
as interpreters (Meacham 1871; Meacham 1875:181). Felix R. Brunot, the Chairman of the Board of Indian
Commissioners, and his secretary Thomas K. Cree were also present (Clum 1871; Meacham 1871). The
six-day council began on August 7, 1871, as described in detail by Cree (1871). The Indians listened to
what the Commissioners were offering. The chiefs and others of the Weyíiletpu, Imatalamłáma, and
Walúulapam spoke from their heart and voiced their concerns. Imatalamłáma Chief Wenapsnoot stated,
When my father and mother died, I was left here. They gave me rules, and gave me their land to live
upon. They left me to take care of them after they were buried. I was to watch over their graves. I do
not wish to part with my land. I have felt tired working on my land, so tired that the sweat dropped off
me on the ground. Where is all that Governor Stevens and General Palmer said? I am very fond of this
land that is marked out for me…[Brunot 1871].
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The proposal of an alternative reservation, or taking land into severalty (i.e., individual ownership instead
of lands held in trust by the U.S. government), was declined unanimously (Meacham 1871).
Trespass by white settlers continued. By 1874 the Indian Agent indicated that “it was impossible for
him to prevent altogether the stock of settlers living near the reservation from trespassing on the Indians’
grazing land” (Oliphant 1950:44) even though the law of 1834 outlined fines of one dollar per head of
livestock illegally driven onto reservation lands (Cornoyer 1874). The Agent thought that imprisonment
should be an option as those illegally grazing stock on the reservation were often persons of ill character
and the government would never get such payment from them (Cornoyer 1874). This was problematic as
the tribes needed the bunchgrasses to graze their 7,000 horses, 4,000 cattle, 150 sheep and 460 hogs in 1876
(Cornoyer 1876). Cornoyer’s 1876 report indicated that the reservation was 326,550 acres with no
explanation regarding the diminishment from the 512,000 acres in 1872 (Cornoyer 1876). The following
year the horse and cattle count was up to 22,000 (Cornoyer 1877) and by 1879, 26,000 (Cornoyer 1879).
Livestock were a significant portion of the tribes’ economy (Cornoyer 1876). The grazing trespass issue
continued to a point in 1878 where the Commissioner of Indian Affairs again recommended selling the
reservation and moving the tribal members to the Yakama Reservation (Oliphant 1950:43). Pressure and
hostility continued from the white settlers demanding the opening of the reservation for settlement. This
pressure was not just in the form of verbal harassment, but in 1879 also included the terrorizing of Indians
that involved shooting at them when off-reservation, murder of five Indians, and theft of over one thousand
head of stock (Cornoyer 1879). The thieves and murderers were summoned to court but none were punished
for their crimes (Cornoyer 1879).

Hence, tribal members continued to be terrified as there were no

repercussions to the whites for their deplorable acts. Some tribal members were so scared that those whose
lands were near Pendleton or Wildhorse Creek did not even harvest their crops (Cornoyer 1878). Grazing
trespass would continue as well as the addition of timber trespass, with whites illegally cutting wood for
both firewood and fence rails on the reservation for their own use (Fay 1881).
Tribal members continued to live off-reservation into the late 1870s. This concerned the Indian Agent
when the Nez Perce War erupted in 1877 by the Niimíipu members of Chief Joseph’s band, as his band was
(and is) related to tribal members on the Umatilla Indian Reservation. In response, U.S. Indian Inspector
Watkins forbid tribal members from leaving the Umatilla Indian Reservation, and “although many suffered
from want of food, they remained peaceable on the reservation, none of them joining the hostiles” (Cornoyer
1877). Subsequently, the Indian Agent held meetings in the local towns mandating that the whites could
not come onto the reservation and murder the Indians (Cornoyer 1877). Tensions continued to run high.
As a result of the Niimíipu uprising, Walúulapam and Imatalamłáma individuals who had previously never
resided on the reservation were moved onto the reservation for a total population of 849 in 1877 (Cornoyer
1877).
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The Umatilla Indian Reservation was 326,551 acres in 1880, one quarter of which was timber covered
mountainous terrain (Cornoyer 1880), and contained some of the best grazing land in all of Oregon
(Oliphant 1950:44). Stockraising and horse round-ups continued to be a vital part of the tribes’ economy
and culture, with tribal members owning between 100 and 1,000 head apiece and horse buyers came
annually to purchase stock to send back East (Moorhouse 1890). There were some cattle and sheep ranchers
that wanted to legally lease lands on the Umatilla Indian Reservation but legal authority was unclear. The
U.S. Attorney General handed down an opinion on July 21, 1885 that Indian nations were prohibited from
leasing reservation lands without the consent of the U.S. government; the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
sought legislation to remedy the situation (Oliphant 1950:57). In the interim, individual ranchers negotiated
agreements with individual tribal members and “so long as there is no law authorizing such arrangements
the Department can give no approval thereof” (Oliphant 1950:57). It was noted during an 1889 visit to the
Umatilla Indian Reservation by the Office of Indian Affairs that whites had been grazing their stock at will
as if it was their own ranch (Ficken 2005:453). Threats from Agents did not deter whites from continuing
to openly graze on the reservation.
The two decades following the ratification of the treaty were filled with threats from ranchers and
settlers to open the reservation for non-tribal settlement. The citizens of Pendleton petitioned to annex and
include a portion of the reservation in the town of Pendleton as part of the existing town was illegally built
on the reservation.

The Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam held a tribal council meeting on

January 15, 1880 to discuss a number of matters including surveying land adjoining the town of Pendleton
so that it could be sold (Cornoyer 1880). Various acreages were proposed to cover those areas including
the Goodwin Patent that was in trespass on tribal lands. Another tribal council was held on January 31,
1881 to discuss the selling of lands to Pendleton (Fay 1881). Buildings such as the Baptist Church and the
Parsonage of the Methodist Church were already constructed on reservation lands (Ficken 2005:451). At
this council meeting the tribes agreed to sell 640 acres to Pendleton and left the price to be determined by
the U.S. government; people continued to build houses on tribal lands before the Act of August 5, 1882
was passed by Congress (22 Stat. 297; Fay 1881). Sections 1 through 3 of the statute stipulated that the
land needed to be laid out, surveyed, appraised and approved by the Secretary of the Interior prior to being
offered for sale at auction. The funds acquired from the land sale, minus the expenses of the survey,
appraisal and sale, were to be deposited in the U.S. Treasury with a five percent per annum interest rate so
that the Secretary of the Interior could expend such funds on an industrial school for the tribes. The Indians
therefore paid for the platting, surveying and appraisal of the lands, rather than those purchasing such lots.
This land was transferred in 1882.
The reservation continued to be diminished by the issuance of right-of-ways (ROW) across the
reservation to the Oregon Railroad and Navigation Company (OR&N) in 1881 (under authority granted in
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the treaty; Executive Order of January 22, 1881) and in 1888 (under the Act of October 17, 1888; 25 Stat.
558). Additional diminishment of the reservation occurred under the Slater Act of March 3, 1885 (23 Stat.
340) and the Dawes General Allotment Act of February 8, 1887 (24 Stat. 388). Furthermore, as per Article
10 of the Treaty, “whenever in the opinion of the President of the United States the public interest may
require it, that all roads highways and railroads shall have the right of way through the reservation.” The
Umatilla Agency received instruction from the U.S. government on March 8, 1881 to negotiate an
agreement between the OR&N and the Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam (Fay 1881). A tribal
council was held on June 8, 1881 and the tribes consented to a ROW for a line and depot grounds on the
reservation. The agreement was approved by the Secretary on August 26, 1881 (Babcock 1926), provided
that $2.50 was paid per acre for wild land and $2.75 per acre for cultivated lands, for a total of $43,000
(Lewty 1987:128-129). The OR&N acquired approximately 472 acres of reservation lands (Kennedy
1977:85). Early on, Indians frequented the train as they could ride to Pendleton or down the Columbia
River without charge (Johnson 2006:125). On October 17, 1888 Congress granted the OR&N another
approximately ten acres along Wildhorse Creek across the northwestern portion of the reservation (25 Stat.
558).
The notion of the tribes taking land into severalty continued in earnest again in 1880 when a tribal
council was called on January 15, 1880 (Cornoyer 1880). It appears that tribal members feared the
continued loss of lands and there was some thought that taking land into severalty would guarantee tribal
members a certain amount of individual and communal acreage while protecting them from white
encroachment. In 1884 the Superintendent believed that tribal members would like to have their lands in
severalty but the members would need to approve such action. Before this could be executed, the entire
reservation, comprised now of 268,000 acres, needed to be resurveyed, as the original survey markers were
nearly all gone (Sommerville 1884). There is some question as to the size of the reservation at this time
since the 1890 Commission of Indian Affairs report, prior to the allotting of lands, states that the reservation
was 270,000 acres (Moorhouse 1890).
The Umatilla Indian Reservation would be, in a sense, the trial run for the nationwide General
Allotment Act of 1887. The Slater Act, supported by Senators James H. Slater of Oregon and Henry L.
Dawes of Massachusetts, passed on March 3, 1885. The Slater Act gave authority to the President to allot
160 acres to each head of a family; each single person over 18 years of age would receive 80 acres; each
orphaned child under 18 years would receive 80 acres; and each child under 18 years of age would receive
40 acres. A proposition which came out of the 1880 tribal council meeting stated that, “each person entitled
to 160 acres of land be allowed, in addition, 40 acres of timber-land if they chose to take it. Their reason
for making this request is, that some of the best agricultural land on the reservation is devoid of timber; that
many are anxious to take this land but are unable to purchase the timber necessary for building, fencing,
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and firewood” (Cornoyer 1880). Section 1 of the Slater Act stated that in addition to the allotted agricultural
lands, “there shall be reserved a reasonable amount of pasture and timber lands for their use, to be used by
said Indians in common, and there shall also be selected and set apart for an industrial farm and school six
hundred and forty acres of agricultural lands.” Once the number of Indians on the reservation entitled to
lands in severalty was established, the amount of land needed for the allotments, pasture and timber lands,
and lands for the industrial farm and school was to be determined, parcels were to be surveyed and
allotments created. The total area of land was not to exceed 120,000 acres (Slater Act, Section 1). Lands
not allotted were surplus lands to be surveyed, classified as timber or untimbered, and appraised at a value
of $1.25 an acre or more. Non-Indian individuals wishing to purchase such lands could acquire up to 160
acres of untimbered land and an additional 40 acres of timber land (Section 2). Any individuals who had
previously illegally homesteaded on any of these “surplus” lands would be offered first right to purchase
such lands. Similar to the process with the sale of lands to Pendleton, the costs of the surveying, appraising,
and sale of the lands would be subtracted from the compensation that was to be placed in the Treasury for
the tribes for the sale of these lands (Section 3). The allotted lands were to be held in trust by the U.S.
government for a period of 25 years. The trust period has been extended numerous times by the U.S.
government since 1855.
On May 6, 1885, a tribal council was held with Special Indian Agent C.H. Dickson (detailed to Umatilla
Agency) to specifically discuss the tribes’ approval of the Slater Bill (Sommerville 1885). The tribal
members were not ready to make a decision and Dickson agreed to return when the tribes were ready. The
following month the newly appointed Commissioners Slater (former Senator) and Judge La Dow of
Pendleton were instructed to hold a council with the tribes. This next council lasted from July 13 to 18,
1885 (Sommerville 1885). As tribal members were busy with their farms, it was decided that another
council would be held three months later.
On October 26, 1886 another council to discuss accepting the Slater Act and placing lands in severalty
was held with the Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam, this time with Inspector George R. Pearsons
and Special Agent William Parsons (Coffey 1887). The following day the tribal council approved the bill
and subsequently a census was taken, school lands were selected, and Special Commissioner G.W. Gordon
commenced surveying lands (Coffey 1887). In May 1887, the agents appointed to individually allot the
Umatilla Indian Reservation arrived and began the process, which often required relocating survey corners
and property lines (Moorhouse 1891). The allotting process had other challenges; tribal members had
already improved areas, yet their fenced pastures or farmed areas did not always fall within the areas that
they were allotted on a grid system (Crawford 1892). Additionally, the 120,000 acres did not contain
sufficient agricultural lands for allotting purposes so the Act of October 17, 1888 (25 Stat. 558) repealed
the 120,000-acre limit and allowed Secretary of the Interior William F. Vilas to designate additional lands.
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The newly diminished reservation was legally defined under the Order of the Secretary of the Interior,
December 4, 1888 Defining Boundaries of the Umatilla Reservation, Oregon. As agents continued to allot
the reservation they established approximately 150 miles of roads along Section lines (Crawford 1892).
The agents finished allotting the reservation and submitted their final report on December 31, 1892; it was
approved by the Secretary of the Interior on April 12, 1893 (Crawford 1893). In just a few decades, the
once 512,000-acre reservation dwindled to approximately 158,000 acres.
Even before the allotting process was completed, the auctioning off of surplus lands began on April 1,
1891 and ran throughout April with a special train running daily between Pendleton and the Umatilla
Agency (Macnab 1975:78). “About all that was left unsold was land in the upper reaches of McKay Creek
and near Meacham where canyons and rock outcroppings made it unattractive for cultivation and, most
thought, not worth the $1.25 an acre minimum” (Macnab 1975:78). These unsold mountainous uplands
and rocky rolling hills totaled approximately 70,000 acres, while approximately 25,000 acres of agricultural
land was sold for approximately $210,000 (Moorhouse 1891). The tribes believed that the unsold surplus
lands should either be restored as reservation lands or that the Act should be changed so that the lands could
be sold with the proceeds going to the tribe (Moorhouse 1891).
That part of the reservation set off for sale which remains unsold has become a regular dumping ground
for all the stockmen in the country. There were something over three townships of land in this
condition, all of which was open mountain range, and where ever there was a small patch that could be
tilled squatters take possession, cut the timber, and fence up the land. I have been informed by the
Department that I have no control over said land; therefore can do nothing in the matter. The Indians
claim the right to use this unsold portion for stock range until such time as the Government may sell it,
in which claim I believe them to be right; but when their stock is found on this range the stockmen who
have taken possession drive them off or force the Indians to take them away. This land, I [Indian Agent
Crawford] believe should be under the control of some person with authority to act in the matter. For
if something is not done to protect the Indians in what they believed to be their rights there will, I fear,
be some work for the coroner and undertaker in that district [Crawford 1893].
The government, not wanting to give these lands back to the tribes, proceeded with the Act of July 1,
1902 (32 Stat. 730) to allow all surplus lands not sold at public auction for their appraised value to be sold
at private sale for their appraised value or greater, with preference given to settlers already residing on or
improving such lands. Additional lands went out of tribal ownership with the Act of May 27, 1902 (32 Stat.
245), which allowed the sale of allotments of deceased tribal members, before the trust period had expired,
to non-Indians. On the Umatilla Indian Reservation, July 27, 1903 was the opening day for bids for such
available parcels of land (Wilkins 1903). Further clarification was provided in the Act of June 25, 1910
(36 Stat. 855). Attempts persisted to limit the lands of the tribes.
On the new allotments, many tribal members built framed houses and used them in conjunction with
tipis as they continued to follow a seasonal round subsistence strategy. “Better housing did not happen
until after World War II. For several decades, a lot of homes had tepees outside of their homes made of old
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flour sacks and gunny sacks. These were used to dry or smoke deer meat in” (Johnson 2006:126). The
undisposed of lands in the uplands were prime areas to hunt, fish and gather. “So soon as the summer
commenced every one of them would move into tents or Wa-kee-ups, and move around from place to place
all the summer after their farming was done, leaving their houses until the cold set in” (Coffey 1888). Some
did not take up farming at all on their allotments and “leased” to non-Indians for agriculture.
The 1906 Annual Report describes dissatisfaction, unfairness and even dishonesty in the allotting of
the reservation and many requests made by tribal members to the Superintendent to address such issues
(Edwards 1906). Records indicate that “the resident agent arrived on the reservation in a state of intoxication
and was in that condition a number of times during the process of allotment. Tribesmen protested that
aliens were allotted land; that some members of the tribe received no allotment; that the same piece of land
had been allotted to more than one person; and that surplus lands belonging to the Indians had been
possessed by whites” (Kennedy 1977:109). Another concern not properly addressed at the time of allotment
involved spouses. The Slater Act provided 160 acres to the head of the household and the children were
provided either 40 acres or 80 acres, depending on their age; specific lands were therefore not provided to
a woman if she was married at the time of allotments (Harper 1895). This proved challenging if the couple
did not stay together or the man allotted the lands passed away. Agent Wilkins explains, “I think a grave
mistake was made in giving the husband, head of the family, 160 acres and leaving the wife without land
in her name. A number of instances have come to my notice where the husband has deliberately thrown
away, or ceased to live with his wife, leaving her without anything…I am satisfied this was not the intent
of the allotment act, and the matter should by all means be remedied by Congress” (Wilkins 1898).
The Leasing Act of February 28, 1891 (26 Stat. 794) allowed non-Indians to approach individual
Indians for individual leases of Indian resources (26 Stat. 794). When Indian Agent Harper assumed his
position in January 1894, the Leasing Act of 1891 was not being implemented on the reservation even
though ninety percent of the agricultural lands were actively being farmed by non-tribal members under
verbal or written rental agreements ranging from one to five years in duration (Harper 1894). He
immediately began enforcing the Act, trying to make fair decisions. “It would have saved immense work
and trouble to have removed all whites from the reservation, but such action would have worked a great
loss, and in some instances hardship, on both parties” (Harper 1894). Further laws enabling non-tribal
members to acquire tribal lands included the Act of June 29, 1906 which authorized those individuals who
had purchased lands disposed of under the Slater Act and the Act of July 1, 1902 to patent the tribal grazing
lands if they provided documentation that “the untimbered lands so purchased are not susceptible of
cultivation or residence, and are exclusively grazing lands, incapable of any profitable use other than for
grazing purposes” (34 Stat. 611).
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The Act of May 8, 1906 (34 Stat. 182) authorized the Secretary to change land status from trust to fee
patents for competent Indians, even without their consent, thus subjecting tribal members to taxation. This
often caused loss of the property.
Furthermore, on February 11, 1913 and again on February 17, 1917, Congress passed additional Acts
clarifying that if individuals entitled to claim the patent died before securing such patent and proof of
payment could be demonstrated, the heirs or executor of the estate would receive title to the lands (37 Stat.
665; 39 Stat. 923). The later act ensured that this patenting applied to all purchasers of lands under Acts
subsequent to the July 1, 1902 Act.
Three stock driveway roads were authorized for livestock passage across the reservation in May 1906
(Kennedy 1977:124). Two hundred more acres went out of tribal ownership when the City of Pendleton
condemned lands for their municipal waterworks on July 1, 1912 (37 Stat. 186; in 2011 these lands were
returned to the tribes). Between 1919 and the late 1960s approximately 1,955 acres went out of tribal
ownership for state highway roads, waysides and scenic corridors (Kennedy 1977:161-163).
It is interesting to note that it was the passing of the Dawes General Allotment Act and subsequent
allotting of lands of the Umatilla Indian Reservation to individual Indians that resulted in the allotted tribal
members becoming United States citizens, entitled to all rights of citizens of the United States (24 Stat.
388; Harper 1895). The Dawes General Allotment Act, which was widely applied across the nation, was
based on the Euroamerican system of land ownership and the idea that providing tribal members with
private property would help them become responsible citizens (BIA 1934a:9). Dividing up communal land
for individual use was inconsistent with the tribal understanding of land use and ultimately, the allotment
act was the principal instrument in depriving the Indians of their lands (BIA 1934a:9). The goal of
reservations and allotments was to change Indians into farmers and provide citizenship so as to acculturate
them into mainstream society. Some have interpreted these government actions as a means to “civilize”,
Christianize, and assimilate Indians by creating a permanent anchored living situation as opposed to
traveling on the seasonal round (Ficken 2005:454). Nationwide, the allotting of reservations resulted in the
diminishment of Indian lands by about 50%, from 155,632,312 acres in 1881 to 77,865,373 acres in 1900;
subsequently, most restrictions on alienation of Indian allotments were removed, allowing settlers to acquire
such lands (Utley and Mackintosh 1989).
As noted above, the allotted lands were to be held in trust for a period of 25 years by the U.S.
government, at which time a fee patent would be issued. Once a fee patent was acquired, the land was often
immediately sold, as non-tribal members eagerly sought the good farm and grazing lands belonging to tribal
members.
If the original allottee retained his land until his death an heirship snarl began which increased as the
years rolled by. Cases have been cited where more than 100 Indian heirs are the owners of equities and
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a single allotment and again one Indian may possess an heirship equity in twenty allotments. Effective
use of this land became impossible, making it necessary to lease or sell [LeMieux 1936:26].
Frequently, heirs might also acquire small interests in multiple parcels which would not even be near one
another making the land ownership complicated and unproductive (Collier 1939:2), assuming the heirs
could even be determined, which often times was not the case.
It was not until 1910 that any responsibility was designated for determining heirs. At that time it was
estimated some 40,000 cases were awaiting settlement...The movement to simplify procedure in
settlement of Indian estates began to crystallize on November 30th, 1938, when Commissioner Collier
distributed several thousand circulars explaining the proper execution of wills [Collier 1939:3].
The documentation of such land holding is quite cumbersome and in Collier’s (1939:1) words, “the endless
bookkeeping and legal proceedings generally conceded to be beyond the realm of sanity.” In some cases
where there were numerous heirs, selling the property and dividing the assets among them was the easiest
solution. Today, five generations after LeMieux’s 1936 statement, the problem has compounded with often
hundreds of Indian heirs on a single allotment. The tribes still suffer the effects of the allotment system.
The General Allotment Act also had a great impact on many tribes’ social organization and impacted their
cultural ties to the land (Locke 1936:30). “This Act was amended on several occasions to take care of needs
which become apparent as time went on. The original legislation provided that upon the issuance of the
original patent the Indians would become citizens of the United States. Subsequently by amendment the
right of citizenship was deferred until after the fee patent had been issued” (Flickinger 1939a:25-26).
Commissioner of Indian Affairs Collier (1935d:8) believed that
Through allotment, and without rendering the Government liable to damage suits in the Court of
Claims, the Indian landholdings were cut down from 139,000,000 acres in 1887 [the implementation
of the General Allotment Act] to 47,000,000 acres in 1930. The lands which went to white men were
the good lands, of course. The value, or productive potential, of the Indian lands was reduced fully 80%
in these forty-three years.
The richest farmland was either lost to the Euroamericans with the Indians retaining the poorer parcels (BIA
1933b:5); or the tribal lands were sold by the government for the tribal member with little to show for the
sale (BIA 1933a:32). The limited remaining land base was often discontinuous, making management of
rangelands difficult (BIA 1934a:10), which resulted in a significantly lower carrying capacity for livestock
(Collier 1937:3). Additionally, income from oil and mineral royalties from the allotted lands was minimal,
generally less than forty-eight dollars a year, paid to only a few Indians and often disregarded altogether
(Collier 1934a:4). The ultimate blow was that the per capita payments to Indians were also being used by
the government to pay its own expenses (Collier 1936a:17). It should be noted that mismanagement of
tribal assets has continued to the present day with the U.S. government entering into a settlement with tribal
members for 3.4 billon dollars in 2009 (Cobell v. Salazar). Between 1887 and 1932 Indian landholdings
diminished at a rate of 2,000,000 acres each year (BIA 1937:22) and by 1936, at least 100,000 of the
328,000 Indians in the United States were landless (Locke 1936:31; Woehlke 1936:7).
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The population of the Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam at the time of allotment was 896
individuals (Sommerville 1885) and 1,076 at the turn of the century (Wilkins 1900), but by 1917 the
population had grown to 1,197 (Sells 1917). Tribal members were concerned that their heirs would not
have lands to subsist on within the reservation. In late 1916 and January 1917 Otis Halfmoon, James Kash
Kash, Billy Joshua, Umapine, Amos Pond, No-Shirt, Wanako, and others made trips to Washington, D.C.
to speak on the issue of securing allotments for their unallotted children; Halfmoon served as their
interpreter (EO, 25 January 1947).

“As Halfmoon voiced and advocated the chiefs’ concerns, the

congressmen were impressed at how well-organized the delegates were in arguing their case” (Pond and
Hester 2006:138). Their words struck a chord and on February 1, 1917 Congress passed a bill directing
that allotments could be made in the next fiscal year (EO, 25 January 1947). The Act of March 2, 1917
authorized the Secretary of the Interior to allot up to eighty acres of land to any living Indian on the Umatilla
Indian Reservation previously not allotted land and issue the trust patents for these lands as per the Dawes
Act, so long as lands within the exterior boundaries of the reservation remained available for such purpose
and the action did not interfere with the treaty rights of the other allotted Indians (39 Stat. 969). Former
Superintendent Lauer indicated that the last allotment made on the Umatilla Indian Reservation was in 1933
(Lauer 2013).
About a decade later, the Act of May 29, 1928 (45 Stat. 1008) amended the Slater Act and authorized
the Secretary of the Interior to withhold from sale or disposition all undisposed land in Township 2 South,
Ranges 34 and 35 East, Willamette Meridian. This land, once part of the Umatilla Indian Reservation, was
to now be used for tribal grazing. This act prohibited further sale of tribal lands (see Restoration of Johnson
Lands below).
In the 1920s, there was a growing national awareness of the serious issues regarding conditions on
Indian reservations.

In order to fully understand the extent of the situation, the U.S. government

commissioned the Institute for Government Research in the spring of 1926 to begin an independent study
of Indian Affairs focusing on “the educational, industrial, social and medical activities maintained among
the Indians, their property rights and their general economic conditions” (Meriam et al. 1928:58). The
study was led by Technical Director Dr. Lewis Meriam and included nine other survey staff with the only
tribal member being Indian Advisor Henry Roe Cloud, later Superintendent of the Umatilla Indian
Reservation during the implementation of the Civilian Conservation Corps-Indian Division (CCC-ID)
program. With Roe Cloud’s background in Indian education, “his indelible impact on the Meriam Report
can be seen most easily seen in the section on education” (Ramirez 2009:92). Fieldwork for the study was
conducted over seven months and a total of 95 jurisdictions, reservations, agencies, hospitals and schools
were visited including five locations in Oregon (Meriam et al. 1928:64-65). The survey staff generally
began their work by first meeting with the Superintendent, then with chief clerks, doctors and nurses,
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principals and teachers, agency farmers, cattlemen and foresters, field matrons, missionaries, Indian traders,
state and local government offices, Indian Councils and tribal members, and non-tribal friends of the Indians
(Meriam et al. 1928:67-77). The report indicates that seven survey staff, including Roe Cloud, visited the
Umatilla Indian Reservation which had a population of 1,113 at the time.
Roe Cloud was one of few of the team to stay in Washington, D.C. for the summer of 1927 compiling
all of the data assembled by the Institute for Government Research and the Senate’s Indians Investigating
Committee (Collier 1935d:9; Ramirez 2009:92).

The final report entitled The Problem of Indian

Administration, often referred to as the Meriam Report, was submitted on February 21, 1928 to Secretary
of the Interior Hubert Work. Findings discussed Indian administration; health; economic conditions;
education; family and community life and activities of women; migrated Indians; legal aspects of the Indian
problem; and missionary activities among the Indians. This study concluded that, “An overwhelming
majority of the Indians are poor, even extremely poor, and they are not adjusted to the economic and social
system of the dominant civilization” (Meriam et al. 1928:3). Furthermore,
The work of the government directed toward education and advancement of the Indian himself, as
distinguished from the control and conservation of his property, is largely ineffective. The chief
explanation of the deficiency in this work lies in the fact that the government has not appropriated
enough funds to permit the Indian Service to employ adequate personnel properly qualified for the task
[Meriam et al. 1928:8].
It is interesting to note that the Meriam Report found no evidence to warrant the U.S. government
relinquishing guardianship over the property of restricted Indians, secured to the Indians by government
action, at any time in the near future; rather, “the Indian Service charged with the duty of protecting Indian
rights should be materially strengthened and should be authorized to act more directly” (Meriam et al.
1928:47). Parman (1967:5) further believes that the survey revealed that circumstances conspired against
the Indians’ economic advancement, including limiting their education and lack of capital, credit, and
incentives to use potential resources. The government needed to change its approach to include family and
community as an important value in the social and economic development of tribal members (Trujillo
1937:27) as the individual approach had been detrimental (Prucha 2000-2001:27).
The Meriam Report led to an investigation by a committee of the United States Senate regarding the
mismanagement of Indian affairs, which ultimately led to reforms of and changes to governmental policies.
In 1928 the Senate authorized an investigation which would, six years later, discuss needed changes to
Indian Service irrigation policies, Indian control over Indian trust funds for 15 Pueblo tribes, and Indian
employment in the Indian Service (Collier 1934b:3). In 1929, with reformed direction, Commissioner
Charles J. Rhoads and Assistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs J. Henry Scattergood were appointed by
the Hoover Administration and the foundation for change to Indian policy had begun. Four years later,
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more strong critics of Indian policy took office including Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes and
Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Collier.
The new Indian Commissioner defined his objectives thus: to move the Indian toward economic selfsupport, which includes furnishing the land for subsistence to landless groups. Furnishing agricultural
credit and opportunities for technological training to Indians and assisting the development of the
cooperative movement among Indians. To speed up the final settlement of Indian tribal claims against
the government. To establish civil liberty, including group and cultural liberty, within a framework of
continuing Federal protection and assistance. To establish conservation, through intelligent use by the
Indians themselves, with government aid, of all Indian-owned land resources [La Rouche 1939:11].
At this time almost every tribe had one or more mismanagement claims against the U.S. government
(Woehlke 1935:14). Ultimately the government would draft and pass the Wheeler-Howard Bill, also known
as the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, in an effort to remedy the dire situation.
Like the rest of the nation, the 1930s were a tough time in Indian Country. Jobs were limited and many
places suffered from drought and pests such as grasshoppers and crickets. The War Department supplied
surplus clothing, such as woolen underwear, which could be issued to Indians (BIA 1933c:13). As noted
above, tribal members planted gardens while continuing to hunt, fish, and gather resources. “Nationwide,
the appropriations to the Indian Service were not sufficient and programs would have been inadequate if
not for the grants of money from the Emergency Conservation and Public Works appropriation” (BIA
1933c:11).
After much analysis of the Indian situation, legislation was created to help provide tribes with capital
for using and developing their land and promoting industry (Collier 1934c:38). Additionally, the hope was
that sufficient lands could be reaquired for the eighty or ninety thousand landless Indians to subsist on (BIA
1934b:11) for without a land base, tribes could not adequately support themselves (BIA 1933b:4). The
Indian Reorganization Act passed on June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 984), prohibiting any further allotting of Indian
lands; prohibiting the transfer, sale, or heirship of allotted lands other than to the tribe in which the lands
are located or the heir of individual allotted lands is a tribal member; extending the trust period for allotted
lands until otherwise directed by Congress; and authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to restore surplus
lands on Indian reservations as well as acquire lands and water and surface rights and interests, either within
or without existing reservations, all of which would be tax exempt. Up to $250,000 could be appropriated
each fiscal year; additionally, loans could be made to Indian corporations for economic development and
to individual Indians for tuition. This bill allowed tribes to adopt their own constitutions when ratified by
the majority of the adult vote. If one-third of the adult population of a tribe petitioned, and a majority of
voters approved, the tribe could be incorporated. It should be noted that drafts of the Indian Reorganization
Act provided that a tribe through a majority vote could exempt itself from the Act (Lindley 1935:19);
however, when passed, it was decided that the tribe would need a majority vote of the adult population for
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the Act to take effect on that reservation. And, certain provisions of the Act did not apply to all tribes. All
elections to approve or not accept the bill were required to occur within one year of its passage.
Roe Cloud claimed that he was one of the ten experts responsible for the Meriam Report, with the
Indian Reorganization Act a direct outcome of ideas he presented (Ramirez 2009:97). In a 1945 interview
Roe Cloud stated,
Most of the things I outlined have been adopted. I wanted the Indians to stop selling their lands, and a
two million dollar fund was established so they could buy back their land. There were a number of
things, such as a $25,000 scholarship fund, increased to $250,000, for Indian youth for vocational
education, but perhaps the most important was the opportunity for the Indians to become selfgoverning. By a vote of their tribal councils they could adopt a constitution and become a self-governing
body. About three-fourths of the Indians have accepted this [Ramirez 2009:98].
After the bill was passed, Collier made efforts to personally meet, or have his staff meet with tribal
representatives to answer questions that the tribes might have (BIA 1934c:12).

There were

misunderstandings of the law as well as genuine fear and distrust of the U.S. government. Some tribes
believed that they we going to have to accept the new legislation (Roe Cloud 1936:33) and be forced to
self-govern (BIA 1935c:44). Even though it appeared that additional lands would be acquired, individuals
did not want to see such acquisition at the expense of their own allotments nor limit the ability of their heirs
to inherit their land (BIA 1934c:12). People were concerned that their existing allotments would be taken
away and provided to tribal members that did not have allotments (Collier 1934d:2-3; Roe Cloud 1936:33).
There was also the perception that the government would have greater control over the guardianship of the
tribe and that tribes would have to accept all aspects of the bill (Collier 1934d:2-3). Some thought that the
bill did not contain sufficiently strong language for self-governance as, “Constitutions and business charters
contained legal provisions that subjected all important tribal council decisions to administrative review by
the secretary of the interior” and the U.S. government retained control of tribal trust funds, per capita
payments and leasing of tribal property (Philp 1983:172).
One meeting of Collier’s representatives was held with Northwest tribes in Oregon at Chemawa Indian
School on March 8 and 9, 1934. Assistant Commissioner William Zimmerman and several others from the
Washington Office presided over this gathering (BIA 1934a:7) which included representatives from eightyone tribes and fourteen agencies (Marshall 1934:5). Individuals from the Umatilla Indian Reservation were
in attendance. One elder recounts that the “Chiefs went to Chemawa to hear what the government was
proposing. All of the Indian Agents around the northwest said you need to go and listen. Chiefs went”
(OHP469). The meeting began with those from Washington explaining the bill and answering questions
from the group with an evening session of smaller groups asking questions specific to their own concerns;
the second day the delegation listened to the concerns and views of the tribes (Marshall 1934:5). The main
opposition echoed by the tribes was the distrust of the U.S. government and the fear that the proposed
legislation would lead to further harm, similar to past legislation (Marshall 1934:6). Peter Dan Moses of
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the Moses Coulee Tribe of the Colville shared that the government had not protected their homeland and
now they had to pay for water that was rightfully theirs to use (Marshall 1934:9). Another sentiment shared
by Yakama Nation member Noah Sluescum was representative of many and clearly exemplified the distrust
in the U.S. government.
We have been listening to your sweet words all evening, and they sound very good and reasonable, but
I cannot help remembering that 47 years ago other white men came among us, and they said just as
sweet words, and they sounded just as good and reasonable, and we listened to the sweet words, and
we believed those sweet words, and as a result of listening to those sweet words and believing in those
sweet words we lost the best third of our reservation, so I guess even though your sweet words do sound
so sweet we will continue the way we have been going [Marshall 1937:29].
The interpreters for the Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam Chiefs stated that the chiefs
believed that there was no money to pay for the improvements to be made under the Wheeler-Howard Act
and the only thing the tribes had left was their land. They were afraid that if they accepted the Act, the U.S.
government would to take their land; “Our chiefs felt that the government lied to us so many times before,
why would we trust them now” (OHP469). One elder thought the reason the tribes’ did not accept the Act
even though it may have benefitted them economically was that “it would have limited us and put more
State control on us off the reservation–and that’s why we didn’t go for it” (OHP422).
It should be noted that in February 1934 Collier asked Henry Roe Cloud to assist the government and
encourage tribes to accept the Indian Reorganization Act (Ramirez 2009:96) as Collier thought that “Henry
Roe Cloud is the most representative living Indian, within the United States. He is the Indian faithful to his
race, to its peculiar genius and its living past, and he is an Indian who confronts the modern world on its
own ground” (Collier 1934c:36). Roe Cloud would accept the assignment as he favored Collier and
supported his New Deal approaches (Crum 1988:182). Nationwide tribes held referendum elections
regarding whether or not to self-govern under the bill. The last of the elections was held on June 17, 1935
(Collier 1935b:1).
A total of 266 tribes, bands, or groups were asked to ballot on the question. Of that total 189 tribes,
with a population of 130,173 Indians, accepted the law. A group of 77 tribes, representing 86,365
Indians, rejected it. When first written, the reorganization Act excluded the Indians of Oklahoma and
Alaska from all but a few minor provisions. In 1936 the 28 tribes of Oklahoma, excluding only the
Osage, and the natives of Alaska were permitted to take full advantage of the Act [McNickle 1938:67].
In 1934 it was reported that the Weyíiletpu did not support the Wheeler-Howard Act because they feared
that if they gave up their allotments they would lose their lands without compensation (EO, 3 November
1934). The Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam, with 681 eligible voters among the 1,140 member
population, voted down the Act (299 no votes to 155 yes votes; BIA 1935c:45). This resulted in the chiefs
remaining as the governing system on the reservation.
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The tribes made their decision, believing it would be best for the tribal members, preserving the ability
to retain their reservation, acquire surplus reservation lands, and continue their traditional manner of tribal
government with family leaders. A new tribal constitution would not need to be drafted. It is interesting
to note that the tribes not only had to defend their decision to the U.S. Government, but to other Indians.
The American Indian Federation, founded in 1934 and operated through the 1940s, was comprised of
representatives of various tribes who outwardly criticized federal Indian policy but supported the Indian
Reorganization Act. Correspondence dated April 11, 1938 from President Joseph Bruner to Jim Billy,
Chief of Imatalamłáma, Jim Kanine, Head Chief of the Walúulapam, William Wocatcie, Assistant Chief
of the Walúulapam, and John Uash, Spokesman for the Imatalamłáma stated
We are pleased to know that you are entirely satisfied with the present conditions upon your reservation
and it is entirely satisfactory with us for you to remain in that condition of wardship if you feel that you
do not have the ability to take care of your own affairs like any other citizen of the United States and
that you are not as capable as the thousands of foreigners who come to this country every year and
make a living for themselves and manage their own affairs. In fact, we agree with you entirely that it is
better for you to remain as ‘incompet[e]nt wards of the Government’ if you have not got sense enough
to take care of your own business and property. In regard to the matter of membership in the Federation,
we assure you that none of the names contained upon the letter were ever upon our membership rolls.
The Federation accepts as members only those Indians who know that they are entitled to the same
rights as other citizens of the United States to manage their own affairs. The members of the Federation
are all brave and fearless Indians who do not need a nursemaid called the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, to tend to their business for them [Bruner 1938].
Interestingly, Weyíiletpu Chief George Red Hawk was one of seven national officers in this Federation and
served as the Second Vice-President.
If a tribe voted to reject the Act and later wished to reconsider and potentially accept it, a second vote
was not allowed. It would take an act of Congress before new elections could be called (Collier 1935b:4).
Tribes voting in support of the Indian Reorganization Act next needed to draft their constitutions and bylaws in accordance with Sections 16 and 17 of the Act. This was a beginning of modern day self-governance
and economic self-management for tribes (McNickle 1938:5), working within the parameters of the nonnative world. The nation was divided into districts which would aide in the development of such legal
documents with one or more field agents, field representatives, or other detailed personnel assigned to each
district (BIA 1935c:7).

The Umatilla Agency was in the Pacific Coast District which comprised

Washington, Oregon, and Idaho. These organizational specialists, who were tribal members trained in
Washington, D.C., were to work in conjunction with the various tribal councils, tribal committees, business
committees, and Agency Superintendents assisting in the preparation of the documents that would meet the
needs of the individuals tribes (Collier 1935b:6). “It will not be our policy to go before the Indians with
constitutions and by-laws prepared in the Washington Office or elsewhere... any Constitution heretofore
written by Indians will be carefully considered by our field workers and will be discussed with the regular
organized bodies of Indians in the jurisdictions concerned” (Collier 1935b:8-9). Roe Cloud served as part
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of the team of field personnel that travelled to various reservations helping to create contemporary
government structure. Although Collier indicates that this opportunity was to support tribal organization
and not direct tribes to organize similar to the U.S. government, Roe Cloud had a different experience. Roe
Cloud (Ramirez 2009:97) recounts,
Herein lay a golden opportunity for the government to draw up constitutional forms of government
consonant with natural concepts of [tribal] government reading back into the centuries. Being one of
the appointed Field Agents or constitution makers, I drew up a form of government according to my
tribal clan system and proudly showed it to visiting traveling officials from the Washington Office. I
was promptly told to throw this into the wastebasket as they had just what was needed for our
Winnebago Constitution. Then they handed me a long list of so-called "powers" and "land provisions,"
filling several pages. The use of these definitive powers and land provisions was made mandatory then
and there for every so-called "long constitution." Notwithstanding the fact that such insertions into
every constitution would render them alike and subject to the charge of uniformity, we obeyed orders.
Strange as it may seem, every Field Agent was taken severely to task later for uniformity of
Constitutions.
The Flathead Tribe was the first tribe to ratify a constitution (Collier 1935c:1).
There were many positive outcomes of the passing of the Indian Reorganization Act. For the first time,
tribal members were given preference for employment in the Indian Service. From June 1933 to February
1935 white employment decreased from 70.5% to 43.5% while Indian employment changed from 29.9%
to 56.5% (BIA 1935b:9). This would be an increase from a few hundred employees in 1933 to 4,682
permanent employees in 1940, including eight Indian Superintendents, 251 Indians in professional
positions, 935 Indians in clerical jobs and approximately 3,475 Indians in other skilled jobs (BIA 1941a:19).
Later, Indian Emergency Conservation Work programs employed Indians in more than half of the
supervisory positions (Collier 1934b:3). These employment opportunities allowed tribal members to be
better equipped for various vocations (BIA 1935b:10).
Another outcome of the Act was the creation of a National Resources Board which looked at the
reservations and the land needs of the individual federally recognized tribes. In order for tribes to be selfsufficient, the Board determined that an additional 25,581,522 acres were needed at a cost of $103,283,000;
note that the acreage needed is less than one-third of the 80,000,000 acres which passed out of Indian
ownership through allotment (Woehlke 1936:8).
The Act also authorized the restoration of surplus lands to tribal ownership on those reservations where
the Act was applicable and the purchase of lands (Stewart 1935:42). About twenty-five reservations had
such lands available to them (BIA 1935d:38). The General Land Office (GLO) began to supply lists of
specific parcels of available land to the Superintendents so that they could be reviewed; the GLO estimated
that there were about three million acres available (Stewart 1935:42). The Indian Service anticipated that
the tribes and the Superintendents would work together to prioritize the parcels of land with the funds
available (Stewart 1935:42).
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The Act annually appropriated two million dollars for acquisition of lands to be held in trust for tribes
(Woehlke 1936:9). “Since July 1, 1933 to October 15, 1936, Indian lands have increased 870,500 acres per
year” (Collier 1936b:2) with 1,398,368 acres alone added June 30, 1934 through June 30, 1935, most of
which were grazing lands acquired with sub-marginal land funds (Collier 1935a:1). Between March 1933
and December 1937 Indian lands increased a total of approximately 2,780,000 acres (Flickinger 1939b:27).
By 1939, “Approximately 45,000,000 acres of Indian lands [were] in forest and range; timber land
approximating 6,000,000 acres and woodland 8,000,000 acres. The estimated volume board feet of timber
is 33,000,000,000 with an estimated value of $90,000,000” (Flickinger 1939b:27-28). This attempt to resecure a land base for tribes was vital as tribes need land for subsistence; at this point in history tribes were
at the lowest economic level by U.S. government standards (BIA 1937:22).
As the Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam did not accept the Indian Reorganization Act, they
continued with their existing tribal governing system, with tribal chiefs and headmen representing the
individual tribes in a traditional structure. Leadership was passed down generally within the family. On
March 7, 1938, a council meeting was held to vote on whether a district system should be implemented
with representation elected by location on the reservation instead of by tribe.

The Imatalamłáma,

Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam voted to uphold the current system of tribal government with headmen or
chiefs representing the individual tribes (EO, 8 March 1938:1). The governing business committee
members on the Umatilla Indian Reservation included Jim Billy, Chief of Imatalamłáma (born 1879), Jim
Kanine, Chief of the Walúulapam (born 1872); George Red Hawk, Chief of the Weyíiletpu (born 1862);
and Allen Patawa, head man at large (born 1880; EO, 8 March 1938:1). George Red Hawk had been elected
Chief of the Weyíiletpu in November 1934 after the passing of Young Chief (EO, 3 November 1934). The
chiefs governed until the late 1940s when a business/planning committee was formed in 1947 to develop
the tribes’ constitution and by-laws (OHP469). The tribes’ constitution was established in 1949.
As noted above, the Act of May 29, 1928 conveyed to the Secretary of the Interior the ability to withhold
from sale lands in Township 2 South, Ranges 34 and 35 East, Willamette Meridian for tribal grazing but
this was not a quick fix. This Act established the ability to withhold, not the actual authorization to withhold
those lands. Over the next ten years, tribal members petitioned both local and Washington, D.C. officials
to return the undisposed lands so that they could be put into trust and to manage them for the tribes.
Individuals involved included Jim Kash Kash, Allen Patawa, Gilbert Minthorn, Jim Kanine and others.
Kash Kash indicated that he spent more than five hundred dollars to go to Washington, D.C. to advocate
for the return of lands which would eventually be called the Johnson Lands (UM 57 Box 3 300 Projects).
The grandson of Gilbert Minthorn recounts that
Minthorn was the interpreter for them when they went to D.C.…He tells a story when they had to go
on a trip, they would have a dinner at Tutuilla. Patawas would call a dinner and they would all come.
And they would say we are doing this, this and this. You got to send these men back there and I am
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going to put up this much money. You other people if you want to help, put in there too. That’s how
they would get their delegation and their money to go back East. They’d go on the train from here and
stay in Washington D.C. and represent the people that are working for the restoration of Johnson Creek
[OHP442].
Jim Kanine, who made several trips to Washington, D.C., indicated that “when this request for the return
of the tribal land was made the Walla Walla [Walúulapam] tribe spent a lot of money for that work…That
land was for the benefit of the younger Indians who were deprived of allotments and not to be acted upon
by the older Indians who already have allotments, so that these that were never allotted could get the benefit
from it that the others have already received. That land will never be allotted” (UM 57 Box 3 300 Projects).
It appears that the Umatilla Agency believed that the Johnson Lands would ultimately be returned and
restored as part of the reservation. The Umatilla Annual Extension Report for 1935 indicates that the tribal
Business Committee rejected a proposal from tribal members to lease the Johnson Creek area for grazing
purposes even though part of the Act of May 29, 1928 (45 Stat. 1008) withholds these lands for use as tribal
grazing grounds (PAO 50 Box 1473 Umatilla Annual Extension Report 1935). Additionally, by Fall 1937
the Forest Examiner at Large, Gerhard S. Kempff, had begun cruising the timber in the Johnson Lands;
Kempff describes the timber as fully mixed similar to the east side of the Colville Reservation and the
undergrowth extremely dense in places (PAO 43 Box 1233 General Forestry Umatilla). Finally, on August
10, 1939, an Act was passed by the 76th Congress authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to cease selling
the undisposed surplus lands so that they could be restored to tribal ownership (Public No 375, Ch. 662).
This included authorizing the consolidation of lands between Indians and non-Indians within the reservation
by purchase, exchange, or relinquishment of interest in such lands, water rights, or surface rights, and use
of funds to do so pursuant to Section 5 of the Wheeler-Howard Act (48 Stat. 984). Use of Indian
Reorganization Act funds was addressed in Section 5 which authorized the Secretary of the Interior to use
up to two million U.S. Treasury dollars not otherwise appropriated per fiscal year to acquire lands, water
rights and surface rights within or without Indian reservations; such lands would be held in trust by the
United States and exempt from taxation.
The Umatilla Agency proposed to restore the Johnson Lands using a few different means. The first
approach included restoring the surplus lands within the original boundary as well as purchasing the deeded
lands in non-tribal ownership (PAO 20 Box 213 Umatilla Agency Miscellaneous). Within this approximate
24.5 square mile area, eight parcels of white-owned land comprising 4,356 acres were proposed for
purchase (PAO 20 Box 213 Umatilla Agency Miscellaneous). These already patented lands were important
as most of the good springs which were needed to water stock for tribal grazing were on these lands. The
Umatilla Agency also proposed transferring Umatilla National Forest lands to the Indian Service including
the purchase of the deeded lands within the forest; however, these lands were in a “badly overgrazed
condition and the carrying capacity is low…The white owned lands and the National Forest lands within
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the area are used only for the grazing of sheep and the grazing season has on the National Forest been
reduced to 2.5 months” (PAO 20 Box 213 Umatilla Agency Miscellaneous). In 1941 approximately 50
tribal members each grazed about 50 head of cattle so additional summer range would be beneficial,
allowing the tribes to increase their herd size once the conditions of the range were improved (PAO 20 Box
213 Umatilla Agency Miscellaneous).
A tribal conference was scheduled for Saturday November 4, 1939 to discuss how to manage the
Johnson Creek Restoration Area, also referred to as the Johnson Lands (EO, 3 November 1939a).
Participating tribal leaders included representatives from all for the three tribes. For the Imatalamłáma,
Jim Billy was the leader for business decisions and Allen Patawa for social and Round-Up decisions. Jim
Kanine was the leader for the Walúulapam along with headmen Clarence Burke and Willie Wocatse.
George Red Hawk was the leader for the Weyíiletpu with headman Gilbert Minthorn and Mitchell Lloyd
(EO, 3 November 1939). It would take until March 20, 1940 for the Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and
Walúulapam to acquire the Order of Restoration (Appendix B) for the Johnson Lands to be restored to the
use and benefit of the tribes and considered part of the Umatilla Indian Reservation. This would include
the 3,700 acres of undisposed lands, relinquishment of the homestead entries on the land, and exchange of
lands with non-tribal members to consolidate Indian holdings. Ultimately, approximately 14,140 acres
(CTUIR n.d.) were restored to the Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam. The area is called the
Johnson Lands, originally located in the southernmost part of the reservation (Figure 3). The Order was
signed by E.K. Burlew, Acting Secretary of the Interior (PAO 43 Box 1233 Restoration of Lands).
Tribal members immediately began to utilize the Johnson Lands and they became one of the most
cherished areas as it is one of the few locations with good timber and where hunting and grazing can occur
year-round without the intrusion of whites (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). “All of the
immigrants or the people that were up there, the settlers or whatever they were called, all had to move out.
So all of that area was returned back, returned back to the tribes and every August they would have a picnic
up there” (OHP444). The Annual Forestry and Grazing Report for fiscal year 1940 indicates that the
Johnson Lands were being used by tribal members to graze both horses and cattle; however much oversight
was needed to prevent trespass by non-tribal stock (PAO 43 Box 1189 Annual Forestry and Grazing Report
1940). Impacts on the rangeland also included non-tribal members using stock driveways to drive stock
across tribal lands. In the spring and fall, bands of sheep were driven along Oregon State Highway 30
across the Reservation under three-year crossing permits at no cost to the applicant; however, the permits
were under a one thousand dollar bond in case of damage to tribal lands (PAO 43 Box 1189 Annual Forestry
and Grazing Report 1940). The Johnson Lands would be one of the three areas in which the CCC-ID
focused their efforts.
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Figure 3. Location of the Umatilla Indian Reservation and the general location of the lands restored in 1940
and considered the Johnson Lands. Base map courtesy of Bing.
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Chapter 3: President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s Civilian Conservation Corps-Indian Division
During the Great Depression the nation suffered from unprecedented unemployment. To compound
the problem, decades of nationwide land management practices had led to the loss of vast quantities of the
nation’s topsoil affecting both farming and ranching capabilities. Tribal members who had sought work in
the cities often returned to the reservations during the period (Philp 1983:176). Reservation crops also
suffered from on-going drought conditions and excessive pests, destroying resources upon which tribal
members depended (Gower 1972:5). Tribal members working on local farms and ranches suffered
significant wage cuts as employers could no longer afford to adequately pay their laborers as agricultural
prices dropped severely (Parman 1967:6-7). Whites could no longer afford to pay their leases on the tribal
lands they farmed and timber revenues plummeted (Parman 1967:7).
When Franklin Delano Roosevelt took office on March 4, 1933 and began his first hundred days of
recovery programs, it is estimated that there were 13,000,000 people unemployed, approximately 25 percent
of the nation (Munro 2008:305). Roosevelt quickly “enacted a sweeping program to bring recovery to
business and agriculture, relief to the unemployed and to those in danger of losing farms and homes, and
reform” (The White House 2017). Roosevelt brought with him to office the idea that public interest should
be above that of private and that the government should help to provide economic security (Sommer
2008:15). Roosevelt appointed Harold L. Ickes as the new Secretary of the Interior and he helped to
implement Roosevelt’s New Deal programs. Ickes appointed John Collier to serve as the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs and William Zimmerman Jr. as Assistant Commissioner.
One New Deal program, the Emergency Conservation Work program [which formally became known
as the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) in June 1937], endeavored to better manage the nation’s natural
resources for public benefit through sound conservation measures while providing jobs for millions. The
hope was to reverse the negative outcomes of past land management practices. The purpose of the program
“was to provide employment on conservation projects—in forestry, erosion and flood control and parks—
for needy, jobless young men between the ages of eighteen and twenty-five” (Sommer 2008:17). The
Emergency Conservation Work Program (which will be referred to here as the CCC) was created through
an Act of Congress and signed by Roosevelt on March 31, 1933. Subsequently, through Executive Order
6101 on April 5, 1933, Roosevelt appointed Robert Fechner as Director of the CCC. James J. McEntee
served as Assistant CCC Director for executive work and Charles H. Taylor served as Assistant CCC
Director for administrative work. Fechner would serve until his death in December 1939 at which time he
was succeeded by McEntee.
Roosevelt directed the Department of War, Department of Interior, Department of Agriculture and
Department of Labor to coordinate to organize, establish and operate forest work camps. Additionally he
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instructed them to “name a representative to cooperate in the work and act with the director as an advisory
council” (U.S. Department of Labor 1934:518). The Director of Forestry for the Indian Service, J.P.
Kinney, “attended the first meetings of the CCC advisory council and pleaded for the inclusion of Indians
in CCC under the control of the bureau” (Parman 1971:40) as Indian lands were in dire need of conservation
improvements.
The Department of Labor recruited and selected the men guided by policies and standards that they
established (US Department of Labor 1934:519). As this program was on a tight timeline, the Department
of Labor had to quickly establish registration offices in cities (Rodriguez 1993:50). The enrollment would
not include veteran enrollees as they were selected by the Veterans’ Administration. “Regular Army
officers were utilized in the beginning to administer the camps, but later reserve officers were called to
active duty and put in command of the C.C.C. companies” (Fechner 1937a:132).

After medically

examining the applicants, the War Department organized and enrolled the men, transported them to the
camps (which they built), fed, clothed, and maintained general oversight of the men until they were
discharged, and administered payments to the enrollees (U.S. Department of Labor 1934:519). The Army
had plenty of trucks, tents, uniforms, and blankets and the reserve officers quickly convened to help
assemble the enrollees and begin camp operations (Rodriguez 1993:30, 50).

The Departments of

Agriculture and Interior selected the camp locations, prepared the work plans, purchased the necessary
equipment, and supervised the work projects (U.S. Department of Labor 1934:519). Each camp contained
approximately 200 men (Fechner 1937a:131).
Charles J. Rhoads, the departing Commissioner of Indian Affairs, was concerned that Indians were not
specifically included in the original CCC program plans and therefore wrote Fechner on April 11, 1933
explaining how the Depression had aggravated desperate circumstances for tribes (Gower 1972:5). Rhoads
believed that these relief funds were critical as regular Indian Service appropriations had been severely cut
for 1933 (Parman 1967:23). Rhoads went on to outline a detailed plan in which Indians, and only Indians,
should work on forest trails, lookout towers, water developments, erosion control, pest eradication,
telephone lines, fencing, blister rust control, and reforestation projects on their own reservations and
irrigation and flood control work outside of reservations in the Southwest (Parman 1967:27). He noted that
Indians would most likely rather live with their families instead of in camps (Gower 1972:6). Rhoads’
proposal was for a sum of $5,520,000 for the first six months (Parman 1967:27). When Commissioner
Collier was appointed by Secretary Ickes on April 20, Collier revised Rhoads’ plan from 23,000 Indians to
14,400 Indian enrollees and omitted the proposed off-reservation work in the Southwest (Parman 1967:28).
Secretary Ickes supported a separate Indian CCC program. “The doughty Ickes argued in a memo to
Fechner that, although reservations needed conservation work, Indians would resent the presence of white
enrollees and would wish to live with their families rather than in regular CCC camps” (Parman 1971:40).
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Ickes advocated to President Roosevelt for a separate program suited for Indians and requested that 1) the
enrollment be accomplished through social workers under the direction of the Department of Labor; 2) that
Indians be employed on the reservations; 3) that work occur on Indian reservations as needs there exceeded
the conservation need of public lands; 4) that Indians remain living with their families; and 5) that a large
portion of the work needed to be accomplished in the Southwest where water was scare. This style of work
program would keep transportation costs low allowing greater amounts of work to be conducted and it was
a better solution than providing rations (Parman 1967:28-29).
On April 27, 1933 Roosevelt approved an Indian program [referred to as the Indian Emergency
Conservation Work program and later the CCC-Indian Division (ID)] with a budget of $5,875,200 for the
first six months. This was to establish 72 camps on 33 reservations, which would construct forest roads,
trails, and paths, implement fire protection measures, erosion control, and develop water sources (Parman
1967:29; Gower 1972:6). On April 30, 14,400 Indians were authorized to be accepted into the six-month
CCC-ID program (Rodriguez 1993:67) but the authorization to commence CCC-ID work was not received
until June 19, 1933 (Sommer 2008:26). This initial notice to begin project work was sent to fifty-six
reservations (Parman 1967:31). At this time there were approximately 320,454 Indians in the nation,
197,852 of which were enrolled tribal members (Parman 1967:1).
The goal of the CCC-ID was to increase the value of tribal resources on reservations through
conservation improvements so tribal members could have a better subsistence. The proposed conservation
work plans would make the land more productive thereby improving the Indians’ welfare (Schroeder
1934:249). As the 1941 CCC-ID Handbook stated, “A major objective of the production program is to
develop and utilize the resources of each reservation, to the end that the Indians on it shall have a decent,
reasonable standard of living. A major objective in the training of enrollees is that they shall become more
employable and shall better understand how to make the highest utilization of the resources conserved”
(Office of Indian Affairs 1941:I-1). CCC-ID Forester Lee Muck believed that the creation of the CCC-ID
“marked the dawn of a new day in the conservation of Indian forest and land resources” (Muck ca 1934:8).
Indian forests encompassed approximately nine million acres and contained approximately thirty billion
board feet of timber. Past management had not provided adequate protection for such resources of regional
and national importance, nor had past policies allowed for the creation of adequate transportation or
communication lines (Muck ca 1934:8-9). Prior to 1933, funds for natural resource protection and
administration never exceeded $225,000 in a given year and generally averaged less than $100,000 annually
between 1910 and 1933 (Muck ca 1934:9).
To implement the CCC-ID program Commissioner Collier leaned on Assistant Commissioner
Zimmerman. In late May, Collier appointed Dr. Jay B. Nash as the Director of the CCC-ID. Nash would
only serve until September 1933 when he was succeeded by twenty year Indian Service employee, Daniel
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E. Murphy, who held the position until the early 1940s (Gower 1972:6). Zimmerman characterized Murphy
as a methodical record keeper who maintained more organized CCC-ID records than the main Indian
Service records (Parman 1967:127). Secretary Ickes also appointed Ward Shepard as the Special Adviser
on Land Policies to Collier (BIA 1933b:9). Murphy placed Jay P. Kinney as Supervisor of the Production
Program and Ernest R. Burton directed employment (Gower 1972:6). The Director was in charge of the
overall program administration while the Production Supervisor administered all technical operations
including reviewing and approving work plans (Parman 1967:33). After the program got underway in 1933,
Collier became more involved with the Wheeler-Howard Act (legislation which limited federal control over
Indian Affairs in favor of Indian self-governance, including repealing of the Dawes General Allotment Act)
and Assistant Commissioner Zimmerman took on a larger role with Murphy (Parman 1971:44).
Similar to the regular CCC, the Department of Interior created an Advisory Council of six or more
representatives from the various agencies involved in the CCC-ID program (Parman 1967:26). Within the
Department of the Interior, the Office of Indian Affairs would oversee all of the CCC-ID programs and the
Department of Education would prepare and assist with the educational programs (U.S. Department of
Labor 1934:519). If a discrepancy arose between CCC-ID guidelines and those of the regular CCC, the
parent program took precedence. Additionally, Fechner had to approve all expenditures over $2,500.
Six District Offices were created around the nation where a production coordinator, forester, engineer,
camp supervisor, and draftsmen provided technical advice to the various Indian Agencies (Parman
1971:42). The Pacific Northwest was served by the Spokane, Washington District Office. On each
participating reservation, “The superintendent and a local forestry or irrigation representative were to
choose projects for the reservation, and, in a move to encourage tribal autonomy, the tribal council was to
take part in the administration of the activity” (Gower 1972:6). The Office of Indian Affairs believed that
since the tribal councils directly worked with the tribal communities, tribal councils could work with the
Superintendents to determine which projects would best fit the community’s needs (Pogue 2006:40). The
“Project manager and enrollees possessed agency in the enactment of the program, directing the ways in
which the CCC-ID operated and carried out projects on a local level” (Pogue 2006:71).
For the first enrollment period between April 5 and September 30, 1933, 301,975 men for the regular
CCC, 14,400 for the CCC-ID, and 1,525 for Alaska and Puerto Rico were authorized to be recruited (U.S.
Department of Labor 1934:520). The number of men to actually enroll by the end of the first six months
totaled 322,802 in the regular CCC, 12,702 in the CCC-ID, and 1,516 in Alaska and Puerto Rico. During
this time 67 camps were established by the CCC-ID. During the next six-month period (October 1 to
December 31, 1933), a total of 75 camps had been established by the CCC-ID (U.S. Department of Labor
1934:520). Of the 14,400 Indians authorized for enrollment under the 1933 CCC-ID program, 600 spots
were allocated to the state of Oregon (Gower 1972:5).
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As this was a new program there were numerous requests to the Washington Office for information and
clarification on how to begin such a program. Help was limited. It took until mid-June and, on many
reservations to July 1, 1933, to get the programs underway; full stride was not reached until early August
(Parman 1971:43). The initial startup often required supplies and machinery which were challenging to
acquire quickly, especially as local sources were quickly exhausted (Parman 1967:39). By August, three
million of the $5,875,000 allocated for the first six-month enrollment period was unspent and the program
was scheduled to end on September 30, 1933. Collier feared the loss of the funding but Roosevelt approved
a second enrollment period in which the funds could be rolled over and an additional four million dollars
was requested (Parman 1971:46).
Some reservations struggled to fill their allocated numbers of enrollees and therefore the Office of
Indian Affairs implemented a policy that Indians from other reservations could fill those positions, or funds
could be transferred to other Agencies (Parman 1967:42). It was more common for reservations to have
more applicants than program work, which led to staggered enrollment. As a result, more individuals could
receive some amount of work and economic relief. This practice worked well in those situations where
camps were not established and the enrollees lived at home. The staggered policy “was quite widespread
in 1933 as shown by a bureau estimate that 25,000 Indians work on the CCC, while the largest number
hired at any one time was 13,000” (Parman 1971:43).
In May 1933, the regular CCC began to publish a weekly newspaper entitled Happy Days (Rodriguez
1993:73). In August of that year Collier created his own newspaper for the CCC-ID which he calledIndians at Work. This paper was edited by Mary-Carter Roberts (Gower 1972:6). The periodical covered
emergency conservation projects but also served as a platform for changes in Indian policy, especially New
Deal reform (Laukaitis 2006:99). At the beginning of each issue was Collier’s editorial where he openly
discussed his opinion regarding Indian policy. “With a run of 15,000 copies per month by the late 1930s,
Indians at Work reported Collier’s agenda to politicians, Indian organizations, BIA agencies, newspapers
and magazine editors, religious organizations, university libraries, and numerous service groups” (Laukaitis
2006:98). Indians at Work would continue until June 1945 and outlasted the CCC-ID program itself (Gower
1972:6).
CCC-ID Structure
The CCC-ID program was administered by the Office of Indian Affairs through the District Offices
and the Agency Superintendents. Superintendents were then expected to use their existing employees for
any planning, administration and supervision needed to run the program (Killilae 1981:6).

The

Superintendents posted notices for the opening of camps and selected the applicants (Parman 1967:54).
Enrollment records included the enrollee’s name, tribe, age, marital status, special qualifications, physical
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examination, fingerprints, and any other pertinent information (Figure 4). The Indian enrollees would not
be counted in the quota for the individual states (Rodriguez 1993:67). Additionally, enrollees did not need
to commit to a set period of time like the regular CCC.

Figure 4. Example of CCC-ID Enrollee Record. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (PAO 43
Box 1277 CCC-ID).
The enrollees did not need to meet the age requirement of the regular CCC but they did have to be
physically fit to do the job, be 17 years or older and enrolled in a tribe (Sommer 2008:27). Specifically,
the Record of Physical Examination Form for the Indian Emergency Conservation Work indicates that the
enrollees must be free of communicable diseases for the health of others in the camps and must be able to
perform ordinary labor without causing injury to themselves. Most of the CCC-ID enrollees were under 30
years of age, but those in their sixties also participated (Parman 1967:54). This meant that older family
men could work on their own reservations. Enrollees underwent physical examinations from the Agency
doctor where they had to be unclothed prior to being accepted into the program as well as prior to discharge
(Office of Indian Affairs 1941:II-1; UM 57 Box 2 IECW). During this process the men were vaccinated
against smallpox and inoculated for typhoid and paratyphoid. The individual’s blood quantum was
recorded, missing teeth documented, and vision and hearing tests provided. The medical exams were placed
in the Agency files. If the Agency utilized staggered enrollment, the enrollee received his final examination
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if he was not returning to work within 30 days (Office of Indian Affairs 1941:II-1). Enrollees with physical
disabilities were not turned away. If they could do other types of work such as in the office or other light
tasks, they could be enrolled (Parman 1967:54).
Some tribal members were hesitant to join the program as they feared the U.S. government. However,
unlike the traditional CCC, there was not a period of conditioning run by the Army. Enrollees would go
directly to the camp or the work projects, or work while staying at home without any military involvement
(Rodriguez 1993:67). All matters of camp administration were under the control of the Indian Service.
Enrollees worked a five-day work week and were scheduled for eight hours a day, which included one
hour for lunch. An example of the CCC-ID timesheet is provided in Figure 5. Travel to and from project
sites was not to exceed one hour or a cumulative total of five hours a week. Flex time was used if enrollees
were asked to work in emergency situations as overtime was not authorized (Office of Indian Affairs
1941:II-2-3). Enrollees were paid $30 a month, or $1.50 a day. One former CCC-ID enrollee at Umatilla
Agency stated that he got paid “every two weeks and worked out to 30-40 dollars a month. At that time
there was no minimum wage and everyone was looking for work” (OHP444). If enrollees were living at
home or in the married camps, an additional 60 cents a day was provided for subsistence for a total of $42
a month. “This was later raised to $45 a month for them. The limit of 20 days’ work a month was also
later changed to five 8-hour days’ work each week” (Anonymous 1939:94). Even with the subsistence
allowance increased to $15 in 1935, this amount was still less than half the cost of room and board at the
permanent camps (Parman 1967:73). “From the starting wage, the enrollee could advance to assistant
leader at $36.00 per month, leader at $45.00, sub foreman at $100, assistant foreman at $135.00, and group
foreman at $167.00” (Parman 1967:55). Non tribal members were often placed in the higher paying
positions such as foreman and project manager but over the years the number of Indians in these types of
positions increased. Four camps to train leaders were established in 1934 and 222 CCC-ID enrollees
selected by their Superintendents attended a ten-week training. This training did not prove to be sufficient
in duration to provide individuals the skills they needed as leaders and only 50 enrollees were promoted
into salaried positions (Parman 1967:136-137).
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Figure 5. Example of CCC-ID Time Sheet from Umatilla Agency CCC-ID. Reproduced at the National
Archives in Seattle (UM 58 Box 1 980 Employment).
If enrollees supplied their own horses to use on project work, they were compensated one to two dollars
depending on the size of the animal and whether or not the enrollee or the government provided the feed
(Parman 1967:55). Regular CCC enrollees were mandated to send home $25 of their $30 paycheck each
month (Killilae 1981:24). “Early in the [CCC-ID] program the commissioner published a directive stating
that some of the pay earned by enrollees was to be deposited in their Individual Money Accounts” (Killilae
1981:25). This practice did occur or enrollees agreed to provide a portion of their wages to their dependent
relatives during the winter months (Gower 1972:6). However, after the 1933 season, the issue of wage
retention was turned over to individual Superintendents and the outcomes varied (Parman 1967:44).
CCC-ID Director Nash and Commissioner Collier agreed that the camps should be organized to fit
tribal culture and reservation conditions (Parman 1967:37).

Therefore, three types of camps were

implemented. The type and size of camp was determined by the local Superintendent (Pogue 2006:23).
Most of the camps were used for a single season or less and were either closed or moved to different
locations (Parman 1967:54). Any discipline issues at camps were dealt with by the Superintendent and
camp managers, but Collier required that the enrollees receive an adequate hearing. In some cases CCCID enrollees organized their own courts which judged and punished their fellow enrollees accordingly
(Parman 1967:63). Regardless of the type of camp, most had their own CCC-ID baseball, basketball, and
a few football teams that would compete against regular CCC and other local teams.
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The first type of camp was most similar to the regular CCC camps and was a boarding camp with
permanent facilities and a camp manager. The Washington Office had to approve all permanent camps and
the District Camp Supervisor was required to inspect each new camp at its inception as well as three times
a year (Office of Indian Affairs 1941:IV-9). These camps were generally constructed from Army tents with
wooden floors or wooden buildings.
The facilities at such camps were often surprisingly well equipped. Some camps possessed recreation
and education buildings, including a gymnasium and rooms for classes in music, arithmetic, typing and
woodworking. Even less plush camps usually had a large recreation room for reading and indoor
recreation. Several camps operated canteens where enrollees could buy candy, cigarettes, and sundries.
Profits were used to purchase movie projectors and to rent weekly films [Parman 1971:45-46].
Some large camps established their own gardens and kept hogs and chickens for use in the kitchen (Parman
1967:69).

Agency doctors often inspected camps to ensure that they were meeting the sanitation

requirements (Parman 1967:80).
The second type of camp was utilized when there were not enough single men and was called the
married camp or family camp. Here enrollees lived with their families near the project site and the families
usually supplied their own tents or tipis. Enrollees of family camps received the $30 a week salary as well
as the subsistence allowance ($12 and later $15 a month) to feed themselves and their families. The
conditions at the married camps varied greatly, from inadequate basic amenities to Superintendent-provided
housing and sanitation facilities (Parman 1971:46).
The third type of “camp” was not actually a camp but a situation where the enrollees lived at home.
They were provided the same subsistence allowance as those in the family camps. The enrollees met at set
locations or were picked up by CCC-ID trucks and taken to the project sites. In this arrangement, enrollee
home life was not as disrupted by the project work. “This arrangement had the advantage of avoiding
deplorable conditions of many boarding camps, and it allowed Indian enrollees to care for their farms on
the weekends or while laid off by staggered employment” (Parman 1971:46).
When working on more remote projects, spike camps were established near the project site. Enrollees
were required to provide their own meals and generally lived in tents and tipis. When mobility was
essential, homemade trailers were constructed by creating a framework which was covered with plywood,
windows installed, and then mounted on a truck chassis, which could be brought to the project sites (Parman
1967:77-78).
Once Roosevelt decided to continue the program into the winter of 1933, there were concerns that
appropriate clothing was not available for the CCC-ID enrollees. Under the original plan, there was no
specific allocation for clothing like that of the traditional CCC. In late September 1933 Director Murphy
requested that Collier pursue a grant from Fechner for $250,000 for winter clothing (Parman 1967:47).
Fechner objected to the idea and felt that the CCC-ID enrollees had already been sufficiently compensated.
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Collier retorted that the Indians were not receiving any extra compensation other than an allowance for food
and lodging if they lived at home rather than in camps. Further, since many of them were working regularly
for the CCC-ID, they deserved the same treatment as the white enrollees who obtained clothing from the
government. Fechner finally accepted this argument (Gower 1972:9-10). After about one month of
debating the issue, Secretary Ickes gave Superintendents the approval to spend twenty dollars per enrollee
for winter clothing and footwear (Parman 1967:48). The enrollees were issued items based on need and
were limited to one pair of heavy trousers, one sweat jacket or two denim work jackets, two pairs of denim
overalls, two heavy work shirts, two undershirts, two pairs of heavy drawers, four pairs of heavy socks, one
pair of shoes or boots, one pair of rubber overshoes, and two pairs of horsehide gloves. Unless there was a
valid reason such as illness, enrollees needed to work for three months after issuance of the clothing. If the
enrollee terminated their involvement in the program prior to this, wages were withheld based on reasonable
value of the items (Office of Indian Affairs 1941:II-9).
CCC-ID Projects
Fechner took the stance that all projects must relate directly to unemployment relief and conservation
of public natural resources (Parman 1967:133). CCC project work needed to occur on public lands and for
the CCC-ID this initially meant lands held in tribal trust. Work could not be conducted on individual
allotments as Fechner treated these lands like they were “private” property. One year later Fechner changed
his opinion and allowed work on individual allotments (Parman 1967:133). As of 1941,
Work may be undertaken on tribal, allotted or other lands within Indian reservations and on lands
adjacent to reservations when such work is necessary to protect reservation lands. When such projects
are undertaken on lands not belonging to or under the jurisdiction or control of the United States,
adequate provision must be made by the owner for maintenance and utilization after completion [Office
of Indian Affairs 1941:V-1].
Furthermore, the work plans had a far reaching scope and could include projects which aided in the
protection, restoration, regeneration, improvement, development, utilization, maintenance, or enjoyment of
natural resources on lands and waters. This also included all resource improvements to fish, wildlife, and
forests, and historic and archaeological interests in the land (Office of Indian Affairs 1941: V-1).
There were standard types of projects generally undertaken as well as some more specialized types.
Parman indicates that the project work undertaken by the Spokane District generally included standard
forest projects such as truck trails, fire lookouts, reseeding, stand improvements, and massive efforts to
control pine beetles (Parman 1967:110). In the Southwest, however, archaeological site stabilization was
conducted as well as conservation measures to remove the overabundance of wild horses so that the grazing
lands could heal. While CCC-ID funds could not be used to purchase the horses, enrollees were used to
round-up the horses and deliver them to shipping locations (Parman 1967:119).
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Many Superintendents worked with the District Foresters and other specialists to review the projects
proposed in their annual work plans since all projects after 1935 needed to be submitted to the Washington
Office on standard forms and have final approval by Production Supervisor Kinney (Parman 1967:144).
There were specifications that had to be met for almost every type of project, from bridge spans to truck
trail grades. The success or failure of each CCC-ID program correlated to the Superintendents. They were
the individuals who developed the work plans, filed the numerous reports (monthly, quarterly, semiannual,
and annual) to Washington, compiled the numerous forms, data sheets, and weekly progress reports, dealt
with discipline issues, provided payroll, and made all other important decisions.
Some types of projects did not work well out of the District Office. For telephone lines a Supervisory
Office was set up in Salt Lake City, Utah and one in Billings, Montana to oversee this work. Also, when
the Indian Service did not have the needed expertise they relied on the Department of Agriculture for
assistance. Rodent eradication was overseen by the Department of Agriculture’s Bureau of Biological
Survey which was headquartered in Pocatello, Idaho. The Washington Office would contact Pocatello
regarding which reservations needed supplies for eradication projects and the materials would be delivered
(Parman 1967:122). Mormon cricket and grasshopper eradication projects were conducted in cooperation
with the Bureau of Entomology of the Department of Agriculture.
Every year during the anniversary of the establishment of the CCC, open houses and special events
were held at the Agencies or camps. This was a time when the public could tour some of the projects that
were implemented. It was also a time for fun as activities often included baseball games, Indian dances,
celebrations, and foot races (Parman 1967:67-68).
CCC-ID Training and Education
The education and training portion of the CCC-ID had mixed results. Fechner (1937a:134) believed
that, “From the beginning, C.C.C. education has emphasized the elimination of illiteracy, the correction of
common school deficiencies, training on the job, vocational education where it was practicable to teach it,
cultural and general education as far as it could be taught with limited facilities, and citizenship and
character training.” That said, these training opportunities were primarily initiated at the regular CCC
camps. At the end of the first year Fechner required supervisors and truck/heavy equipment operators to
undergo Red Cross safety and first-aid training; however the CCC-ID did not comply for the first two years
(Parman 1971:47).
Fechner pressured Director Murphy to appoint an education director for the CCC-ID so that education
and training would become part of the program. Late in 1935 Murphy “appointed Robert M. Patterson as
educational director of the Indian CCC and ordered him to establish a training program for instructors of
first-aid and safety” (Parman 1971:48). In 1936 Patterson established District Training Centers and
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Superintendents sent their enrollees to attend a two-week training facilitated by the Red Cross (Parman
1967:159). In April of that year, Assistant Commissioner Zimmerman directed Superintendents to provide
regular education and training to their enrollees and include such opportunities in their annual work plans
(Parman 1967:160). While the directive was coming from above to include training and education, the
Agencies were allowed to use only five percent or less of their budget to accomplish the task. Many argued
that education programs were good for other reservations but not their own (Pogue 2006:44).
When Fechner testified to the House Committee in 1937 in hopes of making the program permanent,
the topic of education was brought up. Fechner indicated that most CCC instruction was given to illiterates
and the rest of the enrollees attended on a voluntary basis. He believed that the best instruction was received
through on the job training. Fechner considered the CCC a work program and the educational aspect was
too expensive and impractical (Parman 1971:47). Congress’ opinion differed; they recommended ten hours
of training per week but did not recommend that the program become permanent. The June 28, 1937
congressional action signed by the President made education an objective of the program (Killilae 1981:63).
This act also limited the CCC-ID enrollees to 10,000. “Some leaders in the Indian branch of the CCC
reacted with hostility to the training and education mandates used by Congress. They were oftentimes more
interested in physical achievements than they were in educating Indians…The belief also persisted among
some officials that Indians’ cultural background rendered them ineducable” (Pogue 2006:41-42).
In 1939 Claude C. Cornwall replaced Patterson and established procedures for training and education
which no longer left the education decision up to local CCC-ID personnel. Procedures included more on
the job training as well as the creation of an Enrollee Program to coordinate such educational activities. By
the middle of 1939 fifty-nine Agencies created Enrollee Programs and on average enrollees received three
hours of training a week. The following year the training increased to four hours per week (Parman
1967:165-168).
The 1941 CCC-ID Handbook indicates that the participation of the enrollees in the Enrollee Program
was optional; however, the CCC-ID had to provide the training and instruction opportunities to the enrollees
(Office of Indian Affairs 1941:VIII-2). In order for enrollees to get their work hours in as well as participate
in the Enrollee Program, the Handbook recommends that enrollees work one hour longer for the first four
days of work and on the fifth day they would work a half day. This would leave a half-day for participation
in the Enrollee Program (Office of Indian Affairs 1941:VIII-3).
In the spring of 1941, with changes in the political environment came funding for training from the
National Defense Training Program. This was “a program designed to train workers for burgeoning defense
industries. Cooperating with state and local vocational educational agencies, the CCC-ID offered a variety
of instructional courses” (Killilae 1981:75). The U.S. Department of Education operated the Training
Program through cooperation with the State Boards for Vocational Education and the CCC-ID supervisors.
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Enrollees were authorized to be excused from CCC-ID project work for up to five hours a week to
participate in the National Defense Training Program (Office of Indian Affairs 1941:VIII-12). “The
enrollee participants studied radio operation and repair, welding, auto mechanics, sheet metal work,
carpentry, and various other subjects related to national defense. They attended classes from twelve to
fifteen hours per week for approximately two months” (Parman 1967:223). At the end of the training,
enrollees were required to take proficiency tests and those who passed were readily hired in national defense
work which often included private employment (Parman 1971:53). In all, National Defense Training funds
paid for 43 classes which were attended in total by 932 CCC-ID enrollees (Parman 1971:53). Subsequently,
those Indians who chose to leave the reservation for urban centers and work in war industries generally
received ten dollars a day or more (Parman 1971:53). Parman makes an interesting point that “Ironically,
a conservation program designed to improve Indian land probably had it greatest impact in permitting
former enrollees to take up careers in industrial centers” (Parman 1971:56).
Also at this time, the CCC-ID program “and training activities were modified to make the entire
program contribute more directly to the prosecution of the war” (Pogue 2006:73). This included conserving
machinery by fixing tools and equipment including farm machinery to use in Victory Gardens (Pogue
2006:73). Many enrollees also purchased war bonds and stamps to help. The Office of Indian Affairs
believed that the CCC-ID projects were assisting in national defense as the projects “enlarged carrying
capacity of ranges, the saving and storage of water for livestock and for irrigation, and the conservation of
ranges and forests all helped reservations yield increased quantities of food and wood” (Pogue 2006:74).
Congress voted on July 1, 1942 to cease funding the CCC program, effectively causing its termination.
Liquidation of CCC-ID assets began the next day, transferring property to other federal agencies with those
related to the war having first choice. On July 10, 1942 Director Murphy ordered a halt to all project and
the lay-off of enrollees (Parman 1967:232). By the end of 1942, 11,000 Indians were in the military 6,400
of whom were former CCC-ID enrollees; 8,000 additional Indians worked in war-related industries (Parman
1971:54).
Even though the program was disbanded mid-1942, one of Collier’s assistants Walter Woehlke,
continued to send out Cornwall’s Enrollee Program training specifications in hopes that Superintendents
would continue the opportunity for tribal members. Woehlke believed that, “Just because CCC has been
eliminated from our present program, it does not follow that the training of eligible Indians should not go
on. He requested that reservations form new classes and continue the enrollee program session as a general
agency function” (Parman 1967:231).
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CCC-ID Funding
As noted above, $5,875,000 was allocated for the first six-month program in 1933 and a subsequent
four million dollars allocated for 1934. These funds were necessary to initiate the program on the various
reservations. After the first few years, funds decreased but this was not critical as much of the expensive
equipment such as trucks and heavy machinery had already been purchased. As the war approached, CCCID budgets were directly impacted which affected the types of projects undertaken. In late 1937, Roosevelt
“asked that Fechner freeze the number of salaried personnel in CCC as a first step in a retrenchment of the
program. A month later, Fechner established a ration policy on funds for all units of CCC. The order stated
that supervisors must employ one enrollee for each $930 received in CCC funds, and the ration was made
retroactive to the start of fiscal 1938 even though half the year had passed” (Parman 1971:51). Figure 6
shows a Payroll Earning Card which the Agencies used to track earnings and subsistence costs.

Figure 6. Payroll Earning Card to Track Earnings and Subsistence Costs. Reproduced at the National
Archives in Seattle (PAO 43 Box 1277 CCC-ID).
As wages and subsistence generally consumed approximately 60 percent of the CCC-ID budgets, the
remaining 40 percent, which was to cover supervision, production materials, transportation, and machinery,
had to be reduced. Projects were therefore designed to limit the use of heavy machinery and focused on
hand labor (Parman 1971:51). Many Indian Agencies got creative and entered into cooperative agreements
with other government agencies to complete projects, with the CCC-ID supplying the labor and the
cooperating agency proving the machinery, materials, or fuel (Parman 1971:52). In 1939 and again in 1941
Fechner reduced the CCC-ID budget by one million dollars (Table 1). Along with the fund reduction in
1941, Fechner again placed a ration limit of one enrollee for every $830 (Parman 1971:52).
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Table 1. CCC-ID Expenditures through the Program (Parman 1967:260)
Fiscal
Year
1933 and 1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1949
1941
1942
1943
TOTAL

CCC-ID
Expenditures
$9,539,051
$11,075,000
$9,345,276
$8,227,406
$7,965,523
$6,940,163
$7,038,388
$5,990,431
$5,776,150
$750,463
$72,647,283

CCC-ID Outcomes
The CCC-ID program positively impacted natural resources on tribal lands as well as the lives of many
tribal members. Nationwide, CCC-ID implemented 126 different types of projects (Parman 1971:44).
These projects benefited all types of natural resources on Indian lands. Table 2 displays the number of the
main project types conducted. One such example is fencing and reseeding that helped keep non-tribal
ranchers’ livestock off tribal lands and out of critical water sources resulting in the sales of Indian cattle
increasing from $263,095 in 1933 to $3,126,326 in 1939 (Bender 2014). These figures in Table 2 do not
include maintenance costs or the cost of fire suppression or pre-suppression, or rodent, weed, and pine
beetle/blister rust eradication projects. Below are the quantities of each type of development undertaken
(Table 2).
Through the six years that the CCC-ID program operated, more than 88,000 Indians participated on
seventy reservations (Killilae 1981:3). This includes a few female enrollees, although the number of
women involved is unclear (Parman 1967:79). The readily apparent effects of the CCC-ID for tribal
members included wages when employment was scarce, which allowed individuals to support themselves
and their families; the acquisition of skill sets which allowed Indians to acquire jobs both on- and offreservation in other positions of the government such as the Indian Service as well as in the private sector;
better health; and improved resources on their reservations which they could utilize. According to the
Office of Indian Affairs,
Tens of thousands of Indians…saw their lives drastically improved, as they were able to purchase new
furniture, and in some cases, new homes, due to the money from family members enrolled in the CCCID. Overall, the Office of Indian Affairs emphasized that the CCC-ID physically improved reservation
lands as well as bettered the economic circumstances of Indians on the reservations [Pogue 2006:39].
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Collier’s hope was to revitalize tribal culture while providing tools for Indians to succeed both on and off
of the reservation. The government believed they succeeded. “Fechner, in an understated comment written
in 1934, said…‘My feeling is that the money spent under this program to help Indians to help themselves
has been worth every dollar put into it’” (Sommer 2008:131). While all might not view all of the effects of
the program as positive, it is clear that there were definite constructive outcomes. It put a lot of people to
work. Some might argue that the training received through the Program enabled tribal members to get
better jobs off-reservation thus, driving tribal members to relocate to the cities. The following chapter will
discuss the CCC-ID program at Umatilla Agency where the direct effects of the program are visible.

Table 2. CCC-ID Projects Completed from 1933-1942 (Parman 1967:241, 255-256).
Project or Activity
Lookout Tower
Lookout House
Telephone Lines
Radio Stations
Fire Suppression, Pre-Suppression and Prevention
Firebreaks
Horse and Foot Trails
Horse and Foot Bridges
Truck Trails
Bridges
Forest Stand Improvement
Timber Estimating
Corrals
Fencing
Airplane Landing Fields
Reseed
Blister Rust and Pine Beetle Control
Insect Pest Control
Poisonous Weed Eradication
Impounding Dams and Large Reservoirs
Small Reservoirs, Water holes, and Springs
Contour Furrows and Ridges
Terracing
Erosion Control and Water Spreading Devices
Check Dams (permanent)
Check Dams (temporary)
Water Control Structures other than Dams

Quantity
91
63
7,522
33
325,147 man days
3,697 miles
3,081 miles
70 of each
9,789 miles
1,200
53,868 acres
5,699,119 acres
294
12,320 miles
14
70,000 acres
70,000 acres
1,315,870 acres
263,129 acres
1,742
7,564
13,409 miles
1,505 miles
771,260 linear feet
48,560
36,923
6,870
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Chapter 4: Umatilla Agency CCC-ID
The Depression: Traditional Resources and Food Storage on the Umatilla Indian Reservation
When the Great Depression struck the nation toward the end of 1929, individuals on the Umatilla Indian
Reservation suffered the effects of the economic downturn; however, the situation was not as dire as in
urban areas around the nation. One elder recounts her father’s experience at this time; “One day he went
to work and there was a big sign on the door closed. And the newspaper come and they found out that the
Depression had hit back east and people were jumping out of windows, big buildings. Everything stopped.
There was no money, there was no food. But he says…we had a big garden, we always had a big garden,
and he says so we didn’t suffer that much” (OHP443). Tribal members continued harvesting their
traditional foods, traded for goods, and worked seasonally on farms and ranches. As one tribal elder
recounts, “Money wasn’t such a big thing. That’s why I like to tell the story that during the 1930s that this
tribe didn’t have any big problems, because there were still fish in the river here. There were. We had a lot
of game. Had a lot of roots and berries and those were the staple groceries” (OHP234). Even though these
foods were available, ammunition was needed to hunt big game in this modern world and that required
either purchasing or trading which could be difficult. Another elder remembers that, “If dad… could get
one shell we would always have meat but having money to buy that shell that was pretty hard to come by.
A lot of people would give him their ammo, what they did have; he would supply a lot of Indian people
with meat because I guess he was a better shot or something, one shell meant food on the table, it wasn’t
wasted” (OHP18). Another elder recounts always having three meals a day during the Depression as the
traditional foods allowed them to be better off than those traveling through the reservation in search of
resources.
You could see cars coming down in here just barely going; some running on rims. And, uh, it’s pitiful;
it was really pitiful…and the people looked humiliated and…they were all dressed up in rags and they
were homeless…And there were more people coming off [the mountains] every day, just like that and
they would jam up in there. They’d try to find a place on the reservation here to pull in to. And they’d
pull in here too. And they’d visit with people and people would help them on down the road [OHP6].
The 1931 Umatilla Agency Annual Report indicated that the tribal members raised a “goodly share” of
their own food supply in their gardens, worked as laborers harvesting crops beginning with strawberries
and proceeding eventually to apples (part of their payment was in produce), and continued to live a seasonal
round lifestyle, hunting, gathering root and berry crops and subsistence fishing at Celilo and other locales
(PAO 50 Box 1473 1931 Annual Report). One elder who lived through the Depression recalls that there
was no economy so people continued to subsistence hunt, fish, and gather “huckleberries up in the
mountains. And then during the off-season when there was no school they’d take their children over to
Yakima, or berry picking over to the Oregon Coast or Willamette. And spend the summer over there or go
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huckleberry picking and gather down there then bring em back. And…there was apples over in La Grande
and potatoes; where a lot of people moved to” (OHP6). Another elder recalled her mother-in-law taking
the train to Celilo with roots to trade for salmon. Closer to home she would tan hides and trade gloves for
flour, sugar and other items that you could not glean from the land (OHP21). Families cured as much as
two to three barrels of salted salmon and canned all the produce they could to use through the winter (PAO
50 Box 1473 1932 Annual Report). Meats were processed, either dried or cured, with some soaking deer
and elk steaks and hamburger in layers of a sugar and pepper cure in crocks and stored in cellars (OHP18).
Seeds from the crops and beans would be dried and saved to be planted the following year (OHP18). The
rest was processed to provide for families throughout the year. An elder, born in 1921 recounts,
My mom used to dry apples and cherries…and with huckleberries, what she didn’t can, she dried. So
in the wintertime, we had dried huckleberries, canned huckleberries. Dry apples, she would just throw
them in the water and make pies and stuff...She had about 1200-1500 jars. We would have to get them
out, haul them out of the cellar and she would wash them up, scald them, get new lids and caps for
them. Put them back in the box. And whenever we went anyplace, she would throw some boxes of
jars on the rig and away we would go. Like I say, she, when we went picking strawberries, why we
would pick for pay and then she would buy strawberries and she would can them. So while we were
picking, she was canning. When we would go up in the mountains huckleberry picking, we did the
picking, she did the canning. She had her own boiler and everything there. She would can those berries.
When she had enough berries, and then we would sell berries to pay for the trip going down. So when
we come home, we had jars and jars of fruit to put away [OHP63].
Families were resourceful establishing large gardens at home and then leaving them to grow while they
went off to harvest fruit and vegetable crops (OHP14). The Agricultural Extension Agent recounted that
Indians of all ages travelled from all over the Northwest to camp and pick hops in the Yakima Valley.
It was an interesting sight to see them arriving from all directions in all types of conveyances—from
new shiny automobiles of the latest models to the Model T, the ‘White Top’ and the western ‘hack’.
They were all pleased and happy because once more they could renew their tribal custom, barter and
trade in berries from Yakima, dried salmon from the Columbia, dried clams from British Columbia,
bead work and baskets from Nez Perce and Kootenai, and berries, blankets, and so forth from the other
coast tribes [Murdock 1934:39].
In 1931, young tribal men worked on local ranches, farms, and for the railroad (PAO 50 Box 1473 1931
Annual Report). No rations were issued as all but forty individuals had sufficient resources to subsist on
(PAO 50 Box 1473 1931 Annual Report). Conditions were similar in 1932 however the annual report
indicates that many families kept small fowl and some had dairy cows (PAO 50 Box 1473 1932 Annual
Report of Division of Extension and Industry). By 1933 it is noted that incomes had been cut in half since
the advent of the Depression and food procurement was essential (PAO 67 Box 1888 Umatilla 1930-1941).
The following years, the number of gardens and root cellars steadily increased as did the necessity to
procure food for year-round use. In 1934 there were 69 gardens and 108 root cellars on the reservation
(PAO 50 Box 1473 Umatilla Annual Extension Report 1934; PAO 50 Box 1473 Umatilla Annual Extension
Report 1935). In 1935 the same number of root cellars existed but gardens had increased to 75 (PAO 50
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Box 1473 Umatilla Annual Extension Report 1935). In 1936 the numbers had increased to 133 root cellars
and 367 gardens (PAO 50 Box 1473 Umatilla Annual Extension Report 1936). By 1937, there were 156
root cellars and 373 gardens (PAO 50 Box 1473 Umatilla Annual Extension Report 1937). In just three
years, the number of gardens had increased fivefold, indicating that tribal members were trying to ensure
that there was food to get them through winter. Tribes would benefit from President Roosevelt’s relief
programs but they were not as bad off as many around the nation, as food procurement was a way of life.
Roosevelt’s Early Relief Programs at Umatilla Agency
At this time Major O.L. Babcock was Superintendent of the Umatilla Indian Reservation. He had
served as Superintendent for the Colorado River, Winnebago, Warm Springs, and Spokane agencies. He
was Umatilla Agency Superintendent for 14 years until his retirement in June 1939 (EO, 29 June 1939:1).
Babcock was Superintendent at Large until around October 31, 1939, during which time Rupert Anderson
served as interim superintendent until Henry Roe Cloud was appointed to the position permanently in
August 1939 (EO, 29 June 1939:1; EO, 19 August 1939:1). Babcock was elected as Umatilla County’s
representative to the Oregon legislature until he died on January 29, 1941 of a heart attack (EO, 15 March
1940:1; EO, 30 January 1941:1).
Superintendent Henry Roe Cloud oversaw the already established CCC-ID program from his arrival
until the termination of the program in 1942. Roe Cloud was a full-blooded Ho-Chunk and enrolled member
of the Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska living on the Winnebago Reservation when Babcock served as
Superintendent there (EO, 29 July 1939:1). He was adopted by Presbyterian missionaries in his youth. In
1912, Roe Cloud served as Chairman of the Winnebago Delegation to the President; in 1914 he served on
the Commission on a Federal Survey of Indian Schools (BIA 1935d:31). In 1915 Roe Cloud founded the
American Indian Institute in Wichita, Kansas where he served as a teacher until 1922 (EO, 19 August
1939:1; BIA 1935d:31). In 1923, he was appointed by the Secretary of the Interior to the Standing
Committee of One Hundred on Indian Affairs. Subsequently, Roe Cloud served on the U.S. government
commissioned Institute for Government Research as a member of the independent survey of Indian affairs
conducted in 1926, 1927, and again in 1929 and 1930. He co-authored the staff report to the Secretary of
Interior in 1928. In 1931 Dr. Roe Cloud withdrew from the active management of the American Indian
Institute and became a special representative for the Bureau of Indian Affairs where he was tasked with
strengthening ties the Indian Service and reservation communities until 1933 (Crum 1988:179). In 1933
he was appointed to the Superintendency of Haskell Institute. Two years later he was assigned to help put
into operation the Indian Reorganization Act (BIA 1935d:31). In 1936, Roe Cloud was appointed
Superintendent of Indian Education at large (EO, 19 August 1939:1).
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Roe Cloud arrived at Umatilla Agency in 1939 to assume the superintendent position with his wife
Elizabeth Bender Roe Cloud (Chippewa) and their two daughters, Anne Woisha (age 20), and Ramona
Clark (age 17; Figure 7; EO, 19 August 1939:1). Roe Cloud also had two grown daughters from a prior
marriage. In late 1948, after much vocal discontent over the Indian Service management of trust assets,
Roe Cloud left his position as Superintendent to become a BIA Regional Representative in Portland (Luce
and Johnson 2006:156). Shortly thereafter, Roe Cloud passed away from a heart attack on February 9, 1950
(Ramirez 2009:98).
Figure 7. Roe Cloud with his wife and
daughter after he accepted the Superintendent
position at Umatilla Agency in 1939 (EO, 19
August 1939:1).
Some of the earliest

discussion of
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Annual
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where
that

Indians of the Umatilla Indian Reservation
were working on National Recovery Act road
work as well as on CCC-ID work on the Warm Springs Reservation of Oregon (PAO 50 Box 1473 1933
Annual Report).

Umatilla Indian Reservation tribal members were given their examinations and

immunizations at Umatilla Agency and then sent to the various other camps (PAO 67 Box 1888 Umatilla
1930-1941).
At least 22 individuals from the Umatilla Indian Reservation appear to have worked at the CCC-ID
Warm Springs camp in 1935 (UM 57 Box 2 IECW). Correspondence on August 5, 1935 indicated that two
individuals from the Umatilla Indian Reservation, Joe Shippentower and Charley Johnley, worked for the
Yakama Indian Agency on their relief programs (UM 57 Box 2 IECW). Thirty-two other individuals were
listed as employed doing National Recovery Act road work in 1935 for the CCC-ID at Umatilla Agency
(UM 57 Box 2 IECW).
On February 7, 1935 Commissioner Collier wrote Superintendent Babcock indicating that he had
received reports of sheet erosion on the Umatilla Indian Reservation and asked Babcock to consider
undertaking a soil erosion program under the Emergency Conservation Work program after March 31, 1935
(PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester). The following week, Babcock responded, requesting soil erosion
work in conjunction with noxious weed control on the reservation (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester).
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Just weeks later Babcock chaired a meeting of the Noxious Weed Committee of the East Oregon Wheat
League to discuss various noxious weed problems, including 10,000 acres of morning glory in Umatilla
County, in order to begin drafting legislation to fight the problem. One of Babcock’s ideas was to tackle
soil erosion and weed control together through watershed plans (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester). On
March 21, 1935 Grazing Supervisor (later to be Production Coordinating Officer) Frank B. Lenzie wrote
Collier indicating that he had visited the Umatilla Indian Reservation and recommended a soil erosion
program with weed control as the trust lands contained significant morning glory which could spread to
other lands (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester). As of October 1935 plans were established for a Soil
Conservation Service camp on the reservation and tribal members were requested to enroll (PAO 43 Box
1303 Regional Forester ECW). Efforts were successful as the Annual Report for 1935 indicates that the
Soil Conservation Service was established on the reservation (PAO 50 Box 1473 Umatilla Annual
Extension Report 1935). At that time fourteen individuals were involved in the Indian Emergency
Conservation Soil Erosion work (UM 57 Box 2 IECW).
Also in 1935 the Technical Cooperation (TC)-BIA was established as a special unit within the Soil
Conservation Service to undertake technical and economic surveys on reservations including, but not
limited to erosion, range, hydrology, agronomy, conservation, land use, land tenure, and resource use in
order to help develop management strategies for the tribal lands (PAO 50 Box 1411 TC-BIA 1937-1939).
These surveys occurred on the Umatilla Indian Reservation in February of 1938 (PAO 50 Box 1411 TCBIA 1937-1939).
Umatilla Agency CCC-ID: Overall Program
Superintendent Babcock was able to secure a CCC-ID program for the Umatilla Indian Reservation in
1937. Locally spearheaded by Babcock, the program was overseen by the District Office in Spokane,
Washington where technical support staff included Associate Forest Engineer N.F. Caywood, Camp
Supervisor Gerrit Smith, and Production Coordinating Officer Frank Lenzie. The nationwide program was
overseen by CCC-ID Director D.E. Murphy out of Washington, D.C. and Commissioner Collier even
visited the program at Umatilla Agency (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). Superintendent Babcock oversaw
the CCC-ID projects undertaken on both the Umatilla Indian Reservation as well as projects undertaken for
the Burns Paiute Tribe in Burns, Oregon roughly 200 miles south of the Umatilla Indian Reservation.
Babcock’s first year CCC-ID projects were approved on October 27, 1937 and fieldwork began on
November 17, 1937 with a budget of $10,000 (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW; PAO 43 Box
1303 CCC-ID 1937-1938; UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).
In order to start planning and implementing the CCC-ID program, Babcock needed a foreman or subforeman to lead the projects. On November 4, 1937 Babcock wrote to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
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seeking approval to hire Oscar “Karl” Eaton as sub-foreman for the CCC-ID program with a salary of $90
a month (UM 57 Box 1 340 CCC-ID Fiscal Years). Eaton lived about one mile west of Umatilla Agency
and had been the Superintendent of the Soil Conservation Work Agency in Morrow, Oregon from June
1935 to May 1936. Subsequently he worked at the traditional CCC camp on the Umatilla Indian
Reservation at Isqúulktpe (Squaw) Creek from June 1936 to April 1937. Eaton was hired as the subforeman and another man was hired to take care of the CCC-ID clerical work at Umatilla Agency (PAO 43
Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW; UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports). For at least part of the time the
program was in effect, Rupert Anderson served as the Senior Clerk at Umatilla Agency (NT, 17 July
1941:3). Eaton did not oversee projects at Burns; they were headed by one community worker and one
assistant leader (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports). One elder recounts his grandfather, father and
uncle staying in Burns for almost one year building government funded cabins (OHP441). This may or
may not have been a CCC-ID project.
The goal of the CCC-ID at Umatilla Agency was to put as many men to work as possible; however
projects and funds were limited. In order to assist the maximum number of men, work was staggered men
rotated into the projects in the fall, winter and early spring (UM 57 Box 5 Working Plans 1938-1943).
“Practically every family around worked on the CCCs” (OHP444). At one point, there were 71 men who
wanted work but only enough project funds to hire 12 (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). Winter was the time
that the work was most needed and unemployment was at its highest because during summer months, tribal
members more readily found work in the fields and ranches. Often during the winter months the family
men would receive the CCC-ID work at Umatilla Agency while the single men were sent to other
reservations such as Warm Springs and Carson Agency in Stewart, Nevada to work on their CCC-ID
projects (UM 57 Box 5 Working Plans 1941). During the winter of 1939-1940, 18 men worked at Carson
Agency from Umatilla Agency (UM 57 Box 5 Working Plans 1941). One tribal member stated that his
father and others installed power poles for the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe (Lavadour 2015).
The CCC-ID at Umatilla Agency struggled the first two years until a work program with winter projects
could be developed so that sufficient relief could be provided in the winter months (PAO 43 Box 1303
Regional Forester ECW). As time went on, the enrollees counted on employment in the late fall and winter
months for their subsistence through the tough weather (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1941-1942).
In the summer, the men often left their CCC-ID jobs because they could get better pay working in the
fields especially during pea and wheat harvests (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1938-1939). The pea
harvest was an important time for the tribal and non-tribal community as they participated in the harvest
and processing of the food as well as the annual Milton Pea Festival parade. Drummers from the Umatilla
Reservation were a highlight of the Festival (EO, 19 May 1937:1). Like Umatilla Agency, the traditional
CCC programs in and around Milton Freewater closed down in the beginning of July so that the men could
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work the seasonal pea harvest; once concluded, the camps would re-open (EO, 5 July 1939:1). “And our
men, they worked in peas. We used to have Indians that came from Warm Springs, Yakima, Idaho. They’d
come down summer time, they used to camp at July Grounds. In tipis. And they’d go to work from there
to the pea fields. But there was always work for them at that time. So that’s when they used to come to go
to work. And it was nothing to come home and smell peas cooking” (OHP397).
Pea crops were a relatively new addition to Umatilla County as the industry was the outcome of the
Depression (EO, 5 June 1939:1). In 1941 it was noted that just, “A few years ago no canning peas were
raised; today there are more than 25,000 acres in peas, and the Pendleton area raises half of the Pacific
Northwest’s pea crop, which in turn is a large percentage of the national pea crop. From nothing to a
$2,000,000 industry in a few years is the record—and the pea fields now are supporting large canneries in
Pendleton, Athena, Milton and Freewater” (EO, 4 July 1941:6). The 1938 pea crop was so exceptional that
nationally the acreage of peas had to be reduced by forty percent in 1939 as the market was saturated (EO,
18 March 1939:1). Research occurred in cooperation with Oregon State University at the Pendleton Field
Office regarding the possibility of freezing peas (EO, 18 March 1939:1).
Labor camps were set up to house those coming to help harvest the crops. In 1940 the Athena camp
(15 miles northeast of Umatilla Agency) was founded by the Farm Security Administration to house up to
600 people and included tent platforms, tents, lighting for streets and tents and heated water for showers
(EO, 4 June 1941:2). Workers came from other states and reservations to the camp which was set up where
the current high school is located; the camp included supervised games for the children (Halfmoon
2008:12). In 1941 the pea camp in Athena was again established and due to political sentiment, meetings
were held by the agricultural committee of the advisory council to ensure that there would be enough farm
labor as part of the national defense program (EO, 1 April 1941:1). At one point during the peak of the
season the camp was home to 1,321 people (EO, 8 August 1941:2). Pickers were in high demand, not only
for the pea crop but also for berries and tomatoes as they became ripe (EO, 24 June 1941:1; EO, 12 July
1941a:1). Pleas were made to all to assist in harvest activities.
As noted above, many of the tribal men working in the pea field camped at the July Celebration Grounds
in Mission (discussed below). The long hours had positive and negative impacts on the community. The
pea harvest provided necessary work as “they would work during the day or would work during nights.
Those peas are 24 hours a day and they would be gone all the time” (OHP9). However, “it began to affect
us. The celebration where there was hardly any people coming anymore. Eventually, it just died out; the
celebrations died out. The 50s was kind of a bad time” (OHP9). It would take until the 1960s for the
celebrations to become more important again (OHP9). It was a time when tribal members transitioned from
a traditional foods-based lifestyle to one involving work in the pea and other agricultural fields to support
their families (OHP448). After World War II there were rural electrification projects which brought power
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to areas like the Umatilla Indian Reservation, changing social patterns to include watching television instead
of watching baseball.
CCC-ID projects were developed from community input and brought to the tribal Business Committee
by the Superintendent and sub-foreman Eaton for approval prior to their submission (PAO 43 Box 1303
Working Plans 1938-1939). The Business Committee was formed during Superintendent Babcock’s tenure
through tribal election. A unanimous vote designated Phillip Johnson and Andrew Allen to represent all
the people and sit with the chiefs of the Imatalamłáma (Umatilla), Weyíiletpu (Cayuse), and Walúulapam
(Walla Walla; UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects).

The chiefs were selected by their own tribe and the

Superintendent did not have any influence over that process (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). This Business
Committee provided a means for the Superintendent to work with all three tribes to make decisions as the
Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam were still under the stewardship of the government and had
voted to not self-govern under the Indian Reorganization Act.
It was essential for the Business Committee to approve projects that could be conducted during the
winter months. The Superintendent believed that the CCC-ID funds could only be used for projects on
tribal trust lands or that somehow benefited the entire community. When requests were made to develop
latrines for individual homes as increased sanitation would benefit tribal members by reducing the spread
of disease, the request was denied as CCC-ID projects could not be undertaken for individuals (UM 57 Box
4 300 Projects; PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1940-1941). Another proposal was to fence several 80acre tracts of individual allotments, as white stockmen who leased adjacent tribal lands trespassed onto
these tracts and there were no means to legally force them to keep their cattle off such lands under their
leases (PAO 1303 Regional Forester ECW). This work was not feasible with CCC-ID funds unless the
allottees signed over their exclusive use so that the community could benefit from the improvements (PAO
43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW).
Individual tribal dynamics played a role in project development and approval. Generally speaking,
many Walúulapam were allotted lands in the northern portion of the Umatilla Indian Reservation.
Weyíiletpu were generally allotted lands in the central and southern portion of the reservation and the
Imatalamłáma were located along the western portions of the reservation. In discussions regarding various
proposed projects, Walúulapam Chief Jim Kanine was unaware of particular springs discussed for
improvement efforts in the Johnson Lands yet indicated that he knew of berry grounds east of Umatilla
Agency where springs could be developed for camping supporting projects that would benefit his people
in his part of the reservation (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). Elsewhere it is noted by Agency staff that the
work on the July Celebration Grounds “incidentally united the contending factions of the reservation” (PAO
43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1938-1939).
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It appears that the projects brought in front of the Business Committee did not need a unanimous vote
of approval as the work plan for 1939 (July 1, 1938 to June 30, 1939) was approved by Weyíiletpu Chief
George Red Hawk, Imatalamłáma Chiefs Jim Billy and Allen Patawa, and witnessed by John Parr and Karl
Eaton, but Chief Jim Kanine did not sign his approval (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1939-1940).
According to Production Coordinating Officer Lenzie, Kanine did not sign but he did not object to the work
plan moving forward (UM 57 Box 1 340 CCC-ID Fiscal Years). The proposed 1940 work plan was
approved by Red Hawk, Patawa, and Billy and witnessed by Leo Sampson and Karl Eaton. Kanine again
did not sign his approval (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1939-1940). The following year, however,
Kanine would support the work plan if the projects provided work as everyone needed to feed and clothe
themselves (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). The 1942 work plan was approved by Red Hawk, Kanine, Billy,
James Hall, and Tom Joe and witnessed by Gilbert Minthorn and Karl Eaton. “All projects had the
unanimous approval of the committee with exception of the Enrollee Program on which the Committee
vote was evenly divided” (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1941-1942). No approval documentation was
found with the 1943 work plan.
Generally, the CCC-ID enrollees at Umatilla Agency lived at home and reported daily for work to the
Agency which at that time was called the BIA compound (OHP444). Foreman Eaton lived with his wife
just west of the BIA Compound and north of Highway 30 in an area known today as Lucky 7. Here Eaton
had several cabins next to his house where some CCC-ID enrollees stayed while working on projects
(OHP444). Once the enrollees arrived at the BIA compound, Eaton would inform the crew what project
they were working on for the day (OHP444). When work began in the Johnson Lands, enrollees found it
more convenient to camp near the project and a small camp was created at Eatonville (see Johnson Lands
projects below for more information; PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1938-1939). The enrollees received
forty-five dollars a month for their wages and subsistence (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). The Agency was
allowed to purchase provisions for the enrollees during instances where fires were reported and the CCCID sub-foreman had to immediately pick up the enrollees and head to the fire (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional
Forester ECW); however, the meals provided would then be deducted from the enrollee’s pay (PAO 43
Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). Tribal leaders inquired as to whether clothes could be provided for the
enrollees, as they were provided for the men in the traditional CCC camps, but they were not provided at
other CCC-ID camps at Warms Springs or Stewart, Nevada (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). It is not clear if
clothes were purchased for enrollees at Umatilla Agency.
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Education and Training
While the CCC-ID is most known for on the ground projects and improvements, the program also
included an education and training component. At Umatilla Agency educational movies were shown, a
tribal newsletter developed, training courses offered, and Indian exhibits produced for the Pendleton RoundUp. As with many CCC-ID programs around the nation, the educational program undertaken at Umatilla
Agency was relatively small. It began with the showing of educational films on Friday evenings throughout
most of the year and progressed into offering a few classes (PAO 43 Box 1304 CCC Cost Analysis Report).
Often over 100 people attended the movies (UM 57 Box 2 48 Fencing). As early as 1938 movie projectors
were rented and educational films, often obtained from the Extension Service of the Oregon Agricultural
College and Agriculture Department at Washington, D.C., were shown and often included a comic short
(PAO 43 Box 1304 CCC Cost Analysis UM 1938; PAO 43 Box 1304 CCC Cost Analysis Report UM
1940). Sometimes refreshments were provided by wives of enrollees after the showing of the films in the
basement of one of the Agency buildings (PAO 43 Box 1304 CCC Cost Analysis Report UM 1940). One
elder remembers as a child attending a lot of movies in the community building that the CCC-ID constructed
(OHP442). The traditional CCC also operated a camp on the reservation in the foothills of the Blue
Mountains at Isqúulktpe Creek. The CCC camp would open their doors to the tribal members when they
also showed their weekly movies. “I remember going there and watching my first movies there at that
camp. And there was Mickey Mouse that I saw. The technology that they brought to the reservation”
(OHP446).
A weekly CCC-ID newsletter called Nik-Ya-Wey-Ma Tahm-Tine, translated as Nixyáawii News
(Nixyáawii is the community at Mission where the Agency is located), was printed on mimeograph paper
beginning January 9, 1941 and, based on the newsletters acquired at the National Archives and Records
Administration in Seattle, apparently concluded on December 3, 1941 (UM 57 Box 3 Nik Ya Wey News).
Each Thursday, 250 copies of the newsletter were made and distributed to various community centers on
the reservation reaching most families on the reservation (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1941-1942).
The newsletter was well received as it was an opportunity to share information regarding CCC-ID projects
as well as overall community events and news. Editors and assistant editors included Aletha Bushman,
Arthur Crowley, Equay-Zaince, Maurice Webb, Marion Hughes, and Ramona Roe Cloud.
Courses were offered for trades and later training under the National Defense Training Program. As
early as 1938 enrollees had applied for five correspondence courses and several other enrollees were
planning to enroll (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports). In January of 1941, Jack Abraham and Earl
Gould both left Umatilla Agency for Chemawa Indian School located in the western part of Oregon state;
Abraham would be the Boys Advisor for the Radio School while Gould attended the radio school along
with 29 other trainees from reservations in Oregon, Washington, Idaho, California, Wyoming, and Montana
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(NT, 9 January 1941:2; NT, 30 January 1941:3). Chemawa also offered welding courses beginning in
September 1941 which, under a cooperative agreement, could lead to employment in state jobs (NT, 18
September 1941). Louis Spino participated in this course (NT, 26 November 1941:5). There were plans
for an aeronautic training school (NT, 30 January 1941:2) and national defense training courses such as
automotive, sheet metal work, and general shop work (NT, 27 March 1941a:2). Umatilla Agency offered
an automotive school held at the Agency where the State provided the instructor and the Oregon State Board
of Vocational Training provided the equipment (NT, 8 May 1941a:2). This automotive course was taken
by 16 enrollees (NT, 29 May 1941:3). Three of the sixteen enrollees, Louie Dick, Dave Allen, and Elzie
Farrow, were recommended for positions at Turtleling Construction Company to build the government
ammunition depot in Hermiston, Oregon (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports). These trainings helped
other enrollees including Art Crowley, Art Motanic, Dan Motanic, Johnnie Spencer, Jack Sampson, Earl
Farrow, and Jack Abraham acquire jobs off the reservation in other localities, even as far away as Boeing
in Seattle (NT, 19 June 1941a:2; NT, 7 August 1941:4). Dan Motanic would go on to work at Boeing for
36 years with a hiatus during the time he served in the Air Force during the war (OHP506).
Recreation and Arts
Sports and gaming are an important part of tribal communities and were encouraged by the CCC-ID
program. CCC-ID funds were utilized to purchase baseball equipment and provide transportation for the
players for away games (PAO 43 Box 1304 CCC Cost Analysis Report FY 1940-41). Games were readily
scheduled between the CCC-ID Umatilla Agency and the surrounding traditional CCC camps and small
towns (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports). These included but were not limited to Elgin, Helix,
Hermiston, La Grande, Milton Freewater, Isqúulktpe Creek, Stanfield, Walla Walla Penitentiary, and
Wallula. The Umatilla Agency CCC-ID team was managed by Lee Parr and referred to as the Mission
Indians (the Agency is located in the community of Mission; NT, 6 March 1941:3). Eventually a second
Indian team, the Texaco Chiefs, was created (NT, 10 April 1941:4). A tribal member recalls his father
managing one of the baseball teams and running a concession stand to raise money for the team (OHP449).
For a non-exhaustive list of individuals who played for the Mission Indians, see Appendix C (NT, 27 March
1941b:3; NT, 15 May 1941:3; NT, 19 June 1941b:4).
CCC-ID enrollees constructed a platform for boxing at the July Celebration Grounds in Mission.
Boxing bouts were often held in the community building on the July Grounds against other CCC camps
and communities and even tribal members from as far away as the Yakama Indian Reservation (EO, 15
February 1941:6). Former Army veteran Howard Luten promoted the three-round fights following AAU
rules (OHP444). Admission was $0.75 for ringside, $0.50 for general admission, and $0.25 for students
(NT, 3 April 1941a:4).
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One of Superintendent Babcock’s ideas both “to awaken public interest and encourage the growth of
arts and crafts as home industries on the Umatilla Reservation” was the creation of an Indian exhibit during
the annual Pendleton Round-Up held every year in September at the rodeo grounds (BIA 1941b:31). This
was likely an outgrowth of the Roosevelt Administration’s support of native arts and crafts as a means for
economic and cultural self-sufficiency (Jonaitis 1989:239). The exhibit was held in 1940 and 1941 and
included regalia, moccasins, gloves, basketry, bead work, weaving, pottery and jewelry from members of
the Umatilla Indian Reservation as well as tribes from the Southwest (EO, 30 August 1941:2). Local
women including Carrie Sampson, Mary Scott, Vera Jones, Anna Wannasay, Gertrude Burke, Jeanette
Conner, Ada Patrick, and Emma Luten showed their works and put on demonstrations regarding leather
work, cornhusk weaving, and beadwork (Figure 8; EO, 8 September 1941:1). The exhibit was sponsored
by the Pendleton Chapter of the American Association of University Women and held at the library
auditorium during the Round-Up (EO, 4 September 1941:2).

Figure 8. Exhibitors Carrie Sampson, Ada Patrick, and Mary Scott. (EO, 9 September 1941:1).
Umatilla Agency CCC-ID Statistics
Throughout the life of the CCC-ID program at Umatilla Agency various men participated. Roe Cloud
stated that from 1933 to June 30, 1942, 117 Indians were enrolled in the Emergency Conservation Work
and CCC-ID at Umatilla Agency (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports). In fiscal year 1941 alone, there
were 108 enrollees (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1941-1942). Records from August 1938 to May
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1942 indicate averages varied between 15 enrollees per month in 1942 to 30 enrollees per month in 1939
(UM 58 Box 1 BiMonthly Timesheet ca 1941-1942; Table 3). Numbers were greatest from December
through June with the summer and fall enrolling fewer men. A non-exhaustive list was compiled of
individuals who were enrolled in or appear to have been enrolled in the CCC-ID from Umatilla (Appendix
C). This list contains 213 individuals (A few of the abbreviated or nick names may indicate the same person
and therefore may be on the list twice).

Table 3. Number of Enrollees per Month from August 1938 to May 1942
Year
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

21
27
8
21

44
26
44
21

41
29
46
12

35
19
37
10

May Jun
35
19
30
9

34
25
30

Jul
23
27
17

Aug Sept
24
14
29
24
21
8
7
1?

Oct
21
27
24
16

Nov
14
22
24
17

Dec
16
29
13
21

Avg
18
30
22
23
15

Umatilla Agency CCC-ID Projects
Throughout the life of the CCC-ID at Umatilla Agency, the Agency was able to secure $36,188.17 for
land and improvements and $1,822.23 for the CCC-ID building and plant facilities and equipment (Parman
1967:258). Equipment included items such as heavy machinery, photographic equipment, and sporting
goods (Office of Indian Affairs 1941:X-1). The equipment and tools remained at Umatilla Agency into the
1970s and BIA staff would refer to specific items of equipment as “that was the CC[C-ID] crew—that was
theirs” (OHP439). The CCC-ID funds enabled a variety of projects to be carried out beginning in the fall
of 1937 on tribal lands (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). On the Umatilla Indian Reservation
projects were generally undertaken in three locations, with a few exceptions for smaller projects (Table 4).
The three locations are the July Celebration Grounds in Mission, Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery
near Joseph, Oregon, and the Johnson Lands (Figure 9). Small projects included check dams, insect pest
control, and general maintenance such as groundskeeping around the Umatilla Agency (NT, 30 July
1941a:3). Below is a discussion of the small projects followed by a discussion of the three major project
areas, with the most detail provided for the Johnson Lands, as this is the area where survey work occurred
to assess whether or not any of the projects are extant or have an above ground archaeological signature.
The projects are discussed below by the project number assigned by the CCC-ID. This is the number that
is referred to in the annual reports and other forms.
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Ü
Mormon Cricket
Treatment Area
Umatilla Agency; July Celebration
Grounds in Mission; Check Dams
Diminished Reservation Boundary

Mormon Cricket
Treatment Area
Old Chief Joseph
Gravesite and Cemetery

General Location of the Johnson Lands
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Figure 9. The three main locations where Umatilla Agency CCC-ID project work occurred, as well as the
Mormon cricket treatment areas and check dams. Base map courtesy of Bing.
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Table 4: List of Umatilla Agency CCC-ID Projects, Description, and Types of Data
No.

1

2
3
4

5

6

7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15

Name

Umatilla
Camp Ground
Development
at July
Celebration
Grounds
Community
Center Land
Development
Johnson Creek
Truck Trail
Cleanup
Johnson Creek
Campground
Development
Nurseries at
July
Celebration
Grounds

Description

Clear brush and level ground.
Install stone and concrete
fireplaces. Construct latrines,
incinerators, and livestock
exclusion fence. Install water
hydrants. 60 acres
Burns Paiute Reservation

Clear brush along 12 to 20 miles of
existing roads in the Johnson Lands
for fire protection
Clear brush, develop a spring for
drinking water, and construct
sanitary facilities
Begin tree nursery by Umatilla
Agency/July Grounds, irrigated by
the creek, to grow trees adapted to
forest lands
Construct 5 permanent rock dams
with woven wire in 2 gullies that
Check Dams
flow into tribal farm land near
Umatilla Agency
Forest Stand
Thin small pine, fir and larch trees
Improvement
in 2 tracts totaling 20 acres. Timber
Johnson Lands used for poles in fencing project 16.
Forest
Remove snags, rotten logs and
Cleanup
underbrush to reduce fire hazard in
Johnson Lands camping and berry picking areas
Marking
Placate boundaries as there has
Boundaries
been no recent blazing of the
Johnson Lands boundary of the Johnson Lands
Beautify Old Chief Joseph
Restoration of Gravesite and Cemetery. Construct
stone wall between cemetery and
Historic
highway. Construct reservoir to
Structures
irrigate lower part of the cemetery
Spring
Burns Paiute Reservation
Development
Fencing
Burns Paiute Reservation
Horse Trail
Burns Paiute Reservation
Small
Burns Paiute Reservation
Reservoirs
Moving and
Burns Paiute Reservation
Planting Trees

Oral
History
Data

Documentary
Data

Archaeological
Info or Site
Number

x

x

unknown

n/a

x

unknown

x

x

unknown

x

x

2S.34E.13/16
2S.34E.13/17

x

x

unknown

x

unknown

x

unknown

x

unknown

x

2S.35E.7/03

x

x

National
Historic
Landmark

n/a

x

unknown

n/a
n/a

x
x

unknown
unknown

n/a

x

unknown

n/a

x

unknown
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No.

16

17

18
19

Name

Johnson Area
Fencelines
Forest Stand
Improvements
at July
Celebration
Grounds
Mosquito
Control at July
Celebration
Grounds
Fire Presuppression

20

Fire
Suppression

21

Educational
Program

22

23

27

28
29

Public
Campground
Development
at July
Celebration
Grounds
Public Picnic
Grounds
Development
at Johnson
Lands
Public
Campground
at July
Celebration
Grounds
Corrals
Forest Stand
Improvements
at July
Celebration
Grounds

Description

Oral
History
Data

Slash vegetation along eastern
boundary and construct 4 miles of
fence from posts obtained under
project 7. Some fence exists but is
in poor condition.
Remove brush and trees from 25
acres around Umatilla Agency to
reduce fire hazards and improve
pastureland
Drain swamp in Grounds by
installing tile under a portion of the
swamp and excavating a ditch in the
lower areas
Patrol for fires in the Johnson Lands
during the summer
Fund fire suppression activities as
Johnson Lands are being improved
and the greater use increases fire
danger
Show educational movies and
purchase equipment for the CCC-ID
baseball team
Complete lodge and care for trees
planted in 1938 at the July
Celebration Grounds. 25 acres

Remove brush and trees in 25 acres
around Umatilla Agency to reduce
fire hazards and improve
pastureland

Archaeological
Info/Site
Number

x

x

x

unknown

x

x

unknown

x

x

n/a

x

x

Possibly
2S.34E.13/13

x

x

n/a

x

x

unknown

x

2S.34E.13/18
2S.34E.13/21
2S.34E.13/22
2S.34E.13/23
2S.34E.13/24

Build outhouses and improve
sanitary conditions. Work began in
1938 but was not completed due to
weather and pea harvest. 10 acres
Care for the 1,060 Russian olive
and 522 Chinese elm trees planted
over the winter. Construct
cattleguard and drain mosquito
swamp within the July Celebration
Grounds
Not approved

Documentary
Data

x

x

x

x

n/a

x

unknown
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No.

30

31

32

33

34

35
36

37

38

39

40
41

Name

Restoration of
Historic
Structures at
Old Chief
Joseph
Gravesite and
Cemetery
Johnson
Lookout
Tower

Oral
History
Data

Documentary
Data

Construct rock wall to protect
cemetery from livestock, install
hydraulic ram, and install concrete
cistern to irrigate cemetery and
monument area.

x

x

National
Historic
Landmark

Construct fire lookout tower

x

x

2S.35E.18/01

x

x

Site no

x

x

unknown

x

unknown

x

Possibly
2S.34E.13/13

x

n/a

Description

Construct 3 miles of telephone line
Telephone,
to connect project 31 to the Forest
Johnson Lands Service line along Flat LakeKamela Road
Roadside Fire Conduct 4 miles of roadside
cleanup including clearing and
Hazard
blasting stumps along the Johnson
Reduction at
Johnson Lands Creek Indian Trail
Remove snags, rotten logs, and
Forest
underbrush along old roads and
Cleanup at
trails in the Johnson Lands. 100
Johnson Lands
acres
Employ patrolmen during the
Fire
summer to watch for fires and put
Suppression
out small fires
Fire
Fund fire prevention. Mainly
Prevention
sending enrollees to fire school
Make signs for minor roads and
Signs,
trails leading off of the Johnson
Markers and
Creek Indian Trail. Make
Historic Data
interpretive sign for Chief Joseph
Monument
Combat Mormon crickets with
Insect Pest
sodium arsenite dust. Fund labor
Control
and equipment for mixing poison

x

x

2S.35E.7/03

x

n/a

x

x

2S.34E.13/13
2S.34E.13/14
2S.34E.13/18
2S.34E.13/19
2S.34E.13/21
2S.34E.13/22
2S.34E.13/23
2S.34E.13/24

Burns Paiute Reservation

n/a

x

unknown

Burns Paiute Reservation

n/a

x

unknown

Extend limits of Picnic Grounds.
Picnic
Develop another spring near the
Grounds at
grounds, clear brush, and construct
Johnson Lands a shelter, incinerator, and sanitary
improvements
Soil
Preparation
Seeding and
Sodding

x

Archaeological
Info/Site
Number
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No.

42
43
44

Name

Small
Reservoirs
Public
Campground
Development
Open Ditches

45

Education and
Recreation

46

Cold Springs
Truck Trail

47

Johnson Creek
Truck Trail

48

Fencing North
and West
Johnson

49

Spring
Developments
1939

50

Fire
Suppression

51

Educational
Program

52

53

54

Bathhouse at
July
Celebration
Grounds
Camp Ground
Development
at July
Celebration
Grounds
Historic
Structure
Beautification

Oral
History
Data

Documentary
Data

Archaeological
Info/Site
Number

Burns Paiute Reservation

n/a

x

unknown

Burns Paiute Reservation

n/a

x

unknown

Burns Paiute Reservation
Last year education limited to
movies and buying athletic
equipment. This year will hold
classes including early Indian
history of the reservation.
Construct 11,290 feet of truck trail,
16 feet wide with a 2-foot ditch on
both sides.
Construct 47,825 feet of 14 foot
wide truck trail. Approximately 6
miles of this project is off
reservation and 3 miles are on tribal
lands.

n/a

x

unknown

x

n/a

x

2S.35E.00/01

x

2S.34E.00/01

Description

Fence portions of the north and
west boundary with 4-wire fence.
Develop 4 or 6 springs for livestock
and campers. Construct concrete
spring boxes and pipe water to hand
hewn log troughs.
Staff lookout tower and employ
smoke chasers
Show educational movies. Print
CCC-ID newspaper. Purchase
sound projector. Purchase athletic
equipment for the CCC-ID baseball
team and furnish transportation for
away games. Begin National
Defense automotive school.

x
Possibly
2S.34E.13/07

x

x

x

x

Possibly
2S.34E.13/13

x

x

n/a

Construct bathhouse

x

x

unknown

Develop campground and
associated structures including
pruning and thinning of trees. 25
acres

x

x

unknown

Continue improvements at Old
Chief Joseph Gravesite and
Cemetery

x

x

National
Historic
Landmark
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No.

55
56
58

Name

Description

Oral
History
Data

Documentary
Data

Archaeological
Info/Site
Number

Insect Pest
Control
Fencing
Allotments
Equipment
and Supply
Storage House

Continue work on Mormon Cricket
control

x

x

n/a

Burns Paiute Reservation

n/a

x

unknown

Burns Paiute Reservation

n/a

x

unknown

Check dams completed under Project 6 were rock structures keyed into the banks of a few gullies on
tribal farmland near the Umatilla Agency (Figures 10-11). The goal was to slow erosion and they appeared
to be effective as silt filled up the dams once they were constructed (PAO 43 Box 1277). The check dams
were implemented as part of the 1938-1939 work plan (Eaton 1939:46). Evidence of these check dams is
likely not visible on the surface but buried archaeological features may remain.
Insect pest control was set up under the 1939 work plan as emergency control of Mormon crickets (UM
57 Box 4 300 Projects). Enrollees spread poisonous bait provided by Umatilla County (UM 57 Box 2 38
Insect Pest Control). The treatment areas were off-reservation, both west of and south of the reservation
boundaries (Figures 12-13). The objective may have been to contain the infestation before it affected tribal
lands. One former CCC-ID enrollee remembers being sent to the southwestern portion of the reservation
near Pilot Rock with a hand crank and white powder to kill the grasshoppers (OHP444). In June 1939, 37
person-days were used in cricket control (UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report 1939-1940). In May and June 1940,
148 man-days were utilized to spread bait over 1,500 acres (Figures 12-13; UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report 19401941). The 1941 work plan proposed to treat 5,000 acres but was abandoned and funds were re-allocated
to other projects as the work conducted in the previous years was successful in adequately reducing the
number of Mormon crickets (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports; UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects).
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Figure 10. Blueprint entitled, Sketch Map of Umatilla Indian Agency Farm Located in Umatilla County,
Oregon Showing Location of Trees, Brush, Proposed Site of Tree Nursery and Soil Erosion Check Dam.
Note the location of Project 6 check dam (pink dots) as well as Project 5 (nursery; pink square), Project 17
(forest clean-up) and Project 18 (swamp area; pink oval). Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle
(UM 57 Box 1 6 Check Dams).

Figure 11. Sketch of the check dams to be used in Project 6. Reproduced at the National Archives in
Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 6 Check Dams).
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Figure 12. Map of areas to be treated for Mormon crickets in the 1940 season. Reproduced at the National
Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 2 38 Insect Pest Control).
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Figure 13. Map of Mormon cricket infested area at the conclusion of the 1940 season. Reproduced at the
National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 2 38 Insect Pest Control).
July Celebration Grounds
Work on the July Celebration Grounds in Mission was conducted under Projects 1, 5, 17, 18, 22, 27,
29 and 53 and occurred between 1937 and 1941. The 1931 Superintendent’s report included discussions
of relocating the July Celebration Grounds from near the town of Cayuse to an area just east of Umatilla
Agency where celebrations took place for multiple weeks (OHP29; OHP81). Not all of the community
supported this proposition. There had been a number of cases of dysentery after the last July Celebration
which was thought to have been caused by contaminated springs. Moving the July Celebration Grounds
near the Agency on tribal trust lands in Mission would allow for funds to be spent to tap into the city water
system and construct latrines. In the report Babcock stated that he had already withheld from lease a portion
of the Agency school farm for the July Celebration Grounds in Mission and tribal members had already
constructed a baseball field and race track in this location (PAO 50 Box 1472 Umatilla Superintendent
1931-1940). Other records indicate that the last celebration at the July Grounds in Cayuse was held in 1924
(Pond and Hester 2006:128). One elder stated that things changed around 1924. “My father-in-law just
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said the old people just passed away. Yeah, the Red Elks, all of the upriver Cayuse people. Then so it
moved down to Mission then” (OHP448). Between the time that gatherings ceased in the Cayuse area and
began more regularly at the Mission July Celebration Grounds, feasts were held at different places around
the reservation (OHP448). Not all supported using CCC-ID funds for the July Celebration Grounds. Jim
Kash Kash did not like encouraging tribal members to attend celebrations instead of tending to their farms
and homes (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). In the end, projects at the July Celebration Grounds were approved
by the Tribal Business Committee.
The first work under the CCC-ID program began at the July Celebration Grounds in Mission adjacent
to the Umatilla Agency on November 17, 1937 and continued in one form or another until 1941 (UM 57
Box 1 District Office Reports). Figure 14 shows the location of the July Celebration Grounds and Umatilla
Agency on a 1966 USGS 7.5 minute quadrangle. A former CCC-ID enrollee indicated that when the
weather would not allow for the men to work any longer in the Johnson Lands, the CCC-ID enrollees moved
down to work at the July Celebration Grounds in Mission (OHP444). The area considered as the July
Grounds extended from the camping area down to the BIA compound and included the area where the tribal
housing is currently situated which at that time consisted of a number of pastures.
Brush and dead trees were cleared from 20 or 25 acres (depending on the record) near the Umatilla
Agency and portions were burned (OHP444). Any garbage uncovered was moved to a ditch created with
heavy equipment (UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report 1939-1940). The springs were cleaned out and the water was
clear and clean, running along the edge of the cliff where people could swim every morning (OHP450).
The area to be used as the campground was cleared and leveled; a road was constructed around the grounds;
12 outhouses around the camp (Figure 16), a livestock inclusion fence, and 49 fireplaces of stone and
concrete were constructed; 3,000 feet of pipe was installed for water; and the race track was graded and a
baseball diamond laid out (Figure 15; UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report 1938; UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report 19391940). The installation of the water system included faucets at intervals around the campsites (OHP445).
This system provided critical fire protection as the July Grounds area was the location of numerous grass
fires in the past (OHP444).
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BIA Compound
July Celebration Grounds

Figure 14. 1966 map of Umatilla Agency and the July Celebration Grounds in Mission labeled as Indian
Ceremonial Ground. 1966 Mission 7.5 USGS quadrangle.

Figure 15. Drawing of proposed improvements at the July Celebrations Grounds. Reproduced at the
National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 5 Working Plans 1939-1940).
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During celebrations several hundred local and visiting tribal members camped here and the one
makeshift 6 by 6-foot unheated shower was in high demand, with people waiting for up to an hour to shower
(UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). After discussions with tribal leaders, a larger bathhouse and lodge was
approved and constructed. It is interesting to note that some of the elder tribesman did not readily embrace
change. George Red Hawk “did not approve these showers. Whenever I go to a hotel where they have
these showers I am shocked when it comes down on me. We have rivers here that we can go to…If they
would make us a large sweathouse I would approve of that” (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects).
The swampy area near the campground was then drained using a ditch with drain tile and an area
adjacent to campground and race track was leveled and irrigated. This area must have contained a
significant amount of water as elders recollect that there used to be a big pond that they would play in on a
pole raft (OHP448; OHP9). In the leveled and irrigated area, two thousand Chinese elm and Russian olive
trees were planted in rows approximately six feet apart (PAO 43 Box 1277; UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report
1939-1940). One former CCC-ID enrollee commented that he and other tribal enrollees wanted to plant
pine and fir trees brought down from the mountains but since Foreman Eaton was the supervisor and he
wanted the non-native species, his decision won out (OHP444). “He [Eaton] wanted those kind of elms, I
think they were called…Stupid-looking trees” (OHP365). Now those that are left are all old and brittle
(OHP444).
The bathhouse was constructed by a steady workforce of ten to 12 men which included head carpenter
Joe Bettles and workmen Dominic Showaway (OHP444), Lowell Wilson, Joe Sheoships (NT, 27 February
1941:1; NT, 20 February 1941:4), John Sampson, Henry Shippentower (UM 57 Box 1 District Office
Reports) and Louis McFarland (Figure 17; OHP449). The structure sat on a concrete foundation and was
constructed out of logs hauled from the Johnson Lands; the structure was designed to measure 16 by 42
feet and contain two shower rooms with three showers each, one room for the stove and boiler, and two
smaller rooms with toilets (Figure 18; UM 57 Box 1 52 Bathhouse; UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).
The plans show a slightly different plan (Figure 19) and the BIA 1944 Individual Building Report described
the bathhouse as 12 by 46 feet with 14 by 4-foot wings (BIA 1944). A concrete septic tank was constructed
in the rear of the structure as well as a large hole filled with rock in to which the gray water drained (RG
75 UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports). The structure was completed in 1941. A former CC-ID enrollee
stated that the CCC-ID enrollees would shower at the bathhouse after work in their work clothes and all
(OHP444).
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Figure 16. Sketch of dimensions of outhouses for the July Celebration Grounds. The same style may have
been constructed for the Picnic Grounds in the Johnson Lands. Reproduced at the National Archives in
Seattle (UM 57 Box 4 27 Public Campground).

Figure 17. CCC-ID enrollees John Sampson and Henry Shippentower with Assistant Leader Joe Bettles
(left to right) taken January 9, 1941 in front of partially constructed bathhouse. Reproduced at the National
Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).
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Figure 18. Completed bathhouse. Photo ca 1941. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57
Box 1 District Office Reports).

Figure 19. Design plans for bathhouse. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 52
Bathhouse).
The lodge or community hall was designed to be 40 by 40 feet in size and linseed oil was used to treat
the pine shakes for the walls and the roof (PAO 43 Box 1277). The BIA 1944 Individual Building Report
described the community building as 37 by 39 feet with 18 foot 6-inch by 10-foot wings (BIA 1944; Figure
20). Often called the Motanic Lodge, it was used for community functions such as meetings, gatherings,
dances, and stick games (OHP448). One elder recollects a stage at one end where individuals could get up
and talk and a large fireplace at the other end, with a dance floor in between (OHP442). Tribal chiefs and
leaders would meet here and conduct a meeting like a general council with the Superintendent present as
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an informal monitor (OHP442). During celebrations, the lodge and the long tent were used for dances
(OHP444). The lodge was used for modern dancing and tribal members had a band that played at the
dances in the lodge (OHP441). The big tent next to the lodge was for tribal dancing (OHP441). The tent
had a dance floor in the middle surrounded by benches (OHP21) and the drum was in the southeast corner
with the whip lady positioned next to it (Figure 21; OHP448). The tent was held up by two large telephone
poles and oriented east-west (OHP448). The lodge and tent were generally located where the current school
gymnasium is now situated (OHP448; OHP458).

Figure 20. View of lodge/community building taken in 1944. This building was designated building 25
for the BIA building inventory (BIA 1944).

Figure 21. View of lodge/community building (left) and dance tent adjacent to the race track and baseball
grounds, ca 1941. Note the tipis for camping in the background. Reproduced at the National Archives in
Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).
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The newly constructed drinking fountain piped from the new water lines had quite a bit of use so that
a drain pipe was installed in a ditch to eliminate a constant puddle (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).
Pole-style bleachers were constructed for spectators to watch baseball games and horse races on the
surrounding track (Figures 22-23; RG 75 UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports; OHP11; OHP448). Others
would watch the game from their parked cars on slopes on the side of the baseball field. “When our boys
would make a run they would honk the horns! Same way for the opposing team” (OHP365). Visitors
coming to the July Celebration Grounds to watch the games on Sundays were charged an entrance fee of
$0.25 which was used to pay for the opposing team’s gasoline and travel costs (NT, 15 May 1941:2;
OHP444; OHP441). Often it was Lee Parr who collected the money at the entrance (OHP444).

Figure 22. View of bleachers being constructed with enrollee Frank Reed on far left, Foreman Eaton in the
middle right and possibly Superintendent Babcock on the far right, ca 1940. Reproduced at the National
Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).
The July Celebration Grounds became an area heavily used by the Mission community as well as
Pendleton residents who attended meetings, celebrations, namings, feasts, war dance contests, CCC-ID
baseball games, stick games, fireworks, and dance exhibitions (EO, 12 July 1941b:1; OHP447; NT, 2 July
1941:3). One such war dance challenge was issued by the CCC-ID crew at Eatonville (camp for those
working in the Johnson Lands) to the CCC-ID bathhouse crew (NT, 20 February 1941:4). The new
community lodge was used for tribal council meetings and CCC-ID events such as boxing, dances, and
educational movies (NT, 5 June 1941a:2; NT, 5 June 1941b:3; OHP442).
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Figure 23. View of bleachers and race track, ca 1940. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle
(PAO 43 Box 1188 Desk of the Regional Forester 1937-1939).

Figure 24. Camps set up during the Fourth of July Celebration, ca 1940-1941. Reproduced at the National
Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).
During the Fourth of July Celebration, over 100 tipis would be set up in a giant circle which could be
accessed by the newly graveled circular road (Figure 24). The BIA roads crew under Dave Temple
maintained the road, oiling and surfacing it to limit mud holes (NT, 5 June 1941a:2). Elders remember that
as children they would travel to the July Celebration Grounds by wagon, with all of their dishes and tipi
poles to set up camp (OHP441). Families camped in the same location year after year and elders today still
recall those who camped next to them. One elder stated that the McKay Creek people camped at the south
end of the July Celebration Grounds near where the current longhouse is located (OHP448).
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It was a time when everybody came together to socialize. People would visit other camps which were
situated on both sides of the creek located at the base of the bluff in the southern portion of the grounds,
with a small footbridge located near where the current trail heads up to Tamástslikt Cultural Institute
(OHP448). “Twice a day, he [the crier] would ride around that whole circle and tell whatever news there
was if there was new news or whatever the function’s going to be for that evening or that day. Dinners or
namings or…but this man it’s his place to keep track of all these things all year long and keep in touch with
the families of those deceased people” (OHP4). The whipmen kept discipline in camp (OHP9). The July
Grounds were a special place where many current tribal elders received their Indian names because at this
time there was no formal longhouse like the one that is present today (OHP400; OHP469). It was a time
to participate in traditional activities. This area was called the July Grounds because tribal members
established camps here before the Fourth of July and remained here for numerous weeks, often until harvest
time resumed (NT, 11 July 1941:3). “We weren’t really celebrating the 4th of July. Solstice June 21st.
Elders chose that time to bring people together to honor the past; all of our elders of the past and all of those
that passed away the prior year. Only time formed a circle at this time; cosmic influences; giving thanks;
namings, memorials, boxing, foot races, horses” (OHP448; see Appendix D for Agenda of Events). See
Figure 29 for the 1949 aerial photograph showing the July Celebration Grounds improvements. The
community often enjoyed their time at the July Celebration Grounds and would move from there to the
Round-Up grounds in Pendleton, not returning home until winter time; one elder remembers one year not
returning to their winter home until January (OHP442).
In the early 1950s the celebrations at the July Grounds began to wane (Pond and Hester 2006:140).
More and more people had to go work the pea harvest and activities started dying down (OHP448). Social
interaction also changed with technology. One elder believes that modern conveniences changed people’s
means of access to information and entertainment. Now people stay home and watch television or drive
places but back then few had cars or money so the community got together to play baseball and interact
(OHP442). The last horse parade took place in the July Celebration Grounds in the early 1950s. By the
late 1960s, the structures at the July Celebration Grounds were starting to deteriorate. The bathhouse
needed a new roof (Figure 25), the outhouses and baseball field were neglected (Figures 26-27), and the
community building/lodge burned down in 1969 (Figure 28). Efforts were made to bring back the July
horse parade in 1992 but the Fourth of July Pow Wow had begun which essentially replaced the parade
(OHP448).
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Figure 25. August 13, 1969 photograph of the CCC-ID bathhouse. Image courtesy of Tamástslikt Cultural
Institute (P2001.010.0037).

Figures 26 and 27. August 13, 1969 photographs of men’s outhouse (left) and baseball diamond (right).
Images courtesy of Tamástslikt Cultural Institute (P2001.010.0039 and P2001.010.0041).

Figure 28. August 13, 1969 image of the community building on fire. Image courtesy of Tamástslikt
Cultural Institute (P2001.010.0040).
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Today, the July Celebration Grounds are no longer used for social gatherings, except for the tribal
longhouse located on the grounds. Elders feel that the younger generation does not truly understand how
important the July Celebrations were (OHP448). Currently the grounds have been repurposed to house the
tribal school, health facilities, fire department, tribal daycare, tribal housing and the Veteran’s Memorial
(Figure 30). The old road that was constructed around the camping area is now used to access theses tribal
facilities (OHP444). Other than the leveling of the area, the circular access road and the remaining Chinese
Elm trees, the CCC-ID improvements discussed above may only be visible archaeologically.
Archaeological features may include remnants of the water, sewer, irrigation or drain lines; privies;
fireplaces; and portions of the bathhouse concrete foundation, concrete septic system, or rock lined gray
water drainage hole. Future projects in the July Celebration Grounds should take this information into
account. Ground penetrating radar may be a good alternative to shovel testing to determine the location of
buried features.
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Figure 29. 1949 aerial photograph showing the July Celebration Grounds. On file at the CTUIR.
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Figure 30. July Celebration Grounds shown on a 2012 National Agriculture Imagery Program image. Note
the access road and the trees remain.
Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery
Work on the Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery was undertaken under Projects 10, 30, and 54.
Project 37 indicates that an interpretive sign was proposed for the Chief Joseph Monument; however no
documentation was found that this was implemented. This cemetery is located near Joseph, Oregon at the
foot of Wallowa Lake approximately 1,000 feet from the shoreline (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports;
Figure 31). This is the final resting place for Niimíipu (Nez Perce) leader Old Chief Joseph (father of Young
Chief Joseph who was a leader during the 1877 Nez Perce War with U.S. government) and other tribal
members. Old Chief Joseph passed in 1871 and had been buried near the Lostine River but was relocated
to this location in 1926 after his grave was looted. The five acres of land on which the cemetery is situated
was given by the Cooperative Farmers Ditch Company to the U.S. government in 1923 to be held in trust
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs for the Nez Perce Tribe and Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian
Reservation. The Ditch Company had also proposed to provide lands between the cemetery and the lake
shore for tribal members to camp on when visiting the graves of their ancestors but this appears to have
never come to fruition (PAO 43 Box 1277; UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).
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Old Chief Joseph
Gravesite and Cemetery

Figure 31. Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery, labeled Chief Joseph Cem, on 1957 USGS Joseph,
Oregon quadrangle. 1957 map shows development similar to when CCC-ID work was conducted.
Interviews with former CCC-ID enrollees Dan Motanic and Herb Ghangraw indicated that CCC-ID
enrollees working on the project at the Cemetery frequently changed (Hampson 1998:14). Records indicate
that the following CCC-ID enrollees, many of whom were descendants of Chief Joseph, worked on the
cemetery improvements: Jack Abraham, Andrew Allen, Joe Bettles, David Cowapoo, Herb Ghangraw,
Roy Hayes, Otis Halfmoon, James Moses, Oscar Lawyer, Pete Lloyd, McFarland (likely Louis), Arthur
Motanic, Henderson Patawa, John Sampson, Leo Sampson, Joseph Sheoships, Alex Shippentower, Joe
Shippentower, Cy Wilkinson, and Lowell Wilson (Figure 32; UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports;
OHP444; OHP458; PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW; Hampson 1998:Appendix C). Dan Motanic
brought supplies such as dynamite to the project location with Elzie Farrow but did not work on the
improvements (OHP506). Art Crowley was a bookkeeper for the project and would bring over the payroll
(Hampson 1998:14; OHP506).
When the enrollees worked on the cemetery project, they camped at the foot of the lake, often with
family members. The son of John Sampson and nephew of Jack Abraham and Pete Lloyd, remembers
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camping with his dad and uncles at Wallowa Lake when he was only 7 or 8 years old (OHP458). Former
CCC-ID enrollee Ghangraw remembered living in “an old floppy tent” along the lake and having to prepare
all of his own meals; the crew constructed a sweathouse for daily cleansing, as they did not have any other
facilities available to them for showering (Hampson 1998:12).

Figure 32. CCC-ID crew at Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery on May 26, 1940. Sitting on the
ground (left to right) are Leo Sampson, Arthur Motanic and Andrew Allen. Sitting on the monument are
Jack Abraham and John Sampson. Standing are Dave Cowapoo, Joseph Shoeships, Oscar Lawyer and Cy
Wilkinson. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).
As many descendants of the Joseph Band of the Nez Perce lived on the Umatilla Indian Reservation,
taking care of the cemetery was important. As of 1935 the cemetery was fenced on two sides but was in a
state of disrepair; a fence had never been constructed on the south side of the cemetery toward the lake
(UM8 Box 64 307 Cemeteries 1921-1942). Improvements began in late 1939 (Figure 33). CCC-ID
enrollees landscaped the cemetery, constructed a rock wall along the highway (Figure 34), installed steel
fence posts with barbed wire (Figure 36) and a cattle guard to keep livestock out of the cemetery (Figure
37), excavated for a cistern to hold water piped from the ditch to irrigate the cemetery and feed a newly
constructed masonry drinking fountain, and installed a flagpole and lights on the entrance pillars to the
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cemetery. Sand was needed for the proposed masonry work, yet the level of Wallowa Lake in the summer
of 1939 covered the available sand. Therefore the workers planned to haul sand out of the lake in November
1939 in anticipation of the improvements to be conducted in the spring of 1940 (UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report
1939-1940). Some of the tribal members constructing the rock wall carved their names into the mortar
(Figure 35).
In order to be able to irrigate the cemetery for the landscaping portion of the project, the Silver Lake
Ditch Company, which operates a flume and ditch on the east side of the Wallowa River at the outlet of the
dam at the foot of Wallowa Lake, granted the U.S. government the right to attach a pipe or flume to the
outside western face and on the supports of the existing flume to carry water from the spillway to irrigate
the cemetery and the right to install a hydraulic ram (pump) on the Ditch Company’s property so long as it
did not interfere with the use of the Silver Lake Ditch (UM 57 Box 1 Easements; Appendix E; Appendix
F).

Figure 33. Proposed improvements to Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery plotted on the original
survey map of the cemetery dated June 25, 1923. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57
Box 5 Working Plans 1940-1941).
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Figure 34. Enrollees constructing the masonry wall east of the cemetery entrance on May 26, 1940.
Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).

Figure 35. 2016 image of “Herb G” carved into the east entrance pillar. I observed other names when
taking this photograph (CTUIR 16-013:5). 2/17/2016

Figure 36. Installed steel fence posts with barbed wire, ca 1939-1940. Reproduced at the National Archives
in Seattle (UM 57 Box 4 Photos).
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Landscaping included the construction of a 16-foot wide roadway with a 50-foot radius around Old
Chief Joseph’s monument and planting trees and flowers around the outside of the road (UM 57 Box 2
IECW). The rock wall along the highway was constructed from rock taken from the nearby neighborhood
(Crowley 1939:46-47) and measured approximately 3 ½ feet tall, 18 inches wide and was constructed on
a 16 inch wide, 18 inch deep concrete base buried underground (UM 57 Box 2 IECW). In order to construct
the concrete base, the CCC-ID used dynamite (OHP506). Art Motanic completed explosives school and
therefore handled most of the blasting for this project, with some help from Dave Cowapoo (OHP506). The
wall was proposed to be approximately 500 feet long, 100 feet of which was to be capped with a 4-inch by
20-inch concrete cap (PAO 43 Box 1277; UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports). Additionally, a fence was
constructed of steel ornamental fence posts set in concrete and connected by six strands of barbed wire
(UM8 Box 64 307 Cemeteries 1921-1942). The entrance to the cemetery was located between the two
masonry posts of the rock wall. Here a 16-foot cattle guard was constructed from railway iron (Figure 37;
UM 57 Box 2 IECW).

Figure 37. Drawing of proposed cattle guard for the entrance to the cemetery. Reproduced at the National
Archives in Seattle (UM 8 Box 64 307 Cemeteries 1921-1942).
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A 5,000 gallon cistern, 10 feet by 10 feet by 8 feet deep, was placed in a hole excavated on the rise
overlooking Old Chief Joseph’s monument (PAO 43 Box 1277; UM 57 Box 2 IECW). This reservoir had
6-inch thick concrete walls and was covered with a wooden lid on 2-inch by 8-inch joists (UM 57 Box 2
IECW). The hydraulic ram was installed and pumped water through 400 feet of 1-inch pipe; however, this
“necessitated building 700 feet of flume constructed of 2-inch x 8-inch plank and 100 feet of 2-inch drive
pipe to supply water for operating the ram. 340 feet of ¾-inch pipe carried the water from the cistern to the
vicinity of the monument. A rustic drinking fountain was erected at the terminus of this pipe line” (UM 57
Box 2 IECW). Later, a second, larger hydraulic ram was purchased to be utilized in conjunction with the
smaller one (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).
Even before all of the projects were completed, a dedication of the improved cemetery occurred on
Sunday, May 26, 1940 with two to three thousand people from Oregon and Idaho attending (Figures 3839).
A number of the old chiefs from the Umatilla Agency talked through an interpreter. They were
followed by some of the younger chiefs from Umatilla and Nez Perce, who talked direct as did
Superintendent Henry Roe Cloud, who was the last speaker. Mr. Max Wilson, of Joseph, Oregon, who
is largely responsible for securing the tract as a monument to Old Chief Joseph, was master of
ceremonies and introduced the speakers who were Jim Cash Cash, oldest of the Umatillas and who
lived during the Nez Perce War; Chief Jim Kanine of the Walla Wallas; Chief George Red Hawk of
the Cayuse tribe; Gilbert Conner, grand nephew of Young Joseph; Joseph Conner; Gilbert Minthorn
and Joseph Black Eagle, close relative of Old Joseph [UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports].
One tribal elder remembered traveling with others from Umatilla Agency to Old Chief Joseph Gravesite
and Cemetery. “There was a busload; there must have been about 35 or 40 people on that bus. And some
were in cars, their own cars. We went up to a memorial for old man Chief Joseph and decorate and clean
graves. They do that once a year; go and clean the whole cemetery, from here. I went three times with my
parents and grandparents and a lot of other people” (OHP129).
As of June 1941 enrollee Joe Bettles remained at the cemetery, conducting maintenance and the
remaining improvements while living at the foot of Wallowa Lake with his family (UM 57 Box 1 District
Office Reports; Hampson 1998:Appendix-22). By October, Bettles had cultivated young trees, overhauled
the two hydraulic rams that pumped water to the cistern, completed the installation of the iron fence posts
and six-wire fence, and capped 150 feet of the rock wall with concrete, leaving a small portion to still be
completed (PAO 43 Box 1304 CCC Cost Analysis Report UM 1940-41).
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Figure 38. Photograph taken on May 26, 1940 showing masonry wall, entrance pillars, reservoir in the
right background on the rise, flagpole, and drinking fountain to the right of the monument. Reproduced at
the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).

Figure 39. Photograph taken on May 26, 1940 just before the ceremony was to begin. The cistern is out
of the picture to the right. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 District Office
Reports).
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The accomplishments of the CCC-ID enrollees at the cemetery are still visible today (Figure 40). The
masonry work is in fair condition including the monument, drinking fountain, and rock wall. The concrete
cap stone to the wall was never fully completed and is in need of repair. The drinking fountain is no longer
functioning. The entrance cattle guard to the circular drive is still present but filled in with gravel and there
is limited landscaping. The cistern has been sealed off and is no longer functioning. The ornamental steel
posts are visible on portions of the parcel. Subsurface archaeological evidence may exist for the flume
which extended from the dam at the foot of Wallowa Lake to the cistern as well as any irrigation piping
that might have been installed. Additionally, many of the steel posts that may have fallen over could be
buried but still extant on the landscape.

Figure 40. View at 170° of the rock wall at the entrance to Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery in
February 2016 (CTUIR 16-013:33). 2/17/16
Johnson Lands
As noted earlier, the Johnson Lands were reacquired through an Order of Restoration in 1940 and the
CCC-ID focused many of their efforts on these lands. Figure 41 below shows the acquired lands (hatched)
in the southern and eastern portion of the map. A number of the proposed projects in the Johnson Lands
are labeled in the southern portion of the map. Below is a discussion of the various projects undertaken in
the Johnson Lands by project number assigned by the CCC-ID. Projects that continued over multiple work
plans and were given multiple project numbers will be discussed together by the type of project. For
instance, Projects 19, 31, 35, and 36 are all discussed together when describing work at the Johnson Lookout
Tower.
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JOHNSON LANDS
CCC-ID PROJECTS

Figure 41. Location of some CCC-ID projects in the Johnson Lands in relation to checker-boarded
reservation shown to the north. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 5 Working
Plans 1939-1940).
Project 8: Forest Cleanup
On January 3, 1938 Acting Regional Forester Carthon R. Patrie wrote Superintendent Babcock
acknowledging the request for fire protection of the timber in the Johnson Lands which would entail stand
improvements (PAO 43 Box 1233 General Forestry). Work began on Project 8 in 1938 in the Johnson
Lands Picnic Grounds where the tribal members annually camped for several weeks during huckleberry
season. CCC-ID enrollees felled snags and cut and removed brush and rotten logs (PAO 43 Box 1277
Project 8). Between 1938 and December 31, 1939, stand improvements occurred on 100 acres which took
601 person-days. This work also provided space for tipis and tents to be set up amongst the trees in the
picnic grounds and allowed the various families access to the common picnic area and water (UM 59 Box
1 Cost Report 1939-1940).
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Project 9: Marking Boundaries
Project 9 included blazing and clearing brush along four miles of the eastern boundary line of the
Johnson Lands. Work commenced in September 1938 and concluded in June of 1939, utilizing 22 persondays (UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report 1939-1940). The Cost Analysis of Cost Per Project form dated Dec 31,
1939 indicated that 2 ¼ miles of fence was constructed along the eastern reservation boundary of the
Johnson Creek Tribal Area but the remaining 1 ¾ miles of fence line was brushed out and blazed in late
June 1939, all within Sections 6, 7, 18, 13, and 24 (UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report for 1939-1940). No specific
information could be found regarding blazing trees.
Project 16: Fencing East Boundary of Johnson Lands
Project 16 began in October 1938 and entailed constructing four miles of 4-wire fence along the eastern
boundary of the Johnson Lands, with posts approximately 16 feet apart (UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report 19391940).

Five hundred dollars was originally allocated but later was increased to $1,400 (UM 57 Box 2

Project 16; UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report 1939-1940). The purpose of the fence was to keep non-tribally
owned sheep from trespassing on Indian lands as well as keeping Indian stock on tribal lands (PAO 43 Box
1277 CCC-ID). Fence posts were to be gleaned from a thinning project on 20 acres and consisted of “young
growths of pine, fir and tamarack” (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1938-1939). The posts needed to be
seasoned and treated prior to being installed. The barbed wire was to be salvaged from abandoned
homesteads so that only two new wires were needed for the 4-wire fence (PAO 43 Box 1277 CCC-ID).
Removing the old barbed wire would also help reduce the hazards for livestock in the area (PAO 43 Box
1277 CCC-ID). Later it was determined that readily available poles in the forest could be used instead of
the inner wire, presumably when old barbed wire was not available, which reduced material costs as labor
costs were high due to the rugged terrain (Figure 42; UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report 1939-1940).
Two crews of three constructed fence along the east boundary. One crew worked from the south and
the other from the north (PAO 43 Box 7 CCC-ID). The Indian Emergency Conservation Work Data Sheet
for Project 16 indicates that as of September 20, 1939, 1 ½ miles of two-strand fence and seven gates had
been constructed, using seven foot larch posts, six inches in diameter, 16 feet apart, with wire spaced at 36
inches with a horizontal pole in between them (UM 57 Box 2 16 Fencing Johnson Creek Area). The fencing
of the east boundary was not completed in 1939 due to the rugged nature of the land (PAO 43 Box 1303
Working Plans 1939-1940). As of June 30, 1940, 162 person-days had been expended on the project but
due to the rough terrain, lack of vehicular access that required the materials to be hand carried into the
canyons, and lack of soil which required half of the posts to be braced with a frame and weighted down
with rocks, only 3 ¼ of the 4 miles had been constructed; the last ¾ of a mile was located down a steep side
of a canyon (UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report for 1940-41). A former CCC-ID enrollee indicated that he was
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involved in constructing the reservation boundary fence from the Cold Springs area southwest toward the
area later known as Indian Lake (OHP444).

Figure 42. View of fence erected in the Johnson Lands, ca 1939-1940, showing the pole in between the
wires. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 4 Photos).
Project 48: Fencing North and West Boundary of the Johnson Lands
The next portion of fencing proposed was a portion of the north and the west boundary. An old fence
was located along portions of this line; however, it was in a state of disrepair and required two new wires
and new posts (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). In March 1939 the CCC-ID proposed to construct four miles
of fence with two new wires for the top and bottom, with two old wires in the middle, and tamarack posts
seven feet in length, six inches in diameter and one rod (16 ½ feet) apart. The four strands of wire were to
be spaced 12 inches apart and six gates installed (UM 57 Box 2 48 Fencing North & West Johnson). To
help support the fence, four foot square rock cribs were installed frequently along the line (Figure 43; UM
57 Box 4 300 Projects). Even though construction of the fence was over steep canyons and rugged ground
with few roads for access, the CCC-ID attempted to construct the line for $200 per mile (UM 57 Box 4 300
Projects).
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Figure 43. Sketch of rock cribs to be constructed for the fence project as indicated on the September 4,
1940 Data Sheet for the North and West Boundary Fence project. Reproduced at the National Archives in
Seattle (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1940-1941).
By October 19, 1940 three enrollees were felling, cutting, and splitting dead larch and stockpiling them
to be transported to the fence project location to be used as the heavy posts (UM 57 Box 1 District Office
Reports). The $200 per mile for the fence was inadequate as transportation of the men and materials by
hand or horseback over the four steep canyons took much more time than anticipated (PAO 43 Box 1303
Working Plans 1939-1940; UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).

Therefore on May 20, 1941,

Superintendent Roe Cloud requested transfer of an additional $500 for the project (PAO 43 Box 1303
Working Plans 1939-1940).
The Nik-Ya-Wy-Ma Tahm-Tine newsletter indicates that in May 1941 seven enrollees were actively
working on the north and west boundary fence project (NT, 29 May 1941:3). By June 30, 1941, 421 persondays had been expended on the project for a total cost of $1,413.33 (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). Three
and one half miles of 4-wire fence had been completed but the remaining half-mile would need to be
completed under the 1941-1942 work plan (UM 57 Box 2 48 Fencing North & West Johnson).
On September 26, 1941, Caywood reported that a total of 6 ½ miles of fence has been completed on
the north, west, and east portions of the Johnson Lands with three more miles needed to complete the north,
west and east portions (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports). It was critical to finish the fence and close
the gap to keep the livestock from trespassing. Additionally, the fence would benefit the natural resources
as grazing would help establish “the original vegetation covering that will forestall erosion” (PAO 43 Box
1303 Working Plans 1941-1942). That week, work began to establish a spike camp (small, limited
secondary base in the forest—Eatonville) and transporting tools and materials so that the enrollees could
live closer to the project and reduce the commute time (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).
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The remainder of the fence was planned to be constructed under the 1943 work plan. Additionally, the
enrollees planned to maintain and repair the existing seven miles of fence, as needed, including the removal
of brush along the fence right-of-way (ROW; PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1943). This work was to
be accomplished in coordination with the Soil and Moisture Conservation Office who was to provide 35 to
80 rod rolls of wire (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1943).
The work to fence out trespass cattle and improve the range for tribal members appeared to be working
as the grasses became very high and lush. The Indian Service saw this abundant grass as an opportunity to
expand grazing of sheep and cattle and advocated for the Indians to run fewer horses. They believed that
grazing sheep and cattle would double the return of food to the tribal members (NT, 8 May 1941b:1).
Overall vegetation management of the Johnson Lands was proposed to be addressed through grazing.
Projects 19, 31, 35, 36: Johnson Lookout Tower and Project 32: Johnson Telephone Line
In 1938, there were no fire lookouts on the Umatilla Indian Reservation so wildfires needed to be
identified by individuals working in the field or by men patrolling for fires (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working
Plans 1938-1939). The 1939-1940 work plan discussed the need for a lookout tower in the Johnson Lands
(PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1939-1940). While the proposed stand improvements along the Johnson
Creek Indian Trail Road provided increased access to the Johnson Lands to fight wildfires, the fires were
not visible from the adjacent Umatilla National Forest lands where the closest tower on the other side of a
rise to the east (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1939-1940). Therefore, a forty-foot tower of hand hewn
materials and a telephone line to call in the fires was proposed. The lookout tower would be placed
approximately three miles from the nearest Forest Service telephone line (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans
1939-1940). The assistance of the Supervisor of Telephone Construction E.F. Pillsbury and Telephone
Supervisor Marion J. Gober was sought (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1939-1940). The line would
connect to the Forest Service telephone line at the Kamela-Flat Lake Forest Road and extend from the
Johnson Lands lookout tower “to an open view point outside of the timber and just beyond the public picnic
ground. From this open viewpoint can be seen a large part of the Johnson and McKay Creek drainages.
This coupled with the lookout tower will provide a much needed fire protection unit for the Johnson Creek
tribal timber” (Figure 44; PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). The “officials of Umatilla National
Forest” originally agreed to provide the tribes a lookout tower and a fire finder and instruct the smokechaser
enrollees on how to use the fire finder (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1939-1940). This arrangement
must not have materialized as later correspondence requests $1,000 for the tower and $500 for the
associated telephone line (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1939-1940).
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Figure 44. Location of Indian Trail to Johnson Lands in the bottom right portion of the map leading from
the Flat Lake Ranger Station (pink highlight). Also demarcated is the proposed Johnson Creek Truck Trail
(green line) and the Cold Springs Truck Trail (blue line). Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle
(PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW).
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While funding was being secured for the lookout tower and telephone line, enrollees were sent to the
Umatilla National Forest fire school in June 1939 to receive instruction on fire detection, use of a fire finder,
how to locate fires, radio and telephone communication, and how to extinguish fires (UM 57 Box 2 36 Fire
Prevention). Former Assistant Ranger Chriswell who worked on the Umatilla National Forest prior to
World War II remembers that two men were sent every year from the Tribes to attend the fire guard camp
at Tollgate (Chriswell n.d.:44). By July 1939, five guards and smoke chasers worked the Johnson Lands
(UM 57 Box 2 35 Fire Suppression). Fire suppression activities conducted in 1939 covered over 800 acres
in the Johnson Lands, including falling snags and removing brush. This was especially needed in and
around the Picnic Grounds (discussed below) as campers generally moved up to the grounds in late June
(UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report 1939-1940). Enrollees would keep watch over campfires in the Johnson Lands
Picnic Grounds to limit wildfires (UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report 1939-1940). A December 31, 1939 CCC-ID
report stated that two enrollees rode by horseback to all vantage points every 24 hours throughout the 1939
fire season, detecting two fires on the reservation and assisting with three fires adjacent to the reservation
(UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report 1939-1940; PAO 43 Box 1233 General Forestry).
The telephone lines constructed under the work plans needed to be designed to take into consideration
transmission requirements and losses, projected lifespan, and the strength and use of the line. Where there
were long distances, hard drawn copper wire was necessary (Newton 1934:18). The Indian Service
telephones would typically become part of the Bell System Network and therefore should not exceed 27
decibels (Newton 1934:17). A typical CCC-ID telephone crew consisted of a line foreman, two lineman,
and fifteen to forty-five Indians (Newton 1934:18). Pillsbury, Supervisor of Telephone Construction, had
put together the Manual of Telephone Construction and Maintenance for the IECW/CCC-ID project which
was to be used by all Agencies as it provided “the first and much-needed source of information for this
department” (BIA 1935a:49).
The Johnson Lands telephone line was proposed to be constructed from the nearest feasible point along
the National Forest Service’s telephone line at the Kamela-Flat Lake Forest Road. It would be extended to
the Johnson Lands proposed tower location via the Johnson Lands Indian Trail Road. The line would use
available standing trees with occasional pine or larch poles placed along the Johnson Creek Indian Trail
Road. The project was estimated to cost $165 in supplies and materials and $300 for the CCC-ID labor
(PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW; PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1939-1940). The Umatilla
Agency received approval to move funds previously allocated for forest clean-up activities to the telephone
line project (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1939-1940).
Originally, three miles of telephone line were proposed between the lookout tower and the Forest
Service line. Supervisor of Telephone Construction Pillsbury and Telephone Supervisor Gober advised
that under standard conditions, this type of line over this distance should have been able to be constructed
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for the $500 requested (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). However, after further analysis, it
was determined that 4 ½ miles of line needed to be constructed and half the funds would need to be utilized
solely for the removal and disposal of brush (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). It was essential
to conduct such heavy brush clearing because of the potential for snow damage in heavy winters (PAO 43
Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). Therefore the cost was estimated at $1,202. This included $280 for
materials; 310 person-days of CCC-ID labor for clearing ($583), disposal ($146), and line construction
($729); $20 for clerical overhead; $62 for tool and telephone truck rental (15 days @ $4.50) and $105 for
a telephone mechanic (15 days@$7/day) (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). Copper steel ground
telephone wire 0.103-inch in size would be used to construct the telephone line on existing trees with
occasional poles as necessary. The lookout tower would connect to the Umatilla National Forest telephone
system which connected to Pendleton, Oregon via the Bell System (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester
ECW).
On July 31, 1939 the Umatilla Agency requested permission from Umatilla National Forest Supervisor
Carl Ewing to connect to their telephone line at the junction of the Johnson Creek Indian Trail Road and
Kamela-Flat Lake Forest Road (Figure 45; UM 57 Box 5 32 Telephone). After applying for a Special Use
Permit on August 26, 1939 for the grounded tree telephone line, Umatilla Agency was issued the permit on
February 5, 1940 (Appendix G). The permit was not mailed, however, until March 5, 1940 and authorized
the Umatilla Agency to use “a strip of land paralleling the Johnson Creek Road in Sections 19, 20 and 31,
T. 2 S., R. 35 E. W.M. starting from the Kamela-Ukiah Road and running NW through the above sections
to the breaks of Johnson Creek” (UM 57 Box 1 Easements). This permit was subject to standard National
Forest restrictions as well as the following special conditions:
1. The permittee shall allow forest officers the free use of the line for official business to the nearest
switchboard or exchange outside of the forest.
2. The permittee shall allow the Forest Service to make connections with the line free of charge, and
shall charge no toll for any messages over connecting lines built or maintained by the service.
3. The permittee shall string wires at a minimum height of 10 feet above the ground and at all road
and trail crossings at least 14 feet above the ground.
4. The permittee shall remove wires, or otherwise dispose of them to the satisfaction of the forest
officers, in case of abandonment of the line.
5. If the operation of the line decreases the efficiency of or renders useless any existing telephone line,
the permittee will at his own expense remedy the condition to the satisfaction of the forest
supervisor.
6. The permittee shall pay the standard switching or toll charges upon all calls involving connection
with commercial lines (UM 57 Box 1 Easements).
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Figure 45. Map of the proposed connection of the CCC-ID line to the Forest Service line as submitted with
the Special Use Permit. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 Easements).
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On August 16, 1939, Supervisor of Telephone Construction Pillsbury prepared an invitation to bid on
700 pounds of 0.102-inch copper steel telephone wire with the Indian Service reserving the right to increase
or decrease the amount by 25% (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). Copperweld Steel Company
of San Francisco was awarded the bid on September 8, 1939 (UM 57 Box 5 32 Telephone).
On October 7, 1939 Telephone Supervisor Gober updated Pillsbury on the progress to date which
included locating the route, brush cutting and removal, pole cutting, excavating holes for the poles, setting
poles and marking standing trees on which the line would be hung (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester
ECW). The enrollees brushed out ten feet from the line along the road and a total of 31 larch poles were
set in the ground (UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report 1939-1940). It was decided that the line would not be strung
until June of 1940, after the 1939-1940 winter so as to limit the damage from wind falls which typically
occur in the first year after a ROW is cleared (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). A former CCCID enrollee recalled that fellow enrollee Gene Lavadour, with his brute strength, pulled the telephone line
from the connection with the Forest Service line all of the way to the tower. Lavadour was a very fit man,
walking approximately 6 miles each way to and from the point where he got picked up and dropped off for
CCC-ID work every day (OHP444). Alphonse Halfmoon and Alfred Parr were linemen with spiked shoes
who climbed the telephone poles or trees, removed unwanted limbs, and nailed up insulators through which
they affixed the line (OHP 444; Halfmoon 2002:5). A total of 335 person-days were utilized for the
telephone line (UM 57 Box 5 32 Telephone). At this time plans were made to construct the lookout tower
in the spring of 1940.
After further examination of the proposed location of the lookout tower in Section 13 of Township 2
South, Range 34 East WM, it was determined that a 40-foot tower would not provide the desired visibility
(UM 57 Box 3 31 Lookout Tower; PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1939-1940). In an August 11, 1939
letter, Associate Forest Engineer Caywood recommended the installation of an 85-foot steel tower. A steel
tower could be set up with a tractor and a gin pole and specialists were not needed as the sections of the
tower would be clearly marked regarding its assembly. Another benefit of the steel tower over wood was
that it would survive a wildfire unlike three towers affected by fire on the Yakama Indian Reservation the
prior year (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1939-1940). Caywood requested that the funding be increased
an additional $1,000 for the taller steel tower.
Superintendent Roe Cloud confirmed this change in project scope in a January 29, 1940 letter to
Commissioner of Indian Affairs and requested an 82 ½-foot steel tower replace the original request for a
40-foot wooden tower and further requested redistribution of funds from other projects to cover the funding
shortage (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1939-1940). The original planned 40-foot tower was to cost
$1,000 and the newly planned steel tower, over twice that height, would cost an additional $1,000. The
price of the tower was $1,399 and the additional shipping charges totaled $478.33, leaving only $122.67
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for materials to erect the tower and CCC-ID wages for labor (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). An additional
$500 was requested to cover the materials and labor.
The tower was purchased from the International Derrick and Equipment Division of InternationalStacey Corporation in Columbus, Ohio under Purchase Order cc-11959, Contract I-1-Ind-Civ-118 for
$1,399 on October 12, 1939 (UM 57 Box 3 31 Lookout Tower; see Appendix H-K for drawings of tower).
Construction of the 82 ½-foot tall tower began around May 15, 1940 (UM 57 Box 3 31 Lookout Tower).
Various Umatilla Agency CCC-ID projects were visited by Caywood during the week of May 26 to 29,
1940. At that time two enrollees were working on the tower site (Figures 46-47). One was clearing brush
and the other was digging holes for the foundation of the tower. As numerous rocks were encountered
during excavation, the CCC-ID borrowed a compressor from the Forest Service so that holes could be either
drilled and rock blasted, or the holes drilled and anchors set directly into the rock (UM 57 Box 1 District
Office Report). By the beginning of July 1940 the tower was assembled and the roof, walls and subfloor
installed. The cabin needed several replacement parts as the originals had not been machined properly.
Therefore, additional work was needed before the cabin could be securely attached to the tower (UM 57
Box 1 District Office Reports). Only the window sash had been installed but this was enough to allow
Gober to connect the telephone line to the tower (UM 57 Box 3 31 Lookout Tower). The telephone line
was extended to inside the enclosure on top of the tower (Halfmoon 2002:5).
The Johnson Creek Lookout Tower was completed in 1940 for a cost of $2,250 (PAO 03 Box 28 194345 Building Inventory). The Umatilla National Forest provided the CCC-ID an older style fire finder to
use for the 1940 fire season (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports). At the March 15, 1940 Business
Committee meeting Sub-Foreman Eaton proposed requesting $500 for fire suppression activities which
included enrollee salaries for fire patrol, smoke chasers, and to staff the lookout tower (UM 57 Box 4 300
Projects). Eaton recommended that one of the younger enrollees staff the tower while older enrollees could
patrol for campfires (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). The 1940-1941 work plan had the tower staffed by two
enrollees for the duration of the fire season as well as one smoke chaser who would work with the staff at
the lookout to chase down the actual location of the fires, as the lookout could not see down into most of
the canyons from the tower (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects Working Plans 1940-1941). Oral histories indicate
that Ike Patrick, Art Motanic and his wife Myrtle, Johnson Chapman and Ferman Ghangraw staffed the fire
lookout tower (OHP21, OHP52, OHP54, OHP444, and OHP448). Motanic also patrolled the forest.
Ghangraw lived in the “wooden trailer house” (OHP444). Alphonse Halfmoon and his brother Dave
Halfmoon would camp in a tipi in the Johnson Lands and when fire lookout Ghangraw spotted a fire, the
Halfmoons would travel by vehicle to the fire.
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Figure 46. View of tower being constructed, ca 1940. Note the enrollee in left side of the frame.
Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).

Figure 47. CCC-ID crew who erected the steel lookout tower, ca 1940. Reproduced at the National
Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).
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By September 1941 the lookout tower and five miles of telephone line were in operation providing vital
fire protection for tribal lands that would otherwise have been lacking as all of the traditional CCC camps
in the vicinity had been shut down (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1941-1942). Between July 1, 1940
and June 30, 1941, 128 person-days were expended for staffing the positions at the lookout towe0 that
included fire guards and smoke chasers (UM 57 Box 2 50 Fire Suppression). Funds were also used to
purchase milk cans for hauling water for fire suppression (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW).
Between July 1, 1941 and December 31, 1941, one enrollee continuously staffed the lookout with one
smoke chaser from July through September; at times there were two smoke chasers (UM 57 Box 2 50 Fire
Suppression). Only one fire was observed on the Umatilla National Forest in the 1941 season (UM 57 Box
2 50 Fire Suppression).
In December 1941, with the prospect of war and incendiary bombs starting fires in the forest, the CCCID sought additional assistance regarding the use of radios for fire suppression. Concerns continued
regarding fires on both the forested lands and the wheat fields on the reservation due to natural and humanmade causes. As a letter from Superintendent Roe Cloud to Pillsbury indicates, the prospect of war loomed
over everything, including the plans for fire detection and fire fighting in the summer of 1942.
During the coming summer months it has been suggested that we locate CCC trucks at strategic points
throughout the farming area, equip them with drivers and fire tools so that they could get to a fire on a
moment’s notice day or night. We will have to depend on the different harvest crews to do the fire
fighting but they are not provided with any fire tools. It will be the duty of these trucks to rush tools
and water to the fires when they occur. In cases of sabotage or incendiary bombs there is a possibility
of a number of fires starting simultaneously so it has occurred to us that one or more lookouts located
on the mountain equipped with a fire finder and Ultra High Frequency radio could aid appreciably in
directing the operation of those trucks also radio equipped in the event of a series of night fires…The
farmers on the reservation have indicated they will supply the funds for the purchase of these radios
[PAO 43 Box 1303 General Correspondence].
Enrollee Otis Halfmoon was assigned a truck and would go to the fires as needed; at this time he was in his
70s (OHP444). While Pillsbury supported the purchase of radio equipment and recommended specific
radio systems for use at the Umatilla Agency and the Johnson Lands (PAO 43 Box 1303 General
Correspondence), CCC-ID Director Murphy indicated that Roe Cloud had not proved that the Umatilla
Agency had enrollees trained in operating shortwave radio equipment (PAO 43 Box 1303 General
Correspondence). No further correspondence could be found indicating whether or not radio equipment
was purchased.
As part of the 1942 work plan, Roe Cloud again requested $500 to staff the lookout tower, the smoke
chasers, and fire school (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1941-1942). The 1942 Fire Control Plan lists
Eaton as the Patrol Foreman and enrollee Johnson Chapman as the Lookout and Fire Guard. The lookout
was instructed to phone all fires to the Umatilla Agency through the Umatilla National Forest telephone
line, which was routed via La Grande and Pendleton. Further, if the fire was in close proximity to the
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lookout, he was to make efforts to get the fire under control (UM 57 Box 2 Fire Control Plan). Equipment
that the CCC-ID had available to them for fire suppression included one 600 gallon water tank with a threeinch centrifugal pump connected to a V8 Ford motor mounted in the rear of the tank on a 1940 V8 Ford
stake body truck; one 1940 Plymouth pickup; one stake body truck; one 35 H.P.A.C. Tractor; one No. 10
Adams Grader; 72 short handled shovels; 12 long handled shovels; and 25 axes (UM 57 Box 2 Fire Control
Plan). Additionally, Steen Airway was located two miles west of Umatilla Agency and they had verbally
agreed to patrol the tribal forest lands (UM 57 Box 2 Fire Control Plan).
With World War II in full swing, the potential existed for attacks on all parts of the reservation.
Therefore, the 1943 work plan called for enrollees to work in two shifts at the lookout tower and employ
extra smoke chasers. This allowed the CCC-ID to be better prepared for the potential increased hazards
during the fire season. Additionally, a civilian fire fighting organization was set up to help combat wheat
and grass fires during high fire danger months. The reservation was divided into two areas and for the 1943
fire season the CCC-ID was requested “to play an important role in the protection of those two sections
from fire by manning two trucks equipped with fire fighting equipment which may be taken to a fire at a
moment’s notice” (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1943).
By 1958 the Johnson Creek Lookout Tower was removed and the bottom fifty feet of the tower was
reused on the Tiptop Mountain Lookout Tower, just a few miles northeast on the Umatilla National Forest
(Oregon Lookouts n.d.). Archaeological resources or features that may still be apparent include the tower
foundation, remains of the tower cabin, remnants of the wooden trailer house, the outhouse, telephone line,
and artifacts associated with living at and staffing the lookout tower and working as a fire chaser.
Projects 3, 4, 23, 25, 33 and 39: Johnson Creek Picnic Grounds Access Road and Development
The Johnson Creek Picnic Grounds were located west of the Johnson Lookout Tower along the Johnson
Creek Indian Trail, which became known as the Johnson Tower Road after the construction of the tower.
This access route extended westerly from the Forest Service Flat Lake-Kamela Road to the Johnson Lands
Picnic Grounds which were situated in the middle of Section 13 of Township 2 South, Range 34 East, WM
(Figure 48; OHP53). This location and the surrounding area was utilized by tribal members since time
immemorial to camp in while spending weeks gathering huckleberries, hunting, and fishing. As early as
October 8, 1937 Superintendent Babcock proposed to clear brush and slash along 12 to 20 miles (within
Sections 1 to 20, Township 2 South, Range 34 East, W.M.) of existing truck trails in the Johnson Lands for
fire protection purposes (UM 57 Box 1 CCC-ID Fiscal Years).
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Figure 48. Map showing the Picnic Grounds as demarked by a tipi in the Johnson Lands which are shaded
in green pencil. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek Truck
Trail).
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On October 27, 1937 approval was received to expend $2,400 to improve this trail by removing brush
and stumps, widening the trail, and grading it to the form a “road” (Figure 44; UM 59 Box 1 1938 Cost
Report; UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). Work began in February 1938 (UM 59 Box 1 1938 Cost Report) and
by June 30, 1939 a total of 597 person-days had been expended but the project was not completed (Figure
49; UM 59 Box 1 1938 Cost Report). The 1939-1940 work plan indicated that “During the past year, the
CCC-ID of this Agency have cleared and blasted stumps from the Johnson Creek Indian Trail. This spring
the Umatilla National Forest will drag out the blasted stumps and grade the road. When this is completed
there will be considerable rubbish along the ROW. This will be unsightly and a fire hazard. We wish to
pile this and burn it after the fire season of 1939” (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1939-1940). In August
and September 1939, CCC-ID enrollees (181 person-days) cleared brush, blasted stumps, and burned 4 ½
miles of the Johnson Creek Indian Trail from the Forest Service Flat Lake Road to the Johnson Lands Picnic
Grounds. The Forest Service then graded the road which provided improved access to the Picnic Grounds
(Figures 50-51; UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report 1939-1940). On October 12, 1939 Superintendent Roe Cloud
stated that the road to the Picnic Grounds has “just been completed” and therefore many more campers
were expected as the access was greatly improved (Figure 52-53; PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester
ECW). The dynamite used to clear the road was stored in one of the homestead cabins (Halfmoon 2002:5).

Figure 49. View of Johnson Creek Indian Trail, ca 1939. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle
(UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).
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Figure 50. Enrollees working on the Johnson Creek Indian Trail construction, ca 1938-1939. Reproduced
at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 4 Photographs).
In the fall of 1937 CCC-ID improvements were proposed for the Picnic Grounds. Projects included
clearing out brush, constructing sanitary facilities and improving the water supply by developing a spring.
All of the projects were in a 10-acre area and were projected to be completed with $600 (UM 57 Box 1
CCC-ID Fiscal Years). Work proposed for the 1938-1939 work season included the continued piling and
burning of snags, underbrush, and rotten timber in a 100-acre area of the Picnic Grounds (PAO 43 Box
1303 Working Plans 1938-1939).

This work plan noted that the Picnic Grounds contained good

merchantable timber. Additional work proposed included building outhouses, constructing camp stoves,
and developing a spring for a sanitary water supply (UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report 1938; PAO 43 Box 1303
Working Plans 1938-1939). It is unclear if this is the same spring as proposed in the work plan for the prior
year. Work commenced at the beginning of June 1938 but by the end of the month, even though 155 persondays were utilized in a 20-acre area (PAO 43 Box 1304 CCC Cost Analysis UM 1938; UM 59 Box 1 Cost
Report 1938), the project was not completed and most of the enrollees had left the CCC-ID to work the pea
harvest (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1938-1939). During that brief period, the enrollees had been
able to dig out an old well, rock up the walls, and install a cover and pump to be used by the campers for
drinking water and to water their horses. By July or August the well would go dry (PAO 43 Box 1303
Regional Forester ECW). One tribal elder remembers the community well and picnic structure; because he
was a child he had the job of filling the water containers with a bucket from the well (OHP469). Another
elder who camped at the Picnic Grounds as a child recently looked for the well but could not relocate it.
He thought that it was likely under the thorny hawthorn trees (OHP53).
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Figure 51. 1937 map showing the Johnson Creek Indian Trail road proposed by the Indian Service labeled
Flat Lake Johnson Creek Grading on the map. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (PAO 43
Box 1188 BIA Road Maps).
For the 1939-1940 work season, the Business Committee requested that the CCC-ID program enlarge
the Picnic Grounds by conducting additional clearing, constructing a large picnic shelter, incinerators and
other sanitary improvements, and developing another spring for use by the campers at the Picnic Grounds
(UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report 1939-1940). As of August 1939, the forest clean-up succeeded in removing
brush, rotten logs, and snags so that the tribal community could:
set up their tepees or tents among the trees without crowding and at the same time be accessible to a
common picnic ground and water…Six latrines built at Agency last winter of old lumber picked up
around the grounds and hauled to the picnic ground this spring. Paint would improve appearance. A
number of picnic tables were built and placed conveniently among the trees for family or group use.
For water, a well was dug and a pitcher pump installed. At the well a small log trough was placed for
watering horses. Water was low in the well at the time of examination and several families of Indians
were camped on the grounds even though it was late in the season for huckleberries. The Indians are
putting the picnic ground to good use and as a consequence requested for the 1940 program that the old
spring near the picnic ground be developed and the picnic ground extended to include said spring [PAO
43 Box 1277 CCC-ID].
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For the 1939-1940 work season, work continued on the outhouses and incinerators, brush continued to be
removed, and a pole structure was built over the picnic tables for shade for picnic luncheons (UM 57 Box
4 39 Public Picnic Grounds). The spring to be developed was located down a short truck trail through the
forest to an abandoned homestead. This may be Buckhorn homestead and spring which is designated
archaeological site 2S.34E.13/7.

Figure 52. View of Picnic Grounds, ca 1938-1939 as photograph was included in June 30, 1939 report.
Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (PAO 43 Box 1188 Desk of the Regional Forester 19371939).

Figure 53. View of camping in the Picnic Grounds, ca 1938-1939 as photograph was included in June 30,
1939 report. Note the tipi poles leaning against many of the trees and the picnic table in the left foreground.
Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (PAO 43 Box 1188 Desk of the Regional Forester 19371939).
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October 1939 records indicate that spring boxes were proposed to be constructed at two springs for the
Picnic Grounds. Each was to be walled up with concrete, covered with a wooden platform, and water piped
through a galvanized pipe to five hewn log troughs (Spring 1) and three hewn troughs for the other (Spring
2; Figure 54). Both spring developments were reported completed in the December 31, 1939 documentation
(UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report 1939-1940). Data Sheets indicate that Spring Development 1 was located at
the Johnson Creek Picnic Ground Area while Spring Development 2 was located at the Johnson Creek
Picnic Ground (UM 57 Box 3 49 Spring Developments). It is unclear if this implies that Spring 1 was
farther away from the Picnic Grounds, such as down the short truck trail as referred to above. Both forms
indicate that the nearest available water was one mile away. Spring 1 yielded 0.25 gallons per minute in
the spring and early summer and therefore a 500 gallons spring box was proposed to be 7 feet x 7 feet x 1
foot in size, constructed of concrete with a wooden board cover, and piped through ¾-inch galvanized pipe
with a fall of five feet over an 80 foot distance into the five hewn log troughs, each 10 feet x 12 inches x 16
inches (inside dimension) (UM 57 Box 3 49 Spring Developments). Spring 2 yielded 0.125 gallons per
minute and therefore the spring box was proposed to be 3 feet x 7 feet x 1 foot in size, constructed of
concrete with a wooden board cover, and piped through ¾-inch galvanized pipe with a fall of 1 foot over
20 feet, into three hewn log troughs, each 10 feet x 12 inches x 9 inches (inside dimension; UM 57 Box 3
49 Spring Developments). The troughs were created from 12 foot logs. It should be noted that all of these
improvements likely have an archaeological signature either as buried or above ground features. This
includes the outhouses, incinerators, camp stoves, picnic shelters, tipi poles, domestic refuse, and spring
developments. All other springs developed in the Johnson Lands were developed under project 49 and are
discussed in that section below.

Figure 54. Design for Spring 1 (top) with five troughs and Spring 2 (bottom) with three troughs, each with
a different trough configuration. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 4 Photos).
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In June 1941, Johnson Chapman and family; Gene, Joe and Leonard Lavadour; Sherman Alexander
and his mother Evelyn; Andrew Allen; Cy Webb; Henry Johnson; Mike Pierce; Leo Sampson; Fred Parr;
and sixteen “school boys” were residing in the Johnson Creek and Upper McKay areas (NT, 5 June
1941c:4). Johnson Creek flows into the South Fork McKay Creek. At this time, “The grass is so rank and
tall, that the women build a big fire and then cover the fire with green grass to create ‘big smoke.’ Reason
being, so that each man returning to his camp may find his way thru the maze of grass” (NT, 5 June
1941a:2). In July the tribal Business Council meeting was held at the community building at July
Celebration Grounds but no women were present; the assumption was that they were all away picking
berries (NT, 17 July 1941:4); Vera Jones and Elsie Conner and family had already headed to the Johnson
Lands to gather huckleberries (NT, 30 July 1941b:3).
Project 49: Spring Developments
Once the Johnson Lands had been fenced, tribal livestock could use the area for grazing as the nontribal sheep and cattle could now be kept out. Sufficient water for the livestock was a concern in the high
places because, as Foreman Eaton notes, “in the Johnson Creek area the white man has corralled most of
the good springs” (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). Most of the remaining available water was in the bottoms
of steep canyons; this was detrimental to livestock as they would lose most of their fat negotiating the
canyons to get to that water (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects).
An October 7, 1939 letter from the Production Coordinating Officer to Roe Cloud indicated that in
addition to the two springs actively being developed for the Picnic Grounds, there were five other possible
springs that could be developed (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). The 1940 work plan proposed
to develop six springs in the northeastern portion of the Johnson Lands, enclosing each with concrete and
a 2-inch wooden planked cover, and piping the water to hand hewn log troughs so that all water in a 24hour period could be contained (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). It is unclear where these specific springs are
or if they were developed.
Spring developments were again discussed at the March 15, 1940 Business Committee meeting.
Superintendent Roe Cloud asked Foreman Eaton to discuss potential projects that had been brought forward
by the community for the upcoming work plan. “The next project, we wish to develop three springs, one
below the Hone [likely Buckhorn] cabin about ¼ of a mile. We want to put concrete around it and put three
watering troughs there, and the same at Kash Kash spring and another spring, at a cost of about $900” (UM
57 Box 4 300 Projects). The spring developments would primarily be for livestock but campers would also
be able to obtain clean water. The majority of the cost would be for labor and 12 to 15 dollars for the
cement (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). In response to Eaton’s spring development proposal, Jim Kash Kash
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stated that there were five springs in the Johnson Lands that could be developed in order to reduce
contamination from livestock and provide clean water for the campers that were berry picking and hunting.
The 1941 work plan indicated that “There are six springs in the North East section of the tribal area
that will water considerable stock if properly enclosed… The locations of the 4 springs are indicated on the
enclosed aerial maps” (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). Note the four red “X”s in Figure 55.

Figure 55. Location of four planned spring developments in the Johnson Lands as marked by a small red
“x.” Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1941-1942).
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A Data Sheet dated September 17, 1940 for one of the proposed spring improvements indicated that
the spring was a hillside seepage in Section 6 of Township 2 South, Range 35 East, WM and produced a ¼
gallon per minute. Work proposed included excavation of the spring, installation of a concrete box
measuring 7 feet by 10 feet by 3 feet high, and forty feet of ¾-inch galvanized pipe to transport the water
to hewn log troughs 2 feet by 1 ½ feet by 10 feet in size (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1940-1941).
Work on two springs began on September 3, 1940 (UM 57 Box 4 49 Spring Improvements). At the end of
September, one spring in the Cold Springs area was being worked on by one enrollee who had completed
the excavation of the spring and the ditch for the outlet pipe (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports). After
58 person-days of work, the two springs were excavated and the lumber for the forms was purchased for
the concrete boxes (UM 57 Box 4 49 Spring Improvements).
The May 29, 1941 Nik-Ya-Wy-Ma Tahm-Tine newsletter indicates that three enrollees were working
on spring developments, but due to the wet weather in May and June 1941, these improvements were not
completed (UM 57 Box 4 49 Spring Improvements). By June 30, 1941, four springs had been excavated
but construction was incomplete (PAO 43 Regional Forester Box 1189 Forestry Grazing Report 1941).
Twenty sacks of cement, 1,200 feet of ¾-inch galvanized outlet piping and log troughs had been acquired
in cooperation with the Soil and Moisture Conservation Office as the springs were planned to be completed
later that year (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1941-1942).
The only specific location information found was the Data Sheet indicated above for the spring in
Section 6 of Township 2 South, Range 35 East. General information indicated that one other spring
development was in the Cold Springs area and another to the north of it (UM 57 Box 1 District Office
Reports). The 1942 work plan stated that “We wish to convert what are now four mud-holes located in
different parts of the Johnson Creek tribal area into concrete walled springs with pipe outlets which will fill
log hewn troughs” (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1942). In 1943 the same request was made to develop
four springs in the Johnson Lands using similar construction methods (Figure 56; PAO 43 Box 1303
Working Plans 1943). It is unclear if the same springs were being requested year after year for improvement
because they were not fully completed or if different spring developments were undertaken. Built
environment or archaeological evidence of these developments may be visible and could include concrete
fragments, piping, and wooden troughs.
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Figure 56. Map from 1943 work plan with proposed spring developments shown as small blue rectangles.
Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1943).
Project 46: Cold Springs Truck Trail
Discussions began in 1938 regarding the creation of the Cold Springs Truck Trail in the eastern portion
of the Johnson Lands, extending from Johnson Indian Trail Road (later Johnson Tower Road) north and
west to access the northern portion of the Johnson Lands. Specifically, the truck trail would be 3.9 miles
long and begin at a point 11,290 feet west of Flat Lake-Kamela Forest Road on the Johnson Creek Indian
Trail Road and head north to an area just above widow Frances S. McKinney’s place (PAO 43 Box 1303
Regional Forester ECW). The trail would then “cross the end of the reservation, lying in the vicinity of the
Folsoms’ cabin and go out to Cap Kidd’s cabin, and will do away with that steep grade going out of Cold
Spring. It will pass by right below the Jim Kash Kash camping spot at what we know as Kash Kash Springs”
(Figures 55-56; UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). The extent of built environment or archaeological features
and artifacts is unknown at the locations of the McKinney, Folsom or Cap Kidd cabins. Widow Frances
McKinney’s cabin is referenced in oral histories as situated in the middle of the forks going to Cap Kidd’s
(OHP473).
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The widow she went crazy I guess. She stayed there after he passed away. So the Indians went up
there and checked up on them, and she’d shoot at them. They looked after her a long time…watched
her. They knew right away what was wrong with her. She kind of… well not kind of, but I guess she
did go crazy. And she stayed there for about three or four years afterwards. And the Indians they’d go
up there to the widow place and they’d bring her some food, but they’d bring it up there… bring it up
there at night… hang it up in front of her door on a tree… like corn and meat, stuff like that. They took
care of her, watched her like that. Then one spring they went up there and found her dead, so they
buried her up there. Then that place become the ‘Widow Place’ [OHP473].
Another elder remembers that the widow’s cabin was used for quite a while afterwards by people hunting
in the area (OHP42). “Jim Lavadour’s dad and Arnold Lavadour were brothers. And they all the time
stayed in the widow cabins right above us” (OHP473).
After passing widow McKinney’s place, the Cold Springs Truck Trail would head toward Folsom
Cabin. Based on an interview with a tribal elder who knew the Folsom family, it appears that the Folsom
homestead is no longer standing but archaeological resources likely remain. “Out on that open ridge that
big two story house that belong to Mickey Folsom, Pat Folsom’s parents. And then down there, there was
a chicken house, hay shed, a big barn, and the logging company they went in there and just tore it up, just
flattened them. Then burned it all up after they slick logged” (OHP473).
The Cold Springs Truck Trail would then head past Folsom cabin and out to Cap Kidd’s cabin. Cap
Kidd refers to the original individual who settled in the area, and later as a general reference to that area
(See Figure 64 for the General Land Office cadastral plat map that shows Cap Kidd’s homestead). Cap
Kidd was not a pleasant man.
Captain Kidd, he camped up here and he built a cabin. That’s why they call that place Cap Kidds now.
And he was kind of mean to the Indians. He’d run 'em off and shoot at them. So the Indians they went
up there to Cap Kidd’s. They caught him out there walking from the barn. Took all his clothes off and
tied him on a tree and they whipped him. They tied three willows together and they whipped him like
that. Then after that everything was okay then. But Cap Kidd see he changed… changed to a better
man [OHP42].
Another elder recounts a story about one of the first settlers in the Johnson Lands. It sounds like she could
be describing Captain Kidd.
We would go where the first white man ever lived up there; he was really ugly. I always think about
him. He had a cabin just when you go right up, right from McKay Creek, right, we would go right up
from his house, go on that road. There used to be a log cabin there and we would pass that. And he had
a cabin and he lived there a long time and he would never let us around his place. He was a really ugly
white man. He would always chase us away. And I always think of one grandma her name was Lucy.
We were up there and we were camped below him. And that year there was a lot of berries,
huckleberries, and she sneak over the night before she said, ‘Oh, there’s a lot of berries on the white
man’s place’…and we were going to sneak over there. He knew when we were there and he would
come over…he was going to use a whip or something on us. She got on her horse…she says, ‘Give me
my cane’ she had a long cane and she just whipped him and chased him back over to his place. I always
think of that. She was just as tough as he was [OHP52].
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Other elders remember a cabin, corral, barn and good spring at Cap Kidd’s place (Halfmoon 2002:1;
OHP11). After his removal, Cap Kidd was a favorite place to camp and go hunting and berry gathering
year after year for many tribal members (OHP471). The corral was used for wild horse round-ups (OHP11).
It is likely that archaeological resources remain at the Cap Kidd homestead.
Superintendent Roe Cloud believed that construction of the Cold Springs Truck Trail was important as
it provided access to the northern portion of the Johnson Lands for campers as well as fire protection. The
proposed improved access had a reasonable grade that could be used to haul harvestable timber as opposed
to the existing access which was straight up a steep hillside and then included a section of trail adjacent to
a marshy area that was impassable when wet (UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail). If access to
the timber was improved, it could be used by all tribal members for personal use such as repairing their
homes (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). Foreman Eaton thought that some of the best timber in the Johnson
Lands was on the north side of Cold Springs but this area lacked any road access (UM 57 Box 4 300
Projects). Additionally, Eaton indicated that the proposed road would be “within a few hundred yards of
Cap Kidd’s…There is a good camping place there, and would make available other camping places on
beyond. There is a spring beyond the reservation line that could be developed” (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects).
The larger plan was to construct the Cold Springs Truck Trail and have it connect to the proposed Johnson
Creek Truck Trail which would extend down to McKay Creek (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW).
The Cold Springs Truck Trail would have to cross Umatilla National Forest lands as well as a few
private parcels. In preliminary discussions in September 1938 with the private landowners, Frances
McKinney did not want to give ROW access over her property (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). Sentiments
changed by November 1939 and correspondence indicates that McKinney “said she would sign an easement
for this road and suggested that we locate it by the shortest feasible route. This we have already done
together with rout[e]ing it out of the ravine in which Cold Spring is located with a 7% grade. This road
will give access to a large tract of pine on tribal land which has scarcely ever been touched with a saw due
to its inaccessibility by road” (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). The new truck trail would also
eliminate the ¾ mile section of swampy road noted above (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW).
The potential project, along with the proposed Johnson Creek Truck Trail, was discussed with the Business
Committee at their February 20, 1939 meeting. George Red Hawk voiced support for the Cold Springs
Truck Trail but no final decision was made as it would be brought up again at the March 15, 1940 Business
Committee meeting (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects).
The CCC-ID sought tribal leaders approval at the March 15 meeting in order to submit the work plan
with a request for $4,000 (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). George Red Hawk, Jim Kanine, and Allen Patawa
supported the Cold Springs Truck Trail. George Red Hawk stated that even though the Kash Kash camp is
such a dark place to camp, “I know that there is very good timber there and a choice place for huckleberries
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and that is a very good spring and just like ice water, a nice place for an outing for anyone desiring such an
outing at that place, and I approve of that project that we have just mentioned” (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects).
Jim Kanine spoke, “For the reason that George Red [H]awk approves the road I think I will approve of it
for the reason that George desires going there for berries and the cold water there. I am familiar with this
place, and I was active in obtaining this reserve for the Indians” (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). The Cold
Springs Truck Trail was approved by the Business Committee with the understanding that due to the
elevation, it would need to be constructed during harvest time (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects).
Before construction could commence, easements needed to be acquired. On March 8, 1940 the
Cunningham Sheep Company granted the United States a ROW on and across the southwest quarter of the
northwest quarter of Section 35, Township 2 South, Range 34 East, WM to carry out the CCC-ID work
program. The Cunningham Sheep Company retained the free and unrestricted use of the road and agreed
“to protect and maintain all improvements installed by the United States against damage, except from
natural wear and tear or other circumstances over which the owner of said land h[a]s no control” (UM 57
Box 1 Easements; Appendix L).
Frances S. McKinney granted the United States a ROW on August 27, 1940 on and across lands in the
northeast quarter of Section 6, the east half of Section 7, and the east half of Section 18, Township 2 South,
Range 35 East, WM. Specifically the truck trail ROW began “at a point on the Indian Truck trail 11,290
feet from the junction of said truck trail and Kamela-Ukiah Forest Road, going northerly in the most feasible
direct route to a point on the reservation boundary near Folsom cabin Spring 11,071 feet from the point of
beginning” (UM 57 Box 1 Easements; Appendix M).
On October 28, 1940 a ROW agreement was executed with Roy Kuhns for the Cold Springs Truck
Trail to be located on and across a corner of his property lands in the northwest quarter of the southwest
quarter of Section 8, Township 2 South, Range 35 East, WM. The truck trail on the Kuhns’ property would
begin 120 feet east of the northwest corner of the southwest quarter of the southwest quarter of Section 8,
Township 2 South, Range 35 East, WM and extend 250 feet northwest to a point 120 feet north of the
northwest corner of the southwest quarter of the southwest quarter of Section 8 Township 2 South, Range
35 East, WM (UM 57 Box 1 Easements; Appendix N). The timber through which the 250-foot long ROW
was granted was lodgepole pine.
Joseph Cunha granted the United States a ROW on and across his property for the Cold Springs Truck
Trail “solely for the purpose of fire patrol, administrative purposes and for the use of Indians in reaching
their Tribal Lands” (UM 57 Box 1 Easements; Appendix O). The easement was for the southwest quarter
of the southwest quarter of Section 8 of Township 2 South, Range 35 East, WM. There was no date on the
document.
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One additional draft ROW was located in the CCC-ID Umatilla Agency files. It was to cross lands in
the west half of Section 17, Township 2 South, Range 35 beginning at head of Little Johnson Creek on the
west boundary of Section 17 and going northerly to the north boundary of Section 17 for approximately
3,300 feet from point of beginning. There are no names on the draft agreement. It may be that the CCCID determined that they did not need an easement over this property; or they might have executed the
agreement but neglected to place a copy in the file; or the land belonged to the Forest Service as the early
correspondence indicated that the Cold Springs Truck Trail would have to cross Umatilla National Forest
lands.
The work plan submitted for 1940 proposed to begin constructing the Cold Springs Truck Trail at the
southern point “11,290 feet from Flat Lake-Kamela Forest Road on the Johnson Creek Indian Truck Trail
(Completed last Fall in cooperation with the Umatilla National Forest Service and the CCC-ID of this
Agency) and construct a truck trail 14 ft. wide to the most Northern ridge of the Johnson Creek Tribal Area”
(PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). The truck trail, approved by Production Coordinating Officer
Lenzie on November 22, 1940 would be constructed from the Johnson Creek Indian Trail in Section 18 and
extend northerly to the reservation line in Section 7 of Township 2 North, Range 35 East, WM for a total
length of 12,482 linear feet (UM 57 Box 1 46 Cold Springs Truck Trail). This was primarily at four percent
standard grade with a maximum grade of seven percent. Ordinary curves were proposed at four degrees
with maximum curve at 20 degrees along with three wooden 24-inch culverts. It should be noted that the
included map only showed two culverts (Figure 57). These were to be placed at the crossing of the north
fork and south fork of the headwaters of Little Johnson Creek. The estimated total cost was $2,100 which
included $1,200 for clearing, $800 for grading, and $100 for culverts. A sum of $2,500 dollars was allotted
to build the four mile long Cold Springs Truck Trail (UM 57 Box 1 46 Cold Springs Truck Trail).
The CCC-ID proposed to complete the southern 2.1 miles in 1941 and finish the remainder under the
1942 work plan. “This will bring the road to a point 800 feet within the reservation boundary giving access
to the 2nd heaviest timbered ridge within the tribal area” (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). The
CCC-ID contacted the Umatilla National Forest regarding the possibility of borrowing a bulldozer to aid in
truck trail construction for the 1941 work season but the Forest Service was unable to meet this request.
Therefore, the CCC-ID looked into borrowing a bulldozer from the BIA Roads Department (UM 57 Box 2
47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail). It is unclear from whom the CCC-ID eventually borrowed the dozer.
Work commenced on the project the week of September 17, 1940 and by mid-October ten enrollees
had slashed and piled brush for one quarter of a mile of the ROW and had begun burning the piles (PAO
43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). The weather conditions included rain which allowed for safe
burning (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). On November 20, 1940 Roe Cloud requested to
change the proposed width of the Cold Springs Truck Trail from 14 feet to 20 feet to include 16 feet of
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driving surface and a two-foot ditch on either side as many traveled this area to the various camping
locations as well as to possibly engage in logging activity (Figures 58-59; UM 57 Box 1 46 Cold Springs
Truck Trail). The ditch would be shallow enough that drivers could easily drive out of it if necessary.

Figure 57. Map of proposed location of the Cold Springs Truck Trail showing the location of two culverts.
Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 46 Cold Springs Truck Trail).
On June 25, 1941 two miles of the Cold Springs Truck Trail was authorized for construction (UM 57
Box 1 District Office Reports). Five hundred ninety-four person-days were utilized to clear brush and
timber out of the full length of the truck trail (11,290 feet) and about half of the stumps were dynamited
and removed. The CCC-ID had to apply to the Bureau of Mines for a license to handle the explosives and
Eaton obtained the Foreman’s License. The explosives were kept at the Umatilla National Forest and
hauled to the Johnson Lands as needed (UM 57 Box 2 810 Handling of Explosives).
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Figure 58. View of the original Cold Spring Truck Trail profile drawings. Reproduced at the National
Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 46 Cold Springs Truck Trail).

Figure 59. View of the revised Cold Spring Truck Trail profile. Reproduced at the National Archives in
Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 46 Cold Springs Truck Trail).
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The original plan was to complete the two miles, grade the road, and install the culverts by the end of
July, but in early June the bulldozer broke down (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports). Time on the
project was restricted by weather as May and June were too wet to work. Therefore, the CCC-ID proposed
to continue the work in the next fiscal year (UM 57 Box 1 46 Cold Springs Truck Trail). There appeared
to be some concern from the Office of Indian Affairs regarding ongoing support. A September 26, 1941
letter to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs from Associate Forest Engineer Caywood argued for support
on the Cold Springs Truck Trail project. Caywood believed it was vital to continue the truck trail as
authorized so that there was access for general administration of the lands, fire protection and to access the
timber and the “work to date has been practically all on alienated land so that left in its present state the
Indian lands will receive no benefit and funds expended will be lost” (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).
Apparently the Umatilla Agency persuaded the Commissioner of Indian Affairs as the 1942 work plan
proposed to continue the 2.1 miles then under construction and construct two additional miles of truck trail
(PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1942). It is unclear how much work was completed on this project.
Archaeological or built environment features that may be visible on the landscape include road beds, linear
corridors devoid of large trees and stumps, an engineered ditch, culverts, and automotive parts or refuse
associated with use of the truck trail.
Project 47: Johnson Creek Truck Trail
In the late 1930s, the only way to access the Johnson Lands by vehicle was to enter from the east off of
Highway 30, through Kamela via the Flat Lake-Kamela Forest Road to the Johnson Creek Indian Trail.
Some tribal members continued to access the Johnson Lands from McKay Creek via horseback. The
Johnson Creek Truck Trail was proposed to be constructed beginning just south of the southern portion of
the reservation from where County Road 639 ended along McKay Creek at the Cunha Headquarters,
through the Cunha property up Big Johnson Creek and then Little Johnson Creek, and intersect with the
proposed Cold Springs Truck Trail near the headwaters of Little Johnson Creek (Figure 60). This was
approximately four miles of truck trail on tribal lands and five miles of truck trail across the Cunha property
(Figures 44, 55-56; UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). The Umatilla Agency Road Department had recently
improved the road up McKay Creek to the southern reservation line near the McKay School (UM 57 Box
2 47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail). In January 1941, the Roads Department had also completed the McKay
Creek Bridge (NT, 15 January 1941:4).
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Figure 60. General location of County Road 639, McKay School, Johnson Creek Truck Trail and Cold
Springs Truck Trail on current topographic map. The blue hatched areas are tribal lands.
The proposed Johnson Creek Truck Trail would provide access to the Johnson Lands from the west,
shortening the route from the Umatilla Agency by ten miles and those individuals living in the southern
portions of the reservation would be within 15 miles driving distance to the Johnson Lands (NT, 27 February
1941:1). This western route would be accessible much earlier in the spring than the route from Kamela
which was higher in elevation and often blocked with snow until the middle of May (UM 57 Box 2 47
Johnson Creek Truck Trail). The eastern route also received snowfall earlier in the fall. As Big and Little
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Johnson creeks were often the only place where tribal members could find good water in late summer and
fall, it was a good place to camp. Other reasons to build the truck trail included improved access for fire
suppression and firewood procurement, the potential to harvest the large timber in the bottom of Johnson
Creek Canyon, and the ability for tribal members to drive their stock across the Cunha property without
having to ask permission so long as a fence was built along the sides of the truck trail. The fence would
help prevent trespass and the mixing of livestock (UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail). Foreman
Eaton also believed that the truck trail would improve vehicle access for families to go pick huckleberries
including improved access to good camping spots (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). The truck trail could also
be constructed in the winter when the enrollees critically needed the work.
In the fall of 1939 the CCC-ID planned to stake and gather the survey grade information for the portion
of the truck trail on tribal lands (UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail). Former CCC-ID Dan
Motanic stated that Eaton had asked him to run survey lines for the Johnson Creek Truck Trail as Motanic
was a civil engineer and draftsman (OHP506). Motanic and Peter Hung ran status lines up and down Big
Johnson and Little Johnson creeks (OHP506). A December 16, 1939 report indicates that Foreman Eaton
and two enrollees “had made a rough preliminary survey of this truck trail, using a hand level and flexible
tape, and was satisfied that it can be built with an average grade of seven per cent” (PAO 43 Box 1303
Regional Forester ECW).
A ROW easement would need to be acquired. On November 24, 1939 Superintendent Roe Cloud
received a letter from Production Coordinating Officer Lenzie discussing the “possibility of building a truck
trail down Little Johnson and McKay Creeks through the property of Mr. Joe Cunha” (UM 57 Box 2 47
Johnson Creek Truck Trail). This implies that Cunha was the only landowner from whom consent was
needed. This is validated by discussion at the March 15, 1940 Business Committee meeting when Eaton
stated,
About the road up McKay and Johnson Creek, that was suggested by several Indians, and a man
representing Mr. Lenzie walked the length of it and said that project could be okayed in Washington,
and was needed as far as he could see. There is just one man’s land that this road has to go through,
and he said could go through his lands with the road if we would put a four-wire fence on each side so
that the Indians could drive their stock up there and they would not mix with his stock [UM 57 Box 4
300 Projects].
Joe Cunha was willing to provide the ROW at no cost so long as it was fenced and Cunha allowed the fence
posts to be acquired from his property. Approximately 125 rolls of wire would be needed (UM 57 Box 2
47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail). The Umatilla Agency and Cunha both requested that the truck trail be
limited to “the use of Indians, fire protection and administrative purposes. This is to prevent the trespassing
of white fisherman and hunters on the Indians hunting grounds and Mr. Cunha’s property” (UM 57 Box 4
300 Projects).
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Efforts were made to secure dump trucks and heavy equipment from Yakama and Warm Springs
agencies (PAO 43 Box 1303) and a bulldozer from the Umatilla National Forest, but none were able to loan
such equipment (UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail). Eventually, use of a second-hand bulldozer
was secured from Spokane Agency (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). The remainder of the necessary machinery
was borrowed from the Umatilla Agency Roads Department (UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail).
The proposed Johnson Creek Truck Trail project and the need for an easement was presented to the
Business Committee on February 20, 1940 and again on March 15, 1940 by Foreman Eaton and
Superintendent Roe Cloud. Eaton advocated for the benefits of work for the men in the winter time and
that this project would provide such work (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). “This would provide labor for
approximately 20 men for two winters, the winters of 1940 and 1941 and the next winter after that. Mr.
Caywood estimated it would cost a thousand dollars a mile for building the truck trail. They have arranged
in Spokane to give us a second hand bulldozer for this road. The money that we get for this road, therefore,
will be used for labor and not go into machinery” (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects).
A concerns expressed by the tribal Business Committee was that once the truck trail was established,
non-tribal members could readily access the Johnson Lands and steal wood as this occurred on other areas
of the reservation (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). Another concern was that cattle rustlers could more readily
steal Indian cattle undetected (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). There was also skepticism that the real reason
behind constructing a truck trail was to harvest the large timber. The tribal members feared that once the
road was in place, all of the timber would be removed and none would be left for future generations (UM
57 Box 4 300 Projects). Individuals like George Red Hawk expressed concern that increased access may
impact the hunting grounds and that this reserve needed to be protected for the tribal community (UM 57
Box 4 300 Projects). He believed that the improved road to the Picnic Grounds from the east was sufficient
access (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). Eaton responded that the CCC-ID smoke chasers in the area could
help ensure that whites were not trespassing or engaging in improper activities (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects).
The greatest concern was over the legal access through the Cunha property. The Business Committee
was concerned that the County would take possession of the road if it was constructed. Jim Billy stated,
“It was not for the Indians to decide that a road should be put through the white man’s property. If the
white man came here and told us, or we saw some record that the white man was not opposed to this road,
we would believe it…we cannot take the liberty to decide these projects on private land” (UM 57 Box 4
300 Projects). Eaton clarified that Cunha was willing to give the ROW so long as it was fenced and that
the County could not take the road away unless the Indians gave it to the County (UM 57 Box 4 300
Projects).
Allen Patawa, who was often referred to as the one who represented the working class and the young
men looking for work, spoke in favor of the road. He stated, “I am sure that after this road has been
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completed that more Indians would use that road. At the present time most of our people get around in
cars. For that reason this truck trail or road would be available for everyone on the reservation. I believe,
to my estimation that it would not hurt anyone to have this road built. Those of them that would obtain the
work on this project would be very glad” (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). Further, Patawa thought that the
road would allow for current families and future generations to travel up to the Johnson Lands via vehicle
to get the necessary meat for food. “For the past four years I have driven up to Cun[h]a’s place and I had
always wished that a road could be built there. I think quite a number are in favor of such a project” (UM
57 Box 4 300 Projects).
Aaron Minthorn supported the project as it would help to employ more young men, enabling them to
stay on the reservation and still provide for themselves and their families.
We can’t live off of our rents, not all of us. Everyone knows what the price of wheat is on their
allotments. Where we used to get $7 an acre about 10 years ago, and today maybe that rent is cut in
half. Therefore, it creates a hardship for your children and their children, so consequently, we had to
go look for employment to each of these departments, Mr. Eaton or Mr. Temple…Now at the present
time they have not got enough money to employ the boys year around. That is the reason why these
projects were suggested. So that it would give employment to your boys and families during the
summer and winter months…many of our boys went way over there to Nevada. Maybe you never see
your boys again. Maybe they go over there and come back dead. Now do you want your boy to go to
these other places, or do you want to give your boy work right here where you can see him every day
[UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects].
Andrew Barnhart believed that the project would be profitable for the community. Barnhart believed
that the project should benefit all of the Indians.
I have walked every inch of that ground. I have hunted there. It is a very, very steep canyon, and steep
sides. When you leave the forks of the Little Johnson Creek you go about a mile or two and you come
to another forks. It is known as the Cap Kid Canyon. Cap Kid Canyon from the mouth where it empties
in the little Johnson Creek is about two miles. At the bottom of this canyon there is thousands of feet
of timber standing. There is many little canyons on the right hand side of that canyon, and especially
right on the bottom of that creek there is timber in there 3 and 4 feet through and probably 100 feet
where the limbs start. Now we have two kinds of timber in that canyon, that is fir and pine. At the
bottom of this canyon as to where the road is surveyed you can find thousands of feet of timber standing
in this canyon. Now all the timber that I have mentioned either me or anybody else would never be
able to get it out. You got a steep canyon to contend with. It is impossible to take any of these timber
out…Now the government is willing to pull this money out to help us to build a road to our timber.
Take it this way. Maybe 1941 probably Republican administration will take possession of the United
States. Maybe the Republican party won’t be so free with the Government money. So why turn this
project down when we know ourselves that this money will never be paid back to the
Government…You got two sawmills near here. Why can’t that timber be trucked out for our benefit.
Let the Government open that road and the Indians will be benefited with that road [UM 57 Box 4 300
Projects].
Jim Kash Kash also believed that the tribes would benefit with improved access for all of the
community; however, due to justifiable distrust of the U.S. government and white people in general, Chief
Kash Kash needed Joseph Cunha’s commitment of the ROW in writing.
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I agree that we should have a road…We know that it is an easy matter to have Mr. Cun[h]a here and
tell the Indians that it is all right for the Indians to have this road, and that is all that is necessary today,
to hear from him to give that right-of-way, as the Indians themselves have not heard from Mr. Cun[h]a
make this statement. For the reason that any damage should be requested by Mr. Cun[h]a for those
things should be sealed here, now and then. It is hard for an Indian, or personally, I could not take a
white man’s word, unless it is down in writing, then I would know what to go on. Whenever we would
receive a statement concerning any deal with the white people we always took for granted that they
were truthful, but later we found that they had changed the meaning of things. The white people have
taken all our lands from us, and we have just a little left…I know that if it is necessary we can take that
road in case of war, so that in the event one road is blocked we can take the other road in case of war.
We can make many uses of this road. We need more roads on this reservation to use in case the enemy
comes after us, and many other purposes. I ask you Committeemen to approve of these projects as has
been requested. We will never go over these roads by horses and wagon as in days gone by. We will
resort to the modern methods of transportation, and we can use the roads in case of sickness to transport
each other back and forth, so that the roads will be passable for everyone on the reservation. It used to
take me three weeks from here to Pocatello when I used to hunt for buffalo, and you can make that trip
in less than a day now [UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects].
Kash Kash further believed that the project was a benefit to all of the Indians as most traveled by car and
this road had good spring water near it. He believed that he was the only one accessing the Johnson Lands
by horseback (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects).
To ease the Business Committee’s concerns, Superintendent Roe Cloud proposed having Cunha come
to the reservation and sign the ROW papers (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). Apparently support was gathered
for the truck trail and the project was approved as Superintendent Roe Cloud stated in the meeting minutes,
“Now everyone approves of that and we will go on to another one” (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects).
On March 10, 1940, an easement was signed by Joseph Cunha and Alfred F. Cunha but the agreement
incorrectly included the statement “and the right to the use of said entire roadway is hereby reserved to the
Grantor, his heirs and assigns” (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). This document was sent to
Acting Regional Forester Patrie for review who identified the error and provided recommended language
as Cunha “expressed himself as willing to grant the right of way, provided they could still maintain a gate
at the entrance to their property, bearing a Government sign designating the truck trail as a private road,
and restricting its use” (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). A revised ROW agreement was signed
by both Joseph and Alfred Cunha on June 14, 1940 for “a right of way on and across the following described
lands for the opening and establishing of a roadway, which roadway shall be built in the years 1940 and
1941 and to be used solely for the purposes of fire patrol, Administrative purposes and for use of Indians
in reaching his tribal lands. That said land is Sections 29, 28, 21, 22, 27, 35 in Township 1S Range 34E,
W.M.” (UM 57 Box 1 Easements; Appendix P).
Once the truck trail was approved, a work plan was written on March 12, 1940 and submitted for the
upcoming work season. In that plan, construction was budgeted for $5,000 and was proposed to begin
from a point where the county road ends at what is known as the Cunha Stock Ranch headquarters and
extending 25,000 ft. along the South [F]ork McKay Creek and up Johnson Creek and Little Johnson
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Creek to the North boundary of the Tribal Area. The following year 1942 we wish to continue this trail
on up through the reservation along Little Johnson for 17,600 feet to East boundary and thence 5,225
ft. to the junction of proposed Cold Springs Truck Trail. This makes total of 47,825 ft. or a small
fraction over 9 miles [UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects].
It was estimated that the work would take 12 person-months per mile, for a total of 110 person-months, to
clear and burn the entire nine mile ROW. The work would be conducted in the winter as this was the period
when the men needed the work (UM 57 Box 5 Working Plans 1938-1943).
The Umatilla Agency CCC-ID was anxious to get started on the truck trail; however the project was
not yet approved by the Office of Indian Affairs since they had not received the appropriate plan and profile
drawings. On January 29, 1941 Superintendent Roe Cloud wrote Production Coordinating Officer Lenzie
requesting approval to begin clearing the ROW while CCC-ID personnel worked on the drawings. At that
time the CCC-ID had applications for 42 men to work on the project and the truck trail had been staked out
and compass readings gathered at each station (UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail).
The truck trail would be engineered for sustained grades of six to seven percent with a maximum grade
of 12 or 15 percent. The ROW was to be cleared for a width of 20 feet, with a roadway width of 12 feet,
from Cunha’s Gate to the Junction with the Cold Spring Truck Trail (Figure 61; UM 57 Box 1 46 Cold
Springs Truck Trail; UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail). This is from Station 0 to Station 27,700
(UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail). Patrie responded the following day authorizing the clearing
of the ROW prior to the approval of the drawings so long as the work adhered to the plan submitted on
August 28, 1940 (UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail).
Work on the Johnson Creek Truck Trail commenced on February 1, 1941. As early as February 6,
1941 there is reference to a camp being established for the CCC-ID enrollees at the flat landform located at
the junction of Johnson, Bassey and McKay creeks; this was the location of the Cunha spring sheep bedding
ground headquarters (UM 57 Box 1 District Reports; OHP439). This camp may have been utilized for
other Johnson Lands projects prior to the work on the truck trail. At the camp, Andrew Allen was appointed
temporary mayor and he named the “town” Eatonville after CCC-ID Foreman Eaton (NT, 6 February
1941:4). Mayor Allen appointed Gene Lavadour as Town Marshall and Aaron Minthorn as Health
Inspector (NT, 13 February 1941:5). Sol Webb was elected Justice of the Peace Officer; a narrow victory
over Frank Reed (NT, 20 February 1941:4). Shortly after the election, the three exercised their authority
by arresting Eatonville residents Jack Hart and John Spencer for operating card games without a city license.
Apparently the two were poorly defended by Court Lawyer Bruce McKay as they were sentenced to the
wood pile for ten days (NT, 20 February 1941:4). Also noted as living in Eatonville were Arnold Lavadour
(NT, 27 February 1941:4), Sherman Alexander (NT, 27 March 1941c:4), Joe Thompson (NT, 3 April
1941b:5) and Joe WildBill (NT, 24 April 1941:5). Camaraderie was high in camp and the men of Eatonville
challenged the Bathhouse CCC-ID crew to a war dance (NT, 20 February 1941:4). As Eatonville was
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located where three creeks come together, water was abundant and as early as March 1941 the residents
hoped that funds could be used for a flood control project (NT, 6 March 1941:4). Former CCC-ID enrollee
Herb Ghangraw recounted the camp along Johnson Creek as “the worst one in the nation. They never had
no cook house. You had old box tents, your own, and did your own cooking. It wasn’t like the others
where you had dining halls and tents and beds” (Hampson 1998:11).
Oral histories indicate that Eatonville was a prominent location in tribal culture. Here tribal members
would camp and use the Cunha cabins for extended periods of time, conducting wild horse Round-Ups in
the Johnson Lands and corralling them at Cunha Headquarters—sometimes referred to as ‘Pony
Headquarters’ (OHP473; OHP11; OHP259). Then tribal members would move up Big Johnson Creek
where there was another corral (OHP11). Other tribal members worked for the Cunha Brothers (OHP53).
Here there were large orchards where tribal members would stop and glean apples, plums, or pears
depending on the time of year (OHP440; OHP382). Until access was cut off to the Johnson Creek Truck
Trail, tribal members continued to stop at Eatonville on the way to and from their hunts. The location of
Cunha Headquarters/Eatonville is on private land behind locked gates so it is unclear if above ground or
archaeological evidence still exists regarding is use.
The truck trail began along McKay Creek at the Cunha gate and headed up Big Johnson and Little
Johnson creeks (UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail). Under the 1941 work plan, $5,100 was
allocated. Later documents provide figures of $5,000 and $5,400 (UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek Truck
Trail). By June 30, 1941, 2,065 person-days had been expended on the project for a total cost of $5,689.82
(UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). By July 5 the brush had been cleared from five miles of the ROW, the stumps
shot to Station 193 and the truck trail graded to Station 99 with the exception of one channel change (UM
57 Box 1 46 Cold Springs Truck Trail). By September 9 the truck trail had been graded from the north
terminus of the project at the Cunha property to the junction of Big and Little Johnson creeks, a distance of
20,200 feet (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1941-1942). Vegetation had been removed for an additional
10,800 feet leaving 16,337 feet to be cleared of brush and timber on the almost nine mile long truck trail.
The majority of this work was on alienated lands with approximately one-half mile on tribal lands (PAO
43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1941-1942).
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Figure 61. Location of the Johnson Creek Truck Trail in red trending from northwest to southeast where it
intersects with the red line of the north-south running Cold Springs Truck Trail, also in red. Reproduced at
the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 5 Working Plans 1941).
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An October 17, 1941 letter indicates that most of the funds allocated were used for clearing the ROW
even though the formal engineering drawings had not yet been completed (UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek
Truck Trail). Two enrollees worked on surveying the 47,825-foot truck trail and creating the plan and
profile drawings, but a request was made to allow other enrollees to continue to clear additional ROW while
the survey work was being conducted. None of the culverts or cattle guards were being constructed at this
time (UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail). On October 22, 1941 authorization was given to
continue with the clearing of the ROW (UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail). “About 400 man
days were used in the lower portions of the roadwork. Three were used on the survey crew, 2 dynamiting
stumps and 4 were used in assisting the tractor in pulling the stumps and the rest of the men slashed and cut
timber off of the right of way” (UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail). Those surveying needed to
“take the levels for cross section and all of the data in the field while the weather is good and we hope to
have all of the notes drawn up for the entire right of way by November 15” 1941 (UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson
Creek Truck Trail).
Discussions had begun as early as December 1940 regarding acquiring plans for building a sleeping
trailer (Figure 62; UM 57 Box 1 340 CCC-ID Fiscal Years). Finally, on November 14, 1941, the Umatilla
Agency received specifications for a trailer sleeping car and on November 18, 1941, $81.10 of lumber and
supplies were purchased from the Oregon Lumber Yard to construct the trailer for the enrollees working in
the Johnson Lands (UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail). When snowy conditions on November
21, 1941 forced the enrollees to move their camp down to lower elevations, an additional three-quarters of
a mile of truck trail had been cleared of vegetation (UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail; NT, 19
November 1941:2). The camp at the lower elevation could still be accessed by vehicle.
By November 25, 1941 the CCC-ID had begun construction on the portable sleeping trailer which was
“to be used as sleeping quarters for enrollees working in the lower Johnson Creek area during the coming
winter months. The plans we are using to construct the trailer house calls for eight spring cots”; however
as the Agency had no cots, a request was made to Production Coordinating Officer Lenzie for 16 cots for
two bunkhouses (PAO 43 Box 1303 General Correspondence). Lenzie directed Roe Cloud to request such
cots from the Warm Springs Agency (PAO 43 Box 1303 General Correspondence). The image below is of
the Klamath Agency CCC-ID with a sleeping trailer which they had constructed. Umatilla Agency CCCID most likely constructed their trailer from the same blueprints.
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Figure 62. Image of trailer constructed by CCC-ID enrollees at Klamath Agency (BIA 1940:34).
By February 13, 1942 14 enrollees were improving one-half mile of county road approximately five
miles below (north of) Eatonville, in order to improve access to the CCC-ID camp. This was likely County
Road 639. The enrollees were gathering rock from the sides of the county road at rock slides, shoveling it
into either the CCC-ID or county dump truck, and using the rock to fill mud holes (UM 57 Box 1 District
Office Reports). Others were working on the Johnson Creek Truck Trail including two enrollees running
survey levels, three enrollees removing vegetation in the ROW, two enrollees blasting stumps, and one
enrollee gathering poles for the fence (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports). A former CCC-ID enrollee
stated that you could not handle explosives unless you completed a one-day explosive’s handling class
(OHP506). Then you were considered a powder monkey; “We handled dynamite for years. We used to
blow stumps over in McKay Creek” (OHP506).
The Nik-Ya-Wy-Ma Tahm-Tine newsletter indicates that by the end of February, the benefits of the
Johnson Creek Truck Trail project were being felt by the community as forty men were employed; however,
some of these enrollees could have been working on other projects such as the July Grounds (NT, 27
February 1941:1). Individuals called out by name in the newsletter as involved with Eatonville include Lee
Parr, who must have been working on a number of creek crossings as “He has been practicing on footlogs
across Johnson Creek all week” (NT, 20 February 1941:4); John Spencer, who had an incident where he
cut his foot while cutting slash at Eatonville (NT, 27 March 1941c:4); and Joe Thompson who fell into
Johnson Creek while working at Eatonville (NT, 3 April 1941b:5). By the first week in March 1941 Andrew
Allen had “moved up to Johnson Creek” and declared that he would resign as Mayor of Eatonville (NT, 6
March 1941:4). By April, Joe Wild Bill was Mayor of Eatonville (NT, 17 April 1941:4) and by June 19,
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1941 Allen and Johnson Chapman were residing at Buckhorn Cabin in the Johnson Lands, likely hunting
or fishing and not working as CCC-ID enrollees (NT, 19 June 1941a:2).
By early March 1942 the enrollees had completed the construction of the portable 4-man sleeping
trailer. The rest of the enrollees utilized Cunha’s sheep herder’s cabin as a bunk house which allowed
everybody to have shelter and tents were not needed. The Umatilla National Forest also had loaned the
enrollees a portable kitchen trailer (UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports).
Although it is outside the realm of expectation to find a bachelor’s camp kept in the apple pie order of
an organized boarding camp, the boys were doing a pretty good job at Eatonville, as they call their
camp. Some of the enrollees pool their resources in the purchase of groceries while others buy singly
and cook in the same manner. The practice is to drive the CCC-ID truck with all of the enrollees
working on the project to the Agency each Friday evening after work and pick them up at the Agency
along with their groceries each Monday morning and drive back to the job. In this way, a minimum of
batching is required. Even at that, the men would very much prefer to have a regular cook and inquired
if it could not be arranged. It was pointed out to the men, the Assistant Leader in particular, that since
the facilities of a boarding camp were not now nor apt to be available and also due to the small number
of enrollees it was very doubtful if a regular boarding camp could be set up. Naturally, the enrollees,
most of whom are family men, would much prefer to have work near the Agency, particularly in the
winter, in order to live at home [UM 57 Box 1 District Office Reports].
For the 1942 work season, construction was planned to continue “on up through the reservation along
Little Johnson Creek for 17,600 feet to the East boundary and thence on 5,225 ft. to the junction of the
proposed Cold Springs Truck Trail. This makes a total of 47,825 ft. or a small faction over 9 miles” (UM
57 Box 4 300 Projects). The continued work on the Johnson Creek Truck Trail must have been questioned
by the Office of Indian Affairs because there is a March 18, 1942 letter where Superintendent Roe Cloud
advocated for continued funding. Roe Cloud further provided the Commissioner of Indian Affairs reasons
why it was important to complete the Johnson Creek Truck Trail project.
Our major project 202-47-42 Little Johnson Creek Truck Trail is of prime importance in the fire
protection of the timber on the Johnson Creek Tribal area. It also provides a short cut of 11 miles from
Pendleton, site of the Umatilla National Forest Warehouses, to several thousand acres of timber near
the head waters of Johnson Creek. Furthermore this road is almost directly under the route of the United
Air Lines toward Salt Lake and this canyon road is the only one open to the western foothills of the
Blue Mountains during the winter months. This road would be important in getting to a Bomber
crackup which might happen in going east over these mountains when insufficient altitude was attained
by the plane. With the Air Base here in Pendleton and at Boise, Idaho, there is always a possibility of
an airplane crash in these mountains. An airfield known as the Steen Flyway is located on alienated
land within the Umatilla reservation approximately one-quarter mile south of highway 30 and 3 miles
east of Pendleton…This field has also been designated for the use of civilian pilot training program
under Government supervision. There are 35 students now taking the course which will give them their
preliminary training before their induction into the Air Corps [UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects].
By June 25, 1942 the truck trail was constructed from its junction with the county road, east and south
for 19,450 feet to the confluence of Johnson and Little Johnson creeks (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects).
Vegetation was cleared for the next 5,000 feet to the tribal boundary but a shortage of funds and available
labor prevented the truck trail from being completed to the tribal boundary in 1942; the men were either
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needed to harvest crops or, due to war conditions, were needed on local defense projects (UM 57 Box 4
300 Projects; PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1943). Therefore, Roe Cloud put in a request for an
additional $2,000 ($250 for gas and oil and incidentals, $250 personnel and $1,500 for enrollee wages) to
complete the truck trail to the tribal boundary under the 1943 work plan, stressing that it was vital for fire
protection (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). The 1943 work plan called for the completion of the truck trail
from the junction of Little and Big Johnson Creek to the junction of this trail with the Cold Springs
Truck Trail for a distance of 28,716 feet. 13,330 feet of this proposed truck trail have already been
slashed. We hope to have 19,450 feet completed this fiscal year. This truck trail 48,166 feet in length
is directly underneath the radio beam of the United Air Lines to the summit of the Blue Mountains and
will possibly give access to grounded army aircraft during winter months as this air route is much used
at the present time for military purposes [Figure 63; PAO 43 Box 1303].
It is unclear how much progress was made before all efforts turned toward the war.
Archaeological or built environment features that associated with the Johnson Creek Truck Trail which
may be visible on the landscape include road beds, linear corridors devoid of large trees and stumps, an
engineered ditch, culverts, cattleguards, and automotive parts or refuse from use of the truck trail.
Throughout the Northwest traditional CCC camps began to shut down in 1941 as the U.S. government
was focusing resources on war efforts including the development of war industries and national defense
training, and those suitably trained moved into the private sector or defense jobs. The nearby Stanfield
CCC camp was one of the 250 camps directed to close by June 30, 1941 (EO, 31 May 1941:1). In Oregon
alone, 2,700 workers were to be removed from WPA projects (EO, 26 June 1941:6). The last regular CCC
camp on the Umatilla National Forest closed in October 1941 and agreed to transfer some of their
firefighting equipment to Umatilla Agency as the Forest Service was concerned with fire control (PAO 43
Box 1303 Working Plans 1941-1942). Shortly thereafter, on August 30, 1941, the Umatilla Agency
received notice from CCC-ID Director Murphy to withdraw all CCC-ID activities from Umatilla Agency
effective October 31, 1941 unless objections were received due to drastic cuts in funds (PAO 43 Box 1303
Working Plans 1941-1942). Roe Cloud objected and provided a variety of reasons as to why the program
needed to continue. These included the need for wages as the annual income of tribal members remained
exceeding low, the need for fire suppression activities as the Agency depended on the lookout tower, and
the urgent need to complete the Johnson Creek and Cold Springs Truck Trails because of their critical
importance for fire protection (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1941-1942). Roe Cloud prioritized the
CCC-ID projects and requested an extension of the CCC-ID program as originally authorized (PAO 43 Box
1303 Working Plans 1941-1942). On September 29 Roe Cloud received authorization to carry out the work
plan as originally approved (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1941-1942).
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Figure 63. View of improvements in Johnson Lands in the 1943 work plan. Blue line is the proposed
Johnson Creek Truck Trail and the orange line is the Cold Springs Truck Trail and the Indian Trail Road.
Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1943; UM 57 Box 5
Working Plans 1943).
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That said, changes due to war preparations were felt. Concerns for national safety and national defense
measures began to infiltrate the program. Guidance was given that all work programs should both aid in
war work construction and protection of the nation’s resources (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 19411942). Completing the Cold Springs and Johnson Creek Truck Trails for fire suppression was now more
important than ever as there was the perceived threat of incendiary bombs and sabotage (PAO 43 Box 1303
Working Plans 1941-1942). One west coast Congressman proposed to “utilize 83 CCC camps in California,
Washington, Oregon and Arizona as bases from which to fight forest fires and prevent sabotage in the
forests” because if the forests were attacked, there were inadequate resources to deal with the situation (EO,
12 March 1942:1).
Various national defense training programs were offered at Chemawa for fit and able men between the
ages of 18 and 60. They predicted that the west coast national ship building program would need more than
twenty thousand welders (NT, 9 October 1941:2). By June 1941 many tribal men had left the CCC-ID to
be employed in the private sector and lumber camps. These included Art Motanic, Johnnie Spencer, Jack
Sampson, and Earl Farrow and Jack Abraham (NT, 19 June 1941c:3). The local newsletter strongly urged
participants to continue with the CCC-ID program as “Karl Eaton, your foreman, says that there is plenty
of work for many months ahead and we at Umatilla need not get the jitters over this situation” (NT, 5 June
1941a:2). By 1942 Works Progress Administration projects statewide were solely focused on national
defense and there was no labor for other projects with all available men working in the war industries (EO,
16 April 1942:1). In 1941 and 1942, tribal men from both on and off reservation were enlisting and leaving
for war both.
The Indians of this section of the Pacific northwest as a whole are pitching into the war effort with the
fullest of cooperation. Some have enlisted, some have gone into the service via selective service
channels, and others are preparing to go to the defense of Old Glory. And the young men of the tribes
are not leaving without proper attention either. Early this week Mr. and Mrs. Louis McFarland were
host and hostess at a dance in the community hall honoring Francis Shippentower and Michael Pierce,
recent enlistments in the U.S. army who are cousins of Mrs. McFarland. Three Halfmoons are in the
service, David and French, sons of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Halfmoon, and Joe Halfmoon, of another family.
Others include Bruce McKay and Derber Williams, draftees, and Tom Sheoships, now serving in
Alaska. Tay Conner and Joe Johnson are to leave in the near future. These are only a few of the names
of the Indians of this area fighting for Uncle Sam—and scores of others are in defense jobs, including
some at the local airbase. All are buying defense bonds, too, and the women are doing their part as
well as the men. Victory gardens are another phase of the effort. When the Indians lined up at the
Mission agency last week to register for the selective service, there were no downcast gazes—the
prevailing sentiment was that they would go quickly and eagerly wherever Uncle Sam wanted them to
go. War drums will sound at the Umatilla Indian reservation Saturday when a war dance will be held
at Mission honoring George Washington’s birthday and also the Indian boys in the military services.
Sponsoring the dance is a committee, with George Spino in charge [EO, 20 February 1942:1].
In June 1942 both the House and Senate eliminated funding for the CCC and CCC-ID as the war took
precedent.
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The Johnson Lands projects outlined above were undertaken between 1937 and 1942. Research
demonstrates that on the ground improvements were constructed; however, it is not clear if the Johnson
Creek Truck Trail was finished all of the way to the Cold Springs Truck Trail. The Johnson Creek Truck
Trail, including a few log bridges, was completed through the tribal lands and was being maintained by the
BIA Roads Department. Tribal members today believe that the CCC-ID “must of done a hell of a job cause
them roads up Johnson Creek are still there. They are better than some of the ones they build now”
(OHP439). For a period of time, the road was maintained by tractors pulling road graders (OHP440).
Flooding in the 1960s, likely the 1964 flood event, washed out the bridges and they were not replaced
(OHP410; OHP4448). “Yeah, that is the way we used to go...they had road down the Johnson Creek,
McKay all of the way up. And then it got all washed out and then they had no more road. That big flat
washed the road all up (OHP54).
As noted above, Eatonville was established as a camp for the enrollees working in the Johnson Lands.
It was located at the Cunha Headquarters, a location prominent in tribal culture. Here, before and after the
events of the CCC-ID, tribal members would camp and use the Cunha cabins for extended periods of time.
Cunha was a friend to the Indians letting tribal members camp on the property. One tribal member recalls
that Cunha was a friend of her fathers and they would stop and camp at his place on the way to John Day.
Cunha “would visit and he would ask dad if we needed anything and he would always help us with flour
and sugar; just give it to us. He would say he just got back from town; you can add sugar and flour to
your…and he would help us” (OHP52). Even after she got married this elder returned to camp at Cunha
Headquarters (OHP52). Others would round up wild horses in the Johnson Lands and corral them at Cunha
Headquarters (OHP473; OHP11; OHP259). Wild horse Round-Ups continued in full force until World
War II when all of the young men were in the service (OHP11). Others would gather at Eatonville and
prepare themselves for life’s activities—preparing for religious ceremonies, preparing for the next life,
preparing to hunt and gather the necessary food for subsistence to get them through the year (OHP469).
This incorporated use of a sweathouse (OHP202). This place is significant and there is a tribal song that
the old singers sang called “Eatonville” (OHP469). This location is called patátuy ɨníit or fir bough house,
which refers to the long tent created from fir boughs at the camp (OHP53; OHP471; Hunn et al. 2015).
Eatonville was on the way to the Picnic Grounds and many stopped here to camp en route. Before the road
closed, tribal members were aware that this area was being looted (OHP12).
CCC-ID projects in the Johnson Lands which may still be visible today include the fences, spring
developments, truck trails, lookout tower, and improvements to the picnic grounds including the fire places,
incinerators, and picnic tables. The next chapter discusses efforts made to locate these improvements.
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Chapter 5: Results of Fieldwork in the Johnson Lands and Associated Research
Historic Maps of the Johnson Lands
The Johnson Lands have been traditional lands of the Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and Walúulapam
since time immemorial. The Johnson Lands were secured as part of the Umatilla Indian Reservation in the
Treaty of 1855, or so the tribes thought until the U.S. government diminished the reservation in 1888.
Through the 1940 Order of Restoration, the Johnson Lands again became part of the reservation. CCC-ID
projects undertaken in the Johnson Lands were primarily in Township 2 South, Ranges 34 and 35 East,
Willamette Meridian (WM); however, the Johnson Creek Truck Trail extended off tribal lands onto private
lands within Township 1 South, Range 34 East, WM.
After the Umatilla Indian Reservation was allotted, the government began auctioning off the surplus
lands in 1891. Property not sold was primarily in the mountainous areas and included the Johnson Lands.
After allotment and diminishment of the reservation, these lands were left ungoverned and squatters moved
in. Indian Agent Crawford (1893) indicated that wherever a piece of earth could be tilled in the three
Townships no longer part of the reservation, squatters moved in, timber was harvested and fences were
constructed.
General Land Office (GLO) land patent information does not contain legal land patents for any
settlements in Sections 1, 2, 11, 12, 13, and 14, of Township 2 South, Range 34 East, WM, or for those
portions on the Umatilla Indian Reservation in Section 7 and 18 of Township 2 South, Range 35 East, WM
(BLM n.d.c). That said, the GLO cadastral plat maps of lands surveyed in 1918 show L.S. Kidd with a
structure in Section 1, J.E. Beers with a structure in Section 11, and M.W. Mathis spring in Section 13, all
within the Johnson Lands (Figure 64). Moreover, the access route shown in Township 2 South, Range 35
East, WM toward Mathis Spring and the Beers’ homestead is labeled “Kamela to Settlements.” No cultural
features are shown on the 1914 Ogle (1914) map of Umatilla County. Only a trail is shown on the 1932
Metsker (1932) map of the Johnson Lands which is likely the Johnson Creek Indian Trail. It entered the
Johnson Lands in Section 13, Township 2 South, Range 34 East, WM from the east. No other cultural
features are shown on either map and therefore the maps not included in this document.
Oral histories indicate that once the Johnson Lands were restored, settlers were removed and their
homesteads left behind. “When those squatters came up to Johnson Ridge, I think they built most of those
cabins” (OHP448). This includes cabins west of the Lookout Tower in the area of the Picnic Grounds
(previously documented homestead site 2S.34E.13/01), Mathis homestead (2S.34.13/02), and Buckhorn
homestead (2S.34E.13/07). These structures were later used by tribal members when camping, hunting,
and gathering in the area. “Amy Webb used to go up there every year in July. The men would hunt and
she would dry meat. Was the last person to go up to Johnson to do that in the cabin by the tower—just
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across the road. That’s where her family stayed. She did it the old way. Used to dry a lot of meat”
(OHP448).

Cap Kidd Homestead

Mathis Spring

Figure 64. A portion of GLO map of Township 2 South, Range 34 East, WM (left) surveyed in 1917 and
accepted in 1918 and a portion of GLO map of Township 2 South, Range 35 East, WM (right) surveyed in
1917 and accepted in 1918. On file with the BLM (BLM n.d.d; BLM n.d.e).
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Fieldwork Results by Project
Fieldwork efforts were undertaken to see if surface and above-ground archaeological and built
environment evidence of the CCC-ID projects could be located in the Johnson Lands. Locating and
recording CCC-ID resources will assist in future management of the Johnson Lands. Sites and isolated
forms were compiled as part of this project. The map of the resources identified is not included in this
document for confidentiality reasons. These data can be found on file at the CTUIR’s Tribal Historic
Preservation Office. UTMs are only provided for those features not formally documented on site or isolated
find forms. Photographs taken during the survey are presented in this report by roll number, followed by
frame number and the date the photograph was taken. The direction the photograph was taken is provided
in degrees. Magnetic north declination of the project area is approximately 19.5 degrees.
Surveying occurred on August 8, 12, 13, 17, 25, 29, and 31; September 1, 2, 3, 9, 11, 12, 14, and 22;
and October 10, 11, 14, 22, 23, and 25, 2015. The August 31 survey was aborted as tall grass on the access
road to the project area presented too great of fire danger. This area was surveyed later in the season.
Attempts to survey two spring developments were also unsuccessful on September 11 because the access
road to the project area had been fenced off by the adjacent private land owner. When I returned from the
field on September 11, I worked with the CTUIR’s Range, Agriculture and Forestry Program to request
access from the private landowner to cross the private lands to access tribal trust lands. Access was granted
and the survey occurred for the spring developments on September 22. Overall, results varied. The majority
of the project area had limited visibility, less than 5%, as the areas contained various grasses and forbs,
forest duff, and dense stands of black hawthorn (Crataegus douglasii) with an overstory predominately of
ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) with Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), western larch (Larix
occidentalis), and lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) mixed in. Game trails and rocky flats provided increased
visibility to native soils; however dense thickets of black hawthorn with their inch-long thorns near the
springs and seeps limited access. This might have impeded locating spring improvements or the improved
well in the Picnic Grounds.
The following is a discussion of the survey work that was undertaken to identify the CCC-ID projects
in the Johnson Lands (Figure 65). These data are presented by CCC-ID project number as designated in
the CCC-ID annual work plans. If the project occurred over multiple years, it was assigned a new number.
Therefore, projects detailed below may have more than one project number.
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Figure 65. General location of areas surveyed to look for evidence of CCC-ID projects in the Johnson
Lands. Base map courtesy of National Geographic Society.
Project 8: Forest Cleanup
No effort was made to determine if one could visually distinguish where the enrollees felled snags and
removed brush and rotten logs in the Johnson Lands. A portion of the forest clean-up was to have occurred
in the area of the Picnic Grounds. Survey was undertaken in the possible location of the Picnic Grounds to
look for evidence of the grounds (see Johnson Creek Picnic Grounds Access Road and Development
Projects 3, 4, 23, 25, 33 and 39 below for additional information).
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Project 9: Marking Boundaries; Project 16: Fencing East Boundary of Johnson Lands
Projects 9 and 16 are related and therefore discussed together. Project 9 included blazing and clearing
brush over four miles of the eastern boundary of the Johnson Lands in 1938 and 1939. No specific
information in the records could be found regarding blazing trees. Project 16 entailed constructing four
miles of 4-wire fence along the eastern boundary of the Johnson Lands presumably in the area blazed and
brushed under Project 9. Portions of fence already existed along a portion of this line but the fence was
down and rusted. The proposed fence was to use dead or seasoned split larch posts approximately 16 feet
apart. Some reports indicate that two strands of new wire were to be used with two strands of salvaged
barbed wire. Other reports indicate three strands of barbed wire was to be used with a pole in between. It
is likely that there was not enough salvageable barbed wire. At least seven gates were installed. The project
began in October 1938.
Two portions of the eastern boundary were surveyed on September 11, 14, and October 22, 2015 in
order to see if portions of the CCC-ID fence were visible (Figure 66). On September 11, from the entrance
to the tribal lands along Johnson Tower Road in Section 18, I surveyed northerly for approximately 430
meters down the eastern boundary fence to the breaks above the south fork of Little Johnson Creek. The
fence consisted of portions of original fence posts and wire interspersed with newer fence posts and wire
installed (Figures 67-68). No blaze marks were apparent. A boundary sign with the letters “BIA” was
observed nailed to a large ponderosa pine tree, four meters west of the fence at 383,715 meters east and
5,027,423 meters north (Figure 69). It appeared to be black spray paint on weathered plywood and based
on its style, did not appear to be over 50 years of age.
As it was clear that portions of the CCC-ID fence were present north of Johnson Tower Road, I checked
a couple of other locations but did not conduct systematic surveys of the boundary fence. On September
14 I returned to the east entrance to tribal lands along Johnson Tower Road. Here along the south side of
road is an “Entering Umatilla Indian Reservation” sign and a “Warning You are on Restricted Indian Land”
sign (Figure 81). I surveyed from Johnson Tower Road southerly along the eastern boundary fenceline for
approximately 425 meters to an east-west running fence. No blaze marks were observed along this section
of fence but segments which appeared to be CCC-ID fence were present. This included split larch fence
posts, often with lichen growing on them, rusted barbed wire, and barbed wire around large trees which the
cambium had grown over (Figures 70-71). At this fence intersection there is a corner fence jack where a
1917 General Land Office (GLO) marker is located and was recorded as site 2S.34E.18/02 (Figure 72-73).
Ground visibility on both segments was limited to less than 10% as the ground was covered in various
grasses and pine needles.
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Figure 66. Location of fence areas surveyed (blue) and signs (orange) and GLO markers (pink) observed.
Bassey Creek 1996 (west) and Meacham Lake 1983 (east), 7.5 minute USGS quadrangles. Red dashed lines
mark the quarter, quarter Section lines.

Barbed Wire

Figures 67 and 68. Left image is looking down the fenceline with old barbed wire at the base of the
ponderosa pine at 120° (15-080:15). 9/11/15. Right image is showing the cambium grown over the wire
located at 383,751 meters east and 5,027,510 meters north (UTM coordinates). View is at 28° (15-080:21).
9/11/15. Both images taken north of Johnson Tower Road.
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Figure 69. View at 322° of BIA sign on ponderosa pine, west of the boundary fence (15-080:25). 9/11/15

Cambium over post

Figures 70 and 71. Left image is at 62° of newer fence post in front of older fence post nailed to tree north
of Johnson Tower Road at 383,729 meters east and 5,027,449 meters north (15-080:19). 9/11/15. Right
image is at 24° of old fence south of Johnson Tower Road at 383,548 meters east and 5,027,014 meters
north. Note the tree had grown over the top of the fencepost before it was cut (15-082:25). 9/14/15
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GLO Marker

Figure 72 and 73. Left image is at 62°of corner fence jack south of Johnson Tower Road. The GLO marker
(2S.34E.18/02) is at the western base of the jack (15-082:18). 9/14/15. Right image is close-up of the 1917
marker (15-082:22). 9/14/15
On October 22, I entered the Johnson Lands in Section 7 of Township 2 South, Range 35 East, WM
through the north entrance using the Forest Service (FS) 2136-040 Road. The entrance to the tribal lands
is demarcated by a fence, corral and cattleguard located at approximately at 384,339 meters east and
5,029,287 meters north. Above the corral, west of the cattleguard on a large ponderosa pine tree is a
reservation boundary sign constructed of weathered plywood. The wood is spray painted yellow with the
words “No Trespassing” stenciled in black spray paint (Figure 74). The sign is approximately six feet off
the ground and approximately 5 inches tall by 22 ½ inches wide. It is similar in style to the BIA sign
discussed above and was not considered historic.

Figure 74. No trespassing sign at the north entrance along the east side of the Johnson Lands. View at
324° (15-096:53). 10/22/15
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From this point I surveyed southwesterly down the boundary fence for approximately 120 meters to the
breaks above the north fork of Little Johnson Creek. Segments of old fence and split larch fence posts were
observed, intermixed with new metal t-posts (Figures 75-76). As it appears that portions of the original
fence were intact and that the fence is a living and changing feature over time, no further survey work for
the fence occurred. Along this portion of fence I observed another 1917 GLO marker near a small
ponderosa pine tree (Figures 77-78). The location of this GLO marker may have to do with the Section
being irregular in shape. It was recorded as site 2S.35E.18/02. Once I surveyed back to the 2136-040 Road,
I walked approximately 20 meters northeasterly down the east boundary fence. No blaze marks were
observed.
On the north side of the road adjacent to the cattleguard at the entrance to the tribal lands appears to be
a historic boundary sign with the words “Umatilla Indian Reservation” carved into the wood. This sign is
on a post, over nine feet off of the ground, and measures approximately 3 feet wide and 9 inches tall. It
was recorded as site 2S.35E.7/3 (Figures 79-80). As the entrance sign observed at the boundary is likely
historic in nature, I returned to the entrance to tribal lands along Johnson Tower Road and looked more
closely at the existing signage. Based on the size and thickness, it appears that a similarly styled historic
boundary sign may be under the lowest piece of plywood posted on the ponderosa pine tree. No effort was
made to remove the piece of plywood. The sign underneath may be inscribed like the historic sign noted
above (Figures 81-82).

Figures 75 and 76. View of fenceline heading into the north fork Little Johnson Creek Drainage at 198°
(15-096:38). 10/22/15. View on right is example of split larch fencepost at 58° (15-096:46). Note the
fence staples. 10/22/15
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GLO Marker

Figures 77 and 78. Overview of 1917 GLO marker at 66° on left (15-096:38). Close-up of the marker on
the right (15-096:51). 10/22/15

Figures 79 and 80. View at 350° of the Umatilla Indian Reservation boundary sign at entrance to Johnson
Lands along the FS 2136-040 Road (15-096:55). 10/22/15. View on right is a close-up of the sign at 350°
(15-096:56). 10/22/15.
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Figures 81 and 82. View at 150° of reservation signs at the entrance to Johnson Lands along Johnson Tower
Road on south side of road (15-096:72). 10/22/15. View on the right is at 240° of the warning sign which
may have a historic sign underneath (15-096:71). 10/22/15
Project 48: Fencing North and West Boundary of the Johnson Lands
After fencing the eastern boundary, the CCC-ID enrollees constructed or reconstructed four miles of
fence along the north and west boundaries of the Johnson Lands. Construction included two new wires on
the top and bottom, and two old wires in between, each approximately 12 inches apart. At least six gates
and square rock cribs were installed.
As fire danger was exceedingly high, mountain bikes were used to access the north boundary of the
reservation on August 29, 2017. The two surveyors parked their vehicle on Johnson Tower Road and rode
bicycles along FS2136 and then FS2136-040 Road (portions of which are the Cold Springs Truck Trail) to
the reservation boundary (approximately 2 ¼ miles). Entering tribal lands, we biked passed Forks Tank,
skirted the headwaters of Salt Creek and continued down Baldy Ridge Road to the reservation boundary
fence on the north boundary of Section 1, Township 2 South, Range 34 East, WM (approximately 2 ¾
miles; Figure 83). The road down Baldy Ridge was covered in various grasses. The photographs below
show the north entrance to the Johnson Lands with private lands in the background beyond the gate (Figure
84). The eastern fence jack is located at 382,104 meters east and 5,031,311 meters north (Figure 85).
Examples of the fence are shown in both west and east directions with new and CCC-ID fence posts
included in the fenceline. The fence heading westerly drops down to Little Johnson Creek and the fence
heading easterly can be seen heading into Salt Creek and continuing up the ridge on the other side (Figures
86-87).
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Figure 83. Location of fence on the northern boundary surveyed on Baldy Ridge (pink) in relation to the
northern portion of the previously noted eastern boundary fence (blue) which was surveyed. Bassey Creek
1996 (west) and Meacham Lake 1983 (east), 7.5 minute USGS quadrangles.

Figures 84 and 85. View at 0° of fence along north boundary on Baldy Ridge (15-096:3). Close-up of
eastern fence jack at 10° (15-096:1). 8/29/15
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Figures 86 and 87. View on left is at 280° looking westerly down north fence boundary on Baldy Ridge
(15-096:4). View on right is looking at 88° down the north boundary fence (15-096:5). 8/29/15
Projects 19, 31, 35, 36: Johnson Lookout Tower; Project 32: Johnson Telephone Line
In order to help control wildfires in the Johnson Lands, the CCC-ID proposed a lookout tower. Prior
to work commencing on the steel tower, work began on the telephone line in the fall of 1939 to provide
communications to the tower. The line was extended from the existing Forest Service telephone line along
the Kamela-Flat Lake Forest Road to the Johnson Tower site and beyond “to an open view point outside of
the timber and just beyond the public picnic ground” (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW). The
0.103-inch copper, steel grounded telephone line was attached to existing trees along the Johnson Creek
Indian Trail Road (later Johnson Tower Road). When existing trees were not available, pine or larch poles
were placed along the road on which the telephone line was hung. In May 1940, the CCC-ID began
construction on an 82½-foot tall steel lookout tower with a cabin. Nearby an outhouse was constructed.
The enrollee staffing the tower lived in a wooden trailer house by the lookout tower and some of the fire
chasers lived nearby in tipis (OHP444).
The survey for the lookout tower included the surrounding area in order to look for evidence of the
sleeping trailer or tipi poles. The survey occurred on August 8, 2015 and additional days were spent at the
site obtaining photographs, GPS readings, and additional information (see Figures 65 and 103 for all areas
surveyed south of Johnson Tower Road). The tower site had been previously recorded and designated as
site 2S.35E.18/01 (Churchill 1984; Burney et al. 1994). Two individuals began transecting at the east
boundary and walking north-south transects beginning at the corral that is still in use at the reservation
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boundary. Once artifacts were located, the transect interval decreased to less than five meters. Ground
visibility was poor, approximately 5-10%, but remnants of a two–track road which is utilized by cattle
allowed visibility of native soil in the path. Elsewhere, various grasses and the pine needle duff covered

Little Johnson Cut-off Road

the ground surface. Three features and various artifacts were observed (Figure 88).
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Figure 88. Features and artifacts observed at the Johnson Tower Lookout site 2S.35E.18/01 in Section 18
on 2016 National Agriculture Imagery Program image. The reservation boundary is denoted in green.
The collapsed remains of the tower cabin as measured on the ground appears to be approximately 9 feet
(north-south) by 14 ½ feet (east–west) and would have stood approximately 8 feet 10 inches tall (Figure
89). The measurements were taken from the nearly complete but collapsed walls. On top of the collapsed
cabin structure were bed springs which measured approximately 53 by 74 inches. Twenty meters southeast
of the tower cabin were four foundation pillars for the tower and a concrete pad for the landing of the ladder
(Figures 90-91). The foundations varied in size from 20 to 23 inches on a side and each contained two 1inch diameter bolts projecting from the concrete for 4 or 5 inches. The concrete pad for the base of the
ladder measured 32 by 35 inches and was located inside the footprint of the four foundation pillars. There
did not appear to be any hardware to attach the ladder. Flat glass fragments were located approximately 3
meters east of the southeast pillar.
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The remnants of the outhouse were located westerly of the tower cabin. It measured 3 feet deep by 4
feet wide and 67 inches tall (Figure 92). It was constructed of 3 by ¾-inch shiplap siding with true 2 by 4inch boards for corners. Wire nails were used in the construction. The toilet platform with seat was still
visible in the collapsed structure and it appeared to be 18 ½ inches off the ground, 21 inches deep and 17
inches across.

Figure 89. View at 214° of remains of tower cabin. Note bed springs in the foreground (15-062:3). 8/8/15

Figures 90 and 91. View on left is at 90° at one of the four concrete foundations for the lookout tower (15062:8). View on right is at 150° of the concrete pad for the tower ladder (15-062:10). 8/8/15
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Throughout the tower site area were numerous food and beer cans, alcohol bottles, a Duraglas instant
vacuum packed coffee jar, wire, tobacco tins, and ½-inch diameter rebar. The Duraglas coffee jar had been
placed inside a large solder top can and was partially buried at the base of a tree. This jar was manufactured
by Owens-Illinois at plant number 20 (Oakland, California) and likely dates to 1944 (Lockhart and Hoenig
2015:9, 11). Three Owens-Illinois glass alcohol bottles were also observed. One brown Duraglas bottle,
manufactured at the Oakland, California plant, dates to 1946. A second brown bottle does not have the
diamond in the Owens-Illinois maker’s mark and therefore dates after 1954 (Lockhart and Hoenig 2015:3).
It was created at the Portland, Oregon plant which was in operation from 1956 to the present (Lockhart and
Hoenig 2015:7). The bottle has the number 7 and likely dates to either 1957 or 1967. The third bottle is a
clear ⅘‐quart bottle which dates to 1946 (Lockhart and Hoenig 2015:15). One square food tin had a
BRASIL maker’s mark (Figure 93). Additionally, one cone top Indian Head beer can was observed (Figure
94). It appears to be a low profile can but due to the flattened nature, it could be a high profile can. This
can likely dates between 1935 and 1955 (Rock 1993). As noted earlier, no artifacts were collected as part
of this project.

Figure 92. View at 50° of collapsed outhouse (15-062:3). 8/8/15
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Figures 93 and 94. Left image is the square food tin with lid with a BRASIL maker’s mark (15-062:31).
Right image is of an Indian Head Beer cone top can (15-062:28). 8/8/15
Evidence of the phone line that serviced the tower site was located. Surveys were conducted via the
vehicle along the off reservation portion of the project, driving very slow and looking at both sides of any
large trees along the road. Eleven insulators or wooden pegs were observed off-reservation in this manner
(Figure 95). This location corresponds to the Special Use Permit to install the telephone line (Figure 96).
On tribal lands, the area between the lookout tower and Mathis homestead was surveyed at a 20 meter
transect interval. Within this survey area on reservation, four insulators, one wooden peg, and two segments
of telephone wire were located (Figure 97).
On August 8, 2015 one brown donut ceramic insulator was located in a ponderosa pine tree on the south
side of Johnson Tower Road near the reservation boundary (Figure 98). This tree also contains the entrance
signs to the Johnson Lands and is located at 383,627 meters east and 5,027,245 meters north. One wooden
peg for an insulator is located in a Douglas fir tree approximately 17 meters west of the ponderosa pine tree
with the ceramic insulator (Figures 100). An additional brown ceramic insulator and approximately 30 feet
of ⅛-inch diameter telephone wire were observed on the ground along Johnson Tower Road west of the
tree with the wooden peg (Figure 99). This insulator measured 3 inches by 2 ¼ inches wide and 1 ½ inches
thick.
I returned on August 17 to gather GPS readings at the tower footings, tower cabin, outhouse, and
various artifacts. Efforts were also made to look for remnants of the telephone line along the FS2136 road
to the Johnson Lands as well as along Johnson Tower Road west of the tower to the area beyond the Picnic
Grounds, presumably to the open area around Mathis Spring where a homestead was once located. This
location is open and sits just above the breaks of Johnson Creek. Numerous insulators were identified on
the former Forest Service lands east of the Johnson Lands, hanging on wires in large trees on the south side
of Johnson Tower Road. All were brown donut ceramic insulators. The majority was attached to the north
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side of the trees but in a few cases the insulators were observed on the south side of the trees, away from
the road. In one case another wooden peg for an insulator was observed (Figure 101). GPS readings were
taken at each location on August 17. Subsequent visits to the Johnson Lands identified other insulators and
wire which were subsequently recorded via GPS.
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Figure 95. Location of insulators or wooden pegs for insulators (red) observed on the access road to the
Johnson Lands. The blue circle denotes telephone wire just inside the tribal boundary. Meacham Lake
1983 (north) and McIntyre Creek 1981 (south), 7.5 minute USGS quadrangles.
On August 25, 2015 on the way to survey a spring (discussed below), two isolated brown ceramic donut
insulators and one brown ceramic donut and 25 feet of wire were located west of the tower site, confirming
that the line did extend west beyond the tower. A single insulator was observed west of the tower site in a
tree along the south side of Johnson Tower Road. The telephone wire and one insulator were over 900
meters down the road west from the entrance to the tower site. The insulator was still in the tree but the
telephone wire was on the ground. At the west end of Johnson Tower Road, closest to the open area, an
additional insulator was observed still mounted in a tree. This is about 1400 meters west of the insulators
at the entrance to the Johnson Lands at the tower site and about 300 meters east of the old barn at Mathis
Spring. The telephone line did extend to an “open area.” The exact termination of the line remains unclear
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but is likely associated with the Mathis homestead. Additional insulators or segments of wire may be buried
along this corridor.

Figure 96. Map of the telephone line that serviced the Johnson Tower over Forest Service lands including
the interconnection with the Forest Service line. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57
Box 1 Easements).
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Figure 97. Location of insulators (red) and telephone wire (blue) observed on tribal lands. Meacham Lake
1983, 7.5 minute USGS quadrangle.
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Figures 98 and 99. View on left is at 248° of a brown ceramic insulator in the ponderosa pine at the entrance
to the Johnson Lands (15-066:1). 8/17/15. View on right is looking south at an insulator and approximately
30 feet of ⅛-inch wire, just south of Johnson Tower Road near the reservation boundary (15-082:37).
9/14/15

Figures 100 and 101. Close-up on left is of a wooden insulator peg at the entrance to Johnson Lands (15066:8). View on right is at 284° of a wooden peg along FS2136 to the Johnson Lands (15-066:18). 8/17/15.
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Projects 3, 4, 23, 25, 33, and 39: Johnson Creek Picnic Grounds Access Road and Development
In the fall of 1939, CCC-ID enrollees cleared brush, blasted stumps, and burned 4 ½ miles of the
Johnson Creek Indian Trail from the Forest Service Flat Lake Road to the Johnson Lands Picnic Grounds.
The Picnic Grounds were located along the Johnson Creek Indian Trail (later to be known as the Johnson
Tower Road after the construction of the lookout tower) within Section 13 of Township 2 South, Range 34
East, WM. A CCC-ID project map shows a tipi in the center of Section 13, likely denoting the Picnic
Grounds (Figure 48; UM 57 Box 2 47 Johnson Creek Truck Trail). After the CCC-ID cleared the vegetation
along Johnson Creek Indian Trail, the Forest Service graded the road (UM59 Box 1 Cost Report 19391940). Forest Service efforts likely occurred in late September or early October because on October 12,
1939 Superintendent Roe Cloud indicated that a road to the Picnic Grounds had “just been completed” and
more campers were expected as access was greatly improved (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW).
The 1883 GLO map of Township 2 South, Range 35 East, WM shows an Indian trail that later became
the Johnson Indian Trail Road and then the Johnson Tower Road (Figure 102). The GLO surveyors did
not compile data for the Umatilla Indian Reservation which is in the northwest portion of this Range. This
is indicated by the lack of information in the western portion of Section 18, which is on the reservation.
CCC-ID work on the Picnic Grounds included clearing out brush and rotten logs to reduce fire hazards
and create more areas to camp; constructing outhouses, incinerators, picnic tables, and camp stoves;
constructing a large pole structure for shade over the picnic tables; digging out an old well, rocking up its
walls, and installing a cover and pump so that it could be used for drinking water and to water horses; and
developing an additional spring located down a short truck trail through the forest to an abandoned
homestead. (UM 59 Box 1 Cost Report 1938; PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1938-1939; UM57 Box 4
39 Public Picnic Grounds). October 1939 records indicate that two proposed spring developments for the
Picnic Grounds were to be walled up with concrete, covered with a wooden platform, and the water piped
through a galvanized pipe to five hewn log troughs at one spring and to three hewn troughs at the other.
Oral history data indicates that two springs were used at the picnic grounds: “there was one covered and
the other is open. The people carried water from the covered spring and used the other for sweat baths.
The water from those springs flowed on down the canyon into Johnson Creek” (Halfmoon 1990:3).
Between the two springs was a large log barn where campers could leave their horses (Halfmoon 2002:1).
In 2015 surveys to look for evidence of the Picnic Grounds were conducted over a number of days with
approximately 320 acres surveyed (Figure 103). As indicated above, a CCC-ID project map shows the
Picnic Grounds in the middle of Section 13 but due to the scale of the map, I did not consider this an
accurate depiction of the location of the Picnic Grounds. I felt that the grounds could be anywhere in that
Section. Additionally, one of the Cultural Resources Protection Program staff remembers visiting the
Johnson Lands in 1994 prior to a timber sale and seeing tipi poles leaning in trees on both sides of Johnson
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Tower Road (personal communication October 14, 2015). In 2015, known features looked for included
remnants of the picnic shelter, incinerators, picnic tables, tipi poles, spring developments, and the well.

Figure 102. The off-reservation portion of the GLO map surveyed in 1882 and accepted in 1883 of
Township 2 South, Range 35 East, WM showing the Indian Trail that will become a road (BLM n.d.f).
The area surveyed generally included from Johnson Tower Road south to the fence which divides
Range Units 15 and 16; and between the eastern reservation boundary, west to Mathis Spring. At the west
end of this survey area, transects were walked south of the Range Unit fence. On the north side of Johnson
Tower Road, east-west transects were walked from the eastern reservation boundary to the Little Johnson
Cut-off Road, working from the Johnson Tower Road to the north. Additional survey work in the area
between Little Johnson Cut-Off Road and the road to Buckhorn Cabin was conducted with the Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) when they conducted an archaeological survey for the CTUIR
Range, Agriculture and Forestry Program project. I briefed the NRCS staff on what to look for regarding
evidence of the Picnic Grounds prior to the start of the survey. I also surveyed two transects on either side
of Johnson Tower Road from Mathis Spring north along the east side of the road to Buckhorn Cabin, and
two transects on the north side of the road between Buckhorn Cabin and Johnson Tower Road. The first
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transect was 3 to 5 meters off of the road and the return transect was 20 meters away from the first. Then,
the area on the west side of Johnson Tower Road, north of Mathis Spring, was surveyed back to Mathis
Spring. Again, ground surface visibility was limited to less than 5% with native soils only visible in game
trails, two-track roads, or in open rocky flats.
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Figure 103. Area surveyed is indicated by hatching on Bassey Creek USGS 7.5 minute quadrangle (1996)
west; and Meacham Lake USGS 7.5 minute quadrangle (1983) east.
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The survey identified cultural resource sites and artifacts, some of which are consistent with the
development and use of the Picnic Grounds and access road improvements. Resources associated with
improvements of the Johnson Creek Indian Trail Road include the two wooden (likely Douglas fir) stave
pipe culverts fitted together in a tongue and groove configuration.

A metal band or iron hoop

circumnavigates the exposed or butted ends to increase the longevity of the shape of the pipes. Both pipe
culverts are of similar construction indicating that they likely were installed during the same timeframe.
These culverts may have been installed when the road was built in the fall of 1939; however, they could
have been installed later. Culverts were shown on design plans for the Cold Springs Truck Trail indicating
that the CCC-ID installed such features.
The first of two wooden stave pipe culverts is located at an unnamed spring which flows across Johnson
Tower Road and was designated site 2S.34E.13/16 (Figures 104-105). The wooden culvert has a diameter
of approximately 21 ¼ inches. The wooden boards used in its construction are each 2 ¾ to 3 inches wide
with a ½-inch tongue which is inset ½-inch into the groove in the adjacent board. The boards are 1 ½ to 1
¾ inches thick. A metal band encircles the wooden boards 11 ½ inches from the ends of the boards. The
metal ring has a lip ½-inch from the end of the metal ring which is 1 ⅜ inches tall. The culvert is visible
on the south side of Johnson Tower Road but is not visible on the north side as this side is buried under
sediments.

Figures 104 and 105. View on left is at 250° of a wooden culvert 2S.34E.13/16 in the Johnson Tower Road
(15-062:37). Close-up on right is of culvert construction (15-062:36). 8/8/15
The second wooden stave pipe culvert is located farther west along Johnson Tower Road and was
designated site 2S.34E.13/17 (Figures 106-108). This culvert is 21 inches in diameter and large rock has
been placed on top of it. The rock covers an area 4 feet wide on the west side of the road and an area 7 feet
wide on the east side of the road. The culvert boards are generally 1 ¾ inches thick and 2 ¾ to 3 inches
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wide with a ½-inch tongue which is inset ½-inch into the groove in the next board. This culvert is partially
open and still transports water. It is located in the shallow headwaters of an unnamed drainage which feeds
Johnson Creek north of Mathis Spring.

Figure 106. View at 282° of the east side of wooden culvert 2S.34E.13/17 in Johnson Tower Road (15097:29). 10/23/15

Figures 107 and 108. Left image is close-up of the culvert shown above (15-097:33). View on right is the
portion of the culvert exposed on the west side of the road at 132°. (15-097:24) 10/23/15
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Artifacts and sites identified while surveying for the Picnic Grounds were observed in close proximity
to the two-track roads located in Section 13. There are three sections of two-track primitive roads in the
area south of Johnson Tower Road. One road leads from the lookout tower southwesterly to previously
documented historic homestead site 2S.34E.13/01. The next segment of road takes off from Johnson Tower
Road directly across from the Little Johnson Creek Cut-off Road. This two-track also heads southwesterly
to 2S.34E.13/01. The third segment is west of the above roads and emanates from the Johnson Tower Road
and heads due south to 2S.34E.13/01. From 2S.34E.13/01, the road proceeds westerly and northerly and
eventually reconnects with Johnson Tower Road near Mathis Spring. The artifacts and sites observed were
near these access routes and are likely remnants of use of the Picnic Grounds. That said, the Picnic Grounds
continued to be used.
At the east end of the survey area tipi poles were observed leaning up in a large fir tree south of a
segment of two-track road. They were designated as site 2S.34E.13/13. The poles were 2 ½ inches wide
at the base and were over 40 feet long (Figure 109). At least two other tipi poles were visible on the ground
surface at the base of the leaning poles, indicating that they were likely originally leaning in the tree next
to the others (Figure 110). These tipi poles were in an area that could have been used by campers as part
of the Picnic Grounds or they could be from the smoke chasers who used to camp in the vicinity of the
lookout tower.

Top of poles

Figures 109 and 110. Left image is of tipi poles against tree at 310°. The poles extend to the top of the
frame. (15-090:39) Close-up on right is of leaning poles and other poles on the ground (15-0907:42).
10/11/15
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As noted in Chapter 2, squatters occupied portions of the Johnson Lands. The previously documented
homestead 2S.34E.13/01, which is not documented on the GLO maps, was observed. The site includes
four structures or structural remnants and a historic artifact scatter with solder top cans and bed springs.
One tribal member recounted the story about the couple who built the homestead as told to him by his father
(OHP473). During the wife’s few years on Johnson Ridge she constructed a rock wall south of the property
with rocks gleaned from the area she cleared to hay. The hay was put up in a large barn. After living in
the Johnson Lands for a few years her husband went to Pendleton never returned. After about one month
on her own with her four children, the woman decided to abandon the homestead. When she parted, she
gifted saddled horses to a few tribal men including this elder’s father. The barn and hay were then used by
those camping at the Picnic Grounds (OHP473).
Although the original site form did not reference a water source at the homestead, it was a likely location
to look for one of the spring developments or the well which the CCC-ID was to “rock up.” A spring was
located approximately 60 meters at 140 degrees from the structures. The only cultural feature observed at
the spring was a 2-inch galvanized pipe sticking out of the dirt in an area which held water at other times
of the year (Figure 111). As it was late summer, no water was observed. No other sources of water were
located in the immediate vicinity. Site 2S.34E.13/01 was not re-recorded as part of this process.

Pipe

Figure 111. View at 144° of spring south of cabins. Note the pipe in the center right (15-076:1). 10/23/15
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Approximately 305 meters southwest of 2S.34E.13/01 is another water source. This spring is located
on the same landform and had been excavated to create a livestock pond development. This pond was
closely surveyed to look for any evidence of a prior spring development. No evidence of concrete was
located but an old fence post was observed near the portion of the pond that was running clear water (Figures
112-113). This fence post was 36 inches in length and between 3 and 4 inches in diameter. Apparently the
spring was once fenced off from livestock. No indications that the CCC-ID conducted spring development
work at this location could be found.

Figures 112 and 113. Left image is at 310° of pond development (15-080:8). The view on the right is at
300° of a fence post mounted to an old tree stump adjacent to the stock pond (15-080:9). 9/11/15
Other water sources were closely examined for possible spring developments in the Picnic Grounds
including the two named springs, Mathis and Buckhorn. Mathis Spring is about 1,080 meters at 190° from
the pond discussed above and is part of previously documented historic homestead 2S.34.13/02 located in
a small draw and consisted of a cabin, spring, corral and likely a large barn (OHP54). Oral histories indicate
that there used to be a big barn down in the draw with Ponderosa trees that could be seen for quite a distance;
it was used by those camping at the Picnic Grounds (OHP448). This may be the same barn that served as
the terminus of the Johnson Tower telephone line. Survey efforts did not locate remnants of a CCC-ID era
spring development. Observed at the spring was a muddy depression with large rocks scattered around the
edges (Figure 114). Old fence posts and barbed wire lay on the ground. It was late August so at other times
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of the year it is likely that the spring produces more water. No concrete or indications of other efforts to
wall up the spring were visible. One metal trough was observed below the spring but it is no longer
functional. At one time water was likely piped to the trough. Currently there is no fence around the spring.
Oral histories indicate that Mathis Spring was used by adults for mud baths. Elders recall that the spring
was on non-tribal lands “and that woman used to come up and get mad. Put the signs, no trespassing”
(OHP54).

Mud baths are created by digging an approximate four foot deep hole and adding spring water

and heating rocks. Between uses, the bath would be drained (OHP142). Mud baths are a form of cleansing
and healing. Some partake in mud baths before participating in certain activities (OHP403). One elder
recalled that
They used to have it up here at Johnson Creek, where the old cabin was, below on this side, there was
a place where they had a mud bath. They used to have. What they called… heat up rocks and put into
the water ….but we wasn’t allowed to get into that. They told us to stay out of there. We could go
sweat but we couldn’t get into their mud bath because this was theirs for their rheumatism. Stay out of
it. It was their medicine [OHP54].
Documentation for Mathis homestead site 2S.34.13/02 was updated during this project when a large
historic artifact scatter not previously documented as an element of the site was observed. The artifact
scatter was primarily observed down a steep draw where past occupants had discarded the items. The
scatter contained over one hundred artifacts which were primarily cans (or can fragments including solder
top), buckets, miscellaneous metal, ceramic fragments, sawed mammal bone, and a perforated galvanized
tin sheet (Figure 115). At least two hole-in-top cans with match stick filler solder were observed and
measured 4 ¼ inches tall by 3 inches in diameter. They had been opened with a church key. Other soldertop cans were visible but were too crushed to measure.

Simonis (IMACS 2001) indicates that

condensed/evaporated milk cans that measure 2 15/16 inches diameter and 4 ¼ inches tall with the match
stick filler solder on a raised circle date to from 1917 to 1929.
The other spring closely inspected to see if CCC-ID improvements could be observed was Buckhorn
Spring, approximately 780 meters north northeast from Mathis Spring. Buckhorn Spring is part of
previously documented homestead site 2S.34.13/7 (Figure 116). Buckhorn Spring may have been the
location referred to down a short truck trail through the forest to an abandoned homestead. There are two
roads through the forest to access this homestead and spring development.
Oral histories indicate that an early settler built Buckhorn homestead. The individual cleared the pine
trees in order to grow hay for his horses and cattle and corn for his alcohol; he constructed the cabin on the
slope by the spring and two barns for the hay (Halfmoon 1990:1). He also planted an orchard. Oral histories
further discuss the Buckhorn site as a sacred location used for a variety of activities. Buckhorn is also
called horned cabin and is a homestead site with a cabin with many deer and elk horns affixed to the outside
of the structure (OHP11). One elder remembers being told as a child to stay away from Buckhorn Cabin.
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There is something about that place because of what the people regard as sacred. And you know. You
can see why it is. But we used to play around and they would say don’t go to that cabin. They would
warn us. Stay out of there. That’s where a spring was at. There was a big rattlesnake guards that cabin.
Yeah, that’s what they told us. So we stayed away [OHP448].
Others used the cabin, corral, and spring for camping, sweat, food processing and rounding up wild horses
(OHP54). This area was, and is, a popular hunting ground and is just a short distance through the ponderosa
pine trees from the Picnic Grounds (OHP448). Women used this location to dry roots on tule mats and then
grind and process them into cookies (OHP403).

Others used Buckhorn corral in coordination with the

Cunha Headquarters corral to round up wild horses (OHP469). A sweathouse was located in the meadow
and until recently the pit for the sweathouse and the broken sweat rocks could be observed (OHP405).

Figures 114 and 115. Left view at 300° of Mathis Spring with metal trough in the background (15-070:8).
8/8/15. Right view at 134° of pin flags which denote artifacts along the slope at 2S.34.13/02 (15-098:5).
10/24/15.
One former CCC-ID enrollee stated that as part of his fire duties, he and his brother felled large pine
trees and hollowed them out for water troughs which they placed at or below springs including Buckhorn
Spring. Buckhorn Spring “had a big line of troughs there that was from what Dave and I did” (Halfmoon
2002:5). Buckhorn Spring was covered with a “cooling storage room” (Halfmoon 2002:1) and the water
“ran into a row of pine logs all hollowed out and out on down the canyon into Johnson Creek” (Halfmoon
2002:1, 5).
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Figure 116. View at 111° of log structure at Buckhorn (15-097:71). 10/23/15
Another elder who camped at the Picnic Grounds stated that “we had to pack water from that Horn
cabin all the way up there. We would all have to pack buckets, walking, come clear down” (OHP54). It
is likely that water was gathered at both the well at the Picnic Grounds while it functioned, as well as at
Buckhorn Springs, which is down a short road through the forest. Another elder who was born in 1929
recounts camping at the south side of the Picnic Grounds “long after the heyday of times when the whole
tribe seemed to gather there” and there were tipis all over (Halfmoon 2008:10). Since he was the young
one in camp, it was his job to go for water which meant “going to the spring with a couple of empty buckets,
a camp chore that took a while, since the spring might have been something like a quarter mile or so away”
(Halfmoon 2008:10).

The last person to occupy the cabin after the settler was removed was a tribal

member named Joe Bushman (Halfmoon 2002:1).
Buckhorn Spring was located during the archaeological survey. It has been developed with cinder
blocks with an aggregate concrete top (Figure 117). Three rows of cinder blocks were visible with a height
of 24 inches tall plus an additional 5 ½ inches of aggregate concrete. The spring development measured
75 inches wide (north-south) by 81 inches wide (east-west). In the center of the top of the spring
development was an upright metal corrugated pipe which extended 8 inches above the aggregate concrete.
This pipe was 25 ½ inches in diameter. The inside depth of the spring box to the top of the concrete was
41 inches. A fence once stood around the spring developments; fence posts with barbed wire lay on the
ground. The spring box pipes water to a pond which is situated 40 meters at 40 degrees away. This pond
has a large berm around it which is six to eight feet tall. The piping from the spring development is buried;
none is visible on the surface. A section of old 2-inch metal piping was observed north of the pond. It is
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likely the 2-inch pipe conveyed water from the spring box to the pond. The outlet from the spring box has
been downcut indicating that water once likely ran through this area. Noted along the north side of the
outlet was a six-foot log lining the bank (Figure 118). It is unclear without removing the overburden of
pine needles and sediments if this is a remnant of a carved wooden trough or just a downed tree. The CCCID plans indicate that one spring piped water to three wooden troughs and the other piped water to five
wooden troughs. Based on the cinder block construction, what remains at Buckhorn Spring appears to be
a spring development of a later vintage than that of the CCC-ID. That said, based on oral history
information, it is likely that the CCC-ID originally improved Buckhorn Spring and it was later re-developed.
Other artifacts or sites observed that may be associated with the Picnic Grounds included milled lumber,
cans, bottles, a bucket, and a historic artifact locus. The four pieces of milled lumber were observed just
north of the two-track road that accesses the Picnic Grounds and designated site 2S.34E.13/23. One piece
measures 25 ½ inches long by 7 ¼ inches wide and 1 ½ inches thick. The second is 22 inches long by 7
inches wide and 1 ½ inches thick. The third is 22 ½ inches long by 7 inches wide and 1 ½ inches thick.
The last is 38 inches long by 7 inches wide and 1 ½ inches thick. One elder stated that “At the picnic
grounds there was lumber there in 2x4s and 2x6s and ship lap lumber which was used to make tables and
also a dance floor of 40’ x 40’ for the modern dancing” (Halfmoon 2002:1).
Remnants of at least four flattened cans were observed approximately 50 meters south of the two-track
road near one of the springs and designated site 2S.34E.13/14 (Figure 119). Approximately 120 meters
northwest of the can scatter is a bucket (Figure 120) and a stubbie style brown beer bottle designated
2S.34E.13/24 (SHA n.d.). This is 30 meters southwest of the two-track road and near a gate in the barbed
wire fence to access an area likely to contain a spring. The bottle is 6 ¼ inches tall and 2 ½ inches in
diameter and constructed of moderately heavy glass. It has “NW 76” at the base of the side of the bottle
and “B19” on the base. There is stippling around the edge of the base. Northwestern Glass Company out
of Seattle, Washington used these markings from 1931 to the 1960s (Lockhart et al. n.d.).
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Figures 117 and 118. Left image is at 130° of the spring development at Buckhorn Spring (15-062:38).
8/8/15. Right image is at 38° looking at the log lining the outlet with the pond in the background (15097:81). 10/23/15

Figures 119 and 120. Left image is of small can scatter at 220° (15-081:17). 9/12/15. The view on the right
is of the bucket at 314° (15-097:96). 10/23/15
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One historic artifact locus was recorded as 2S.34E.13/18 and is associated with long term camping or
extended use of the area. The site is south of Johnson Tower Road and predominately south of the two
track road. Artifacts observed included numerous crushed cans, beverage bottles, jars, one blue enamel
pan, a pail, one metal basin, barbed wire and stove parts (Figures 121-122). Much of the glassware was
produced by Owens-Illinois who used the “I” inside the “O” with a diamond generally between 1943 and
1954 when a new mark was adopted, but not all plants immediately responded to the change (Lockhart and
Hoenig 2015:3). The cursive Duraglas mark was used from 1940 to generally 1964, “although engravers
occasionally included the mark as late as 1970 or later” (Lockhart and Hoenig 2015:9). Also, in 1940
Owens-Illinois began using a two-digit date code but they were slow to implement the new system; in 1941
the engravers put a dot behind the number to indicate the 1940s and in 1943 engravers began inserting a 4
before the single digit code (Lockhart and Hoenig 2015:11). The site contains at least one Duraglas coffee
jar with basal stippling likely dating to 1946; two ⅘ quart Duraglas liquor bottles likely dating to 1946
(Figures 123-124); one Owens-Illinois flat paneled jar likely dating to 1944; one Shell Oil can dating
between 1955 and 1961 (Logo Design Love 2008); one Northwestern Glass Company stubbie brown beer
bottle [Lockhart et al. (n.d.) indicate that Northwestern Glass Co. operated between 1931 to the 1960s]; one
steel beer can with a soldered notched side seam [1960s to date (Martells 1976:44)]; and what appears to
be a 1976 tequila bottle. In addition there are many crushed cans, some of which have solder tops. These
dates coincide with use of the Picnic Grounds after they had been developed by the CCC-ID.

Figures 121 and 122. Left image is an overview at 169° of historic artifact locus 2S.34E.13/18. Pin flags
denote artifacts (15-098:70). 10/24/15. View on right is of the enamel pan (15-098:81). 10/24/15
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Figures 123 and 124. Left view of 11 ½” x 3” diameter ⅘ Quart Duraglas bottle with metal lid (15-98:63).
Right view of stippled base indicates 7 OI with the diamond 6, over 13 (15-98:64). 10/24/15
Two additional sites were observed during the survey of the Picnic Grounds. Site 2S.34E.13/21
contained a scattering of cans (sanitary, ammunition can, aluminum pull top can), one bottle, two jars, a
55-gallon barrel, bed springs, metal strapping, four possible tipi poles leaning up in a tree (two 9 feet long,
one 11 feet long, and one 12 feet long), and a game hanging pole in the trees. Maker’s marks observed
included an Owens Illinois Best Foods jar which appears to date to 1943, a Northwestern Glass Company
jar with a metal lid, and an Owens Illinois brown alcohol bottle which dates to 1946. Lockhart et al. (n.d.)
indicate that Northwestern Glass Co. used this mark between 1931 and the 1960s. The aluminum pull top
can dates between 1965 and 1975 (De Pastino 2015).
The second site designated 2S.34E.13/22 contained a bed and box springs, a game hanging pole, a spool
of newer barbed wire, old rusted barbed wire, milled lumber, plywood, and miscellaneous metal. No
diagnostic artifacts were observed at this site.
Other resources noted but not likely related to the CCC-ID included fuel cans, a roll of barbed wire and
a GLO marker. A Shell Oil can was observed along the fenceline and measures 4 inches in diameter by 5
½ inches tall. It had a 3-inch diameter cap which was crimped on. Embossed on the base is “SHELL OIL
COMPANY” and a Shell Oil Company logo in the middle with the word SHELL inside of the shell (Figures
125-126). It was designated isolated find 2S.34E.13/20. The can appears to date between 1955 and 1961
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(Logo Design Love 2008). The roll of barbed wire was located at the base of an old cut stump in an open
area north of the Mathis homestead (Figure 127). It was designated isolated find 2S.34E.13/19. No modern
fence was in the near vicinity.
A 1917 GLO marker was observed on the Section line between Sections 13 and 14 (Figure 128). It is
surrounded by large rocks. Approximately 7 ½ meters southwest of the marker is what appears to be a
former fence jack of split wood and rock. It is falling down and measures 6 feet on each side. Also, eight
meters south of the GLO marker is a fuel can (Figures 129-130). The can measures 12 ½ inches tall with
a diameter of 10 ¾ inches. On the base of the fuel can are the words “GP&F MILWAUKEE W5.” GP&F
is the maker’s mark for Geuder, Paeschke & Frey Co. which was founded on January 2, 1880 in Milwaukee
as Geuder and Paeschke MFG. Co. and in 1908 changed to Geuder, Paeschke & Frey Co. (Geuder, Paeschke
& Frey Co. 1951:1). “In order to diversify its products the firm entered the shipping package field during
the late 1920's. It has become a prominent manufacturer of sheet steel containers in sizes from 1 gallon to
6 ½ gallons, for shipping paints, oils, greases, insecticides, sundry chemicals, soap chips cattle feed, etc.”
(Geuder, Paeschke & Frey Co. 1951:3). All were recorded together as site 2S.34E.13/15.

Figures 125 and 126. Left image is a view of the Shell Oil can (15-098:40). The view on the right is a
close-up of the base of the can (15-098:44). 10/25/15
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GLO Marker
Barbed Wire

Figures 127 and 128. Left image is of 2S.34E.13/20, coiled barbed wire at the base of an old stump. View
is at 226° (15-098:35). 10/24/15. The view on the right is at 314° of site 2S.34E.13/15. The fence jack is
in the foreground and the GLO marker in the background (15-097:96). 10/23/15

Figures 129 and 130. Left image is the GP&F fuel can (15-097:90). The right is a view of its base (15097:91). 10/23/15
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Project 49: Spring Developments
The 1941 CCC-ID work plan indicated that there were six springs in the Johnson Lands to be developed
but the CCC-ID project map for 1941-1942 only showed four potential spring developments (Figure 131;
UM57 Box 4 300 Projects). I refer to these spring developments either by the Section in which they are
located in or the current name of the spring that I believe the map is referring to. CCC-ID project
information discusses a potential spring development in the Cold Springs area and another potential
development to the north of it (UM57 Box 1 District Office Reports). The 1943 work plan showed four
proposed spring developments (Figure 132). Two appear to be the same as the 1941-1942 map (Section 15
and Section 6 springs). One of the newly proposed spring developments appears to be the spring referred
to as the one north of the spring in the Cold Springs area. It is possibly in the location of what is today is
referred to as McFarland Spring. The other spring appears to be in the location of Buckhorn Spring. It is
also interesting to note that springs were developed at some time along the Johnson Creek Truck Trail. One
elder recounts, “And along the way up that road that was built you find pipes stuck into the ground where
they made springs to come out for people to drink. The water going up you would find these springs. These
natural springs that pumped water for you. I learned about this in my young life. I am 77 now” (OHP442).

Section 3 Spring

Section 1 Spring

Section 6 Spring

Section 15 Spring

Figure 131. Location of four planned spring developments in the Johnson Lands as proposed in the 19411942 work plan. Springs are marked by a small red “x.” Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle
(PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1941-1942).
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Buckhorn Spring

McFarland Spring

Section 15 Spring
Section 6 Spring

Figure 132. Map from the 1943 work plan with proposed spring developments shown as small blue
rectangles. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1943).
The discussion below of the survey for the spring developments is outlined from west to east. Buckhorn
Spring is not discussed again here as it was addressed in the discussion of the Picnic Grounds as a possible
spring to be developed for the campers. Aerial imagery was reviewed for Sections 3 and 15 springs in an
effort to identify any areas that might be greener than the surrounding areas, indicating the presence of
water. The “greener” areas were marked on the field maps.
The survey for the Section 3 and 15 springs took place on September 22, 2015 (Figure 133). Earlier
efforts were made to access this area but special permission was needed to cross private lands to access the
tribal trust land. An access code was acquired for the locked gate. The CRPP Field Director and I drove
through private lands to where the primitive access road enters the northwest quarter of Section 15 from
Section 16, Township 2 South, Range 34 East, WM. This is the beginning of tribal lands. As the grasses
on the tribal lands were exceedingly high since vehicular traffic has been cut off, we parked the vehicle and
proceeded on foot from the fence along the Section line. We walked 1 ¼ miles northerly along a narrow
ridge top to where the ridge begins to descend toward Johnson Creek as it enters Section 3. Along the ridge
to this point we observed saw cut logs as the route used to remain open for vehicle access in the past. We
surveyed into Section 3 using northwest-southeast transects contouring with the slope twenty meters apart.
Once down slope about 400 meters, we traversed into a small unnamed drainage and then headed back
upslope (Figure 134). No signs of water could be found.
We proceeded back up the narrow ridge the 1 ¼ miles to Section 15. Here, efforts were made to survey
southward from a small saddle in a small ravine to locate the Section 15 spring. We surveyed at a 20-meter
interval meandering downslope approximately 300 meters looking for signs of a spring or spring
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development (Figure 135). None were located. Then, we returned upslope. Once on top of the saddle, one
transect was walked on the north side of the saddle, contouring the slope. Again, no evidence of water
could be located. The small scale on the CCC-ID project maps, coupled with 1940s mapping errors, could
have resulted in us surveying areas up to one half mile away from the actual spring development. No
evidence of spring developments was located for Section 3 or Section 15 springs.

Ü
Area Surveyed for Section 3 and15
Spring Developments

Reservation Boundary-Parked Here
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440

880
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Figure 133. Area surveyed for spring developments in Sections 3 and 15 mapped on Bassey Creek, Oregon
(1996) 7.5 minute USGS quadrangle. The reservation boundary is denoted in orange.
The spring in Section 1 of Township 2 South, Range 34 East, WM was surveyed on August 29, 2015
(Figure 136). Due to extreme high fire danger, the five miles from Johnson Tower Road to the end of Baldy
Ridge at the northern boundary of the reservation was accessed using mountain bikes. Once on foot, the
two surveyors began near the north boundary and traversed down the side of the ridge in a northeast
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direction toward Salt Creek, 20 meters apart. Due to the steep hillside coupled with dense brush,
meandering transects were walked contouring the slope in a southeasterly direction. In the base of the Salt
Creek drainage, Watkins Spring was located at 382,533 meters east and 5,031,220 meters north. The spring
has a corrugated metal pipe sticking out of it similar to Buckhorn Spring (Figure 137). It measures 30 ½
inches in diameter. From the top of the pipe to the dirt on the inside of the development is 37 inches.
Southwest of the spring on the west side of Salt Creek are remnants of an old fence which likely once kept
livestock out of the spring or riparian area (Figure 138). The cambium had grown over the barbed wire at
382,564 meters east and 5,031,188 meters north. The image below shows the southernmost tree observed
at this point with the barbed wire.

Surveyor

Surveyor

Figures 134 and 135. Left image is at 110° of surveyor looking for a spring in Section 3 (15-083:28). Right
image is at 160° of surveyor looking for spring in Section 15 (15-083:35). 9/22/15
Oral histories include two different accounts for the name Watkins Spring. One elder thought that the
spring was named after Watkins Ezekiel who used to spend a lot of time in that area (OHP53). Another
account states that Watkin Springs is named after Watkin Totus, one of the chiefs from Yakama who was
raised in the community of Cayuse on the reservation (OHP403).
Efforts were made to locate the spring in Section 6 of Township 2 South, Range 35 East, WM on August
25, 2015 (Figure 136). Three individuals parked the vehicle at what is called Forks Tank, a large stock
pond, located in the northwest quarter of the northwest quarter of Section 7. Meandering transects were
walked at a 20-meter interval northeasterly for about 300 meters to the top of the ridge above Forks Tank
in Section 6. Then transects were walked due north for 100 meters. Contouring transects were surveyed
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to the southeast for approximately 200 meters and then headed west back to the top of the ridge. Next, one
surveyor walked north down the ridge for 500 meters and then proceed back to the south, west of the
transects just walked, and arrived back at the vehicle. No water sources were identified. It is likely that
Forks Tank is the water source once initially developed but has since undergone major redevelopment
(Figure 139).
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Figure 136. Locations of areas surveyed for Section 1 Spring, Section 6 Spring, and McFarland Spring,
Meacham Lake, Oregon (1996) USGS 7.5 minute quadrangles. The reservation boundary is denoted in
orange.
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Figures 137 and 138. View on left is at 36° of Watkins Spring development in the bottom of Salt Creek
(15-073:12). View on right is of old fencing at 88° (15-073:16). 8/29/15
Figure 139. View at 30° of Forks Tank spring (15-096:34).
10/22/15
Also on August 25, 2015 efforts were made to locate the
spring near the center of Section 6. Trees had fallen across the
access road to this area and due to high fire danger, a chainsaw
could not be used. Therefore we walked about ¾ of a mile down
the two-track road to two locations where small drainages
intersected the road. At the first drainage is McFarland Spring
which is similarly constructed to the Buckhorn and Watkins
spring developments and appears to have been constructed in
the same era. Unlike the first two, McFarland Spring has a
metal lid (Figure 140). New barbed wire fence, piping and a
trough were installed in 2014 as part of a NRCS undertaking
(Purdy-Silbernagel 2014). After visiting McFarland Spring, the surveyors continued northeasterly down
the two-track road to the next unnamed drainage, looking for evidence of a spring. This area was heavily
forested and contained a heavy layer of forest duff.

The drainage was walked up and down for

approximately 10 meters in either direction as the vegetation was thick (Figure 141). No evidence of water
was found. One elder who was born in the early 1930s recounts that “There’s a place they call McFarland
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Springs out there by Cold Springs. There was a pipe stuck in the hill and the water runs out of it. Good
cold water. Yeah, my kids used to camp up there” (OHP53). It is likely that McFarland Spring was the
water source initially developed and has since been re-developed.

Figures 140 and 141. View on left is at 250° of the McFarland Spring development (15-070:1). View on
right is at 20° of an unnamed drainage east of McFarland Spring (15-070:3-4). 8/25/15.
Project 46: Cold Springs Truck Trail
As described in the CCC-ID documentation, the Cold Springs Truck Trail was designed to depart from
Johnson Tower Road at a point 11,290 feet west of the junction of Johnson Tower Road with the KamelaUkiah Forest Road. The truck trail then headed northerly from Johnson Tower Road in the most practical
direct route to a location above widow Francis S. McKinney’s place before it crossed into the reservation
in the vicinity of Folsom Cabin and Spring, and out to Cap Kidd’s cabin (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional
Forester ECW). This route passed below Jim Kash Kash’s camping spot referred to as Kash Kash Springs
(UM57 Box 4 300 Projects). The truck trail was 3.9 miles in length and construction was authorized to
begin in June 1941 (Figures 142-143).
Francis S. McKinney received a land patent on May 13, 1929 for lots five through 13 of Section 7 of
Township 2 South, Range 35 East, WM under the Stock Raising Homestead Act of December 29, 1916 (39
Stat. 862) which provided settlers 640 acres of public land for ranching purposes. This included the
northeast quarter; the south half of the southeast quarter; the northeast quarter of the southeast quarter; and
the southeast quarter of the southwest quarter of Section 7. As part of the same patent, McKinney also
received the northeast quarter of the northwest quarter of Section 18 (Lot 4); the north half of the northeast
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quarter; the northeast quarter of the southeast quarter; and the south half of the southeast quarter of Section
6, Township 2 South, Range 35 East, WM (BLM n.d.c). This totals just under 460 acres. GLO land patent
records indicate that Francis S. McKinney is the only individual with patented land in Section 7 of Township
2 South, Range 35 East, WM. CCC-ID records indicate that McKinney granted the United States a ROW
on August 27, 1940 on and across lands in the northeast quarter of Section 6, the east half of Section 7, and
the east half of Section 18, Township 2 South, Range 35 East, WM for the construction of the Cold Springs
Truck Trail.

Reservation Boundary

Cold Springs Truck Trail

Johnson Creek Truck Trail

Johnson Tower Road

Figure 142. Location of the Cold Springs Truck Trail (Road) from Johnson Tower Road labeled Indian
Camp Truck Trail north to the reservation boundary and beyond. Reproduced at the National Archives in
Seattle (PAO 43 Box 1303 Working Plans 1941-1942).
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Figure 143. Map of proposed location of the Cold Springs Truck Trail. Reproduced at the National
Archives in Seattle (UM57 Box 1 46 Cold Springs Truck Trail).
In Section 8, Roy Kuhns received a land patent for the south half of the northwest quarter; the north
half of the southwest quarter; and the northeast quarter of Section 8, Township 2 South, Range 35 East,
WM on November 29, 1927 under the Homestead Act of May 20, 1862 (12 Stat. 392), which provided
settlers with 160 acres of surveyed public land after they resided on the parcel for five continuous years and
paid a filing fee. CCC-ID records indicate that Kuhns granted the United States a ROW on October 28,
1940 for the Cold Springs Truck Trail to be located on and across lands in the northwest quarter of the
southwest quarter of Section 8, Township 2 South, Range 35 East, WM. The truck trail on the Kuhns’
property would begin 120 feet east of the northwest corner of the southwest quarter of the southwest quarter
of Section 8, Township 2 South, Range 35 East, WM and extend 250 feet northwest to a point 120 feet
north of the northwest corner of the southwest quarter of the southwest quarter of Section 8 Township 2
South, Range 35 East, WM (UM57 Box 1 Easements). The timber through which the 250-foot ROW was
granted was lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta).
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David Lilly was issued a land patent for the south half of the southwest quarter of Section 8, Township
2 South, Range 35 East, WM on June 28, 1919 also under the Homestead Act of 1862. This land changed
hands over time and by 1940 Joseph Cunha owned the parcel. Cunha granted the United States a ROW on
and across his property for the Cold Springs Truck Trail in the southwest quarter of the southwest quarter
of Section 8 of Township 2 South, Range 35 East, WM. These lands were originally patented to Lilly.
There was no date on the ROW document.
Edgar L. Allen received the south half of the southwest quarter of Section 17, Township 2 South, Range
35 East, WM on June 20, 1921 under the Homestead Act of 1862. Luther Holesapple received the west
half of the northwest quarter and the north half of the southwest quarter of Section 17, Township 2 South,
Range 35 East, WM on June 29, 1920 under the Homestead Act of 1862. CCC-ID records have a draft
ROW on file for the Cold Springs Truck Trail to cross lands in the west half of Section 17, Township 2
South, Range 35 East beginning at the head of Little Johnson Creek on west boundary of Section 17 and
going northerly to the north boundary of Section 17 for approximately 3,300 feet from the point of
beginning. There are no names or signatures on the draft agreement. The homestead entries might have
been abandoned by this time or the land may have been under the ownership of the U.S. Forest Service as
early correspondence indicated that the Cold Springs Truck Trail would have to cross Umatilla National
Forest lands. It is unclear why there is no easement for lands crossed in Section 17.
Before efforts began in the field, a variety of historic USGS topographic maps were reviewed as well
as historic aerial imagery. One image taken in October 1947 appears to show linear areas devoid of trees,
indicating the creation of a road (Figure 144). See the CCC-ID map of the Cold Springs Truck Trail for
comparison. Survey efforts were made to locate the Cold Springs Truck Trail on October 10, 2015. Based
on maps, portions of the Cold Springs Truck Trail appear to be incorporated into current roads but other
segments do not appear on maps (see Figure 145 for the location of the photopoints and GPS data gathered
along Cold Springs Truck Trail). Two surveyors began searching for evidence of the truck trail at its
southern terminus at Johnson Tower Road. We located the beginning of the truck trail which takes off from
the Johnson Tower Road as a northeast diagonal road bearing approximately 80 degrees. Old cut stumps
were observed on the sides of this remnant road and stumps were absent from the road bed (Figure 146).
The Cold Springs Truck Trail was designated site 2S.35E.00/01.
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Possible Cold
Springs Truck Trail

N Fork Little Johnson Creek

S Fork Little Johnson Creek

Possible Cold
Springs Truck Trail

Open Area East
of Reservation
Boundary
Johnson Tower Road
Began Survey Here

Figure 144. October 12, 1947 aerial imagery showing what appears to be the Cold Springs Truck Trail as
the areas devoid of trees (USGS n.d.).
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Johnson Tower Road

Figure 145. Meacham Lake, Oregon 7.5 minute USGS quadrangle (1963, photorevised, 1983) showing
photo points or GPS locations taken when surveyors believed they were in the Cold Springs Truck Trail
corridor (pink dots). The reservation boundary is denoted in orange.
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Figure 146. View at 80° of the Cold Springs Truck Trail
intersection with Johnson Tower Road (15-090:2).
10/10/15
After about 130 meters, this section of the truck trail
intersected with the FS2136 and became part of the
FS2136.

The surveyors stayed on FS2136 for

approximately 200 meters until the Cold Springs Truck
Trail corridor could be seen continuing in the same
northeasterly trajectory while the FS2136 road continued
in an easterly direction. This segment of truck trail was
still very visible as it was devoid of large trees. Cattle
continue to use it creating a path down the truck trail and
limiting vegetation growth (Figure 147). There are small
trees beginning to grow in the corridor. Heading north, we
came upon the south fork of the headwaters of South Fork of Little Johnson Creek. The stretch of Cold
Springs Truck Trail prior to the creek crossing contained large logs, which had been cut years ago to clear
this corridor for passage and made the corridor more readily apparent (Figure 148). It was also void of
stumps in the trail bed. While at this creek crossing, the surveyors looked for signs of a culvert as shown
on the CCC-ID project map (Figure 143) but no signs could be located. We also sought to locate the
Johnson Creek Truck Trail as it is shown on the project maps intersecting the Cold Springs Truck Trail at
this location. Improvements had been made along Little Johnson Creek, including the creation of a stock
pond in the headwaters which altered the landform and obscured the road bed if it was in this location. The
Johnson Creek Truck Trail was not clearly evident.
On the north side of the south fork of Little Johnson Creek, the Cold Springs Truck Trail passed on the
east side of a dilapidated structure. This historic site has been previously documented by the Forest Service
as site 2S.35E.17/01 and referred to as a barn (Wilburn 1986). We continued surveying northerly over an
open, rocky hillside where the trail could not be discerned. In this area artifacts associated with the cabin
site including vessel glass and stove parts, were scattered. Following the general trajectory of the trail as
shown on the CCC-ID project map, the corridor again intersected the FS2136 road. The surveyors followed
the FS2136 north for over 300 meters until it turns west near the quarter Section line within Section 17. At
this point the surveyors stayed on a due north trajectory following a corridor that was free of large stumps
but had numerous small trees within it. This corridor appeared to be a remnant of the Cold Springs Truck
Trail. The surveyors continued for one-quarter mile (402 meters) to a fence located at the line between
Sections 7 and 18. Between the fence and the crossing of the north fork of the headwaters of Little Johnson
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Creek the Cold Springs Truck Trail was difficult to follow. Trying to stay within a corridor that did not
have large stumps, I would find myself in an area that did not look like road corridor and would have to
back track and try again following a slightly different trajectory. See Figure 149 for the view from the
fenceline looking north and Figure 150 for the vegetation along the transect.

Figures 147 and 148. Left image is at 50° of where Cold Springs Truck Trail takes off from the FS2136
(15-090:7). Right image is at 38° where the Truck Trail crosses the headwaters of the south fork of Little
Johnson Creek. Both images show use of the trail by cattle (15-090:1). 10/10/15.

Figures 149 and 150. Left image is at 0° where the FS2136 turns west near the quarter Section line and the
Cold Springs Truck Trail heads due north (15-090:20). Right image is at 2° showing vegetation north of
fence between Sections 7 and 18 (15-090:21). 10/10/15
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At the north fork of the headwaters of Little Johnson Creek, the surveyors walked up and down the
creek to look for signs of a culvert. None could be found. This location is near, and east of, the junction
of the FS2136 and the 040 spur road. From the FS2136 Road on the north side of the headwaters of the
north fork of Little Johnson Creek, we looked for any sign of a truck trail heading off at 300 degrees as
shown on the project maps. The two surveyors each chose different corridors that appeared to possibly be
a truck trail corridor, walking meandering transects roughly in a 300 degree route. Eventually we
intersected the road north of Folsom Spring. Neither surveyor felt that a truck trail corridor was located
between these two spur roads. We continued to survey on the same 300° trajectory toward Forks Tank.
Once over the reservation boundary we worked our way back on the FS2136-040 to Folsom Spring.
Efforts were then made to try to find the Cold Springs Truck Trail from the north end, where the truck
trail leaves the FS 2136-040 southeast of Folsom Spring. From this direction, we were successful in finding
a corridor that had been used as a road. It takes off from the 040 road at 140 degrees. A GPS reading was
gathered here which was at 384,763 meters east and 5,028,994 meters north. I could clearly identify a treefree corridor (Figure 151).
Figure 151. Image is at 140° of the truck trail corridor
east of Folsom Spring (15-090:29). 10/10/15
I easily followed this corridor which I believe is the
Cold Springs Truck Trail in a southeast trajectory for
over 400 meters to where it intersected a two-track road
just above the North Fork Little Johnson Creek. A GPS
reading was gathered at the intersection with this twotrack road which was at 385,068 meters east and
5,028,708 meters north. This two track road heads northsouth and to the south it intersects with the FS2136 and
the 040 for a three-way intersection. The corridor which
I believe is the Cold Springs Truck Trail intersects this
north-south two track road approximately 153 meters
north of the three-way intersection. Satisfied that the
corridor was located, the surveyors walked the established roads back to Johnson Tower Road.
Nevertheless, there is still the possibility that the corridor located is a remnant of other forest activities.
Therefore, there is a possibility that the trail continued further north of the north fork of Little Johnson
Creek and continued northeast down Blue Kettle Ridge onto reservation lands. This segment should be
surveyed in the future.
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Project 47: Johnson Creek Truck Trail
CCC-ID records indicate that the Johnson Creek Truck Trail began at the terminus of Umatilla County
Road 639 along McKay Creek at the Cunha Stock Headquarters and headed 25,000 feet up McKay Creek,
then up Johnson Creek and Little Johnson Creek to the north reservation boundary. From here another four
miles of truck trail was constructed over 17,600 feet of tribal lands and then 5,225 feet off tribal lands to
intersect with the Cold Springs Truck Trail (UM 57 Box 4 300 Projects). A distance of 25,000 feet
northwest from the reservation boundary places the starting point of the Johnson Creek Truck Trail in the
middle of Section 29 just east of the mouth of Rail Creek, in Township 1 South, Range 33 East, WM. This
is over two miles west of the terminus of County Road 639. This coincides with the CCC-ID project map
(Figures 48, 56, and 152) which shows that the last portion of County Road 639 was included in the Johnson
Creek Truck Trail project. Note the red line in this figure which shows the location of the Johnson Creek
Truck Trail.

County Road 639
Reservation
Boundary
Sec 29

Figure 152. Location of the Johnson Creek Truck Trail in red which includes portions of County Road 639.
Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM57 Box 5 Working Plans 1941).
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County Road 639 was established in 1908 beginning on the Umatilla Indian Reservation in “at a point
on the line between Sections 1 and 12, Township 1 South, Range 33 East, WM on the south line of the
Umatilla Indian Reservation and ran southeasterly for approximately 6 ½ miles to a point on the line
between Sections 22 and 27, Township 1 South, Range 34 East, WM” (Umatilla County 2016). County
Road 639 became part of County Road 1050, also referred to as McKay Creek Road. In 1991, Umatilla
County vacated the road from the southern section line of Section 19 to its terminus on the line between
Sections 22 and 27, Township 1 South, Range 34 East, WM (Figure 153; Umatilla County 2016).

Figure 153. Undated map of a portion of Township 1 South, Range 34 East, WM showing the portion of
County Road 639 vacated in 1991. Map on file at the Umatilla County Surveyor’s Office.
The Johnson Creek Truck Trail was designed to begin on and go through approximately five miles of
Joseph Cunha’s property. Cunha was born around 1865 in the Azores Islands of Portugal and immigrated
to the United States in his youth as a stowaway. According to Macnab (1975:305), Cunha made his way
west to California where he learned that fellow immigrants from the Azores were sheep ranching in Oregon.
By rail and foot, Cunha traveled to Umatilla County and found Antone J. Vey and his brother in the Echo
area who offered Cunha work. After three years, Cunha purchased 1,200 ewes of his own and established
his own claim, also in the Echo area where he built his ranch. Cunha would go on to become one of the
richest men in the county owning 64,000 acres of land and 14,000 sheep by 1943 and primarily living at
his family ranch in Echo, Oregon (Oregon PARC 2015:80). Twenty thousand of these acres were located
at the head of McKay Creek which abut the Johnson Lands and include the Johnson Creek Truck Trail
(Macnab 1975:305). Cunha had four children: Frank, Manuel, Alfred and Clarra (MooseRoots 2017). His
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son Alfred received a law degree from University of California-Berkeley, but during the Depression
returned home to help out at the family ranch in Echo (The Pendleton Record 1984). Joseph Cunha passed
away in 1950.
Prior to construction, a ROW was needed from Joseph Cunha. After much discussion regarding the
language in the ROW, an agreement was signed by both Joseph and his son Alfred on June 14, 1940 for “a
right-of-way on and across the following described lands for the opening and establishing of a road-way,
which road[-]way shall be built in the years 1940 and 1941 and to be used solely for the purposes of fire
patrol, Administrative purposes and for use of Indians in reaching his tribal lands. That said land is Sections
29, 28, 21, 22, 27, 35 in Township 1S Range 34E, W.M.” (UM 57 Box 1 Easements). Umatilla County
Records were reviewed to see if a ROW was filed by Cunha at the County for the Johnson Creek Truck
Trail. None could be found.
There is no mention in the CCC-ID project records of needing any other landowners’ permission to
construct the Johnson Creek Truck Trail; however, a signed easement was found in the CCC-ID files with
the Cunningham Sheep Company. Charles Cunningham immigrated from Ireland in 1846 at the age of 18,
and after serving in the U.S. Navy, settled in Umatilla County in 1869 after a brief time in California (Jones
1894:279). Cunningham was mentored by Major W.H. Barnhart, one of the leading wool growers of
Eastern Oregon and Indian Agent from 1862 to 1869, until he purchased his own flock in 1873 with Jacob
Frazer (Jones 1894:280). By 1877 Cunningham was on his own purchasing his own ranch. Within twenty
years Cunningham was referred to as the “Sheep King of Oregon” with his fine merino wool known as far
east as the Boston wool market as “Cunningham Wool” (Macnab 1975:131, 328). In 1903 Cunningham
was caught engaged in some suspicious land acquisition dealings which led him to sell his company,
including 21,000 sheep, 21,000 acres of land, and the right to use the Cunningham name, for $355,000
(Macnab 1975:131). Today the Cunningham Sheep and Land Company still exists with large holdings in
Umatilla County.
On March 8, 1940 the Cunningham Sheep Company granted the United States a ROW on and across
the southwest quarter of the northwest quarter of Section 35, Township 2 South, Range 34 East, WM to
carry out the CCC-ID work program. Cunningham retained the free and unrestricted use of the road and
agreed “to protect and maintain all improvements installed by the United States against damage, except
from natural wear and tear or other circumstances over which the owner of said land h[a]s no control”
(UM57 Box 1 Easements). As neither the Johnson Creek Truck trail not the Cold Springs Truck Trail were
constructed in Section 35 of Township 2 South Range 35 East, WM, it is likely that the ROW was supposed
to be for Section 35 of Township 1 South, Range 35 East, WM.
GLO land patent records indicate that none of the parcels over which the truck trail was constructed
originally were patented to Cunha or Cunningham. Table 5 reflects the individuals who patented the lands
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over which the truck trail was built once the reservation was diminished. The 1914 Ogle maps (Figure 154)
of the project area indicate that many of the original landowners were still present but by 1932 Cunha owned
all of the project area except for a 40-acre parcel owned by William Slusher (Figure 155; Metsker 1932).
These 40 acres are likely the parcel owned by Cunningham Sheep Ranch in 1940. Work on the Johnson
Creek Truck Trail commenced in February 1941.

Table 5. Individuals who Patented Lands on which the Johnson Creek Truck Trail was Constructed.
Name

¼ Section

John Schmidt
John Bryant
Peter Eggers
Thomas Thompson
Harry Card
Harry Card
Ruby Hazlett

S ½ SW ¼
SE ¼
W ½ NW ¼; SE ¼ NW ¼
N ½ SE ¼
SW ¼ SW ¼
SE ¼ SE ¼
NE ¼ SE ¼; N ½ NE ¼; SE ¼ NE
¼
NE ¼ NE ¼
NW ¼ NW ¼
SW ¼ NW ¼
N ½ SW ¼; SE ¼ SW ¼
SE ¼ SE ¼

Harry Card
Harry Card
Charles E. Welch
Elva Boone
Gay S B Hayden

Section

Date

Authority

22
22
26
26
26
27
27

7/22/1914
1/13/1894
6/24/1914
4/13/1911
12/1/1904
12/1/1904
12/8/1916

Sale-Cash Entry
Sale-Cash Entry
Sale-Cash Entry
Sale-Cash Entry
Sale-Cash Entry
Sale-Cash Entry
Sale-Cash Entry

34
35
35
35
35

12/1/1904
12/1/1904
1/3/1920
6/23/1919
5/22/1915

Sale-Cash Entry
Sale-Cash Entry
Sale-Cash Entry
Sale-Cash Entry
Sale-Cash Entry

On October 14, 2015 the CRPP Field Director and I began surveying at the intersection of the FS2136
and the south fork of Little Johnson Creek (Figure 156). This is on private lands within Section 17 of
Township 2 South, Range 35 East, WM, but before a land exchange in the 1990s was part of Forest Service
Lands. This upper stretch of the Johnson Creek Truck Trail is no longer in use so our goal was to find
evidence of the former truck trail bed. One surveyor headed northwesterly down the west side of Little
Johnson Creek while the other surveyor headed down the east side of the drainage. We passed the stock
pond development in the headwaters of the creek as noted during the survey of the Cold Springs Truck
Trail. After working our way through much brush, I was finally able to find evidence of a road bed on the
west side of the drainage. Cut logs indicating prior road clearing and a level road bed could be seen
intermittently until the surveyors reached the boundary of the tribal lands (Figures 157-158). There were
stretches that were so overgrown that it was difficult to find a way through, let alone signs of the road. It
is unclear whether this road bed along the upper reaches of Little Johnson Creek was created as part of the
Johnson Creek Truck Trail or from later use. Records do not indicate whether or not the Johnson Creek
Truck Trail was completed to the Cold Springs Truck Trail.
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McKay Creek

Rail Creek

County Road 639

Johnson Creek

Figure 154. Ogle (1914) map of a portion of Township 1 South, Range 34 East, WM. Note where County
Road 639 ends at the line between Sections 22 and 27. Red line shows approximation of where Johnson
Creek Truck Trail would be constructed to County Road 639. CCC-ID work also improved County Road
639. The easement over Cunha’s land for the Johnson Creek Truck Trail is in Sections 29, 28, 21, 22, 27,
and 35 in Township 1 South, Range 34 East, WM.
Rail Creek

County Road 639
McKay Creek
Johnson Creek

Little Johnson Creek

Figure 155. Metsker (1932) map of a portion of Township 1 South, Range 34 East, WM. Note that the
route of County Road 639 has changed in comparison to McKay Creek. The easement over Cunha’s land
for the Johnson Creek Truck Trail is in Sections 29, 28, 21, 22, 27, and 35 in Township 1 South, Range 34
East, WM.
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Figure 156. Location of area surveyed (blue) for the Johnson Creek Truck Trail on Bassey Creek, Oregon
1996 (west) and Meacham Lake, Oregon 1983 (east), 7.5 minute USGS quadrangles.
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Figures 157 and 158. Left image is at 314° where evidence of the truck trail was visible in the upper reaches
of Little Johnson Creek on private lands (15-096:10). Image is taken at 385,041 meters east and 5,027,452
meters north. Right image is at 322° of immature trees that have grown up in road bed (15-096:11).
10/22/15
At the boundary of the Umatilla Indian Reservation, about one mile down Little Johnson Creek from
where the surveyors began, is a barbed wire fence with a gate (Figure 159). A GPS reading taken here
indicates that this location is at 383,910 meters east and 5,027,956 meters north. From just beyond the gate,
the Johnson Creek Truck Trail is still in use until the north reservation boundary in Section 2 of Township
2 South, Range 35 East, WM. Instead of continuing up Little Johnson Creek as the plans show, an alternate
route was later created at an unknown date to switch back and head south up to Johnson Tower Road. The
surveyors continued down the clearly defined Johnson Creek Truck Trail along which an engineered ditch
was observed on the eastern shoulder of the road (Figure 160). The western side of the road drops down to
the creek and therefore no ditch was necessary.
Spino Spring was observed as we surveyed along the truck trail to the reservation boundary (Figure
161). The spring was developed with a corrugated metal pipe similar to Buckhorn, Watkins, and McFarland
springs. The pipe measured 30 inches in diameter, extended 16 inches above the ground, and was located
at 380,940 meters east and 5,030,897 meters north. There was no lid on the spring development. The
CRPP Field Director recounts getting water at the spring until the late 1960s and remembers the dipper and
pitcher that used to hang on a hook from a tree branch so those stopping could easily fill up their containers
(OHP403). “We use to stop there and get water, get water and fill up. Big, big jugs cause the spring was
coming, the water was coming right off the rocks…” (OHP403).
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Figures 159 and 160. View on left is at 120° of the barbed wire fence and gate to enter tribal lands in
Section 18 (15-093:5). View on right is at 52° of a portion of the truck trail on reservation lands which is
still in use. Note the ditch on the right frame (15-093:10). 10/14/15
Figure 161. View at 6° of CRPP Field Director
gathering GPS data at Spino Spring. Note the style of
pipe (15-093:12). 10/14/15
At the north boundary of the reservation the private
landowner on the north side of the fence had excavated
a tank trap so as to prevent tribal members from driving
onto the property (Figure 162). A GPS reading gathered
at the boundary indicated the fence is at 380,838 meters
east and 5,031,363 meters north. On the west side of
Little Johnson Creek at the boundary was a Umatilla
Indian Reservation sign that appeared to be spray
painted on plywood, similar to other boundary signs
observed during this project. The surveyors then turned
around and headed back up Johnson Creek Truck Trail
to the southern reservation boundary.

Instead of

fighting the overgrown vegetation along Little Johnson
Creek as we did on the way down, the surveyors walked the currently used cut-off road up to Johnson
Tower Road and back to the vehicle. The Johnson Creek Truck Trail was designated site 2S.34E.00/01.
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Figure 162. View at 0° of the boundary of the reservation lands and private lands. Note the berm behind
the fence (15-093:16). 10/14/15
Summary of Projects
Efforts were made to locate above ground extant improvements created by the Umatilla Agency CCCID. Survey results varied. CCC-ID era resources observed included remnants of historic boundary fences,
boundary signs, the fire lookout tower and associated telephone line, and active and remnants sections of
constructed truck trails and culverts (Johnson Tower Road, Johnson Creek Truck Trail and Cold Springs
Trail). Camping refuse and tipi poles were observed indicating continued use of the improved Johnson
Lands Picnic Grounds. No spring developments dating to the CCC-ID era could be located, either because
subsequent improvements were conducted at the springs or the correct spring development was not
relocated. It should be noted that lack of positive surface results does not necessarily indicate that subsurface sites do not still exist. Fieldwork was limited to identifying those resources visible on the surface.
Due to the thick forest duff and vegetation in places, additional resources are likely present.
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Chapter 6: Oral History Results
The information below, gleaned from oral history interviews, illustrates the use of the Johnson Lands
and the values those lands hold. As noted in Chapter 1, oral history information helps to provide context
to better understand the CCC-ID projects and associated archaeological sites and determine their
importance, especially as it relates to significant events and people. My research has led me to believe that
the CCC-ID work occurred in the Johnson Lands because of its cultural significance. Traditional places on
the landscape and their place names interconnect the sense of place and self on this land. Since time
immemorial, within the Johnson Lands tribal members carried out cultural practices which are rooted in
tamánwit, the unwritten law and foundation of tribal members’ physical and spiritual way of life (Conner
and Lang 2006:23). The Johnson Lands may have been valued by the CCC-ID as they are a location where
tribal events occurred. This chapter discusses practices which occurred across this landscape including, but
not limited to gathering, hunting, vision quests and other spiritual practices (e.g. sweathouse rituals), wild
horse round-ups, and the annual gatherings at the Picnic Grounds. The oral histories also shed light on the
individuals involved in these activities. Oral history information pertaining to specific CCC-ID
improvements has been incorporated into previous chapters where those improvements were discussed.
The traditional place name for the Johnson Lands is ˀIwéetem Tulikéecet which translates to pond on
top in the Nez Perce language (OHP11). There used to be a lake on top of the mountain, east of Cap Kidd
(OHP53) where tribal members hunted and gathered huckleberries (OHP399). One elder recollects
camping around the lake as there was always water and willows; however, tribal members no longer have
access to the lake because private land owners have put up fences and locked the gates (OHP473). Another
elder stated that, “There used to be a lake up there, used to be. Don’t find it anymore” (OHP54). It is
unclear whether there are still remnants of the lake on private land or if water levels have changed and the
lake is no longer present. When asked if there was a specific name for the Johnson Creek area, one elder
said that they just called it the Picnic Grounds; “Them old people called it something” (OHP54). This
interview was conducted in 1993 and the elder who referred to the old people was herself over 90 years old
at the time.
The Johnson Lands were and are an important place to gather, camp, and carry out traditional activities.
The area is rich with resources and spiritual guidance. “Our older people communicated with nature. You
know, to something brought forth that would be there for your welfare, your person. Your identity…sacred
is a, yeah it’s a powerful thing that emanates from the land in some way” (OHP399). Ceremonial activities
of hunting and fishing (men) and gathering berries and digging and cleaning roots (women) are important
ways people connect spiritually with the Creator (Halfmoon 1991:7). People utilized this important
gathering place as soon as the snow melted (OHP469), accessing it via horseback along a trail from below
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McKay Creek up the ridges to the Johnson Lands (OHP53). Activities in the Johnson Lands included but
are not limited to sweats; vision or guardian spirit quests; harvesting of tipi poles; fishing; gathering roots,
berries, medicines, and other foods such as hop hop (black tree moss); and hunting (OHP469).
In Plateau tribal culture, boys find their spirit helpers, their power, through vision quests in order to
prepare themselves for manhood (Halfmoon 2007:9). Oftentimes a young individual seeks his spirit helper
when he is in his teens, an age when he is still learning about traditions (OHP376); this often leads to the
individual receiving his Indian name (Halfmoon 2007:10).
Spiritual beings were all about the country and if these supernatural powers determined that a person
was worthy and willing to do good for the people, then the spirit of ‘Weye-a-kin’ would enter the
person’s body to guide and help the people. However, if the person was not worthy the opposite could
happen with disastrous effects on the people [Guyer 1975:3].
The Johnson Lands are an area rich in spirit helpers and boys would be sent out alone for three days and
three nights (Halfmoon 2007:9). Parsons Motanic received his weyekin in the Johnson Lands after many
days of preparing (OHP471). He was told to kill a two point buck, the Big Doctor, and after much patience
and many days he was rewarded (OHP30). “Some elders say that the buck was special because of its forked
horns, which were shaped like parts of stars” (Pond and Hester 2006:131). Another tribal member recounts
that his father was sent for four nights at the age of eight years old on his vision quest in the Johnson Lands;
he too was to bring home the Big Doctor (OHP403). He was successful and achieved his first kill
(OHP202).
Tribal elders remember the areas where they camped with their families in the Johnson Lands which
included the settlers’ cabins. “They were still traveling by horseback; one time my grandma moved, when
they had them houses, like at Johnson Creek they had some cabins up there where Indians claimed, then
they stayed there [in the cabins] during the hunting season, or huckleberry season” (OHP229). This may
have been the unnamed homestead cabins near the Picnic Grounds; Buckhorn, Mathis, or Cunha cabins; or
any of the other cabins off of tribal grounds in the Johnson Lands. Another elder used to move up to the
Johnson Lands every April from the age of five to go digging, and her family would participate in the wild
horse round-ups; they would stay in one of the cabins and head back down to the lowlands for root feast
and then head back up to the Johnson Lands for huckleberry feast (OHP54). When she got to be 10 or 11
years old, she “would ride all of the way from the cabin to the Horn cabin [Buckhorn cabin] just to be riding
from the cabin all of the way on horseback” (OHP54).
Another elder recounts camping and hunting in the Johnson Lands prior to getting married in 1919.
Her father sent her to the mountains to help feed her brothers when they were hunting and she would help
with the hunt by driving out the deer (OHP52). After she married, she continued to utilize this area with
her family, hunting with the men (OHP52). Another elder remembers hunting the Johnson Lands around
1930 when he was about 20 years old with a large group. Headman Gilbert Minthorn lined out the 21
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hunters and there was no way the deer could get away (Pond 1981). Hunting parties worked together
helping each other out in areas such as the slopes of Johnson Creek (OHP402). Elk that used to be just
beyond the Cunha stock headquarters along McKay Creek moved up higher into the Johnson Lands once
the CCC-ID constructed the Johnson Creek Truck Trail (OHP53). Once game was brought back to camp,
it was processed. Often it was dried on racks over a fire in a designated meat drying tent (OHP54). “Some
poles were relatively low on which the fresh cut meat was placed, over time it was moved up to the higher
set of poles where the drying was completed” (Halfmoon 2008:10). The children had the job of using a fir
bough to keep the flies off of the meat (OHP471). Then it would be packaged up. “Everything had to be
dried. Didn’t have lockers. Everything had to be dried to be store for winter” (OHP54). Then the evenings
were a time to gather and socialize (OHP402).
Fishing was good along Johnson Creek and its tributaries. Many elders tell stories of catching mountain
trout (Dolly Varden, Salvelinus malma) and crappie (Pomoxis spp.; OHP54). “Sometimes would go clear
down to Johnson Creek to fish, catch trout you know. And there was lots of fish there at the time, up Big
Johnson, way on some of them little tributaries. I said, like the water run long time, now it dries up. It’s
like our creek is, you see it today, it’s dropping real fast. And it never used to get that low, it’d always run”
(OHP53).
In the early days, the spring roots could be gathered from these lands (OHP53) and during the time of
the picnic, women would gather sawítk on the hillsides (OHP53), especially near Buckhorn cabin in green
and damp locations (OHP54). χáwš (cous) was gathered down Johnson Ridge and on another ridge,
utilizing horses from the Picnic Grounds to access the second ridge (OHP54). There used to be small
amounts of camas by Buckhorn cabin but it was trampled by the cattle and can no longer be found (OHP54).
Once the roots and berries were gathered, they were also dried by placing them on canvas that was stretched
over poles (OHP54). The children were also responsible for turning the roots so that they dried evenly
(OHP54). One elder remembers as a child digging lots of roots in the Johnson Lands as her grandmother
traded the roots for other items (OHP236). Another remembers the women processing roots in the meadow
near Buckhorn cabin.
You would see them on their tule mats drying their roots. Then they had these big ground stones that
were on the ground and they had to press those and they had to pound their roots. And then they made
them into cookies. I remember seeing my mom do that and they pound them up and they make them
really mushy you know how the, they could move them around and they just make cookies. Let them
dry on the thing like that. And he said you can see the ladies sitting there, everywhere you went. We
was out there and we could never find any [mortars]. Someone went out there and picked those up.
Someone knew what they were [OHP403].
Medicines were gathered including one for diabetes and horse medicine (OHP54; Shillal 2004).
Oral histories indicate that around 1930 people were using the area later to be known as the Picnic
Grounds to gather and socialize. It likely occurred for decades or centuries beforehand as well. One elder
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remembers losing at stick games there in 1930. At that time there was no road and vehicle access was not
possible until after Umatilla Agency “made a road all the way up by the tower and this way” (OHP53). As
previously noted, in 1937 the BIA began clearing brush along the Johnson Creek Indian Trail and the road
to the Picnic Grounds was completed around October 1939 (PAO 43 Box 1303 Regional Forester ECW).
After completion of the lookout tower the road became known as Johnson Tower Road.
Once it was determined that the Johnson Lands would be returned to the tribes under the Indian
Reorganization Act, several tribal members decided that they should put on a picnic to celebrate. Charley
Jones, Gilbert Minthorn, Allan Patawa, and Otis Halfmoon proclaimed that they should have a picnic so
that is what they did (OHP52). Those men decided where the community should gather and designated it
the Picnic Grounds (OHP52). Other key individuals taking part in the activities at the Picnic Grounds
included Phillip Jones, William Jones, Tom Joe, Tom Pond, Toy Toy, Clarence Burke, Sol Webb, and
Isadore Whitebull (OHP11; OHP52; OHP53; OHP473). Picnics began at least as early as 1938; one elder
recounts participating in the activities at the Picnic Grounds in 1938 and 1939 before he joined the military
in 1940 (Halfmoon 2002:4).
Every year after that, the date was set for some time after the Fourth of July and people would move
up to the Picnic Grounds to have a picnic as established by the above group of men (OHP54). “Anybody
who wanted to move, they’d move… Gilbert Minthorn would live up there” (OHP54). They would spread
news of the date and people from the Yakama and Nez Perce reservations would attend (OHP54). Former
Assistant Ranger Chriswell who worked on the Umatilla National Forest prior to World War II remembered
the Umatilla Indians as good neighbors; “During the huckleberry season they enjoyed what they called a
picnic. Ranger Tuck had always been invited to this and they now included me” (Chriswell n.d.:44). The
picnic at the Johnson Lands was a special time and “everybody camped [at] Johnson Creek…Time to leave
harvest, go to the hills, forget about everything. That’s the way they were you know. Come back, they
would start new. Maybe we’re getting that age today; I always feel that…uh, kind of too in a hurry. Hurry,
hurry, hurry” (OHP 3).
Some families would already be up in the Johnson Lands when the picnic was scheduled as this area
continued to be used regularly except in the middle of winter. Others would come by horse and truck.
Gilbert Minthorn and the young men would make sure that Johnson Tower Road was clear prior to the
picnic (OHP54). Many times the children, led by an adult, would bring the families’ horses up from McKay
Creek as there were no horse trailers back then (OHP469); Tom Joe (born 1870) is mentioned in a number
of oral histories as leading the young ones on this ride. Meanwhile, the remainder of the families would
travel by truck with camping gear either through Kamela or later up the Johnson Creek Truck Trail
(OHP61). Those going through the Eatonville (former CCC-ID camp) along the Johnson Creek Truck Trail
gleaned apples or whatever fruit was ripe at the orchard along the way (OHP469). One tribal elder saw his
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first bear kill on the way to the Picnic Grounds. His father killed a bear, skinned it, and took the meat up
to camp and cooked it (OHP469). Other oral histories discuss cooking bear in a pit at the Picnic Grounds
in a manner similar to camas (OHP54). The entire animal was used and the bear brains, like deer brains,
were used to work hides (OHP54).
The Picnic Grounds had large trees which provided much shade (OHP54). Camps were set up “on that
flat, just a flat…and they had camps all right from where that tower [CCC-ID Johnson Lookout Tower] was
clear around where we was. Right at the end near the other opening cause there was camps all the way
around” (OHP52). Families camped in their traditional spots year after year next to the same families,
similar to the July Celebration Grounds (OHP469). Young boys would dig pits for their family to use for
garbage and for toilets (Halfmoon 2002:1). Some camped at the Picnic Grounds while working on CCCID projects in the Johnson Lands (OHP469). Not all who participated in the picnic stayed in the Picnic
Grounds. “People were coming and going all of the time. Celebrations up here. I know my folks used to
just come up here and then we would go back home. But we were just camped below on Big Johnson.
Used to be a cabin and used to ride up horseback. And be here all day and then we would ride down…and
come back” (OHP54). George Spino and Tom Joe used to camp at the forks of Big Johnson and Little
Johnson creeks and you could see their campfire smoke in the mornings rising out of the canyon (Halfmoon
2002:3).
The gathering included a big feast, activities for all ages, and religious services on Sunday. To prepare
for the feast, the men went hunting every day except Sunday (OHP54). “In those days the laws were strong
with the religion, in every way, hunting, fishing, and having respect for the game…They never used to hunt
on Sunday; although some used to fish, but they used to divide it among all of the people. Not like today”
(Patrick 1979:14). The feast would include fish, elk, deer, sometimes bear, roots, hop hop, potatoes,
watermelon (OHP54) and fresh vegetables brought from family gardens (Halfmoon 1990:3). One elder
remembers attending the picnics when he was around 9 or 10 years old during the CCC-ID era in 1940 and
every part of the animals was prepared for feast. He would look in the pot and “see a whole deer head
floating in the pot. Nothing was wasted! Go by, see a rabbit, would float up. Its eyes looking at you.
Nothing was fried” (OHP53). A big tent, also called a big top, was set up similar to the one at the July
Celebration Grounds in Mission. The tent was stored at the Umatilla Agency and Bill Minthorn would
bring it and all of the poles up to the Picnic Grounds every year (OHP53). The big top was used at the
Picnic Grounds for a shelter and gathering location until there was a cooking accident and the tent went up
in flames (OHP202). Three large tables were set up for the feast and a large dance floor was constructed
(Halfmoon 1990:3). The children were often tasked with using fir boughs on short poles to keep the insects
off the food while the grown-ups ate (Halfmoon 2002:2).
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There were games and activities for all ages. There were men against women tug-o-war games with a
big mud puddle in the middle (OHP53), foot races (OHP54) and pie eating contests (OHP52). Adults would
partake in stick games in the big top. Money was not used but items such as bags or shawls were bet on
(OHP53). Card games were played in the same manner. “They use to have I guess what you call WahLuxa. They set a couple cards out and you bet on a card. And the dealer stays on one card. Well then they
would pick a card and well if the dealer wins well he would rake in” (OHP53). For children there was a
game which involved a “hoop about that big and each one had about five sticks and they would throw that
at the loop trying to spear it in the middle” (OHP53). Children also had jumping rope contests and gunny
sack races (OHP54). Prizes would be candy or cookies. Oral histories indicate that different families lost
children to illness or accidents when attending gatherings at the Picnic Grounds and they are likely buried
in the vicinity (OHP53).
After dinner, modern dancing would occur on the large dance floor and the musicians from Thorn
Hollow and Gibbon would play violins, guitars, banjos, trumpets, fiddles, harmonicas, saxophones,
accordions or whatever instrument they had (OHP444; Halfmoon 1990:3; Halfmoon 2002:1). Lanterns
illuminated the dance floor and the musicians would carry on until about 11pm when they would call it a
night (Halfmoon 1990:3). War dancing would also occur at night with a big drum in the big top; some
nights there was a sing around or serenading, where songs would be sung from tent to tent (OHP54).
Sometimes a hand drum was used for the serenading (Halfmoon 2002:1). At night, one elder recalls always
hearing the drumming at the other side of the Picnic Grounds where Willie Wocatsie camped. The men
would be drumming and a campfire would be burning over which women would make picture bread that
they would have for a few days (OHP229). Sunday was a day for religious services. Some of the elders
involved in the services included Toy Toy, Tom Joe, Mitchell Lloyd, Jim Crawford, Ernest Johnley, George
Spino, Willie Wocatsie, and Jim Dixson (OHP53; OHP54). The sweathouse was down by Buckhorn Cabin
(OHP54).
When the festivities ended, families went their own way. Some would head back home. “The Cayuse
bunch went that way (north), and we came south through Yellow Jacket, Pilot Rock, and finally, McKay
Creek…it was about Round-up time then” (Pond 1981). Families left their tipi poles leaning in trees so
that they would be ready for use when they returned. As noted in Chapter 5, a partial set of tipi poles was
observed in the area of the Picnic Grounds and lookout tower. People did not bother with other peoples’
belongings until the late 1950s when some started taking the easy way out and “borrowing” other peoples’
poles (OHP385). Some families would continue on to other places in the mountains to hunt and gather
(OHP385) as this was the time to gather all resources and dry them to prepare for winter (OHP236). Before
leaving, toilet frames were torn down and burned, the holes covered with dirt, and tipi poles and womens’
hide scraping poles were stashed (Halfmoon 2002:3). Therefore, there may be buried archaeological
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features in the Picnic Grounds from the pits to cook bear as well as the pits for the garbage, toilets, and
burned toilet frames. Above ground features may include tipi poles and tools that had been put away for
future use.
Many stayed in the Johnson Lands to do this work, hunting and drying meat, and gathering berries and
other resources often until the snow drove them out (OHP473) or they ran out of food (OHP54). Some
teachings indicate that hunting could occur until the third snow (Pond and Hester 2006:131); other teachings
say it is the fifth snow (OHP394; OHP386). When the time comes, people need to leave the mountains so
that the animals can recover. This might mean that people are still camping when there is over 20 inches
of snow on the ground, like in 1958 (OHP53).
One elder camped as a child with her grandparents after the picnic in the Cold Springs area.
We’d stay up at Johnson Creek; we’d be up there like right now during the hunting season. Then they’d,
we’d camp at Cold Springs. Ada and Ike Patrick stayed, they had their camp tents and we had two. We
stayed at Cold Springs in November; it would start snowing then finally they’d come get us. I remember
that! But boy it was pretty up there. We camped by a creek; there was water always running at that
time. And trout in there, we’d throw rocks at it…they had trout…springs right there. Kotsa used to dry
meat, have that meat dried. She’d always dry it for…not just for our family but for other people too.
That was her job, drying meat [OHP229].
It was in the Johnson Lands where another elder learned to smoke meat. One year she dried two elk and
five deer while she camped near the lookout tower (OHP21).
When one tribal member got out of the service he returned to hunt the Johnson Lands and remembered
seeing the old tipi poles in the trees in the Cold Springs and Johnson Creek areas where people used to
camp as well as depressions in the large rocks along Johnson Creek where the women processed roots
(OHP53). The Jones family utilized all of the areas around the Picnic Grounds and remembers the other
families who also camped in the area with them.
Richard Burke was over here on the north boundary above Cold Springs right in here. Ludy Crane.
Then Arnold Lavadour Jr. and his wife, children, camped there on Johnson Ridge [and also at Cap
Kidd]. Then Moes Lloyd was over on Folsom Ridge a lot of times…Oliver Sohappy and…Gabriel
Moses and David Wolf, Denny and then they camped there on Folsom Springs. They did their hunting
and logging or whatever, wood cutting out of there all the time [OHP53].
CCC-ID enrollee Alfred Parr frequently camped at the old lookout tower and later other tribal members
including Jesse Jones Jr. and J.C. Penny also camped there (OHP53). Another CCC-ID enrollee, Sherman
Alexander, and his family often camped in the Cold Springs area (OHP53). When remaining in the Johnson
Lands, families would continue to socialize and use the sweathouse by Buckhorn cabin (OHP54).
Cold Springs was a popular place for gathering berries in late summer because of the good bushes and
good water (OHP469; OHP471). The berries were thick around Folsom Ridge and Snipe Creek and
families would pick and pick (OHP53). Cold Springs was one elder’s mother’s favorite spot that they
always returned to. As a child, his family camped in the Picnic Grounds and went to various berry sites,
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but they always checked on the Cold Springs berry crop. This was his mom’s mother lode. He believed
that his mother was brought there by her elders (OHP469). Another elder recalled that the berries were all
around Cold Springs, Cap Kidd, the lookout tower and the Picnic Grounds and that’s where the women
would pick before the area was overgrazed (OHP53).
Some say that gatherings at the Picnic Grounds ceased because the “the old people died off and it was
the old people that went there year after year. And pretty soon the old people start leaving us. Then quit
going there” (OHP471). Others believe that the picnics stopped in the 1940s due to World War II (OHP53;
OHP236). Others thought it was the 1950s when things died down and families no longer got together to
hunt and camp at the root and berry fields (OHP236). “A lot of the no trespassing signs were going up; the
population of people was growing rapidly naturally and they were putting up no trespass” (OHP236). One
elder participated in the Picnic Grounds before the war when he was 10 years old; he never went back until
much later in life and at that time the resources were not like they had been (OHP441).
Even though the formal gatherings at the Picnic Grounds no longer occurred, the area continued and
continues to be used by families or groups of families heading up into the mountains to fish, hunt, roundup wild horses, and gather resources. People still head up to the Johnson Lands once the snow melts and
the roads are passable (OHP469). “Up where you see the snow up that way, make the circle clear around
over to Johnson Creek, take about a month to make the circle hunting a fishing and gathering roots. All
from the mountains all from the rivers, the creeks, they harvested them the Indian way. But that’s how we
made a living then” (OHP395). “Our family would go from Thornhollow around, end up over there in
Johnson Creek and stay there hunt, roots, whatever they had to do. Make the circle and come back around
here. Time they got home it would be to go to that Pendleton Round-Up. But that was part of my growing
up” (OHP442).
Fishing continues in the Johnson Lands (OHP396), with the wild trout arriving in early March
(OHP405). People fish the tributaries all of the way up into the Johnson Lands from areas such as Bassey
Creek and McKay Creek (OHP316). The Johnson Lands are still used by many families to hunt (OHP53;
OHP382; OHP401; OHP402), sometimes with a large group of men (OHP410). Some use horses to hunt
Johnson Creek clear down to McKay Creek and the area east of Indian Lake (OHP402); others from
Johnson Creek over to Ryan Creek, Rail Creek and Bell Cow (OHP396); and others around Salmon Back
Ridge (OHP403). One elder who used to hunt the area by Folsom Springs remembers the remnants of the
camp of Richard Burke, Winnie and Gilbert Conner, and Elzie Farrow in that area; the camp remnants
included porcelain pots and dishes (likely enamel; OHP53). This camp is likely near the Cold Springs
Truck Trail and off of tribal lands and not included in archaeological surveys conducted for this project.
Individual families met up with others and stayed at Buckhorn cabin (OHP401) or set up camp in other
areas of the Johnson Lands. Some camped in the Johnson Lands only during elk season, staying at the
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Buckhorn cabin area, tower ridge or near Indian Lake for a couple of weeks (OHP401). One tribal member
stated that one of his father’s annual trips was to the Johnson Lands. “He would buy two or three weeks’
worth of groceries and moved into Halfmoon’s old cabin up on the far top, on the far end of Johnson. And
throw a tarp over the roof cause the old cabin leaked. And uh clean it up, pretty much, inside…. hunt two
or three weeks. Til we got our elk or deer. Whatever we were after” (OHP392).
Families camped together in the Picnic Grounds to make wood.
They didn’t cut wood, they made wood. And they’d bring all the wagons up with them and cut and then
haul down for one family, and then haul down for the next family, until they had all their wood. And
they stayed up there on top and dried all the meat and smoked the salmon. But it was pretty much a
family affair, there was probably, I think he said three or four different families that they stayed with
[OHP402].
There used to be good stands of trees to make tipi poles in the Johnson Lands as well (OHP444). Other
continued to run wild horses in this area (OH53). Some remember the cowboys coming home along McKay
Creek after a horse round-up, riding single file and singing songs (OHP400).
Cold Springs, the Picnic Grounds area, and the area by the lookout tower were good places for
huckleberries (OHP53). You used to be able to “go there and smell the huckleberries back then. It used to
be really thick, really thick brush and lots of trees...the best ones are on the sunny side. And you look down
into Salmon Back and had the huckleberry on the hillside. And, that’s where people use to hold on to the
horses or tie a rope on them, slide down and pick huckleberries” (OHP403). These areas continued to be
good places for berries for a while. Then logging, coupled with sheep and cattle grazing, diminished the
berry and root crops. It no longer remains a prime spot. In the 1950s logging began to reduce the tree
canopy and the berries stopped growing; additionally, numerous logging roads now cross this area that was
once isolated (OHP53) allowing increased vehicle access for all (OHP444). One elder wanted to go back
to Cold Springs as it was her favorite place but was told that there were no longer many bushes because of
the lack of canopy (OHP426). The Cunha brothers ran six thousand sheep above McKay Creek (OHP370).
Others grazed sheep in the area as well. One elder stated that sheep were grazed for two years in one area
where they gathered sawíkt and after the two years, no sawíkt could be found (OHP53). On the south side
of the Johnson Lands there used to be good berry bushes “Until they got the sheep and they trampled it all
out” (OHP54). I “think it was the damn sheep that came through there and destroyed the huckleberries;
from Kamela to Cold Springs—you could pick all along the road” (OHP441).
Tribal members used to drive to the Johnson Lands from McKay Creek up the Johnson Creek Truck
Trail in cars; the road was good enough that 4-wheel drive trucks were not needed (OHP382). That all
changed when the private landowners gated the portion of Johnson Creek Truck Trail formerly owned by
the Cunha family. Decades later Umatilla County officially vacated County Road 639 in 1991 (Umatilla
County 2016). The eastern portion of County Road 639, now considered part of McKay Creek County
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Road Number 1050, was vacated “though all of the road from its intersection with the south line of Section
19, Township 1 South, Range 34 E[ast] W.M.” This terminated the tribes’ ability to use the Johnson Creek
Truck Trail from McKay Creek. The large timber company that owns the lands no longer grants access.
“I was young you know, like '68 or something, when they blocked that gate. I was only like ten years old.
And I remember that cause we couldn’t go past that, people use to drive around it, drive around it you
know… That was pretty sad cause there was a lot of Indians that did go up there and camp” (OHP403).
The lower part of Johnson Creek became off-limits to tribal members. The orchards at Eatonville where
tribal members would help prune trees and glean fruit can no longer be accessed (OHP202). Now tribal
members wanting to hunt and gather in the Johnson Lands have to drive around either through the town of
Pilot Rock and through the Indian Lake area or use the road coming from the east through Kamela. “I hated
to see this road close because it put a big expense on me and my family when we go get wood for our winter
consumption. Go forty-five, eighty miles round trip to get our wood. Come home, leave early in the
morning, dark, and come back in the dark. You know, puts a hardship on us” (OHP53).
Tribal members had relationships with landowners like Cunha where both parties could benefit from
the land; however the older generation of non-tribal people is dying and the new generations do not carry
forward the view of mutual land use (OHP369). “Because the prevailing attitudes of today’s landowners
is different than those that have had it in the past...those new landowners tell us when we go to those places
to gather food and roots. You guys have no business coming to here, this is our land, you’re trespassing,
so stay away” (OHP244). This is the case in areas beyond the Johnson Lands as most private lands have
become fenced (OHP313). “So the white man is gradually cutting us off here and there, here and there.
Pretty soon we won’t be able to go anywhere’s” (OHP65). The Johnson Lands continue to be used but
limited access coupled with the loss of good huckleberry and root grounds has changed how the lands are
used. That said, the area remains spiritually and culturally important to the tribes; ancestors are buried on
these traditional lands and tribal members’ connections to them remain inviolate.
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Chapter 7: Discussion and Conclusions
Synopsis of Tribal History and the CCC-ID
The Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and the Walúulapam have subsisted on the Columbia Plateau since
time immemorial. Tamánwit, the unwritten law, decrees reciprocity between the plants and animals and the
people. In effect, the natural environment and religion are one and cannot be separated; resources gathered
at particular locations are an integral part of the religion practiced by tribes (Steinmetz 2009). The identity
of Indian peoples is rooted in these places and the events that occurred there. The Imatalamłáma,
Weyíiletpu, and the Walúulapam fought hard for a reservation within their traditional lands in order to be
able to continue to practice their lifestyle at these locations rich in history, resources, and religion.
The Umatilla Indian Reservation was established under the Treaty of 1855 and the tribes’ reserved their
pre-existing rights in the 6.4 million acres of land which they ceded to the U.S. government. The
Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and the Walúulapam thought that they had preserved an area of their homeland
for themselves and their future generations, but as noted in Chapter 2, changing U.S. government policies
and laws continued to diminish the Umatilla Indian Reservation, especially through allotments. The U.S.
government did not keep its word to the Indian people. Tribal members worried that there would not be
enough land for future generations traveled to Washington, D.C. to petition for additional allotments and
the return of surplus unallotted lands as access to resources on these lands was vital for the tribes to continue
their traditional practices. The tribes were successful in gaining additional allotments but it took until 1940
for the surplus lands to be returned to the Umatilla Indian Reservation. These unallotted lands held spiritual
resources, big and small game, roots, berries, and medicinal resources, which are all essential parts of the
tribal culture as well as the individual well-being of the people. As the Great Depression swept the nation,
gathering and processing traditional foods became even more essential and tribal members were well versed
in preparing and storing foods for year-round consumption. To supplement traditional foods, tribal
members planted gardens. Money was still tight and jobs were scarce and in high demand.
To combat the problem of unemployment and the nation’s degrading natural resources, President
Franklin D. Roosevelt established New Deal programs, which were much needed in Indian Country. The
CCC-ID Program began in 1933 as a means to put Indians to work while rehabilitating forest and grazing
resources. CCC-ID project work began on the Umatilla Indian Reservation in the fall of 1937 but prior to
that time, the Umatilla Agency sent tribal members to Warm Springs Agency, Oregon and Carson Agency,
Nevada to participate in their CCC-ID Programs which were already established. Once the CCC-ID
program began on the Umatilla Indian Reservation, projects generally occurred in three areas: the July
Celebration Grounds in Mission, the Old Chief Joseph Cemetery and Gravesite in Joseph, Oregon, and the
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Johnson Lands. The Johnson Lands were the undisposed surplus lands which were reacquired under the
Indian Reorganization Act and once again became part of the reservation.
The CCC-ID program provided much needed work while enhancing the reservation. This work was
not limited to young men like the traditional CCC Program; rather, it provided an opportunity for all
families. Many families were desperate for work; tribal members were involved with the CCC-ID because
that was the work available on the reservation and other jobs were hard to come by (OHP442). During the
summer, tribal members could find jobs harvesting agricultural products but work in the winter was scarce.
One tribal member remembers her father saying that the CCC-ID “was a good deal for the tribal people
because it got a lot of young men working to where they could provide for their families. And he said that
was a good deal but he’d figured that he was older than they were and that he, he would let the younger
ones go and get it” (OHP449). As there were not enough jobs for all, the men rotated through the program.
One father and son both worked for the CCC-ID. “Like my dad he was a pretty...pretty elderly person and
he, he was born 1871. He was still working, working with the CC’s, when they were doing that kind of
work” (OHP195). When the former CCC-ID enrollee was asked about any lasting impacts of the CCC-ID
Program, he stated “I think it had a pretty good impact, desirable impact, where it put a lot of young people
to work from families so that they could contribute to their family too, income… I think a lot of those guys
carried on to the military, joined up in the Army. Used to send money back to their families in the
Depression days and people depended on any money they could get. Home payments, taxes” (OHP444).
Training occurred both on the job where men learned new trades as well as through educational
programs such as radio school at Chemawa or fire school with the Forest Service. “It was the first time our
people really did something that you go out and learn a trade” (OHP448). The training helped many obtain
off-reservation jobs with Turtleling Construction Company for construction of the Umatilla Army Depot
or at Boeing in Seattle.
In addition to providing the benefits of work, the projects implemented by the CCC-ID benefitted the
community. The work that the CCC-ID accomplished, both small and large, was a vital beginning for
improvements on the Umatilla Indian Reservation; “We didn’t have nothing really. I guess in a sense it
was kind of a starting point for a lot of things that go on today” (OHP450). The July Celebration Grounds
improvements created a specific area where the community gathered to partake in traditional activities such
as naming and feasts as well as modern recreation such as baseball or boxing events and weekly movies.
As one elder stated, “July Grounds was probably a state of the art park. They had everything modern there.
Everything was modern. And that was right next to the Oregon Trail Highway right here. Everything was
running water, toilet facilities, showers, race tracks, I mean they just did an outstanding job of building that
park” (OHP446). This elder believes that the July Celebration Grounds are the legacy of the CCC-ID. The
July Celebration Grounds brought the community together but over time use of the area changed. Some
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believe these changes were because of the pea harvest which did not allow for the men to partake in the
celebrations. Others indicated that it was part of the changing times. After World War II numerous rural
electrification projects occurred, allowing television into homes and the community baseball game was no
longer the only form of entertainment. Many elders today are sentimental about the July Celebration
Grounds and continue to have a connection to the location.
The July grounds area, I guess it was the last, the remnants of the old Indian culture. Indians still used
horses at that time. Not a lot, but they still…some of the older Indians still rode horseback around the
reservation. And they always wore big hats; that’s what my mother used to call them, the big hats, the
reservation hats. And they’re always very distinctive. Some of those that rode around on horseback
were your whipmen. And they were, I guess, the last of that institution. You always knew who they
were, you know, because they were the guys that kept the order. They were the guys that kept the
discipline within the tribe. They used to be…it used to be enforced here at the July Grounds during July
times because the children would have to go through the ritual of the whipping. And it was a ritual
[OHP9].
For this reason and others, elders continue to think that the July Celebration grounds are important
(OHP445). “Dad had sentimental value for the July Grounds. Anytime anythings happen, we were there”
(OHP447). The July Grounds were dedicated to the veterans around 1943 or 1944 (OHP2; OHP440).
The reacquisition of the Johnson Lands was reason for celebration. An annual picnic was put on to
commemorate the event and everyone from near or far would gather. Most would stay at the Picnic Grounds
but others would stay at other traditional camping areas such as at the Cunha headquarters along McKay
Creek or at the forks of Big and Little Johnson creeks. Later people stayed at homestead cabins vacated by
squatters who were removed when the U.S. government reacquired the Johnson Lands. CCC-ID projects
in the Johnson Lands centered on improving fire protection, access, resource protection, camping, and water
sources for tribal member consumption and their livestock. This included clearing areas for better camping
at the Picnic Grounds and developing springs and a well for the campers, fencing out trespassing cattle,
creating roads for access and fire protection, and the construction of a fire lookout tower and associated
telephone line. Even though there was some initial opposition to constructing a road from McKay Creek
up Johnson Creek and Little Johnson Creek to the Johnson Lands, the majority approved the Johnson Creek
Truck Trail as a means to provide much needed work for the men, as well as enhancing future access with
the changing times. More and more families were traveling to traditional places across the landscape via
automobiles instead of horseback and the Johnson Creek Truck Trail would allow better access for future
generations. The truck trails were well developed and elders recollect traveling these roads in their sedans.
However, as noted earlier, a few decades ago the property owners at the north end of the Johnson Creek
Truck Trail shut off access over their lands (former Cunha) and successfully petitioned the County to vacate
the last few miles of the county road. Tribal members no longer have easy access to the Johnson Lands and
now they have to drive the long way around. This is unsettling because the Johnson Lands were and are an
integral part of the tribes’ traditional activities and the tribes fought hard to ensure that non-tribal members
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could not close the road once it was constructed. The U.S. government’s representative told the tribes that
the road would not be closed unless the tribes’ wanted it to be. Now, different families own these parcels
with different views on land ownership and management. The road closure negatively impacts the tribes’
ability to continue to hunt and gather at traditional places. Knowledge of the tribes’ important traditions is
being lost with each new generation when the wisdom does not get passed down because families cannot
return to these locales. Efforts were made a few years ago to get the picnic started back up at the Picnic
Grounds, but there was limited participation (OHP405; OHP450).
Improvements at the Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery are still visible today. While the cistern
has been filled in and the non-native plants are no longer being watered, the masonry work is in fair
condition, and the Cemetery continues to be protected as a National Historic Landmark. Under an
agreement with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the National Park Service manages the Cemetery as well as
lands adjacent to the tribal cemetery. The CCC-ID work continues to serve its purpose in protecting the
tribes’ ancestors’ final place of rest.
Overall, the work of the CCC-ID benefited and changed the use of the landscape by the tribal
community. The implemented projects were instrumental in making areas more accessible for tribal
members (OHP450). One former CCC-ID enrollee believed that the CCC-ID work he and others engaged
in was good for the forest (OHP444).
Research Undertaken and Outcomes
The review of the Bureau of Indian Affairs records housed at the National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) in Seattle was instrumental in understanding the CCC-ID Program at Umatilla
Agency. Items archived included but were not limited to general correspondence, annual work plans,
project files, educational program files, fire reports, gas sheets, monthly personnel reports, property loss
monthly reports, safety reports, cost reports, Tribal Business Committee minutes, copies of the newsletter
Nik-Ye-Wey News, photographs, and Indian Office Circulars. These documents were analyzed to determine
what projects were undertaken, what types of materials were used in the construction projects, who worked
on the projects, when the projects were conducted, and where the projects were undertaken. This provided
details used to determine where archaeological survey work should occur and what kinds of features,
artifacts or other cultural resources might be present and archaeologically visible. Concurrently, the CRPP
Oral History Program interviewed twenty-one people in hopes of obtaining information about the overall
CCC-ID Program or individual CCC-ID projects. This had mixed results as 75 to 80 years have passed
since the CCC-ID Program was implemented. I searched the existing 349 oral history interviews that had
been transcribed for key words [Johnson, Tower, McKay, Buckhorn, cold, cemet (for cemetery), celeb (for
celebration), and July]. Additionally, I utilized data from 19 new interviews. This search identified 106
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interviews which contained information relating to either the CCC-ID Program or the places that the CCCID improved such as the July Celebration Grounds, Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery, and the
Johnson Lands. The new interviews coupled with the archived oral history interviews were invaluable as
the provided insight into the use of the areas chosen by the CCC-ID for improvements; a clearer picture of
the activities that took place at the Picnic Grounds, July Celebration Grounds, and the Old Chief Joseph
Gravesite and Cemetery; a glimpse into why these places were and are important; personal accounts on
what people felt was valuable about the CCC-ID Program and projects; and additional names of people
involved with the CCC-ID program or the picnics in the Johnson Lands. As archaeology tends to
dehumanize the events that occurred across the landscape, the incorporation of oral histories reasserts the
people’s presence into the discussion of the resource. An archaeological site as understood with the insight
of oral history data tells of its use and importance. The incorporation of oral history data puts the culture
back into cultural resources. It brings forward the living, enduring component of these places and resources.
An archaeological survey was conducted over approximately 470 acres to try to answer the question,
“can archival, oral history and archaeological research identify CCC-ID improvements on the landscape?”
The Johnson Lands, where various types of improvement projects were conducted including such as
enhancing fire protection, boundary fences, access, resource protection, camping, and water sources for the
tribal members and their horses, were selected for the archaeological survey work.
CCC-ID fire protection projects that were relocated include remnants of the Johnson Creek Lookout
Tower, the associated telephone line, outhouse, and artifacts (2S.35E.18/01). Portions of old boundary
fence integrated with new fence were observed, but it was difficult to know if the wire used was from early
homestead fences or CCC-ID barbed wire. That said, the cambium had grown over the barbed wire in
places attesting to its duration at those locations. No site forms were compiled for the fence as it is unclear
when individual poles and wire were installed and replaced. The fence is a living cultural resource which
is constantly being improved with new posts and wire, as needed. Future work should include surveying
all of the boundary fences and documenting the resource. One roll of historic barbed wire was located in
the Picnic Grounds area and documented as an isolated find (2S.34E.18/19). Sites associated with access
improvements that were located include the Cold Springs Truck Trail (2S.35E.00/01), Johnson Creek Truck
Trail (2S.34E.00/01) and two wooden culverts along Johnson Tower Road (2S.34E.13/16 and
2S.34E.13/17). At the east reservation boundary along the north access road, one historic boundary sign
was documented (2S.35E.7/3). One additional sign was noted that may be historic and of similar
construction; however a newer sign is located on top of the possible historic sign.

Cultural resources

observed relating to improvements to the Picnic Grounds or overall camping included historic tipi poles
(2S.34E.13/13), one large locus of historic artifacts (2S.34E.13/18), milled lumber (2S.34E.13/23), one
small can scatter (2S.34E.13/14); one bucket and one beer bottle (2S.34E.13/24); and remnants of two
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camping areas (2S.34E.13/21 and 2S.34E.13/22). The Mathis homestead (2S.34E.13/2) was updated to
include a large historic refuse scatter that was not previously documented. The Buckhorn homestead
(2S.34E.13/7) was updated to include discussion of the spring development. No clear evidence of CCC-ID
work could be located for the spring developments. Three of the six springs visited had more modern,
vertical, corrugated metal pipe spring improvements. CCC-ID improvements could have preceded these
improvements, but no clear evidence was located. The one possible remnant is a linear wood feature in the
outlet from Buckhorn Spring. A CCC-ID enrollee indicated that he and his brother constructed troughs at
the outlet of the spring. The decaying wood could be a decomposing hand hewn trough.
Non CCC-ID related resources observed included three GLO markers; two were located along the east
reservation boundary (2S.35E.7/2 and 2S.35E.18/02), and one was located within the tribal lands, north of
Mathis homestead (2S.34E.13/15). The latter GLO marker also had a historic fuel can and remnant of a
fence jack associated with it. One Shell Oil can was also located and documented as an isolated find
(2S.34E.13/20).
Did conducting the archival research prior to conducting fieldwork make a significant difference in the
survey results? While the archaeological survey for surface and above ground resources did not identify
all of the CCC-ID improvements I hoped to find, the survey did lead to the recordation of many resources.
The extensive research created a greater understanding of the landscape and how it was used. As noted,
the archaeological data were not abundant.

While research identified locations where surface

manifestations were not evident, subsurface resources may still be present such as buried artifacts at the
homestead locations, buried garbage or privies at the Picnic Grounds, buried telephone wire and insulators
along the telephone line corridor, or the “rocked up” well. Without conducting the archival research, I
would not have assumed that the telephone line which serviced the Johnson Creek Lookout Tower went
beyond the tower, west to an open area. I may or may not have been able to locate the isolated ceramic
telephone line insulators and piece of half buried telephone wire unless I was closely examining this area
at a much tighter interval and remembering to look up into the trees. Oftentimes archaeologists are very
focused during archaeological survey on the ground and possibly at eye level for a culturally modified tree
or mining claim; however, how often are we looking up 30 feet in the air unless we have literature telling
us that we should? Additionally, if I did not know that wooden structures at the Picnic Grounds were
constructed with 2 x 4 and 2 x 6 materials, I might not have recorded non-diagnostic milled lumber in the
area of the Picnic Grounds; rather, I might have attributed it to modern use. Regarding the spring
developments, if I did not know that there were hand hewn log troughs at Buckhorn Spring, I might have
overlooked the decomposing log in the outlet of the spring box. That said, it may or may not be the remnants
of a trough, but with the archival data, it was documented and should be looked into further. Additionally,
instead of seeing a corridor devoid of trees and wondering if it is natural or logging related, I used the
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historic maps, design plans, and the cut logs on the ground observed through archaeological survey to
deduce that the corridor is likely the remnants of a truck trail. Without archival research, I might have
concluded that the artifacts left behind were remnants of isolated hunting camps or forestry work.
The overall results of this project are complex. The research coupled with the field survey provides a
deeper understanding of both the location of resources and the importance of those places. This document
pulls together information allowing a greater understanding and identification of patterned events in the
history of the Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and the Walúulapam (Criterion A). Events include annual
gatherings at the July Celebration Grounds and the Picnic Grounds, the Order of Restoration which
conveyed the Johnson Lands back to the tribes and was celebrated each year at the Picnic Grounds, and the
annual seasonal round in which the tribes participated in order to survive. The research identified people
significant in the tribes’ history who contributed to the CCC-ID and its projects (Criterion B). Documenting
the people involved with particular projects is critical to determining eligibility under this criterion. Both
research and archaeological survey provide information on the design and construction methods of the
various CCC-ID projects such as the wooden stave pipe culverts (Criterion C). The archival, oral historical,
and archaeological survey research provides location information on the CCC-ID projects and the historic
homesteads in the project area. These data provide insight into the importance and types of resources which
should be located at these places and could be relocated through various archaeological and geophysical
methods. Above ground resources were documented. These and subsurface features that are potentially
present are likely to yield additional data important to this nation’s history (Criterion D). Lastly, this
document discusses cultural resources that have an important value to the Imatalamłáma, Weyíiletpu, and
the Walúulapam people due to associations with cultural practices once carried out, or still carried out at
the property, or due to traditional beliefs, events or oral accounts important to the tribes’ history and cultural
identity (Tribal Register Criterion E). The Johnson Lands are used for a variety of traditional activities to
carry out tamánwit. These include but are not limited to vision quests and the procurement of big game,
fish, roots, berries, and medicines. This document does not address National and Tribal Register of Historic
Places significance for the specific resources; however, it provides the data that needs to be used when
determining a site’s eligibility.
Recommendations for the Future
If tribes wish to learn more about CCC-ID programs, the National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) contain a wealth of tribal data. For the Northwest, the Portland Area Office (PAO)
records and individual Agency files are curated at NARA in Seattle. The PAO jurisdiction included
agencies in California, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon and Washington until 1951 when it was reduced to Idaho,
Oregon, and Washington. I recommend reviewing both the agency files as well as the PAO files. PAO 43
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contains the desk files of the Regional Forester for Region 5 (Spokane) from 1915-1954 which includes
annual forestry reports, forest insects and diseases, general forestry files, jurisdictions, forest fire control,
grazing, soil and moisture conservation operations, and records of CCC-Indian Division Programs 193342. This includes CCC-ID project records for Chemawa Indian School, Colville (including Spokane),
Grand Ronde-Siletz, Klamath, Northern Idaho, Taholah, Tulalip, Umatilla, Warm Springs and Yakima
agencies. Reports for Chemawa and Grand Ronde-Siletz include photographic reports. PAO 50 and PAO
67 are also worth reviewing. PAO 50 contains the subject files of the extension and credit office from 1931
to 1946 and PAO 67 is the records of the medical director for the Spokane District from 1931-1942 which
discusses medical exams to enter the CCC-ID. These records may help shed light on the extent of the CCCID programs undertaken by the various agencies for the tribal communities including the specific projects
undertaken. Knowing the types and location of such improvement projects may assist in managing these
potential cultural resources. The documentary data gleaned for this project, coupled with oral historical
data, provided much greater context and understanding of the CCC-ID projects conducted for the benefit
of the Weyíiletpu, Imatalamłáma, and Walúulapam. If tribes have not already researched their CCC-ID
programs, the best first step would be to conduct oral histories with the few remaining individuals that
participated in these programs.
Future projects in the Johnson Lands, July Celebration Grounds or at Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and
Cemetery will benefit from this research. It will help determine the likelihood of buried resources within
future proposed project areas and provide context to understanding findings. Overall, this research connects
tribal people to these important places through the tribal members who constructed them as well as the
manner in which they were used by the community. These projects were completed at these locations
because these locations are significant to the tribal community. All future proposed undertakings need to
assess the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts of a project on the values that make these places
significant to the tribal community. All criteria need to be considered. This document pulls together critical
information to assess all four National Register criteria as well as the CTUIR Tribal Register criteria.
I recommend additional survey work along the boundary fence lines to document the fence as a whole.
There may be historic gates, fence jacks, or historic refuse along the fence line left during construction.
Additional survey work should also be conducted along Blue Kettle Ridge to verify if the north segment of
the Cold Springs Truck Trail is mapped in the correct location. The scale of the historic maps did not
precisely show the truck trail location. The two wooden stave pipe culverts should be cleaned out so that
they can properly function. As the research indicates that the Johnson Lands were heavily utilized, I
recommend conducting archaeological surveys of the remaining Johnson Lands that have not been
previously surveyed.
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In order to maintain their connection to these places, tribal members need continued access to them in
order to pass down knowledge to their children and grandchildren (OHP400). Under tamánwit, people
have a reciprocal responsibility to care for, harvest, share, and consume traditional foods or the foods may
be lost. Tribal members can obtain powers from places or animals and the animals and humans can learn
from each other at these important places (Steinmetz 2011:3). “You depend on the trees, you depend on
the water and the berries. Without the earth you just don’t be, you just don’t exist without the earth... And
in order to survive you got to respect that, you got to take care of what you have. You got to take care of
the water, the trees the roots and the berries, because that’s who you are” (OHP407). Elders are concerned
about impacts to the environment and all of the animals put on this earth by the Creator due to increased
road networks in the mountains and excessive logging. “It’s very hard to try to explain it to a non-Indian
or even to an Indian that doesn’t understand, that doesn’t want to take time and care for the land that was
left for us...I try to live by the teachings of the old people that I mentioned before, all those old people on
McKay Creek…how they took care of it, and I try to follow the same suit” (OHP53). One of the elders
who fought to get the Johnson Lands back stated “we must take care of this place now that we’ve got it
back for the tribes here. The deer, elk, bear, coyote, porcupine, squirrels, grouse, eagle or whatever is here
as our people subsisted on them” (Halfmoon 2002:6).
In order to better care for the Johnson Lands, one elder would like the tribes to purchase the adjacent
private lands to create a larger tribal area that would encompass areas such as Folsom Ridge and some of
the off-reservation cabins, if there are any left as logging in this area has torn many down (OHP53). Tribal
members used to take good care of the cabins and rebuild them as they are part of the tribes’ history. Names
of people long gone such as Robert Elk, Richard Burke, Clarence Burke, and Sam Luke are carved in the
walls with dates such as 1937 and 1942 (OHP53).
In the treaty of 1855 this was all set aside for us. When they made that treaty they didn’t make it for
tomorrow or the next day, they said for our children to follow us. Generations, me, you, all the Indian
people on the reservation this land was set aside for us. For us to take care of…This is things that
were told to me by my father, my aunts, Clarence Burke, Watkins Ezekiel [OHP53].
The tribes also need to develop relationships with their neighbors who have the keys to the locked
gates in order to open their minds to other manners of land use. One tribal member stated, “I don’t know
how we could do it. Just try to foster, foster friendships with them again and then saying this is what our
people did, this is where we used to, because our people used to go all the way through here you know”
(OHP369). As an elder stated, “We can’t help what the white man does but… we can sure try to stop a lot
of things, you know. Try to slow 'em down a little bit, you know. Even if we sometimes, humble
ourselves…bend low to cooperate with 'em, I guess we have to, you know…And I’m fearful of the way
things are going, it’s gonna get far worse than what it is now, it never gets any better” (OHP53). There is
an immediate need to work with landowners to gain permission to either cross their property or access their
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lands to hunt and gather. I recommend looking into reopening the Johnson Creek Truck Trail. The Bureau
of Indian Affairs acquired a legal right-of-way to construct the road and the U.S. government spent
considerable funds on its construction. Tribal members have voiced much concern over being cut off from
the Johnson Creek Truck Trail and reopening the road would allow greater ease of access and lessen the
economic impact of getting to the Johnson Lands. The signed easement found during this project has been
passed on to the CTUIR’s Office of Legal Counsel.
As Indian identity is rooted in traditional places across the landscape, and in order to continue the
connection with these important places, efforts need to be made by this generation to teach the future
generations about the places and the values they hold. I support the recommendation of Tamástslikt
Cultural Institute Director Conner who appealed for “…a formal calling out to our elder population for a
reunion, just for them to renew acquaintances; to have the fellowship and camaraderie amongst people who
perhaps have not been together since they camped together at Johnson Creek” (OHP156). This gathering
could be at the Johnson Lands or at the July Celebration Grounds. It would be an opportunity for both
socializing as well as passing down knowledge and the meaning of places of importance to the younger
generations. These places on the landscape such as the July Grounds or the Johnson Lands are “a physical
connection to the tribe’s past, between how members of the CTUIR lived before contact with non-Indian
people and after contact with non-Indian people, to how they continue to use the landscape today”
(Steinmetz 2011:8). Tribal members just might be able to reconnect with their ancestors through these
important places.
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Appendix A: CTUIR Oral History Interviews Utilized
Oral
History
Project
(OHP)
2
3
4
6
7

DATE

SUBJECT

8/27/1990
8/28/1990
8/28/1990
8/29/1990
8/28/1990

July Celebration Grounds in Mission with horse track
July Grounds in Mission and Cayuse; Johnson Lands
July Celebration Grounds Mission
CCC Isqúulktpe (Squaw) Creek; Mission and Cayuse July Grounds
Cayuse Celebration; July Celebration Grounds in Mission; pea harvest
impacts; non-tribal members leasing farmland

8
9
10
11

8/31/1990
8/31/1990
8/31/1990
9/4/1990

12
14
16
17
18
21
22
28
29
30
42
51
52
53
55
58
61
63
65
75
81
84
88
93
96

10/2/1991
10/4/1991
10/7/1991
10/10/1991
10/10/1991
10/16/1991
10/21/1991
11/14/1991
7/10/1995
10/31/1991
5/21/1992
12/29/1992
6/18/1993
6/18/1993
12/2/1993
12/6/1993
3/22/1994
3/23/1994
3/29/1994
4/7/1994
8/16/1994
8/23/1994
8/31/1994
7/10/1995
2/23-25/99

July Celebration Grounds in Mission; celebrations at Cayuse
July Celebration Grounds Mission; Bath house; Motanic Lodge
CCC July Grounds in Mission; bath house; celebrations at Cayuse
July Celebration Grounds Mission; Motanic Lodge; Picnic Grounds;
trail to Johnson Lands; corrals; trading post and post office McKay
Creek
McKay Creek orchards; lumber camp; mud baths
CCC Isqúulktpe Creek; baseball team from Mission; gardens
Cayuse July Celebration Grounds
WPA road work
Johnson Lands; Cayuse Celebration Grounds; Depression; pea harvest
Johnson Lands; Cayuse Celebration Grounds; Depression
Cayuse Celebration Grounds
McKay Creek camas; huckleberrying after July Celebration
Cayuse Celebrations
Johnson Lands hunting
Johnson Lands; Cap Kidd
Burial info McKay Creek Area; Oregon Trail
Mission July Grounds; Johnson Lands
Johnson Lands
Cayuse July Celebrations
Gathering in the Johnson area; Cayuse Celebrations
Johnson Lands
Sheep grazing; canning
Access to Johnson Lands
Johnson Lands; Various celebrations
Cayuse July Celebrations
Johnson Lands Picnic Grounds
Johnson Lands springs
Isqúulktpe Creek; Johnson Lands
Treatment of burials in Johnson Lands
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Oral
History
Project
(OHP)
99
103
105
121
129
140
142
147
151
152
156
195
198
202
226
229
234
236
241
243
244
253
257
258
259
264
269
272
274
275
290
294
313
316
320
325
342

DATE

3/17/1995
7/21/1995
6/16/1995
8/16/1994
12/18/1996
12/6/2000
3/21-22/01
5/9/2001
3/24/1999
3/30/1999
11/7-8/2001
12/2/2005
12/6/2005
7/14/2006
7/8/2008
10/16/2008
1/21/2009
1/15/2009
10/1-3/08
10/1-3/08
10/1-3/08
4/27/2009
8/25/1990
10/10/1993
unknown
8/13/2009
9/2/2009
10/7/2009
10/22/2009
10/26/2009
5/21/2010
6/30/2010
1/11/2011
1/21-28/2011
1/27/2011
5/11/2011
7/23/2011

SUBJECT

Johnson Lands
Hunting Johnson Lands
Hunting Johnson Lands
Changes to McKay Creek Area
Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery
Hunting Johnson Lands; July Celebration Grounds in Mission
McKay Creek mud baths; Johnson Lands including horses
Cayuse July Celebrations
Cellars along McKay Creek; storing salmon
Johnson Lands
Cayuse July Celebrations; resource gathering
Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery; Johnson Lands
Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery
Johnson Lands; weyekin; Picnic Grounds; access; Eatonville
Weyekin; Johnson Lands; Mission July Celebration Grounds
Johnson Lands
Depression; celebrations at Johnson Lands
Johnson Lands
Tamánwit; ceremonies
Hunting Johnson Lands
Importance of resources; access to Johnson Lands
Fishing Johnson Creek
Corral at Johnson Picnic Grounds
Cayuse July Celebration
Wildhorse round-up corrals in Johnson Lands
July Grounds in Mission including camping, races, and feast
Cayuse July Celebrations
Johnson Lands; July Grounds Celebrations
Hunting Johnson Lands
July Celebration Grounds in Mission; big tent for dancing
Hunting Johnson Lands and Dark Canyon
Hunting rabbits to eat at July Celebrations in Mission
Hunting in Johnson
Fishing Johnson Creek
Fishing McKay Creek
Cayuse July Celebrations; Isqúulktpe Creek CCC
Cayuse July Celebrations
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Oral
History
Project
(OHP)
351
365

7/24/2011
2/21/2012

Folsom Spring
July Celebration Grounds in Mission; CCC efforts; baseball diamond;
boxing matches with the CCC Isqúulktpe Creek

368
369
370
379
382
385

5/4/2012
5/8/2012
5/9/2012
8/16/2012
8/30/2012
10/4/2012

Travel corridor Johnson Lands
Access issues; need to build relationships
McKay Creek burial
Allotments
Johnson Lands; preparing bear; McKay Creek
Fishing McKay Creek; mining along Little Johnson Creek; picking
wool off fences

386

9/29/2012

389
392
393
394
395
396
397

10/23/2012
12/7/2012
12/10/2012
8/24/2012
12/6/2012
12/24/2012
12/28/2012

Storytelling at Johnson Creek; horses McKay Creek and Buckhorn
cabin
Horse culture
Fireworks at Mission July Grounds; Cayuse July Celebrations
Diminishment of the reservation
When to stop hunting
Huckleberrying and hunting Johnson Lands
July Grounds war dances; hunting/fishing Johnson Lands
Camping at July Celebration Grounds in Mission; peas; McKay area
horses

398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406

unknown
1/15/2013
1/15/2013
1/28/2013
1/28/2013
1/30/2013
2/6/2013
2/15/2013
2/26/2013

Cayuse July Celebration; wild horse round up Johnson Lands
Tony Vey relationship with Indians--brand elk; hunting Johnson Lands
Johnson Lands; namings at July Celebration Grounds in Mission
Johnson Lands
Johnson Lands
Cemetery McKay Creek
Utilization of resources
Johnson Lands
Fishing McKay Creek; hunting ridges along McKay; sacred; storing
tipi poles

407
410
416
426

4/4/2013
4/30/2013
7/22/2013
12/6/2013

Tamánwit
Johnson Lands
Canning and raising own food
Johnson Lands and Cold Springs; camping at July Celebration Grounds
in Mission; harvesting peas and potatoes

427
428

1/8/2014

Johnson Lands
Restoration of Johnson Lands; self determination

429

DATE

1/17/2014
5/12/1993

SUBJECT

Tamánwit
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Oral
History
Project
(OHP)
430
432
433
439
440
441

DATE

SUBJECT

10/23/1996
no date
no date
1/15/2015
1/22/2015
1/23/2015

Sheep
Importance of language
Self Determination; tribal members not farmers
Johnson Lands; Eatonville; CCC-ID equipment
Johnson Lands; Eatonville; Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery
Isqúulktpe CCC; Burns; Mission July Celebration Grounds; victory
gardens; Johnson Lands

442

1/27/2015

Mission July Celebration Grounds; Johnson Creek Truck Trail;
Eatonville; Johnson Lands (Restoration)

443
444

1/28/2015
1/28/2025

445
446

1/29/2015
1/29/2015

Isqúulktpe CCC; general CCC
CCC-ID specifics as elder was enrollee; Johnson Lands projects;
Mission July Celebration Grounds; Depression; Karl Eaton and
Eatonville
Johnson Lands; Isqúulktpe CCC; Mission July Celebration Grounds
CCC; Johnson Lands; Isqúulktpe CCC; Mission July Celebration
Grounds; Depression; Karl Eaton

447
448

2/3/2015
2/10/2015

Isqúulktpe CCC; July Celebration Grounds in Mission
July Celebration Grounds in Mission; squatters in Johnson Lands;
harvesting produce; effects of pea harvest; Johnson Lands

449
450

2/12/2015
2/12/2015

July Grounds; CCC-ID
Isqúulktpe CCC; Mission July Celebration Grounds; Karl Eaton;
Johnson Lands Picnic Grounds

451
452
458

3/13/2015
3/19/2015
4/27/2015

469

10/12/2015

Johnson Creek Truck Trail; July Celebration Grounds in Mission
CCC Heppner area
Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery; Mission July Celebration
Grounds
McKay Creek and Johnson Lands; Eatonville; Picnic Grounds; July
Celebration Grounds in Mission; Howard Wheeler Act

471
473

10/20/2015
11/17/2015

Johnson Lands; McKay Creek; weyekin; Picnic Grounds
Cunha Stock Ranch; Wildhorse round-ups; squatters; Johnson Lands
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Appendix B: 1940 Order of Restoration, Umatilla Reservation, Oregon—March 20, 1940.
Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (PAO 43 Box 1233 Restoration of Lands).
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Appendix C: List of Indian Emergency Conservation Work and CCC-ID Enrollees

Enrollee

1935 IECW
Activity
(Umatilla
CCC-ID
unless
noted; UM
57 Box 2)

Abraham, Jack
Alexander, Red
Alexander,
Sherman
Alexander, Uriah

Fingerprinted
19371938
for
CCCID

Mar
1939Mar
1942
(UM 57
Box 2
Gas
Sheets)

x

x

Bettles, Joe

District
Reports
(UM57
Box 1)
Old Chief
Joseph
Gravesite
and
Cemetery

1940
U.S.
Census
(CCCID or
WPA)

Enrollees
1940-41
(PAO 43
1303
Working
Plan
19411942)

x
x

Road Work

Allen, Andrew
Allen, David
Badroads, Bill
Badroads, Louise
Beers, Anthony
Beers, Chester
Beers, George
Beers, Anthony

Enrollees
1933 to
June 30,
1942 (UM
57 Box 1
District
Office
Reports)

x

x

Old Chief
Joseph
Gravesite
and
Cemetery

x

x
x
x

1941 NikYa-WeyMa TahmTine
Newsletter

January
March,
May
March,
May

x

x

February

x

x

March

Activity or
Reference including
Oral History Project
(OHP)
Boys Advisor radio
school at Chemawa;
June 1941 left CCCID; OHP 458
(Cemetery)

BiMonthly
Timesheet
(UM 58
Box 1
19411942)

Baseball
Baseball

Eatonville Mayor; UM
57 Box 1 District
Office reports; OHP
444 (Cemetery)
Baseball; UM 57 Box
1 District Office
Reports
OHP 445
OHP 445

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

July
Grounds

x

February

Bath house; baseball

x
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Enrollee
Bill, Edgar
Bob, Russell
Broncheau,
Daniel
Bushman ,
Aletha
Campbell, Arthur
Capp, Johnny
Carden, Russell
Chalifae, L.
Chapman,
Johnson
Conner, R.J.
Conner, Naomie
Conner,
Raymond
Conroyer, Gus

Cowapoo, David
Craig, Daniel
Crawford, Joseph

1935 IECW
Activity
(Umatilla
CCC-ID
unless
noted; UM
57 Box 2)
Warm
Springs
CCC-ID

Fingerprinted
19371938
for
CCCID

Mar
1939Mar
1942
(UM 57
Box 2
Gas
Sheets)

Enrollees
1933 to
June 30,
1942 (UM
57 Box 1
District
Office
Reports)

District
Reports
(UM57
Box 1)

x

1940
U.S.
Census
(CCCID or
WPA)

x
x

Enrollees
1940-41
(PAO 43
1303
Working
Plan
19411942)

1941 NikYa-WeyMa TahmTine
Newsletter

Activity or
Reference including
Oral History Project
(OHP)

March,
May

Baseball

x
x

BiMonthly
Timesheet
(UM 58
Box 1
19411942)

x
UM 57 Box 1 District
Office Reports

x

Road Work
x
Warm
Springs
CCC-ID
x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x

Old Chief
Joseph
Gravesite
and
Cemetery

x

x
x
x

UM 57 Box 1 District
Office Reports

x

OHP458
OHP440

x
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Enrollee
Crawford, Leo
Crowley, Arthur
Damon, Charles
Dick, Harry
Dick, Louie
Duffy, Matthew
Duffy, Charles
Duup?, John

1935 IECW
Activity
(Umatilla
CCC-ID
unless
noted; UM
57 Box 2)
Warm
Springs
CCC-ID

Fingerprinted
19371938
for
CCCID

Mar
1939Mar
1942
(UM 57
Box 2
Gas
Sheets)

Enrollees
1933 to
June 30,
1942 (UM
57 Box 1
District
Office
Reports)

District
Reports
(UM57
Box 1)

1940
U.S.
Census
(CCCID or
WPA)

x

1941 NikYa-WeyMa TahmTine
Newsletter

Activity or
Reference including
Oral History Project
(OHP)

March

Baseball; Hampson
1998

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

Ezekiel, Watkins
Farrow, Earl
Farrow, Jesse
Farrow, Thomas
(Ezra)

x

UM 57 Box 1 District
Office Reports

x

x

June
x

Farrow, Elzie
x
Farrow, Walter
Forest Jr., Edgar

BiMonthly
Timesheet
(UM 58
Box 1
19411942)

x

x

Road Work
Warm
Springs
CCC-ID
Road Work

Enrollees
1940-41
(PAO 43
1303
Working
Plan
19411942)

x

x

March,
May
March

Warm
Springs
CCC-ID

July 15, 1935 Physical
Examination
Whitewashing
buildings; baseball;
UM 57 Box 1 District
Office Reports; OHP
439; OHP 448
Whitewashing
buildings

x

256

Enrollee
Foret, Norwood
Freed, Leo
Gaston, Ernest
George, Andrew
Ghangraw,
Ferman
Ghangraw, Herb
Ghangraw,
James

1935 IECW
Activity
(Umatilla
CCC-ID
unless
noted; UM
57 Box 2)
Road work

Fingerprinted
19371938
for
CCCID

Mar
1939Mar
1942
(UM 57
Box 2
Gas
Sheets)

Enrollees
1933 to
June 30,
1942 (UM
57 Box 1
District
Office
Reports)

District
Reports
(UM57
Box 1)

1940
U.S.
Census
(CCCID or
WPA)

Enrollees
1940-41
(PAO 43
1303
Working
Plan
19411942)

Grove, Howard
Guyer, George

x

x
x

x
x

Warm
Springs
CCC-ID

OHP444
Hampson 1998

x
January

Radio school at
Chemawa

Warm
Springs
CCC-ID
Warm
Springs
CCC-ID
Road Work

Guyer, Philip
Halfmoon, Otis
Halfmoon,
Alfonse
(Frenchy)

Activity or
Reference including
Oral History Project
(OHP)

Warm
Springs
CCC-ID
Warm
Springs
CCC-ID

Gould, Earl
Grove Jr.,
Charles

1941 NikYa-WeyMa TahmTine
Newsletter

BiMonthly
Timesheet
(UM 58
Box 1
19411942)

x
Road Work

x

x

x

x

x

UM 57 Box 1 District
Reports; OHP 450
OHP 444 (Fire
Suppression)
OHP 444 (Johnson
Lands and July
Grounds)

x

257

Enrollee

1935 IECW
Activity
(Umatilla
CCC-ID
unless
noted; UM
57 Box 2)

Fingerprinted
19371938
for
CCCID

Mar
1939Mar
1942
(UM 57
Box 2
Gas
Sheets)

Enrollees
1933 to
June 30,
1942 (UM
57 Box 1
District
Office
Reports)

District
Reports
(UM57
Box 1)

1940
U.S.
Census
(CCCID or
WPA)

Halfmoon, David
Hall, Julius
Harsche, Ned
Hart, Jack
Hart, Joseph
Hawley, Mitchell
Hayes, Joe
Hayes, Roy
Hill, Manuel
Issac
Hoodie
(Hoodieaddie),
Jack
Hudnall, Conrad
Hung, Kelly
Hung, Peter
Hung, Peter Jr.
Hung, William
Hunt, Virgil
Jack, Willie
Jackson, William
James, Punk

Enrollees
1940-41
(PAO 43
1303
Working
Plan
19411942)

1941 NikYa-WeyMa TahmTine
Newsletter

x

Activity or
Reference including
Oral History Project
(OHP)
OHP 444 (Johnson
Lands)

BiMonthly
Timesheet
(UM 58
Box 1
19411942)

Warm
Springs
CCC-ID
x
x

x

x
February

Running cards

May

Mission Baseball;
OHP 444 (Cemetery);
OHP 450
Worked one week in
1942 (UM 58 Box 1)

x

UM 57 Box 1 District
Office Reports

x

Road Work
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
March

Baseball

258

Enrollee

1935 IECW
Activity
(Umatilla
CCC-ID
unless
noted; UM
57 Box 2)

Fingerprinted
19371938
for
CCCID

Mar
1939Mar
1942
(UM 57
Box 2
Gas
Sheets)

Enrollees
1933 to
June 30,
1942 (UM
57 Box 1
District
Office
Reports)

James, Stanislaus
James, William
Jim, Davie
Jim, Jasper
Jimmie, Johnnie
Johnley, Charley
Johnson, Chas

x
x

Activity or
Reference including
Oral History Project
(OHP)

March,
May

Baseball; OHP 442;
OHP445

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

Johnson, Joseph

x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

May

x

February

x

February

UM 57 Box 1 District
Office Reports
Grounds keeper at ball
diamond (UM 58 Box
1)

x

Road Work
Road Work
Soil Erosion

x

x

Lavadour, Gene
Lavadour, Joe

1941 NikYa-WeyMa TahmTine
Newsletter

BiMonthly
Timesheet
(UM 58
Box 1
19411942)

Yakima
CCC-ID

Johnson, Elmer
Johnson, Henry

Jones, William
Kash Kash, Sam
LaCourse,
William
Lavadour,
Arnold
Lavadour,
Eugene

District
Reports
(UM57
Box 1)

1940
U.S.
Census
(CCCID or
WPA)

Enrollees
1940-41
(PAO 43
1303
Working
Plan
19411942)

x

x

x

Eatonville
UM 57 Box 1 District
Office Reports
Eatonville Town
Marshall; OHP 444
(Johnson Lands)
CCC-ID Nevada
(Lavadour 2015)

x
x

259

Enrollee
Lavadour,
Leonard

Lawyer, Oscar
Lehulufae
Lloyd, Moses

1935 IECW
Activity
(Umatilla
CCC-ID
unless
noted; UM
57 Box 2)

Fingerprinted
19371938
for
CCCID

Mar
1939Mar
1942
(UM 57
Box 2
Gas
Sheets)

Enrollees
1933 to
June 30,
1942 (UM
57 Box 1
District
Office
Reports)

District
Reports
(UM57
Box 1)

x

1940
U.S.
Census
(CCCID or
WPA)

Enrollees
1940-41
(PAO 43
1303
Working
Plan
19411942)

x

x

Old Chief
Joseph
Gravesite
and
Cemetery

1941 NikYa-WeyMa TahmTine
Newsletter

x

Lloyd, Peter
Louie, Jimmie
Luke, Robert
Luton, Samuel
McFarland,
Louis
McIntire, L.
McIntyre, Roy

x
x

x
x
x
x

Soil Erosion

McKay, Bruce

Road Work

McKay, Charles

Soil Erosion

x

McKay, Dave
Meachem, Cliff

Road Work

x

Minthorn, Aaron

Road Work

x
x

x

x

x
x

Road Work

x

Activity or
Reference including
Oral History Project
(OHP)
District Report--UM
57 box 1

BiMonthly
Timesheet
(UM 58
Box 1
19411942)

March,
May

OHP 450
Baseball; OHP 450;
OHP 458 (Cemetery)

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

February
March,
May
March,
May
March
February

Court lawyer; OHP
442
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Eatonville; UM 57
Box 1 District Office
Reports

x
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Enrollee
Minthorn,
Wilford (Wilfred
in 1940-41)
Minthorn,
William
Moore, Justin

Motanic, Arthur
Motanic, Dan
Morisette, Bud

1935 IECW
Activity
(Umatilla
CCC-ID
unless
noted; UM
57 Box 2)

Fingerprinted
19371938
for
CCCID

District
Reports
(UM57
Box 1)

1940
U.S.
Census
(CCCID or
WPA)

Enrollees
1940-41
(PAO 43
1303
Working
Plan
19411942)

1941 NikYa-WeyMa TahmTine
Newsletter

Activity or
Reference including
Oral History Project
(OHP)
OHP469 (Johnson
Lands)

x

BiMonthly
Timesheet
(UM 58
Box 1
19411942)
x

Road work
x

x

Old Chief
Joseph
Gravesite
and
Cemetery

x

x
x

June

OHP448 (Johnson
Lands)
Hampson 1998

x

Soil Erosion

Moses, Johnny
G.

Murray, Edgar
Pambrun, Pete
Parker, Emery
Parker, Eugene
Parker, Lester

Enrollees
1933 to
June 30,
1942 (UM
57 Box 1
District
Office
Reports)

Road Work

Moses , James
Moses, Jim

Murray, John R.

Mar
1939Mar
1942
(UM 57
Box 2
Gas
Sheets)

x

UM 57 Box 1 District
Office Reports; OHP
440

x

UM 57 Box 1 District
Office Reports; OHP
440

Warm
Springs
CCC-ID
Warm
Springs
CCC-ID
Soil Erosion
x
x
x

x
x
x

261

Enrollee
Parker, Perry

1935 IECW
Activity
(Umatilla
CCC-ID
unless
noted; UM
57 Box 2)

Fingerprinted
19371938
for
CCCID

Mar
1939Mar
1942
(UM 57
Box 2
Gas
Sheets)

Enrollees
1933 to
June 30,
1942 (UM
57 Box 1
District
Office
Reports)

District
Reports
(UM57
Box 1)

1940
U.S.
Census
(CCCID or
WPA)

Parr, Alfred
Parr, Arthur
Parr, Fred
Parr, John
Parr, Leander

Enrollees
1940-41
(PAO 43
1303
Working
Plan
19411942)
x

Parr, Theda
Patawa, Allen
Patawa,
Henderson
Patrick, Issac
Patrick,
Lawrence (Ham)
Penny, David
Penny, Ernest
Penny, Ira

Activity or
Reference including
Oral History Project
(OHP)
OHP53 camping at
Tower

x
Soil Erosion
x
x

x
Agency
Reservation

x

x

Parr, Lee
Parr, Robert

1941 NikYa-WeyMa TahmTine
Newsletter

February

UM 57 Box 1 District
Office Reports
Johnson Creek;
Manager of Eatonville
baseball team

BiMonthly
Timesheet
(UM 58
Box 1
19411942)

x
There is
an A.
Parr
x

x

Warm
Springs
CCC-ID
Warm
Springs
CCC-ID
x
x

x

Soil Erosion
OHP471
x
x

UM 57 Box 1 District
Office Reports
OHP445

x

262

Enrollee
Penny, George
Peo, Walter
Pete, Hihino
Picard, Clarence
Picard, Walter
Pierce , Robert
Pierce, Jack
Pierce, Michael
Pond, Walter
Pursely, Ernest
Reed, Bud
Reed, Charles
Reed, Frank
Reed Jr., Frank
Reed, Marvin
Reed Jr., Walter
Robie, Nancie
Roe Cloud,
Elizabeth
Sampson,
Chester
Sampson, Jack

1935 IECW
Activity
(Umatilla
CCC-ID
unless
noted; UM
57 Box 2)

Fingerprinted
19371938
for
CCCID

Mar
1939Mar
1942
(UM 57
Box 2
Gas
Sheets)

Enrollees
1933 to
June 30,
1942 (UM
57 Box 1
District
Office
Reports)

District
Reports
(UM57
Box 1)

1940
U.S.
Census
(CCCID or
WPA)

Enrollees
1940-41
(PAO 43
1303
Working
Plan
19411942)

1941 NikYa-WeyMa TahmTine
Newsletter

Activity or
Reference including
Oral History Project
(OHP)

BiMonthly
Timesheet
(UM 58
Box 1
19411942)
x

Soil Erosion
x
Road Work
Road Work
Road Work
Road Work

x

x

Warm
Springs
CCC-ID
Soil Erosion

UM 57 Box 1 District
Office Reports

x

x
x
x

x

x

x
March

baseball; OHP448
OHP441 (Burns)
OHP441 (Burns)
UM 57 Box 1 District
Office Reports;
OHP441 (Burns)

x
x

x

x
x

x

Warm
Springs
CCC-ID
x

UM 57 Box 1 District
Office Reports (Jr. in
college)

x
x
x

June

x

263

Enrollee

1935 IECW
Activity
(Umatilla
CCC-ID
unless
noted; UM
57 Box 2)

Sampson, John

Road Work

Sampson, Leo
Sams , John
Sams, Conde
Sams, Claire
Scott, Edward
(Chief)
Sheoships, John

Sheoship, Joseph
Sherburn,
Marion
Sherburn, Virgil
Shillal, Francis
Shillal, Phillip
Shippentower,
Alex
Shippentower,
Alec

Fingerprinted
19371938
for
CCCID

Mar
1939Mar
1942
(UM 57
Box 2
Gas
Sheets)

Enrollees
1933 to
June 30,
1942 (UM
57 Box 1
District
Office
Reports)

x

x

x

District
Reports
(UM57
Box 1)
July
Grounds
Old Chief
Joseph
Gravesite
and
Cemetery

1940
U.S.
Census
(CCCID or
WPA)

Enrollees
1940-41
(PAO 43
1303
Working
Plan
19411942)

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

Road Work
x
Road Work
x
Warm
Springs
CCC-ID

Road Work

x

x

x

Old Chief
Joseph
Gravesite
and
Cemetery

x

1941 NikYa-WeyMa TahmTine
Newsletter

Activity or
Reference including
Oral History Project
(OHP)
OHP442; OHP458
(Cemetery)

OHP440

March,
May

Baseball

February

Bath House (UM 57
Box 1 District Office
Reports)

May

Mission Baseball

March,
May

Baseball; OHP448;
OHP458

Road work
Road Work
Road Work

x

BiMonthly
Timesheet
(UM 58
Box 1
19411942)

x

x

264

Enrollee
Shippentower,
Francis
Shippentower,
Henry
Shippentower,
Jasper
Shippentower,
Joe
Showaway,
Dominic
Slickpoo,
Augustine
Slickpoo, Gus
Slickpoo, John
SoHappy

1935 IECW
Activity
(Umatilla
CCC-ID
unless
noted; UM
57 Box 2)

St. Dennis,
Wilfred

Enrollees
1933 to
June 30,
1942 (UM
57 Box 1
District
Office
Reports)

District
Reports
(UM57
Box 1)

1940
U.S.
Census
(CCCID or
WPA)

July
Grounds

Enrollees
1940-41
(PAO 43
1303
Working
Plan
19411942)

1941 NikYa-WeyMa TahmTine
Newsletter

Activity or
Reference including
Oral History Project
(OHP)

x

May

Mission Baseball

x

February

Basketball and
Baseball; OHP458
Shippentower 2015

x

x

OHP458
OHP 444 (July
Grounds)

x
x
Road Work
Soil Erosion

March

Baseball

March
February,
May

Baseball; left CCC-ID
by June 1941
Running cards;
Baseball

November

Welding Course at
Chemawa; OHP 471

BiMonthly
Timesheet
(UM 58
Box 1
19411942)

There is
J
Shippentower

x
x

x

x

x

x

Soil Erosion

Spino, Lewis
St. Dennis,
Nelson

Mar
1939Mar
1942
(UM 57
Box 2
Gas
Sheets)

x
Warm
Springs
CCC-ID
CCC-ID
Nevada
Yakima
CCC-ID

Spencer, John
Spencer, Johnnie
Spino, George

Fingerprinted
19371938
for
CCCID

Warm
Springs
CCC-ID
Warm
Springs
CCC-ID

x

265

Enrollee
Tawatoy,
Cornelious
Thompson,
Joseph
Tias, Oswald
Van Pelt, Levi
Van Pelt, Mose
Wahsise, John
Wannassay,
Lloyd D.
Webb , Mathias
Webb, Charles
Webb, Cyrus
Webb, Maurice

1935 IECW
Activity
(Umatilla
CCC-ID
unless
noted; UM
57 Box 2)

Mar
1939Mar
1942
(UM 57
Box 2
Gas
Sheets)

Enrollees
1933 to
June 30,
1942 (UM
57 Box 1
District
Office
Reports)

District
Reports
(UM57
Box 1)

1940
U.S.
Census
(CCCID or
WPA)

Enrollees
1940-41
(PAO 43
1303
Working
Plan
19411942)

1941 NikYa-WeyMa TahmTine
Newsletter

Activity or
Reference including
Oral History Project
(OHP)

April

Johnson Creek

March,
May

Baseball; OHP442

BiMonthly
Timesheet
(UM 58
Box 1
19411942)

Road Work
Soil Erosion

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
Warm
Springs
CCC-ID
Road Work

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

OHP444
UM 57 Box 1 District
Office Reports;
OHP444

x
x

x
Soil Erosion

Webb, Sol
Whitford,
Harelet?
Whitman, Caleb
Wild Bill, Philip
Wildbill
Thompson, Joe

Fingerprinted
19371938
for
CCCID

x

March
May
February

Baseball; OHP 444
Baseball; OHP440
Eatonville Justice of
Peace

x

x

x

Road Work
(clerk)
Road Work
x

April

Eatonville Mayor

266

Enrollee

1935 IECW
Activity
(Umatilla
CCC-ID
unless
noted; UM
57 Box 2)

Fingerprinted
19371938
for
CCCID

Wilkinson, Cyrus

Mar
1939Mar
1942
(UM 57
Box 2
Gas
Sheets)

x

Enrollees
1933 to
June 30,
1942 (UM
57 Box 1
District
Office
Reports)

District
Reports
(UM57
Box 1)
Old Chief
Joseph
Gravesite
and
Cemetery

1940
U.S.
Census
(CCCID or
WPA)

Enrollees
1940-41
(PAO 43
1303
Working
Plan
19411942)

x

x

Williams, Lester
Williams, Spud
Williams, Willie
Wilson, Douglas
Wilson, Lowell

x

1941 NikYa-WeyMa TahmTine
Newsletter

Activity or
Reference including
Oral History Project
(OHP)

May

Telephone and Radio
school
Mission Baseball;
OHP 450

February

Bath House

May

BiMonthly
Timesheet
(UM 58
Box 1
19411942)

Soil Erosion
x

x

x

x
x

x
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Appendix D: Fourth of July Celebration at the July Celebration Grounds in Mission (Date Unknown).
Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1).

268
Appendix E: Silver Lake Ditch Company Agreement for the United States as Trustee to Attach
Flume and Install Hydraulic Ram to be used at Old Chief Joseph Gravesite and Cemetery.
Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 Easements).

269
Appendix F: Notarized Silver Lake Ditch Company Agreement. Reproduced at the National Archives
in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 Easements).

270
Appendix G: Umatilla National Forest Special Use Permit for Umatilla Agency to Build and
Maintain a Telephone Line in the Johnson Lands across Forest Service Lands. Reproduced at the
National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 Easements).

271

272
Appendix H: The International Derrick and Equipment Company Blueprint for the Johnson Lands
Steel Lookout Tower, Dated August 1, 1938. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57
Box 3 31 Lookout Tower Maps).

273
Appendix I: U.S. Government Schematic for Standard Steel Lookout Tower Cabins, Dated August
25, 1937 Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM57 Box 3 31 Lookout Tower Maps).

274
Appendix J: U.S. Government Schematic for Standard Steel Lookout Tower Ladders, Dated August
25, 1937 Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM57 Box 3 31 Lookout Tower Maps).

275
Appendix K: U.S. Government Schematic for Standard Steel Lookout Towers, Dated August 25,
1937. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM57 Box 3 31 Lookout Tower Maps).

276
Appendix L: Permission of the Owner to Place Improvements on and Across His Land for the
Performance of Useful Public Work (Cunningham Sheep Company) for the Cold Springs Truck
Trail. Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 Easements).

277
Appendix M: Permission of the Owner to Place Improvements on and Across His Land for the
Performance of Useful Public Work (Francis S. McKinney) for the Cold Springs Truck Trail.
Reproduced at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 Easements).

278
Appendix N: Permission of the Owner to Place Improvements on and Across His Land for the
Performance of Useful Public Work (Roy Kuhns) for the Cold Springs Truck Trail. Reproduced at
the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 Easements).

279
Appendix O: Permission of the Owner to Place Improvements on and Across His Land for the
Performance of Useful Public Work (Joseph Cunha) for the Cold Springs Truck Trail. Reproduced
at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 Easements).

280
Appendix P: Permission of the Owner to Place Improvements on and Across His Land for the
Performance of Useful Public Work (Joseph Cunha) for the Johnson Creek Truck Trail. Reproduced
at the National Archives in Seattle (UM 57 Box 1 Easements).

